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INTRODUCTION. 

THIS report is intended to present primarily the results of my experiments 

and practical work in artificially disseminating contagious diseases among 

chinch-bugs during 1891. I have, however, for the better understanding of 
these experiments, added summary accounts of my observations and experi- 

ments of 1888, 1889, and 1890; also, a “ History of Microphytous Diseases of 

the Chinch-Bug in the United States,’ and a bibliographical record of my 
own contributions to the literature of the subject. 

In the record of the work in 1891, I have presented an account of the ex- 

periments and observations in the laboratory, and have given place to a full 

account of the experiments in the field, including a complete list of farmers 

who have reported the results of their experiments, together with their esti- 

mates of amount of grain saved; including also the report of my field agent, 

and reports from the farmers themselves, covering more or less satisfactorily 

the points necessary to be considered in the field experiments. The map ac- 

companying this report of field work graphically presents the matter of the 

distribution of the field experiments in Kansas in 1891. 
I have also devoted a considerable space to a discussion of the influence of 

meteorological conditions on the chinch-bug. The data presented in this dis- 

cussion will not be without interest to both farmers and entomologists. 

The very considerable space given to the “History of Microphytous Dis- 

eases of the Chinch-Bug in the United States” is warranted, to my mind, by 

the lack of any available collaboration or summing up of existing data in the 

matter. In the compiling of this chapter, I have believed that liberal quo- 

tations from the original references would be of more value than any at- 

tempted interpretation of the work of various investigators. I have made 

free use of Professor Forbes’s admirable bibliographical record of the chinch- 

bug, presented in the Sixteenth Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois. 
T would acknowledge the constant assistance which I have had in all my work, 

as well as in the making up of this report, from Professor Forbes’s valuable 
published contributions to the discussion of chinch-bug diseases. 

I also wish to acknowledge the invaluable aid continually rendered, during 

the progress of my experiments and in the preparation of this report, by my 

regular assistants in botany and entomology — Messrs. W. C. Stevens and V. 

L. Kellogg. 
As an appendix, I present a detailed statement of the expenditure of funds 
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6 CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF THE CHINCH-BUG.. 

appropriated by the Legislature for the carrying-on of the experiments. I 
also append directions to farmers for obtaining and applying the infection. 

The act establishing the Experiment Station is as follows: 

House bill No. 639. 

An Act to establish an Experimental Station at the State University of Kansas, to promote and con- 
duct experiments for the destruction of chinch-bugs by contagion or infection, and making an ap- 
propriation therefor. 

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas: 

Srorton 1. That the sum of thirty-five hundred dollars be and the same is hereby 

appropriated for the purpose of establishing, maintaining and conducting an ex- 

perimental station at the State University, at Lawrence, to propagate the contagion 

or infection that is supposed to be destructive to chinch-bugs, and furnish the same 

to the farmers free of charge, under the direction and supervision of the Chancellor. 

i, H. Snow, as hereinafter provided. 

Sxo. 2. As soon as practicable after the taking’ effect of this act, the said Chancel- 

lor shall procure the necessary furniture and material, with such assistance as he 

may require, and proceed to propagate as much contagion, on as large a scale, as 

may be necessary, and supply the farmers of this State with the same, when required. 

Sxro. 3. Of the sum hereby appropriated, two thousand five hundred dollars shall 

be available during the fiscal years ending June 30, 1891, and June 30, 1892, to be ap- 

plied to defraying the necessary expenses for assistants, furniture, ex pressage, tele- 

graphing, postage, ete. And said Chancellor is hereby authorized to issue his 

warrant upon the State Treasurer, upon itemized accounts, for the amounts specified 

by this act: Provided, That not more than five hundred dollars shall be drawn in any 

one month, except in the month of April, 1891, when the sum of eight hundred dol- 

lars may be drawn, if deemed necessary; and all accounts shall be verified. And if 

the experiments fail to produce the desired results, no more funds shall be drawn 

from the treasury, and the station shall be abandoned. 

Sro. 4. If the experiments shall prove successful, or desirable to be continued, 

the sum of one thousand dollars shall be made available during the fiscal year end- 

ing June 30, 1893, to be drawn under the same conditions as set forth in section 

3 of this act. 

So. 5. The Chancellor shall also report the results of his experiments to the offi- 

cial State paper, provided the said paper shall publish the same free of charge, be- 

ginning the first day of April next and every month thereafter, until the first day of 

December following. He shall also make a full report of the money expended and 

the results of his experiments to the Governor, on or before the first day of Decem- 

ber of each year. 

Sro. 6. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its publication in 

the official State paper. 

Approved March 4, 1891. 



OBSERVATIONS OF 1888. 

Although this report is primarily an account of my observations and ex- 

periments of 1891, it will be of advantage to offer a brief resumé of my work 
since the epidemic diseases of the chinch-bug first attracted my attention. 

Having paid especial attention to the ravages of the chinch-bug in Kan- 

sas for several years, I called attention to the most important facts relating 
to this pest in an article in the Fifth Biennial Report of the State Board of 
Agriculture (1885-86 ), and in asecond article in the quarterly report of the 

board for the first quarter of the year 1888. In the second article I ventured 

the opinion, based on meteorological data, that the season of 1888 would wit- 
ness a marked reduction in the destruction accomplished by the chinch-bug. 

This opinion was founded upon the expectation that the rainfall would be 
more abundant than in the two preceding years, and drown out the bugs. 
There was, indeed, in 1888, a remarkable destruction of chinch-bugs, but my 

ultimate opinion concerning the cause of it was not that expressed in my pre- 
diction. Ina third article on the chinch-bug, published in the Sixth Biennial 

Report of the State Board of Agriculture (1887-88 ), I first expressed my 
belief that an epidemic contagious disease was prevalent among Kansas 

chinch-bugs. Referring to my prediction in the second article, and to my ob- 

servations in 1888, I said in this third article on the chinch-bug (p. 205): 

It was observed all through the eastern counties that from some unknown cause 

there was a sudden and almost complete disappearance of the hordes of chinch-bugs 

while the dry weather of April and May was still at its height. Fields of wheat and 

oats were so disastrously attacked that their owners were already beginning to plow 

them under, when there was an apparently mysterious annihilation of the ravaging 

hosts —the grain began to revive, and the farmers were able to reap bountiful crops 

where their anticipations had foreboded an almost total loss. An investigation of 

the unknown cause of the disappearance of the chinch-bug over so large an area 

has led me to the conviction that there was really no mystery connected with this 

most fortunate occurrence. Insects do not die before their time unless cut off by 

causes which may be made known. The cause which so opportunely removed our 

malodorous enemies in May and June, 1888, was without doubt an epidemic conta- 

gious disease, which operated with even greater destructiveness upon these liliputian 

insects than did the “black plague” upon the human race in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, before its cause had been discovered, and the modern methods 

of prevention and restriction had been inaugurated. 

I referred in this paper to the observations of Doctor Shimer, Professor 
Forbes, and Doctor Lugger. (See “ History of Microphytous Diseases among 

Chinch-bugs in the United States,” this report.) 
I concluded my remarks by expressing the opinion that, “in the warfare 

of man against his insect foes, a most valuable ally will be found in the bac- 

terial and fungoid diseases which may be artificially introduced when nature 

fails to come to our aid.” 
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OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS OF 1889. 

In June, 1889, I received a letter from Dr. J. T. Curtiss, of Dwight, Morris 

county, Kansas, announcing that one of the diseases mentioned in my 1888 

article in the Report of the State Board of Agriculture (see Observations of 

1888) was raging in various fields in his county. Doctor Curtiss stated that 

on June 22 he saw the first sick bugs, and in a few days thereafter dead ones. 

In many places, in fields of oats and wheat, the ground was white with dead 

bugs. Specimens of these dead and dying bugs were immediately obtained 

from Doctor Curtiss, and suitable laboratory experiments begun. The disease 

proved to be the entomophthorous affection, the direct result of the growth 

within and on the bug of a parasitic fungus, Hmpusa aphidis. It was found 

that healthy living bugs, when placed in the same jar with the bugs from Mor- 

ris county, were sickened and killed. It soon appeared to me clearly estab- 

lished that the disease could be successfully communicated from diseased to 

healthy bugs in the laboratory. Concerning my work during the first year of 
the experimenting, I quote as follows from a paper read by me before the 

twenty-second annual meeting of the Kansas Academy of Science in 1889, 

and printed in the Transactions of the Academy, Vol. XII, part I, pp. 834-37: 

Just at this time an unexpected opportunity was presented for testing this ques- 

tion by an experiment conducted upon a larger scale than had previously been pos- 

sible. This opportunity was afforded through the enterprise of a reporter for the 

Lawrence Daily Tribune, who appeared on the scene at the right moment and pub- 

lished a brief account of the appearance of a contagious disease among the chinch- 

bugs of Douglas county, and stated positively that the disease could be started in ~ 

any field, and the field soon cleared of bugs, by scattering a few dead bugs, which 

could be obtained by sending an application to the writer of this article. In a few 

days I began to receive a large number of letters, from no less than nine different 

States, begging for “diseased and deceased bugs.” The magnificent opportunity 

thus afforded by the rather too “previous” reporter was not allowed to go unim- 

proved, and during July and August sick and dead bugs were sent to farmers and 

agricultural experiment stations in Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, 

Michigan, Indiana, [linois, and Kentucky. The following letter of instruction ac- 

companied each package of bugs: 

Deak Sir: Having just obtained a limited supply of diseased chinch-bugs, I inclose a small box 

of them for your use, on condition of your making careful trial of them and reporting to me the 

result, 

Please observe the following directions: Mix these bugs with 10 or 20 times as many healthy bugs, 

and keep them together for 36 or 48 hours; then turn them loose, both dead and living ones, on the field 

selected for the experiment. Watch closely for the result. A similar lot sent to Ottawa covaty, Kan- 

sas, two weeks ago, and distributed according to the above directions, soon communicated the disease 

to that region. The bugs began to die in five days after the infected material had been ‘‘ planted.” 

Please make a careful record of your proceedings, and report to me, as I am very anxious to dis- 

cover the best possible method of spreading this disease among our farmers’? most destructive ene- 
mies, 

The results of this wholesale experiment have been exceedingly satisfactory, and 

are best presented by the following selections from an extensive correspondence: 
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OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS OF 1889. 9 

H. J. Waters, assistant agriculturist of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment 

Station, at Columbia, wrote July 10: 

On the station grounds here the chinch-bugs are very numerous, and are increasing with alarming 

rapidity. I have kept close watch for the natural appearance of the disease, but so far no bugs have 

shown any signs of it. Would it be possible for you to send us a number of these insects that have died 

of the disease, to be used in infecting our experiment plats, and enable us to study the experiment ? 

The infected material was sent out on July 18, and on the 30th the following re- 

port was received from Mr. Waters: 

Chinch-bugs have died rapidly during the last two days. Most of the dead ones are on the grass 

and weeds; comparatively few die on the ground, Those dying on the ground, under the shade of 

weeds and grass, develop a larger growth of mould than those found on the upper blades of grass. So 

far, the disease appears to be specially fatal only in or near the localities infected July 21, yet dead 

bugs covered with the mould are found in considerable numbers several rods away from the spots first 

infected. 

Four days later, the following was received from the same source: 

I desire to say further. that in the field first infected it is very hard to find a live chinch-bug. Two 

weeks ago they were there by the million. Many dead ones can be seen. 

The following report was made by Prof. F. M. Webster, entomologist of the Indi- 

ana Agricultural Experiment Station, and for many years one of Professor Riley’s 

most trustworthy field agents: 

The germs of Entomophthora, received July 20, have had the effect of destroying enough chinch- 

bugs to warrant the statement that they communicated the disease and established it in the field. What 

the ultimate result will be, and whether it will be of service to the farmer in dry weather, when he most 

needs it, are questions yet to be settled. 

The following is from a Clearwater, Minn., farmer, to whom infected material was 

sent August 5: 

Every marked hill of corn was freed of bugs before the corn was cut (1st to 15th of September ), 

but still there were some bugs in the field, but nothing in comparison to what it was when the fungoid 

bugs were planted, and they seemed to be semi-paralyzed. So firm is my belief in the efficiency of this 

method, that I have saved about 1,000 infected bugs for next year, Please accept my thanks for the 

bugs, and I will hoist my cap for white fungus.—THAD. J. WooDWORTH. 

The county treasurer of Worth county, Iowa, wrote as follows, September 2: 

The chinch-bugs you sent me did good work. I did as you directed, and in about eight days after 

I put them in my 50-acre corn field the bugs began to die, and now about two-thirds of them are dead. 

I will now take pains to get them scattered over the county.— G. N. HauGEn, Northwood, Iowa. 

P. S.—The weather has been very dry since I commenced the experiment, July 22—only one 

shower of rain in six weeks. 

The following two letters are samples of many communications from Kansas 

farmers: 
NAVARRE, DICKINSON CouNTY, August 7. 

I received your diseased chinch-bugs, now nearly three weeks ago. I followed the inclosed direc” 

tions, only I mixed, perhaps, 90 or 100 times as many as you sent. I put them ina tin quart can and 

left them in there for about 48 hours. Three days afterwards I went out and looked, and to my sur- 

prise found some dead ones. I went out a week afterward, and found half of them dead. I passed the 

other day again, and could searcely find any that had life in them, and what few there were were sick, 

so they could hardly move. I certainly feel very grateful to you for your kindness in sending me 

these few bugs, and I believe it will be a blessing to the country. J. H. LENHART. 

LARNED, August 1, 1889. 

DEAR Str: Your letter of the 18th ult., with the small box of chinch-bugs, came to me safely. 

Your directions in my experiments with the bugs were carefully followed. After the diseased ones 

had been with the healthy ones for 42 hours, I took them to my farm expecting to plant them, but found 

I had been anticipated in the work of destruction by heavy rains. I then brought them back and put 

them on the farm of Capt. A. C. Morris, just south of town, where there were bugs. They seemed to 

perform the work whereunto they were sent, the bugs in the portion of the field infected being killed 

so far as I could observe. Of one thing I am well satisfied, and that is, that the disease is communica- 

ble, just to what extent my experiments have not been of a character to establish. 

SAMUEL HOUSTON. 

These experiments for the artificial extension of the white-fungus disease having 
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been thus successful, I am anxious to keep the germs of the disease alive in my labo- 

ratory continuously, so that I may be able to continue the experiment during the 

coming season. In order that the vitality of these germs may be more certainly pre- 

served, I desire to obtain constant supplies of live chinch-bugs for the purpose of 

communicating the disease to fresh material during the winter and spring. I there- 

fore respectfully request those interested in these experiments to furnish the desired 

material. It is a difficult matter to find any live bugs in Douglas county, and the 

farmers of the State will, without doubt, willingly codperate with the writer in con- 

tinuing an investigation which promises to secure to them results of great practical 

value. 



OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS OF 1890. 

At the twenty-third annual meeting of the Kansas Academy of Science, 

( November, 1890,) I presented a paper, afterward published in the Transac- 
tions of the Academy, Vol. XII, part II, pp. 119-122, giving an account of my 

“experiments in 1890 for the artificial dissemination of contagious diseases 
among chinch-bugs.” From this paper I extract the following notes on these 

experiments : 

Inasmuch as these maladies of the chinch-bug are not kept alive in the field under 

ordinary out-of-door conditions of the winter season, the next important point to be 

gained was their preservation through the winter in the laboratory, in order that 

they might be under control and be available for use in the season of 1890. To ac- 

complish this result, I placed fresh, healthy bugs in the infection jar late in Novem- 

ber, 1889, and was pleased to note that they contracted disease and died in the same 

way as in the earlier part of the season. I was not able to obtain fresh germs in the 

spring of 1890 until the month of April, and then only a limited supply of live bugs 

could be secured. I quote the following from my laboratory notes: 

April 10, 25 chinch-bugs that had hibernated in the field were put in the infection jars. They were 

supplied with young wheat plants. The bugs appeared lively and healthy. 

April 16, some of the bugs were dead, and all appeared stupid. 

April 20, all of the bugs were dead. 

One week later, a new supply of 14 bugs was put into the jar; they were supplied with growing 

wheat. They ran substantially the same course as the first 25. Some had died at the end of the first 

week, and all were dead by the end of the 13th day. 

The chinch-bug seemed to have been very generally exterminated in Kansas in 

1889, and only three applications for diseased bugs were received in 1890 up to the 

middle of July. On account of the limited amount of infection material on hand, I 

required each applicant to send me a box of live bugs, which I placed in the infec- 

tion jars, returning in a few days a portion of the sick bugs to the sender. The 

three applicants above noted reported the complete success of the experiments. I 

give the following letter from Mr. M. F. Mattocks, of Wauneta, Chautauqua county, 

Kansas: 
WAUNETA, Kas., July 7, 1890. 

DeEAR Sir: I received from youa few days since a box of diseased chinch-bugs. I treated them 

according to instructions, and I have watched them closely, and find that they have conveyed the dis 

ease almost all over my farm, and the bugs are dying at a rapid rate. I have not found any dead bugs 

on farms adjoining me. I here inclose you box of healthy bugs that I gathered 14 miles from my place. 

I do not think they are diseased. M. F. Marrocgs. 

I personally visited Mr. Mattocks’s farm, and verified the above statements. 

Before the close of the season of 1890 it became evident that there were at least 

three diseases at work in our infection jars—the “white fungus” (Hntomophthora or 

Empusa); a bacterial disease (Micrococcus); and a fungus, considered by Dr. Roland 

Thaxer to be Isaria, or perhaps more properly Trichoderma [Sporotrichum ]. 

The following report, which describes the bugs as “collecting in clusters,” points 

to the bacterial disease as the cause of destruction: 

Piqua, Woopson Co., Kas. July 12, 1890. 

Dear SiR: Since writing you from Humboldt, Kas., the 6th inst., have made the happy discovery 

that the germs of contagious diseases sent me were vital. On Sunday last, upon examination of the 

millet field, I found millions of dead bugs. They were collected in clusters. My idea is that dampness 
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facilitates the spread of the contagion. The first distribution of diseased bugs, two days after I re- 

ceived the package by mail, apparently produced no results. A part of them were retained in the in- 

fection jar (quart Mason fruit jar). A half-pint of bugs were collected from the field. Three days 

later a foul stench was found to emanate from the jar, and a part of the bugs in it were dead. On July 

3, 1 took advantage of the cool, damp evening, and took a few buckets of cold water and sprinkled the 

edge of the millet, and distributed more infected bugs. On the 6th I found millions of dead bugs. I 

think the night, and sprinkling the millet, caused the disease to spread. We have had no rain in this 

neighborhood since June 17, if I remember correctly. The depredations of chinch-bugs are always 

more serious in dry, hot weather. Gratefully yours, J. W. G. McCormick. 

The field experiments were apparently equally successful in the months of July, 

August, and September. 

The following report from R. L. Staugaard is inserted, as being of a more scien- 

tifically circumstantial character than most of the other reports: 

FLORENCE, Kas., August 22, 1890. 

DEAR SiR: In reply to your favor of July 27, last month, would say, that infected bugs were ap- 

plied after they were kept with live ones 42 hours. They were applied as follows: ; 

Most of the bugs mixed were dead when taken out of the box. They were applied in seven differ- 

ent hills, being put into every ninth hill. I marked every hill with a number, so as to be better able to 

watch the progress. 

Examined after 48 hours’ application, with the following results: No. 1, mostly dead; No. 2, 

mostly alive —seemingly very restless ; No. 3, bugs seem to be sick ; No. 4, bugs mostly dead, (on hills 

around this, bugs seemed restless; ) No. 5, not examined, (on hills around it the bugs seemed to be af- 

fected.) Examination three days after the application, with the following results, to wit: No 3, bugs 

seemingly in a dying condition, (on hills around it the bugs seemed to be well, with the exception of one 

hill, where they seemed to be dying, and some dead; ) No. 4, not a live bug in the hill; No, 5, appar- 

ently dying, also dying in the hills around this; No. 6, bugs dying in the hill; No. 7, apparently not 

dying. 5 

On August 16, 12 days after application, I found the bugs to be dying and dead all through the 

field (12 acres). 

On August 20, I again found the bugs to be dying rapidly. A field 40 rods distant had sure marks 

of bugs in a dying condition. What I mean by bugs being in a dying condition is this, they lay on their 

backs almost motionless, and others lay in the same position moving limbs violently. 

This remedy was applied on A. G. Rosiere’s farm, on Bruno creek, Marion county, Kansas, being 

nine miles east and three miles south of Marion. 

Thanking you for your fayors, I remain, Yours truly, R. L. STAUGAARD. 

The laboratory experiments have been continued through the season. 

The following is a summary of the results of the field experiments in the season 

of 1890: 

Number of boxes of diseased bugs sent out, 38; 7 of these lots were either not received, or received 

and not used. Reports were received from 26 of the 31 remaining cases. Of these 26 reports, 3 were 

unfavorable, 19 favorable, and 4 doubtful, concerning the success of the experiment. These doubtful 

cases are not to be looked upon as unfavorable, but more evidence is needed to transfer them to the 

list of favorable reports. Thus 19 out of 26 reports, or 73 per cent., were decidedly favorable. The 

experiments will be continued during the season of 1891, 



OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS OF 1891. 

I.—GENERAL NOTES AND RESULTS. 

The experimental work with chinch-bug infection for the year 1891 began 

on March 23. On this date a lot of live, healthy chinch-bugs, from a field 

in Southern Kansas, was introduced into the infection jars for the purpose of 
testing their condition. Infection had been carried alive through the two 

preceding winters in the laboratory, and it was believed that the third winter 

would prove to be no exception. It was, therefore, with great satisfaction 

that I observed, in a few days after the date above mentioned, that the healthy 
chinch-bugs introduced in the infection cages began to sicken, and in a few 
days more a great majority of them were dead, while the portion of the same 

lot.of healthy bugs which had been placed in check jars, under the same con- 

ditions except as to exposure, remained in a condition of vigorous health. It 

was observed, however, that when the laboratory temperature was lowered, a 

longer time was required for the fatal result. 

From the fact that the year 1890 had been a dry year, and in many parts 

of the State a year of serious drouth, the bacterial infection had predomi- 

nated in both field and laboratory experiments. The spring of 1891, there- 

fore, found our laboratory provided chiefly with bacterial infection. I had 

not, up to this time, enjoyed an opportunity of experimenting with either the 

bacterial or fungus infections in the early part of the season. ‘The first field 

experiments in 1889 and 1890 were not made until after the middle of June. 

It was, therefore, very problematical whether the bacterial infection could be 
successfully used in the spring months. The first applications for infection 

by farmers were made in the last week of April. The infection desired by 

these applicants was for use in wheat fields, and up to this time no experi- 
ments had been made for the introduction of infection in wheat fields. It 
was found that the bacterial infection was not well adapted to the destruc- 

tion of chinch-bugs in the field in the months of April and May, when the 
nights were cool and sometimes frosty, and the atmosphere was in general 

moist on account of abundant rainfall. I found, however, that the compara- 

tively few experiments in the field with the white-fungus infection (Sporo- 

trichum) in April and May were almost without exception successful, resulting 

in the general destruction of the chinch-bugs in the wheat fields. 

Karly in May a very serious difficulty threatened disaster to the work of 

the Station. The demand for infection from the farmers was so great that it 
became impossible to furnish an adequate supply with the means for the 
propagation of infection which were then at my command. ‘The infection 

jars at that time were of small size, consisting of ordinary jelly glasses with 

(13) 
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tin caps. Although the laboratory was provided with 40 of these infection 

glasses, it became necessary early in May to empty the entire number each 

alternate day. An examination on the 15th of May disclosed the alarming 

fact that in only four of the 40 jars did the infection retain its virulence. I 
therefore closed the laboratory for two weeks, in order that I might restock 

the infection jars with virulent infection. Fortunately at this time a com- 
munication was received from Mr. M. F. Mattocks, of Chautauqua county, 

stating that the white-fungus disease (Sporotrichum), which he had received 

from my laboratory in 1890, and had kept alive in a glass flask during the 

winter, had proved effective in his wheat field, which had been overrun by 

live chinch-bugs from a neighboring farm. I immediately visited the farm 

of Mr. Mattocks, and found abundant evidence that the chinch-bugs in his 

wheat field were dying readily of the white-fungus disease. Returning to 
Lawrence, I at once sent my field agent, Mr. E. C. Hickey, to Mr. Mattocks’s 
farm, with instructions to procure 10,000 chinch-bugs which had died of Sporo- 

trichum and were covered externally with the white growth of that fungus. 

In a few days Mr. Hickey returned with the required number of white-fungus 

bugs, and I was able to supply all my farmer correspondents with the white- 
fungus infection, and also to restock the laboratory with that form of infection. 

In order to avoid the recurrence of the difficulty due to the small size of 

the infection jars, I immediately provided two large cases with glass tops and 

sides, six feet in length by three feet in breadth, and three feet in height. 
Into each of these large cases were placed from 15,000 to 20,000 live, healthy 

bugs from the fields. These bugs were provided with fresh wheat plants every 

day for food, and among them were introduced a few of the white-fungus 

bugs. In a short time the white-fungus disease had become epidemic in these 
large cases, and in 10 or 12 days the bottoms of the cases were thickly 
sprinkled with the fungus-covered bodies of thousands of chinch-bugs of ail 

ages. From this time onward I had no difficulty in supplying the demands 

of the farmers with infection, although applications were received each day 

in number from 25 to 135. 

Later in the season it was found that common, shallow dry-goods boxes or 
shoe boxes would fulfil the requirements of infection cages as successfully as 

the more expensive cases with glass sides and tops. 
The field experiments throughout the season were remarkably successful. 

Reports have been received from 1,399 of the more than 2,000 persons to 

whom infection was sent. Of these, 1,071 (or 76.55 per cent.) indicate suc- 
cess, 181 (or 12.94 per cent.) indicate failure, and 147 (or 10.51 per cent.) are 

doubtful. A 
The infectious diseases of the chinch-bug have been introduced with de- 

structive effect during all months of the year (from March to October) when 

chinch-bugs have been active in the field. Crops of all kinds have been res- 
cued from destruction — wheat, corn, oats, broom corn, barley, rye, sorghum, 

milo-maize, Kaffir corn, timothy, and clover. 
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YOUNG BUGS KILLED. 

During the month of June, after it had been conclusively shown that the 

old bugs in the wheat fields were readily killed by the white-fungus infection, 

the eggs in most cases had already been laid for the new brood, and great 
anxiety was entertained by the farmers, as well as myself, in regard to the 

question whether the young and vigorous brood would also succumb to the 

disease. It might easily be believed that the old, worn-out individuals would 
be attacked and made victims to disease, but it remained to be seen whether 

their offspring would not be able to resist the attacks of the disease germs. 
It was, therefore, with the keenest satisfaction that I observed the universal 

communication of disease to the young brood. Insome cases the young bugs 

would disappear before they had time to accomplish their march to the neigh- 

boring corn fields. In other cases, having reached the corn fields and begun 
their work of destruction, they were fatally attacked by the disease germs 
which they had received in the wheat fields, and the corn was saved from 
harm, although the attack by the bugs in many cases was apparently over- 

whelming. Abundant proof of this statement may be obtained by reference 

to the letters from farmers, as printed in a subsequent portion of this Report. 

The following extracts and summaries of these reports bearing on this point 

are given: 

Report No. 2.—‘ Wheat field infected June 3 and 6. Bugs began dying by the 10th. 

Plenty of young bugs remained, but they disappeared soon after harvest without 

entering corn field adjoining the wheat field.” 

Report No. 12.—\‘‘ Find the ground covered with dead bugs of all sizes around many 

of the corn hills.” 

Report No. 19.—“‘ Old and young died alike.” 

Report No. 20.— ‘All of the old bugs died, turning white; and the young bugs, with 

possibly an exception of but one ont of 100, died.” 

Report No. 25.—‘ The old bugs are dying very fast, and young bugs are dying, but 

not very fast at this time.” 

Report No. 31.—‘Ground white with dead bugs in 12 or 14 days, but in a few days 

ground was covered with little, red bugs which did not seem to die at first, but later 

they also disappeared.” 

Report No. 42.—‘ Bugs dying by thousands. Red ones are dying.” 

Report No. 51.— Disease is slaying them, old and young alike.” 

Report No. 57.—“ Hight days after infection was introduced, thousands of white, 

dead bugs, old and young, were found in the corn.” 

Report No. 66.—‘ Bugs just hatching in wheat; went 10 rows into corn; one week 

after infection was introduced they were all gone.” 

Report No. 67.—‘I noticed that it was harder on the young bugs than on the old 

ones.” 

Report No. 101.— Bugs died by the million, old and young.” 

Report No. 120.—‘* Young bugs died last in the field.” 

Report No. 121.—“ No young bugs can be found in my field since using your rem- 

edy, while in other fields they are numerous.” 
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Report No. 135.—‘ Infection got away with young bugs as well as old.” 

Report No. 141.—“No old bugs left alive, and but few young ones.” 

Report No. 144.—“ Young brood, as well as old brood, completely exterminated.” 

Report No. 166.— Wheat field thick with small, red bugs; all disappeared in 10 

days; did not touch corn.” 

Report No. 176.—* Bugs died by hundreds, from full grown to mere specks.” 

Report No. 181.—‘*Old bugs disappeared, and in a few days young bugs bunched 

and died. Corn not touched.” 

Report No. 184.—“Old bugs died; young ones did not hatch out. In neighbor- 

ing fields, bugs numerous, old and young.” 

Report No. 189.—“‘ Old bugs entirely exterminated; young bugs scarce.” 

Report No. 206.—On fifth day bugs were dying. They were young and had no 

wings.” 

Report No. 215.—‘ Young and old died.” 

Report No. 284.—‘* Young bugs hatched out, but they soon died.” 

Report No. 238.—“ Found young bugs looking like frost upon the ground.” 

Report No. 242.‘ Young bugs hatched out but seemed to die off and disappear.” 

Report No. 254.—‘ Young bugs completely covered with white fungus. 

Report No. 283.—‘‘ Young bugs seem to die more than older ones; covered with 

white fungus.’ 

\ Report No. 293.—‘‘ Young bugs died and turned white.” 

Report No. 296.—‘‘In one week bugs began to die; mostly young bugs.” 

Report No. 308.— Noticed in vicinity where sick bugs were placed that little, red 

bugs were dead.” 

Report No. 313.—‘“After a few days found old bugs dying, and ants eating them.” 

Report No. 333.—‘ Young bugs died in great numbers.” 

Report No. 876.—“Corn alive with little, red bugs; no further damage after in- 

fection was introduced; bugs died by millions.” 

Report No. 392.—“It killed young as well as old, and now I seldom see a bug. 

Report No. 410.—‘ Young bugs disappeared before half grown.” 

Report No. 451.—‘In 10 days old and young were dying alike. 

Report No. 460.—‘Field alive with young bugs, but in 10 days after infection 

bugs all died.” > 

Report No. 464.—‘‘In eight days found the small, red bugs had disappeared in 

that part of field where infection was put.” 

See, also, the report of Mr. Hickey, my field agent, page 25. 

TIME REQUIRED TO CHECK RAVAGES OF BUGS IN FIELD. 

Another important point which was established by the experiments of the 

year 1891 relates to the length of time required after the introduction of in- 
fection into a field before the ravages of chinch-bugs in that field are sub- 

stantially terminated. The evidence is abundant that, as a rule, only about 

four days elapse after the introduction of infection before the mass of the bugs 

in the vicinity of the spot where the infection is put entirely cease from 

their work of destruction. In corn fields where the stalks were black with 
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bugs for a considerable distance above the ground at time of introducing the 

infection, the bugs in about four days became too sick to attempt the further 

feeding upon the crop. They then left the corn stalks, and although death 

did not ensue until from the eighth to the twelfth day, no damage was done 

to the crop after the fourth day. This fact answers the objection that the 

use of contagious disease as an insecticide requires so long a time that the crop 
will be ruined before the disease has taken effect. 

PROOF THAT DISEASE WAS INTRODUCED INTO THE FIELD FROM THE 

LABORATORY, AND WAS NOT NATURALLY PRESENT. 

During the entire progress of the experiments in the year 1891, careful ex- 

amination has been made to ascertain whether the bugs were dying in neigh- 
boring fields at the time when they began to die in fields where infection from 

my laboratory had been placed. 

It must be remembered that these contagious diseases of the chinch-bug are 
naturally present in certain portions of the Mississippi basin during every 

year, and become epidemic over large portions of this area in occasional years. 

The object of my experiments has been to artificially introduce the diseases 
at times when they are not naturally raging in the fields. It was found in 

1891 that there was no evidence of a natural existence of either of the three 
diseases in any part of the State of Kansas. This statement is abundantly 

substantiated by the detailed report of my field agent, Mr. Hickey, and by 

the reports of many farmers. It is also substantiated by the map accompany- 

ing this report, which shows in different colors the location of the successful, 

the unsuecessful and the doubtful experiments. It will-be seen that unsuc- 

cessful experiments occurred all over the State of Kansas surrounded by 
successful experiments. In certain restricted portions of the States of Texas 

and Wisconsin, at least one of the chinch-bug diseases appeared to be natur- 

ally present. In these cases the bugs were found to be already dying in the 
field before the infection from my laboratory was introduced. In a majority 

of the Texas and Wisconsin counties, however, where field experiments were 

conducted, there was no evidence of a natural existence of either of the diseases. 

My observations in Kansas repeatedly showed that, where failures occurred, 

the bugs remained ig force throughout the season. It was also established 

that in 1891 the disease did not spread to any great distance from one farm 

to another. Although in many counties farms immediately adjacent to a suc- 

cessful experiment farm received the contagion from such farm, there was no 
evidence of a general epidemic resulting from the introduction of infection 
from my laboratory. The nearest approach to such an epidemic appears to 

have been made in Ottawa county, where the disease was raging among the 
chinch-bugs in several adjacent townships. However, a large number of 

packages of infection had been sent to these townships, and in no case had the 

disease appeared in any field which was more than two miles distant from a 
field to which infection had been sent from my laboratory. (See the admirable 
report of A. D. Todd, No. 333.) The limited extent to which the disease gen- 
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erally spread from the experimental farms is indicated by a large number of 

my correspondents. The following examples are given: 

Report No. 9.—‘‘In two weeks after putting out infection no bugs could be found 

to speak of, while neighboring fields were in a bad way.” 

Report No. 18.—‘I find lots of dead bugs. Those who did not put out infected 

bugs are having trouble with the young bugs.” 

Report No. 26.—*The old bugs are dying very fast, and young bugs also dying. 

I have examined some fields not infected, and can find no dead bugs to speak of — 

one specimen in one field, two or three in others—but I can find them dead by the 

score in my field, so that they make the ground look white in places.” 

Report No. 32.—On the sixth day of the experiment the bugs collected in bunches 

on the ground and became sluggish. In neighboring fields bugs are numerous and 

in thriving condition.” 

Report No. 55.—‘I find some dead bugs and bugs are disappearing, while in a 

field near mine the bugs are numerous.” 

Report No. 57.— The experiment is a complete success; thousands of dead bugs. 

In neighboring fields, where no infection was put, no dead bugs can be found.” 

Report No. 64.— Bugs all dead in 8 to 10 days after putting out infection. Bugs 

continued in neighboring fields as late as September.” 

Report No. 67.—“ Bugs gathered in bunches and died in infected field. Uninfected 

field of same farm had bugs in the fall.” 

Report No. 70.—“In the fall, when neighbors saw how my corn field was cleaned 

of bugs, they said they would try it next year.” 

Report No. 73.—“ Can find dead bugs of all sizes in any part of my field. But few 

dead bugs in other fields.” 

Report No. 79.— Bugs all or nearly all died. Could not hear of any bugs dying 

on any farm where infection was not placed.” 

Report No. 98.—“ Bugs in infected corn field all dead. Corn made 50 bushels per 

acre. Another of my fields not infected made only 30 bushels per acre.” 

Report No. 101.—‘ Bugs did not kill more than 100 staiks of corn. Neighbors who 

did not infect had corn killed for rods.” 

Report No. 102.—‘‘My bugs disappeared, while the neighbors’ corn was taken.” 

Report No. 103.— The infection killed the bugs in short order, while on farms 

adjoining mine they did great damage.” 

Report No. 121.—“‘ No young bugs can be found in my field since using your rem- 

cdy, while in other fields they are numerous.” : 

Report No. 122.—‘“ Infected fields had only dead bugs, and at that time bugs were 

very bad two miles away.” 

Report No. 135.—* On the twelfth day after putting out infection could find dead 

bugs all over my field; could find no dead bugs in neighbors’ fields.”’ 

Report No. 138.—‘On my ground and adjacent to it bugs all disappeared, while 

such was not the case with my neighbors’ fields.” 

Report No. 141.— Wheat field cleared of bugs. In two fields near by, into which 

infection was not placed, live bugs have increased in numbers, and now almost cover 

the ground.” 

Report No. 145.—*‘ Bugs began to bunch and die on the seventh day. My oats and 

corn are freed from bugs, while they are increasing in neighboring fields.” 
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See, also, statements of a similar import from reports Nos. 150, 163, 168, 

171, 178, 175, 183, 184, 188, 189, 202, 205, 209, 210, 222, 225, 233, 235, 236, 

238, 239, 240, 244, 275, 292, 297, 298, 300, 306, 320, 321, 326, 342, 353, 356, 
359, 360, 368, 373, 375, 397, 398, 403, 406, 407, 410, 415, 419, 434, 455, 438, 
439, 445, 457, 462, 476, 477, 480, 484, 494. 

As additional evidence in support of the statements that disease was not 
naturally present, and that no general epidemic resulted from the introduc- 

tion of infection from my laboratory, the following extracts from the farmers’ 
reports are given. These show that the bugs died more rapidly upon the in- 

fected side of a field than in other parts of that field. This was so univers- 

ally the case that, in order to destroy the bugs over the entire farm, it was 

often necessary to place the infection at intervals over the whole area. 

Report No. 45.—“ There was at least a pint of bugs on every hill of corn around 

the edges next the wheat field. Ten days after, not alive chinch-bug was to be found 

here; blow-flies were swarming here [attracted by the bodies of the dead bugs]. In 

another place I had corn, adjoining wheat, where I did not place infection, and there 

are bugs there yet.” 

Report No. 54.—‘ Bugs have disappeared where I put infection on one side of the 

field, and on the other side, where no infection was put, bugs are thick.” 

Report No. 77.—“Could plainly see that infection began first where sick bugs 

were placed.” 

Report No. 169.—* From 90 to 95 per cent. of bugs died in infected portion of field, 

live bugs remaining only in an uninfected corner.” 

Report No. 394.— Infected west side of field first; bugs began to die fast on this 

side. In about nine days after, put infected bugs on the east side and bugs began 

dying there.” 

Report No. 414.—“ Wherever I put infected bugs, there the ground is white.” 

Report No. 431.—‘* Could find dead bugs earlier and more plentiful where I put in- 

fection. About 15 days after bugs died in this field, bugs died in adjoining fields.” 

Report No. 435.—‘In about 10 days, found bugs dead where I put the infection. 

Where I did not put the infection, they hurt the corn; where I put the infection, corn 

is all right.” 

Report No. 464.—‘‘In eight days, found small, red bugs had disappeared from that 

part of field where infection was put. In another part of field, where I put second 

lot of infection, found nearly all small ones gone and numerous old ones dead. 

Report No. 477.—“ The infected part of field was soon free of live bugs; in other 

parts of field, bugs continued to flourish for 16 or 18 days, when they commenced 

to die off rapidly. Bugs died more rapidly on infected side than on other side.” 

Report No. 478.—“ Bugs died on infected side of field; on opposite side bugs con- 

tinued numerous until the corn dried up.” 

Report No. 487.—‘‘ Bugs all dead where I put infection. Twenty rods away found 

some dead bugs, and others sluggish.” 

Report No. 490.—“ Bunches of dead bugs where the diseased bugs were placed, and 

the dead patches are getting larger.” 

Report No. 493.—*‘ Neighbor’s wheat field adjoining mine has lots of dead bugs 

bordering my field, but in other parts of field could not find a dead bug.” 
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DISEASE EFFECTIVE IN HOT AND DRY WEATHER. 

Some doubt has been expressed by economic entomologists as to whether 

the infectious diseases of the chinch-bug would prove destructive in seasons 

when the weather is dry and hot, when the conditions are supposed to be most 

favorable for the rapid multiplication and most destructive ravages of the 

chinch-bug. My experiments in the summer of 1890, which was a dry and 
hot season, showed that the bacterial disease was readily communicated and 

thoroughly effective under circumstances which are generally supposed to be ~ 

highly unfavorable for the propagation of chinch-bug disease. The experi- 

ments of the year 1891 were accompanied by similar results. The weather 

during the latter part of July and August was hot and dry in Kansas, although 

the first part of the season was extremely wet. A severe drouth prevailed in 

the early part of the summer in Texas, Illinois, and Wisconsin. The follow- 
ing quotations bearing upon this point are made from farmers’ reports: 

Report No. 62.— (Infection was sent July 8.) “Bugs were found dying after three 

days; in 10 days the bugs were dead and gone. The weather was dry and hot.” 

Report No. 132.— (Infection sent July 8.) “Took effect in one week’s time. Bugs 

appear to bloat, and some turn white before dying. Weather rather dry. 

Report No. 161.—(Infection sent July 22.) ‘“‘Scarcely a live bug left in 10 days. 

Weather dry and hot.” 

Report No. 180.—( Infection sent July 8.) ‘Weather dry last part of July and dur- 

ing August. There were no bugs in September when corn was cut.” 

Report No. 433.—(Illinois. Infection sent June 30.) ‘Weather very dry when 

putting out infection. Bugs commenced dying sixth day.” 

Report No. 434.—(Illinois. Infection sent July 3.) ‘Weather dry andwarm. In 

three or four days bugs began dying in large numbers, turning white.” 

Report No. 455.—(Missouri. Infection sent June 17.) “Bugs commenced dying 

in eight days and did no more damage. The weather was extremely dry.” 

Report No. 463.—(Oklahoma Territory.) Reports from 17 parties, in all cases sat- 

isfactory. Weather dry and hot.” 

Report No. 472.—(Oklahoma Territory. Infection sent September 7.) ‘“ Weather 

hot and dry. In about a week’s time could scarcely find any live bugs.” 

Report No. 484.—(Wisconsin. Infection sent July 27.) “Bugs were thick in my 

corn, and are now very few. . . . There came a drouth for five weeks.” 

BUNCHING BUGS. 

A remarkable peculiarity in the behavior of the sick bugs in many fields 

in midsummer demands especial attention. In many corn fields, the bugs, 
haying abandoned their attack upon the corn at the end of about the fourth 
day, would wander about upon the surface of the ground for two or three 

days, and then would gather in bunches containing thousands of individuals. 

In three days more the majority would be dead. Examination of these clus- 

ters of bugs disclosed the fact, that in many cases they were composed of the 

skins of bugs, together with the dead bodies of bugs. These skins have by 

some been considered as the natural results of the moulting of the bugs. 

Examination during another season will probably reveal a more satisfactory 
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explanation of this phenomenon than we are now able to give. Certainly 

healthy chinch-bugs do not collect in such clusters upon the exposed surface of 

the ground for the purpose of moulting. It is possible that the skins in these 

clusters are all that remains of bugs whose bodies have been distended by the 
multiplication of the Micrococcus. insectorum and ruptured along the lines of 
least resistance. 

This peculiar bunching of the bugs I consider to be the eftect of bacterial 

disease. Similar bunching was continually observed in the large infection 

cases in the laboratory, and the bodies of the bugs in these bunches would be 

swarming with the fatal Micrococcus. It was observed, both in the laboratory 

and in the field, that the bodies of bugs sick with bacterial disease were un- 

duly distended two or three days before death. 

It was observed by my field agent, and his observations are corroborated 
by the reports of farmers, that while the bugs were bunching in places where 

infection had been placed, they did not bunch in uninfected fields. The 
following extracts are given from the reports of experimenters: 

Report No. 14.—‘In from 8 to 10 days after the infected bugs had been distributed 

the bags would begin to die in all the fields, and about the same time, or a little 

while before, they would begin to ‘colonize.’ They would collect in bunches con- 

taining thousands, and would pile upon each other until the bunches were one-half 

inch in depth. The colonies would be but few rods apart, and the interspaces would 

be almost free from bugs.” 

Report No. 15.—( Infection sent July 27.) ‘‘They piled up in heaps all over the 

field and died. My brother took sick bugs from my field, and likewise his all died.” 

Report No. 24.—( Infection sent June 1.) “In two weeks most of the bugs were 

dead; some of them turned white, and the others piled up a quart at a place. Noth- 

ing was left of them but the outside hull. 

Report No. 25.—( Infection sent June 17.) ‘At first the dead bugs turned white, 

and later on they commenced to pile up, about a handful in a place.” 

Report No. 32.—‘‘On the sixth day the bugs left the corn and wandered on the 

ground for a few hours; then they collected in bunches and became very sluggish. 

In neighboring fields the bugs were very numerous and in a thriving condition.” 

Report No. 33.—*“ Hight days after infecting, the bugs were running in all direc- 

tions, and some were piling up and dying. Soon afterwards I found that they had 

all piled up and died, and no live bugs were to be found.” 

Report No. 46.—(Infection sent June 11.) “Some turned white, and some are 

mere hulls. They seem to be in piles.” 

Report No. 50.— (Infection sent June 22.) ‘Bugs died and laid in piles; in some 

places one-half inch deep.” 

Report No. 58.— (Infection sent May 25.) “A few days after infecting, found as 

many as a large plateful of dead bugs in a place. A few days later no live bugs 

could be found.” 

Report No. 67.— (Infection sent June 30.) ‘In about three or four days the bugs 

began to come off the corn and collect in bunches, being very stupid. Finally all 

died.” 

Report No. 68.— (Infection sent July 3.) “In two or three days the bugs began 

to stop work and pile up and die. Did not all die, but ravages ceased.” 

Sy 
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Report No. 70.—‘In a few days found bugs in bunches over the field.” 

Report No. 86.—(Unfavorable report.) “The bugs seemed to increase more rap- 

idly than ever before. I have not found any piled up this season, as two years ago.” 

Report No. 99.—‘ Bugs began to die on fourthday. They died in bunches. White- 

fungus bugs were seldom seen.” : 

Report No. 131.— (Infection sent July 1.) “The bugs began to gather in piles in 

a few days.” . 

Report No. 145.—‘On seventh day, bugs began to bunchand die. They were com- 

pletely exterminated. In neighboring fields they were not.” 

Report No. 153.—-(Infection sent July 13.) “They gathered in the road by the 

field and died, so I could scrape them up by the handful.” 

Report No. 163.— (Infection sent July 17.) “After eight days the first deaths oc- 

curred, and then they went fast. They gathered in heaps. My neighbors could not 

understand how it could be.” 

Report No. 164.—* Four days after infecting, found bugs gathering together and 

dying by the thousand.” 

Report No. 178.—‘‘ Where they had been pretty evenly distributed over the ground 

they gathered in circular compact groups upon bare patches of the ground. These 

groups or colonies varied in size, but not much. A circle one rod in diameter might 

contain two or three such groups. They did not move unless disturbed, and appeared 

to be sick — different ones in different stages.” 

Report No. 181.— (Infection sent May 29.) ‘In about 10 days the bugs disap- 

peared, but in ashort time the young bugs began to hatch by the million. Ina few 

days they began to bunch up and die. I did not lose a hill of corn.” 

Report No. 201.— (Infection sent June 23.) “July 10 found bugs in piles—hand- 

ful at a place. Could not find dead bugs in another field.” 

Report No. 203.—“‘In from 7 to 10 days sick bugs gathered in bunches and soon 

died.” 

Report No. 213.— (Infection sent July 16.) ‘In about 10 days found the bugs in 

bunches, part of them dead, and part in rather a stupid condition. A week later 

they gathered in large bunches and died.” 

Report No. 214.—“ Millions upon millions of sick bugs in heaps; some dead, while 

all appear to be sick.” 

Report No. 222.—(Infection sent July 13.) ‘They piled up in heaps and died 

very fast.” 

Report No. 224.— (Infection sent July 1.) ‘In about 8 or 10 days they began to 

leave the corn stalks and travel around, and gather up in bunches and pile up to- 

gether as if dead. Infection was put in another field two days later, and similar 

bunching took place.” 

Report No. 232.— (Infection sent June 24.) ‘Dead bugs in little piles around the 

field.” 

Report No. 240.— (Infection sent June 1.) “The young ones did not turn white 

like the old ones. They piled up in the roots of the wheat stubble, or under grass, 

and died. I can find piles one-fourth inch deep the size of a saucer. They do not 

seem to be hurting anything in my field. I can find none dead in my neighbors’ 

fields.” 

Report No. 253.— (Infection sent June 26.) “‘Nothing was left of bugs except a 

little skin and wings.” 
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Report No. 264.—‘“‘In about 10 days the live bugs bunched, and died in bunches 

ranging in size from a teacup to a quart cup. These bunches were mostly shells.” 

Report No. 269.—* Before dying the bugs bunched. The bunched bugs seemed to 

burst.”’ 

Report No. 280.—(Infection sent June 30.) “Find the bugs piled up in smail 

piles, almost all of them dead. They piled up in piles containing a quart in some 

places.” 

Report No. 284.— (Infection sent July 7.) “About the tenth day I found many 

bugs dead in small balls or rolls, gathered with hundreds of stupid living ones. Bugs 

soon seemed to be exterminated.” 

Report No. 309.— (Infection sent July 20.) “I found them in bunches under the 

leaves where there was shade, and they were dead.” 

Report No. 320.—(Infection sent July 4.) “The bugs gathered in bunches and 

died rapidly, in great numbers. Other farmers came to gather bugs to infect their 

places.” 

Report No. 542.— (Infection received June 30.) “Dead bugs in large piles near 

and around corn hills; also, under sticks and behind corn leaves. Gave to neighbors 

with the same result.” 

Report No. 351.— (Infection sent July 11.) “On the seventh day bugs were piling 

up in piles on the ground and did not harm the growing corn after that time. Dis- 

ease spread one-fourth of a mile in about 10 days.” 

Report No. 352.— (Infection sent June 23.) “After 10 days found dead bugs in 

piles, a handful in a place. As the bugs were not more than half grown, it seemed 

strange that they left the corn without killing any of it.” 

Report No. 356.— (Infection sent July 13.) ‘Could scrape up dead and sick bugs 

by the double-handful. Neighbors carried them off by the teacupful.” 

Report No. 366.—“ Bunches of bursted bugs were found in the second week after 

infecting.” 

Report No. 883.—(Infection sent July 29.) “After a few days they began to 

collect in groups. They began to die in seven days. After 10 days destruction 

reigned among them. Neighbors were supplied with equal success.” 

Report No. 391.— (Infection sent July 2.) “Found bugs beginning to bunch and 

die in six days. About a rod ahead of the dead ones I found the live ones coming 

back to the bunches. Wherever an infected bug had been dropped, for several feet 

around the bugs were piled up or formed in bunches, and in two or three days 

would die, and would do no damage after beginning to bunch.” 

Report No. 406.— (Infection sent June 28.) ‘In two weeks after infecting, could 

not find a live bug in the field. They had apparently piled up in small bunches and 

died. This was the worst field for bugs in Sumner county. Neighbors used bugs 

from this field with success.” 

Report No. 445.— (Iowa. Infection sent June 23.) “In about 12 days bugs be- 

gan to gather in bunches and die. No bugs died in neighbors’ fields.” 

Report No. 479.— (Texas. Infection sent July 3.) “Ina few days the bugs were 

lying dead in piles.” 

Report No. 490.— ( Infection sent July 8.) “In six days there were bunches of 

dead bugs where the diseased bugs were placed, and the patches were getting larger.”® 
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I1.—LABORATORY OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS. 

Our laboratory experiments for 1891 with the diseases of the chinch-bug 

began on March 23. On this date we stocked eight infection jars of the pre- 

vious summer with healthy chinch-bugs just received from Chetopa, Kas., from 
which locality no disease had been reported. One check jar was stocked from 

the same lot of bugs. Of the infection jars, No. 4, which contained dead 

bugs of the previous year which had died of an apparently bacterial disease, 

showed a remarkable virulence. Up to May 2, when jar No. 4 was divided 

to supply the increasing demand by the farmers for infected bugs, the bugs 

in jar No. 4 had died at intervals of from four to five days, while the bugs in 

the check jar remained alive and active. No external growth of fungus ap- 

peared on the dead bugs. The abdominal contents of the dying and dead 

bugs contained a Micrococcus, apparently Micrococcus insectorum. ‘The tem- 

perature of the laboratory stood uniformly about 70° F. But during two 

weeks in April the steam was shut off from the laboratory, and the tempera- 

ture became considerably lowered. At this time the bugs did not all die in 

jar No. 4 till nine days had elapsed. 
On May 23 we distributed some fungus-covered bugs from the field of Mr. 

Mattocks in six infection jars. Into the jars had been put soil taken from 

the yard, and green wheat. Fresh chinch-bugs sent by the farmers were put - 
into the jars—enough to thickly cover the bottom. The jars were covered 

with cheese cloth, and set into a glass case containing moist sand. The soil 

in the infection jars was not watered, so that the bugs were in a humid at- 

mosphere, but not in contact with water. We were in this way able to se- 

cure the best conditions for the development of the fungus. When the bugs 
died in the jars, new bugs from the field were put in, the date of restocking 

being also a record of the time when the bugs in the jars had nearly all died. 
The following is the memorandum for the six jars started May 23: 

May 23; June 4; June 20. 

May 23; May 27; June 4; June 20. 

May 23; May 27; June 4; June 15. 

May 23; June 4; June 15. 

May 23; May 27; June 4; June 15; June 20. 

May 23; May 27; June 4; June 15; June 20. 

Seven jars were started May 25. Their record is as follows: 

May 25; June 4; June 19. 

May 25; June 4; June 15. 

May 25; June 4; June 15. 

May 25; June 4; June 15. 

May 25; June 2; June 11; June 20. 

May 25; June 4; June 15. 

May 25; June 2; June 11; June 19. 

Four jars, started May 27, have the following record: 

May 27; June 6; June 15. 

May 27; June 11; June 15; June 20. 
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May 27; June 6; June 15. 

May 27; June 6; June 15; June 21. 

Thirteen jars, started June 2, each jar being infected with four fungus- 

covered bugs from the preceding jars, are recorded as follows: 

June 2; June 11; June 20. 

June 2; June 11; June 19. 

June 2; June 11; June 19. 

June 2; June 7; June 15. 

June 2; June 11; June 15; June 20. 

June 2; June 11; June 19. 

June 2; June 11; June 19. 

June 2; June 11; June 20. 

June 2; June 15. 

June 2; June 11; June 19. 

June 2; June 11; June 19. 

June 2; June 11; June 15; June 20. 

June 2; June 11; June 15; June 20. 

One jar, started June 4, ran: 
June 4; June 11; June 20. 

One jar, started June 5, ran: 
June 5; June 15; June 20. 

Four jars, started June 6, are recorded: 
June 6; June 15; June 20. 

June 6; June 15; June 19. 

June 6; June 15. 

June 6; June 19. 

The bugs put into the jars on the several dates were from all parts of the 

chinch-bug district of the State. They were for the most part just received 
from the mail and were in vigorous condition. ‘They were kept supplied with 

green wheat. While the bugs in the infected jars were dying at intervals of 

5 to 10 days, bugs in isolated check jars remained alive and vigorous. 
By June 20 the demand for infected bugs was so large that the jar method 

of infection required more attention than we were able to give it. The results 

of our separate lots were so uniform, and the Sporotrichum so vigorous and 

ever present, that the further watching of separate lots seemed useless. Ac- 

cordingly, June 20, a large glass case was arranged with damp sand three 
inches deep over the bottom. About 10 dead bugs covered with Sporotrichum 

were scattered over the sand, and large quantities of live bugs from the field 

were put in, with plenty of green wheat. In nine days the bottom of the 
case was thickly sprinkled with white-fungus-covered bugs, and in 15 days 

only a few live bugs remained and the case was restocked. The infection 

continued to work so rapidly in this case that we found no trouble in filling 

from it 25 to 100 orders daily. Vast numbers of young red chinch-bugs 

were put into the case together with the adults, and they, too, were an easy 

prey to the disease. Minute points of white made their bodies conspicuous 

among the larger flecks of white where the adult bugs lay covered with Sporo- 
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trichum. On June 28 Empusa aphidis was first noticed in the infecting case. 

Up to this date it had not made its appearance in our laboratory. From this 
time till the middle of August it multiplied its victims in the infecting cases. 
For a short time it became more conspicuous than Sporotrichwm, and then 

subsided. 
On July 4 we began experimenting with common, shallow dry-goods 

boxes for infecting cases. The inside of the boxes was sprinkled, and the 

bottoms thickly covered with green wheat. A few fungus-covered bugs were 
sprinkled over the wheat, and new bugs from the field were put in in large 

numbers. Within a week the white-fungus-covered bugs were thickly spread 

over the bottoms, and in places the white bugs were literally in heaps. Con- 
tinued experiments showed that damp wooden boxes offered the best condi- 

tions for the development of the fungus, and the glass cases were no longer 

used. Sporotrichwm, like most fungi, thrives best in a moist atmosphere, but 

an excess of water, such as occurs in a wet soil, or along the sides of a glass 

case where the vapor often becomes condensed, is detrimental to its develup- 

ment. In the wooden boxes the atmosphere was abundantly humid; but 

water that was sprinkled in from time to time, or that became condensed on 

the sides of the boxes, was at once absorbed by the wood. 

During July and August Sporotrichum continued to spread through suc- 

cessive lots of fresh bugs from the fields. Hmpusa was always present, but 

was not so conspicuous in its ravages as Sporotrichum. In the first weeks of 

September the diseases began to subside, and by the middle of October 
neither Sporotrichum nor Empusa appeared to be spreading further. 

SPOROTRICHUM GLOBULIFERUM. 

June 28th, the’spores of Sporotrichum were transterred by means of asteril- 

ized needle from the dead body of a chinch bug to 15 culture plates. The 

culture medium was a mixture of beef broth and Irish moss, enough of the 

mucilaginous decoction of the moss being added to the beef broth to give a 

solid medium at 80 F. Within 48 hours the spores had germinated, and 
branching mycelia could be seen spreading through the medium. Within 

three days spores were produced in abundance, but only one spot on one of 

the 15 plates was found to be a pure culture, Aspergillus mucor and bacteria 

being mixed with all the other growths of Sporotrichum. From theone pure 
spot spores were transferred to three new plates, and the resulting growths 

were all pure. 

The germinating spore puts forth a mycelium which branches as it grows 
( Plate I, fig.8). At intervals mycelial branches shoot upwards and grow 

over the surface of the eulture medium, producing a delicate network by 
frequent anastomoses, bearing dense clusters of conidia at short intervals 

(Plate II, fig. 9). A portion of a spore-bearing mycelium is shown more 
highly magnified in Plate II, fig. 10. It will be seen that the conidia are 

either borne few in a cluster at the apex of a simple conidiophore, or the 

conidiophore becomes branched, with the conidia apparently sessile at or near 
the apex of the branches, or the conidia are sessile along a somewhat zigzag 
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conidiophore. The average diameter of 20 spores was 2.5 micromillimeters. 

It is by means of these minute spores that the fungus is so rapidly dissemin- 

ated throughout a field infested with chinch-bugs. The spores are capable of 

germination as soon as formed, and under favorable conditions, such as exist 

in the humid atmosphere of a culture chamber, a new crop of spores may be 

produced within three days. In sterilized beef broth the spores do not al- 

ways germinate into a branched mycelium, but frequently begin a process of 
budding which is apparently indefinitely continued. This is shown in Plate II, 

figs. 3 to 7 inclusive. The conidial spores do not long retain their vitality. 

In our experience, the spores were unable to germinate after one month, when 

kept in a dry atmosphere; but in a humid atmosphere the spores retained 

their power of germinating for over two months. In no instance could spores 

formed in July be made to germinate in October. The fungus must therefore 

make provision for its self-preservation during protracted periods of weather 

unfavorable to the development of conidial spores. Culture plates in our lab- 

oratories covered with pure cultures of Sporotrichum, planted on a gelatine 

plate July 9, show in autumn and winter the mycelial branches within the 

culture medium swollen at intervals to a diameter of 5.9 to 8.8 micromilli- 
meters ( Plate I, figs. 11 and 12), the average diameter of the unswollen 

mycelial branches being about 2.5 micromillimeters. 

Conidial spores were planted in a drop of beef broth on a microscope slide 

kept in a moist chamber, and after the fungus had developed to the forma- 
tion of spores, the chamber was permitted to slowly become dry. Mycelial 

bodies were formed similar to those on the culture plate. The culture was 

then divided and one portion was transferred to beef broth on another slide, 
and the beef broth was then frozen solid by the evaporation of ether. Both 

slides were then put into a moist chamber, a fresh supply of beef broth being 
added to the original slide. The mycelial bodies on both slides had put out 
germ tubes in 24 hours, and at the expiration of a week aerial conidia were 

formed, ellipsoidal, and borne in chains on simple or verticillate branches, 

and measuring from 5.8x2.9 to 7.8x3.9 micromillimeters. At this stage of its 

existence, the fungus bears a striking resemblance to the genus Cordyceps. 

Chinch-bugs which died of Sporotrichuwm during the summer, and six months 

later are still enveloped with the characteristic growth of that fungus, when 
put into a moist chamber become covered in a few days with a growth of the 

Cordyceps type. The new growth is at first white, but turns pink when old. 

The spores of this new growth, when planted in beef broth, reproduce forms 
like themselves; but the body of the fungus remains white. We have not 

yet observed the reversion from the Cordyceps type back to Sporotrichum. 
Resting spores are also found on the gelatine culture plates, having a di- 

ameter of 20 micromillimeters, and a thickness of cell wall of 1.8 micromilli- 

meters (Plate II, fig. 13). Similar spores are found in the crushed bodies 

of chinch-bugs covered with Sporotrichum. While it was found that pure 
cultures of Sporotrichum could easily be obtained, repeated attempts to inocu- 

late chinch-bugs from these pure cultures were unsuccessful. 
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EMPUSA APHIDIS. 

As before stated, Empusa aphidis was first noticed in our infection case 

June 28. There were 8 or 10 bugs found covered with a vigorous growth 
of this fungus. This disease had probably been sent in from some field where 
it naturally existed. Empusa continued to multiply in the infection cases, 

and by July 12th it rivaled Sporotrichum in the number of its victims. Bugs 

without external signs of disease in the afternoon would be found hanging to 

the wheat blades the following morning covered with a vigorous growth of 

Empusa. When the conditions remain favorable the fungus keeps on grow- 

ing at the expense of the tissues of the bug, until nothing is left save bits of 

the chitinous integument. 

Attempts were made to obtain pure cultures of Empusa, but without suc- 

cess. At first bugs covered with Empusa were placed on the surface of the 

culture medium in the hope that the spores would be thrown, as is the habit 
with this fungus, and the growth of these spores would give a pure culture. 

The spores were thrown in a ring about the bug to a distance of a quarter of 

an inch, but a rapid growth of bacteria from the bug broke down the culture 
medium, and the Empusa spores did not develop. 

To keep the bacteria from reaching the medium, a cover glass was heated 

over a Bunsen burner until it became very much convexed. This was then 

placed on the culture medium, convex side up, and upon this were placed 
three bugs covered with Empusa. A mycelial growth was obtained in this 

way uncontaminated with bacteria; but no spores were produced. We have 
been unable, then, to attempt the inoculation of chinch-bugs with pure cult- 

ures of Empusa. That the fungus has power to rapidly spread from one bug 

to another, the experiments in our infection cases have clearly shown. 

A chinch-bug covered with Empusa seems to be studded with minute gray 

beads. A thin section cut through the body of a bug in this condition shows 
the body cavity to be crowded with the mycelial growth, and protruding 

through the integument are vast numbers of broad conidiophores, each bear- 
ing a single conidium ( Plate III, fig. 1). 

It is by the sudden rupture of the conidiophore, due to turgescence, that 
the conidia are thrown to some distance. 

Where the fungus continues its growth to the complete destruction of the 
chinch-bug, the whole mycelial mass breaks up into bodies varying from 

16x29 micromillimeters to 23.5 x 27.4 micromillimeters (Plate ITI, figs. 2 
to 7). 

In one instance resting spores, apparently, were found. These were round 

bodies with granular contents and thick walls, and varying in diameter from 
21 to 25 micromillimeters. Plate III, fig. 7, shows such a spore apparently 

in situ. These spores, however, are smaller than the published measurements 
of the resting spores of Empusa aphidis, and were only few in number, in- 

stead of filling the body of the insect as is the habit of this fungus. Dr. 
Thaxter thinks these the resting spores of an accidental fungus. 
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BACTERIAL DISEASE. 

Certain phases of our experiments, in the laboratory and in the field, seem 
to admit of no explanation except on the assumption that a bacterial disease 

was at times prevalent. We were, however, unable to produce disease in 
chinch-bugs by spraying both bugs and their food with pure cultures of bac- 

teria, which were obtained from the abdominal contents of sick and dead bugs. 
On comparison with a slide sent us by Professor Forbes, these are apparently 

Micrococcus insectorum, Burrill. In our infection cages, from the beginning 

of our experiments in the spring till the last of August, the bugs at times hud- 

dled together, and died by the thousands, while the abdominal contents of sick 
and dead bugs were teeming with bacteria. Pure cultures were obtained of 
these bacteria and spraying experiments were repeated at various times during 
the summer, but in no case was disease in this way communicated to healthy 

bugs. The bacterial disease, however, like the two fungus diseases, was read- 

ily communicated from infected bugs to healthy bugs. 

I1I.—REPORT OF THE FIELD AGENT. 

To the Director of Experiment Station : 

As your special agent to watch and report the development and progress 

of the chinch-bug infection in the field, I have the following report to submit : 

In my spring and summer’s work there have been visited and worked, as 

thoroughly as time and circumstances would allow, 18 counties, namely: Wil- 

son, Labette, Anderson, Chautauqua, Cowley, Elk, Greenwood, Butler, Riley, 

Clay, Cloud, Washington, Jewell, Mitchell, Ottawa, Dickinson, Marion, and 

Harvey. 
During the earlier part of the season more failures were met than during 

the last month of investigation; indeed, comparatively few successful results 
were reported and observed from bugs sent from our laboratory during the 

month of May, from the 9th to the 29th. The boxes of bugs sent out during 

that time contained chiefly bacterial infection, which did not flourish in the 
field until midsummer; but in nearly every case, so far as ascertained, where 

a second box containing Sporotrichum infection was sent out satisfactory re- 

sults were obtained. 
Again, it will be remembered that during the earlier part of the season 

there was a superabundance of rainfall, together with an extreme low tem- 

perature for the time of the year—conditions by no means the most favora- 

ble. While it was extremely wet, the persons by whom the experiments were 

made did not make the tests as thoroughly as they could have been made 

under more favorable circumstances, nor, perhaps, as carefully as they should 
have been made under existing circumstances. It must be remembered — 

First, That live bugs were not then easily obtained to be infected and dis- 

tributed when infected. 
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Second, That.the condition of the ground, in the majority of wheat fields, was 

too soft for the farmer to enter the field to systematically distribute the diseased 

bugs. 
Third, While it was wet and cool the farmers, as a rule, did not fear that 

serious damage would result to the growing crops. So long as there was a 
greatly-increased rainfall, it was thought that the chinch-bug could not do 

much damage, and the belief was generally entertained that the rains, accom- 

panied by a decrease of temperature, would destroy the young brood. 

It has been observed, in a few instances, that heavy, dashing rains have ob- 
scured the experiment, producing in some fields a temporary check, in others 

a permanent one. As an illustration of this fact, the field of Mrs. Helen M. 

Huggs, at Howard, Elk county, may be cited. The trial was made during the 

first two weeks in June. Mrs. Huggs noted that her infection jars were work- 

ing satisfactorily. In six or eight days after putting the infection in the field, 

dead white-fungus bugs were found here and there on the ground. Live bugs 

taken from infected spots died within five or six hours. In the field the dis- 

ease was raging fiercely when several successive, dashing rains fell, completely 

obscuring the experiment. Traces of the disease were no longer found in the 

field. 
Another fact that has been firmly established is that long-continued rains 

do not ordinarily kill the chinch-bug. No attempt, however, is made to deny 

that hard rains hinder the pest’s work of destruction, nor to deny that a se- 

vere rain or rains, together with a low temperature, may destroy the very 

young brood. While the test with Sporotrichum was being made in the wheat 
field of E. F. Hudson, Piedmont, Greenwood county, so great was the rainfall 

that the field was entered with much difficulty. The bugs were almost com- 
pletely exterminated in this field, where they had been present in alarming 
numbers. But let it be noted, that after the wet season cleared away, in wn- 

infected fields in the immediate neighborhood, chinch-bugs were found in 

damaging and increasing numbers. 

To successfully handle infection, it is necessary that the directions be closely 
followed. The fact that the careless operator does not receive the best results 

was forcibly presented in one of our central Kansas counties. Two neighbors 

obtained infection conjointly from the Station; they used the same infection 

jar; both experimented in wheat fields equally promising, and not more than 

two miles distant from each other. In these two fields the bugs were about 

equally numerous. The one field showed a complete failure as to results from 
the use of diseased bugs, and almost a failure as to yield. The other field. 
showed a great success; the bugs were completely exterminated, and the 

owner of the field reported that the few infected bugs he had received had 

saved his crop. It was ascertained that the first man had been careless and 

indifferent, but the second, although skeptical, had made a fair and system- 

atic trial, for he “wanted to give the thing a fair show.” The number of 

failures observed, when directions have been carefully followed, has been com- 

paratively few when the conditions have been at least somewhat favorable. 
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THE WHITE-FUNGUS DISEASE. 

f (Sporotrichum globuliferum. ) 

During the earlier part of the season, especially during the wet period, the 
larger percentage of the reports observed were obtained by the use of white- 

fungus infection. This, no doubt, is due to the conditions having been more 

favorable to this infection. 
As to the behavior of the infected bugs in the field, the following notes 

have been taken : 
(1) The disease begins to show that it has been communicated from the 

second to the fourth day after infection has been placed in the field. 

(2) The live bugs, leaving their food plant, show signs of uneasiness by 

moving rapidly and aimlessly about from spot to spot. 

(3) In the course of another day, the bugs become sluggish and seek 

protection from the sun’s light and heat. The favorite place of; shelter is 

beneath clods and corn stalks, or within some moist and shaded spot. 

(4) From the sixth to the eighth day, the first dead bugs are found, envel- 

oped with fungus, looking when first dead, as some have put it, “like little 

wads of cotton.’ From the time the bugs first become sick, they cease to 

sap the growing stalk. Thus it will be seen that the ingress of the pest into 

the field may be quickly checked, if the experiment is properly attended to. 
In some fields, the bugs have been reported dead inbunches. Of the fields 

visited, no large bunches of white-fungus bugs have been found. In the corn 

field of Frank Shannon, at Augusta, Butler county, small bunches of dead 
bugs, perhaps a teaspoonful in a bunch, were seen; but here it was observed 

that the bunched dead bugs were always found beneath a bunch of grass, 

where it was moist, or under a clod. In the oat field of John Kinsey, at 

Douglass, Butler county, the crop had lodged, shading the ground, which was 

necessarily moist. While the dead, fungus-covered bugs were present in 

countless numbers, no bunches were found. Each bug had died by himself. 
Under favorable conditions, it has been observed that the white-fungus in- 

fection spreads with considerable rapidity. Near Herington and Solomon 

City, Dickinson county, there are districts over which the disease became 

almost an epidemic. It is a fortunate fact that the more numerously live 
bugs are present in a field, the more rapidly the disease is communicated and 

the more malignant it becomes. In the wheat field of Noyes Barber, at How- 
ard, Elk county, although a few dead bugs were placed along the extreme 
south line, the disease spread of its own accord a quarter of a mile in a little 
more than one week, killing the bugs before it as it went. So effective, 

also, was the same disease when placed in his corn field, that the ravages of 

the bugs were abruptly ended on the fourth day, when the whole brood was 
found upon the ground. Despite the fact that 30 or 40 rows of corn had 

been visibly damaged before the infection was introduced, so that the blades 

were yellow, the hills “braced up” and produced a good crop. 
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THE BACTERIAL DISEASE. 
(Micrococcus insectorum., ) 

While during the earlier part of the season the larger percentage of suc- 

cessful experiments observed were due to Sporotrichwm, on the other hand 
during the latter part of the season the larger percentage was due to bacte- 

rial infection. 
Fortunately conditions unfavorable to the propagation of Sporotrichwm are 

favorable to successful results with Micrococcus. The bacterial infection 
raged more strongly during the hot, dry weather, at the time when chinch- 

bugs operate most destructively. This infection is generally reported, by those 

seen by me, to have spread under favoring circumstances even more rapidly 

and with greater destructiveness than does Sporotrichum when at its best- 

The abdomens of bugs sick with this disease appear greatly distended. It is 
this disease which causes the bugs to bunch. ‘These bunches vary in size 
from that of a walnut to a teacupful, and, according to some few reports, still 

greater. However, it has never been my good fortune to see more than a 

teacupful of dead bugs and shells in a single heap. While the bugs were 
bunching in fields where infection had been placed, they did not bunch in 
uninfected fields. This fact was established by repeated examinations. In 

the fields of Thomas Nichol and of Samuel Garyer, both of Abilene, Dickin- 

son county, the extermination was complete, the piles of dead bugs and shells 

of dead bugs being distributed throughout their fields. The shells have be- 
longed to bugs of all sizes and ages. Bugs and shells were taken by the 

bunch from the wheat field of Hon. 8. C. Wheeler, of Concordia, Cloud 

county, by Chris. Nelson of the same place, for the purpose of infecting his 

field, three miles distant, and a most satisfactory report was obtained. 

THE GRAY-FUNGUS DISEASE. 
(Empusa aphidis. ) 

Previous to June 10th Empusa had not been found in the fields visited. 

However, on the date mentioned, a considerable number of Empusa-covered 

bugs were collected and sent to the Station from the wheat field of Hon. Jacob 

Nixon, at Kellogg, Cowley county. No white fungus-covered bugs were seen 
in this field. Whether a part of the bugs had been destroyed by Sporotri- 

chum or bacteria, it is impossible to say, since no correct memoranda had 

been kept, and the bugs had evidently been dead several days. 

The weather for a few days previous to the extermination of the bugs had 

been favorable to successful work with Sporotrichum. 
In all other fields in which Empusa has been seen, it has appeared along 

with white fungus and bacteria. When thus found, about every tenth bug 

was covered with the Empusa “mould.” Such bugs are easily detected in 

the field, from the fact that they are of a decidedly grayish color. They also 

present a moister and usually a larger appearance than those enshrouded 

with Sporotrichum. From about June 20th to August Ist Hmpusa was seen 
in numerous fields, but in no field in great numbers. While Empusa with- 
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out a doubt has proven itself to be a destructive agent in the extermination 

of chinch-bugs, the great percentage of favorable results observed by me have 

been due to Sporotrichum and bacteria. 

RESULTS OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS. 

A little more than 90 per cent. of the fields visited have either shown 

good results or promised them. However, I do not wish to be understood 
that so large a percentage proved a complete extermination. What the final 

results have been, I am unable to state, except as reports have since come in 

from the parties called upon. Everywhere, I have had good reasons why 

encouragement should be taken. In the same neighborhood, I have seen 

fields presenting a marked contrast; I have seen crops of the same cereal, 

with the same soil in which to grow, receiving a similar amount of care and 

cultivation, and at some one time having a like quantity of pests to injure 

or to destroy them. Yet I have seen in some of these fields wholesale de- 

struction of the crops; in others, a fair or promising prospect, due to a timely 

use of one or of both the infections. 

Many farmers in Chautauqua county, especially, rejoice that, although in 

previous years they “have lost more wheat, corn and oats by chinch-bugs 

than by any weather,” this last year, with little if any better prospects than 

in other years, they have reaped a good crop in quantity, and an extraordi- 

nary crop in quality. This they largely attribute to the application of the 

infectious diseases sent from the Experiment Station. In small-grain raising 

districts, the greatest confidence prevails. 

Throughout the season’s work, your agent has everywhere been kindly re- 

ceived. Interested parties have often come no little distances to receive a 

larger information, and instructions how to operate more successfully. So 

great has been the interest manifested in places, that means of conveyance 

have been placed at his disposal without charge. The people in every county 

visited have shown a great confidence and untiring patience. Many not suc- 

ceeding at first have tried again, and some, still unsuccessful, have tried re- 

peatedly. Everywhere have been met expressions of gratitude and good 

will, and but very few have had a word of unkindness. 

SAMPLE OF ONE WEEK’S OBSERVATIONS. 

The following notes for a single week are given as examples of my daily 

observations. The week selected is from July 18th to 24th inclusive: 

D. K. Ranxry, Idana, Clay county. Inthe wheat field in which the trial was made, 

the live bugs had been numerous, and had considerably injured the crop, The in- 

fected bugs secured from the Station were covered with white fungus. The weather 

was wet during the first part of the experiment, and the old bugs died and became 

white in about two weeks after the infection had been first planted. Just about the 

time the old bugs had died the new brood made its appearance. The weather be- 

came hot and dry. Although at the time of my visit the young bugs had not died, 

they were not damaging the corn into which they had gone to such an extent as 

neighboring fields of corn were being injured. ; 
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Wm. Weeks, Idana, Clay county. Experimented in the corn field. Box received 

from the station contained white-fungus bugs. When infected bugs were first dis- 

tributed among healthy bugs the weather was wet. Many of the old bugs died and 

became white. The weather became hot and dry, and while the bugs, oid and young, 

continued to die, they did not turn white. From 5 to 10 large blue flies were found 

dead in the sheath of the corn blades on each corn hill where the bugs had died. These 

flies were not fungus covered. At the time of my visit not many live chinch-bugs 

remained. 

Bensamin Way, Clay Center, Claycounty. Two days after putting infection in his 

wheat field, it rained very hard. Six or eight days later, not a live bug was anywhere 

to be found, where bugs had previously been in great numbers. Searching around 

and beneath clods, Mr. Way says that he found dead white-fungus covered bugs in 

heaps, perhaps a teaspoonful in a place. 

Davis Onstapt, Concordia, Cloud county The first 15 rows of corn in Mr. On- 

stadt’s field were black with bugs. On the fourth day after infected bugs had been 

placed in the corn hills, the live bugs became uneasy. ‘They got down off the 

stalks and never got back.” Dead white-fungus bugs were found scattered around 

on the ground, and 8 or 10 moulded bugs were seen together. A few dead flies were 

found between the blade and corn stalk, and sometimes at the foot. of the stalk. 

The ravages to the growing crops were entirely stopped. During the.time of the 

trial there was an occasional shower. 

Frank Frazer, Concordia, Cloud county. The infected bugs were used in corn. 

On the eighth day after putting out infected bugs no live bugs were working on 

the corn, and many dead white-fungus covered bugs were found on the ground and 

under clods. Some bunches of dead bugs were found, but no white fungus was 

seen among them. Shells of bugs were scattered on the ground, but these were few 

in number and were not in heaps. 

Tuos. Day, Concordia, Cloud county. Mr. Day reports that bugs were very nu- 

merous in his corn field, but that in four or five days after he planted the infection 

the bugs got sick, and left the corn stalks for the ground. There were bunches of 

shells, with dead bugs at the bottom of the heaps, found on the ground. A few dead 

fungus-covered bugs were found. Many shells of bugs were found in Mr. Day’s mil- 

let field where infection had been used. In the millet field, at the time of my visit, I 

found a great number of live bugs near the heaps of shells, but in the corn field ad- 

joining the millet a live bug was seldom found. Ina neighboring field, one-fourth of 

a mile distant and into which infection is not known to have been carried, heaps of 

shells, with dead bugs at the bottom, were seen. 

Hon. 8. C. WHEELER, Concordia, Cloud county. Received a box containing in- 

fected bugs from the Experiment Station, but paid no very close attention to the 

experiment. The trial was made in a patch of sorghum, around the edges of which 

the blades had begun to turn yellow and die. The first dead bugs found were covered 

with white fungus, and were not discovered until a great many had died. Empusa- 

covered bugs were also found, but not in numbers as great as white-fungus bugs. 

Also bunches of shells, with an occasional dead bug among the skins, were found — 

one-half pint ina heap. The ravages of the pest were stopped. In uninfected fields 

near the above, no dead bugs nor skims were seen or even reported, although a care- 

ful search was made. Several neighbors who had come to Mr. Wheeler’s field and had 

gotten dead bugs reported that the contagion had been communicated in their fields- 

Cuais. Neuson, Concordia, Cloud county. Mr. Nelson went to Mr. Wheeler’s field 

and got one bunch of skins and dead bugs. He scattered these skins and bugs 

among the bugs, which had collected in such numbers on his corn that the stalks 
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were black for 18 inches from the ground. About 20 rows of the corn across one 

side of a 40-acre field had been completely destroyed. On the fourth day after the 

skins and dead bugs had been distributed, the live bugs began to bunch, and only 

skins and a few dead bugs near the bottom remained. I carefully examined about 50 

stalks of corn and stripped them of their lower blades, and found on an average but 

10 live bugs to the stalk in the part of the field where one week before my visit the 

live bugs had been most numerous. The weather was fair and warm. This field 

is about two and one-half miles from any other infected field. Bugs are neither 

dead nor dying in any other field near, so far as I am able to ascertain. 

Cuas. Puetrs, Miltonvale, Cloud county. A neighbor, Mr. Burbanks, put infected 

bugs into Mr. Phelps’s field of wheat, several acres of which the bugs had considera- 

bly injured. No notice was taken of the trial, but when harvesting was done no 

live bugs were seen, although in neighboring uninfected fields at harvest time the 

live bugs would collect in great numbers on the canvas of the reaper. 

A. BurBanks, Miltonvale, Cloud county. Experimented in a field of wheat adja- 

cent to Chas. Phelps’s. In less than two weeks the bugs all disappeared. ‘ Did not 

see what became of them, but know that they did not leave fields near by where no 

trial had been made of the disease. From my past experience in wheat raising, I 

now think that I have saved 200 bushels of wheat by trying the experiment.” 

A. B. Fry, Miltonvale, Cloud county. The bugs threatened to damage the corn 

crop at least one-half. Planted the infection, but did not watch for developments. 

In about 9 or 10 days the live bugs had disappeared. Does not know what had be- 

come of them. Nearest corn field to Fry’s is about one-fourth mile distant; in this 

field live bugs are found, but not in alarming numbers. 

Mosss Loneton, Miltonvale, Cloud county. Bugs were present in great numbers. 

Experiment was made in corn field. In places the bugs bunched and some became 

white. Never examined to see whether the bunches were skins or dead bugs. White- 

fungus bugs were also scattered over the ground one ina place The extermination 

was practically a complete one. ‘“‘ Has saved me many bushels of corn.” 

Dante~t RosesauGH, Barnes, Washington county. The bugs were so numerous 

that Mr. Rosebaugh was alarmed concerning the success of his crops. Bugs went 

from wheat to corn. Several days after having first put out infected bugs the live 

bugs began to bunch. Several of them became covered with white fungus. Nearly 

all the live bugs are now (July 25th) gone. Mr. Rosebaugh in all his farming has 

never noticed bunches of skins. 

W. Srour, Barnes, Washington county. Experimented in corn field. In about 

nine days after infected bugs had been put into the field, bugs began to gather in 

small heaps and die; part of them turned white. 

Hon. W. W. Rogers, Barnes, Washington county. Experimented in corn field 

where bugs were not very numerous. It was pretty warm weather, but the soil was 

not dry at the time experiment was made. “It surely proved successful for others, 

but my test is acomplete failure.” Mr. Rogers scattered infected bugs several times. 

I could not see but that the bugs in the field were in a good, healthy condition. 

At each of the places visited during the week, no little interest has been 

shown concerning the results of the experiments. Not only have busi- 

ness men gone at different times from the towns to inspect the field work, 

but farmers have come miles to secure a lot of infected bugs to use in 

their own fields. In several fields, I have observed dead flies among the 

dead bugs. Bunches of skins and dead bugs together have been seen or re- 

| 
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ported in but one field into which the infection is not known to have been 

carried by some one. However, this field is but one-fourth of a mile from an 

infected field, and it is altogether probable that the infection traveled from 
one farm to the other. The fact that bunches of skins are found on the 

open ground is something entirely new to all the farmers whose names are 
mentioned in the foregoing report. Respectfully submitted, 

ERNEST C. HICKEY. 

IV._REPORTS FROM FIELD EXPERIMENTERS. 

I next present the reports of 495 farmers and other experimenters. Those 
reports have been selected from the total of 1,399 reports, which are sufh- 

ciently definite to have some direct bearing upon the various points involved 
in the discussion of the subject of contagious diseases of the chinch-bug. 

Both favorable and unfavorable reports are included, and they are given, not 

as scientific statements of work accomplished, but as, in the main, common- 

sense straightforward accounts of honest observations. 

No. 1. Cuas. Barrn, Iola, Allen county. Applied for aid June 8th: “There are 

not many chinch bugs in the wheat yet.” Infection mailed June 13th; experiment 

successful, as reported June 15th: “I hunted in field for some bugs to inoculate but 

found only a very few. They seem to have disappeared, or died. I found a number 

dead in the field, covered witha white, fungoid growth.” Under later date: “I am 

confident the infection stopped the ravages ofthe bugs. As the bugs perished, 

there were none left to injure the corn or oats. I have lived here 24 years, and 

must say that we are freer from chinch-bugs than any year before, and hope your 

good work will continue until there are none left.” 

No. 2. J. M. MoDonatp, Iola, Allen county. Applied for aid May 24th: “Bugs 

are numerous in my wheat.” Infection sent June lst; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 13th: “On June 3d I scattered some of the infected bugs in my 

wheat, also on the 6th and 10th. About the 12th I could discover a few dead bugs 

in the field, and by the 16th I could hardly find a live bug in the field, except the 

young ones that had just hatched out. I could not discover that any of them died. 

They remained in the wheat until after harvest, doing quite a good deal of damage, 

but in a few days after harvest they disappeared. There was a field of corn on one 

side of my wheat, but they never went into the corn. I am satisfied that if I could 

have got some of your infected bugs the first of May, my wheat would not have 

been damaged by the bugs.” 

No. 3. E. F. Brooxs, Westphalia, Anderson county. Applied for aid May Ist: 

“My wheat field is full of bugs.” Infection sent May 5th; experiment successful, 

as reported October 10th: “The result was very favorable, and I consider it a suc- 

cess. I did not send for them quite soon enough, and the bugs hurt my crops con- 

siderably before the diseased bugs were put in the field. But I followed the direc- 

tions, and the result was that they all died.” Under later date: ‘I think the infection 

saved my three-acre field of wheat, 200 bushels of corn and $50 worth of oats. 

No. 4. J. M. Cory, Sharon, Barber county. Infection sent July lst; experiment 

successful, as reported November 6th: “‘The infected chinch-bugs you sent me 

last June I handled as you directed, and the result was good. I informed my neigh- 
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bors, and the diseased bugs were scattered with good effect. We think it a great 

discovery, and its good cannot be estimated.” Under later date: “The use of in- 

fection saved me about 40 bushels of corn, 10 tons of millet, valued at $20, and 

20 bushels of millet seed.” 

No. 5. J. A. Lester, Hazelton, Barber county. Infection sent September 12th; 

experiment partially successful, as reported October 28th: “I infected other 

bugs as directed, and placed them in the field in different places and examined the 

results. I noticed a few dead bugs when we put the infected ones out, but I also 

noticed that the bugs died and disappeared more rapidly in the side of the field 

where I put the infected bugs than they did on the other side. It was afield of 50 

acres of corn. The bugs were very numerous but not many remain now. I can- 

not call this a fair test, as it was late in the season and the weather cool, and the 

bugs did not mix as they do in midsummer when they have more life and warmth, 

yet I believe many bugs were destroyed by the infection.” 

No. 6. Hon. Cuester I. Lone, Medicine Lodge, Barber county. One dozen 

boxes of infection sent June 29th, to be distributed among the Barber county 

farmers; results satisfactory, as reported October 21st: “I sent to you a number 

of times for infected bugs. I gave them to a number of different farmers in this 

county, and they have reported to me results that are very satisfactory indeed. In 

a few instances, where your directions were not properly followed, in my judgment, 

the results were unsatisfactory, but in the majority of instances they report that 

the fields were cleared of chinch-bugs within a few days after turning loose the in- 

fected bugs. From the result in this county, I am satisfied that your work will be 

of great advantage to the State of Kansas, and to agriculture generally.” 

No.7. T. R. Martin, Hazelton, Barber county. Obtained infection of J. A. 

Lester; experiment successful, as reported November 2d: “I had 20 acres of sod 

corn that was badly infested with chinch-bugs. I got a few infected bugs from 

J. A. Lester, and I treated them as you directed in your instructions to him. I scat- 

tered them over one-half of my field —10 acres— and in 10 days or two weeks there 

were millions of dead bugs, and on the half where I had put no bugs, there were 

very few dead ones to be found, and later on, when the bugs seemed to be all gone 

on the side where I put the infected bugs, there were plenty of them to be found on 

the other side, where I had put none of the infection.” 

No. 8. R.A. Crsswa, Glendale, Bourboncounty. Applied for aidJune 30th: ‘The 

bugs have begun to devastate my corn.” Sent infection July 9th and 15th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported August 4th: “I send youa few dead bugs which I gath- 

ered in the field where the infected ones were placed. I am notaltogethersatisfied as 

to cause of death. I would find a few dead ones on a stalk of corn and probably a 

much greater number of live ones. I see no dead ones on the ground, as reported 

by some. The bugs do not seem so numerous as they were at first.” Re-sent infec- 

tion, August 5th; experiment successful, as reported December 15th: ‘I did not 

use the last lot of bugs, as the former lot seemed to have communicated the disease 

and almost exterminated the pests. I am led to believe that your method is a suc- 

cess and is undoubtedly a great blessing to the farmers of the land.” 

No. 9. T. M. Axrorp, Latham, Butler county. Sent for infection in May, stating 

that the bugs were very numerous. May 29th, Sporotrichum infection was sent 

him; experiment successful, as reported July 20th: “My wheat, 18 acres, was the 

only crop threatened by the bugs. I don’t think I was damaged five bushels in 

the whole field. In two weeks after putting out infection could find no bugs to 

speak of, while neighboring fields were in a bad way.” 

ast 
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No. 10. Exzas Cosrriy, Benton, Butler county. Applied for aid early in June. 

Infection sent June 11th; experiment successful, as reported October 17th: “I tried 

the infected bugs and with good results. When I cut my wheat the bugs went into 

the corn, and I was afraid they would ruin it before I could check them; but after I 

got them dying they went fast, and in about eight days there were but few left. I 

got some cans, and put several hundred in each can till they got sick, and buried them 

in the hills of corn, about two rods apart. It was about nine days before I could tell 

much about them, but they went fast when they got started. I believe it is a grand 

success.” Under November date: ‘The infection saved me 350 bushels of corn.” 

No. 11. N. B. CoaarsHaty, Chelsea, Butler county. Applied for aid May 4th: 

“T am badly troubled with chinch-bugs in my oats.” Infection sent May 5th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported June 15th: “The 15 bugs you sent me were all 

dead upon their arrival here except three. I placed them all ina large glass jar 

in which I had 600 healthy bugs. At the end of 36 hours I took out 500 bugs and 

distributed them in my wheat field as follows: I commenced about five rods from 

one side of the field, selected a bunch of wheat where the bugs were numerous, bent 

the wheat over so to get at the bugs, (as they were all at the root of the wheat,) and 

dropped in four or five infected bugs, and went through the field back and forth, so 

that the infected bugs were distributed in lots of four and five every 10 rods. Bugs 

were thick all over the field, and the weather was dry; however, it rained in a few 

days and wet weather continued for some days. At the end of the eighth day I 

noticed a commotion among the bugs in the field, and at the end of the twelfth day 

the bugs had all, or nearly all, disappeared, and no eggs have hatched that I can dis- 

cover. The remaining 100 bugs were kept in the infection jar to infect from, and 

the neighbors brought in healthy bugs by the thousands from Chelsea, Sycamore, 

Lincoln, Prospect, Spring and Murdock townships. One man in Spring township 

reports that it literally killed every bug on the farm in eight days. One reports 

from Lincoln that it drove his bugs all away.” 

No. 12. G. W. Farnswortn, Numa, Butler county. Applied for aid May 11th: 

“The bugs are likely to damage the crops hereabouts very much.” Infection sent 

May 15th; experiment successful,as reported June 29th: “I am very glad to be able 

to inform you that there are but few living bugs on my place, compared with what 

there were three weeks ago. We worked hard with the infected bugs, and scattered 

them through all parts of my wheat field. When I cut my wheat a week ago, there 

were but very few old bugs, but red ones by the millions, and I thought they would 

take the corn and oats next to the wheat, and make short work of it; but this morn- 

ing I was out looking the ground over, and I find the ground covered with dead 

bugs of all sizes, around a good many of the corn hills. I think they will do but 

little damage from this time. I feel sure that if we had not tried the infected bugs 

sent by you, they would have taken everything before them. At the first we did 

not have a fair show on account of so much rain, but for the last 10 days we have 

had dry weather, which would be more favorable to the propagation of the dis- 
ease. 

No. 13. F. B. Gournry, White Water, Butler county. Infection sent June 30th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 18th: “I put the infection in my 

corn field, where the bugs had come from my ripe wheat field. There were so 

many that they killed about one row a day the whole length of the field. I put out 

the bugs in four places on that side of the field. In a short time the bugs that 

were crowded together on each hill of corn scattered, and were seen running over 

the ground in every direction, not seeming to injure the corn. Shortly after this 

the field nearly swarmed with a large green fly, that appeared to feed on something 
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on the corn, and where the bugs were or had been the thickest. In a week after the 

sick bugs were put in the field we could not find bugs in any great number on any 

hill of corn. There were many dead bugs on the ground and under the leaves of 

the corn. There were eight acres of corn in this piece of ground. I had another 

field of 80 acres, that lay across the road from this field, into which the bugs went 

from the wheat, and cleared about a half-acre before the bugs were put in the little 

field. When the bugs began to scatter from the hills of corn in the little field where 

the sick bugs were put, they also began to leave the hills of corn in the large field, 

and appeared to do no further damage to the corn in that field; but when husking 

in this large field, the corn was found to be of much better quality than that in the 

little field. I have a neighbor who had a field of corn about a half-mile from my 

little field, where I put the sick bugs. His field was cleared at the same time and in 

the same manner as my large field — without putting any sick bugs in it. All these 

fields were swarming with large green flies. These flies remained in the field so long 

as the bugs remained in any number on the hills. The weather during this time 

was generaily clear. 

No. 14. Dr. L.S. Haux, Augusta, Butler county. Applied for aid May 2d: “There 

is a good deal of complaint of chinch-bugs from the farmers along the Walnut and 

White Water bottoms in this (Butler) county.” Infection sent May 7th, and on sev- 

eral other dates, for distribution among farmers; experiment successful, as reported 

October 30th: “I have all the confidence in the world in chinch-bug infection, and 

deem it entirely scientific. The infected bugs you sent me at various times were dis- 

tributed according to directions, in fields containing large numbers of active and ap- 

parently healthy bugs. During the time of these experiments the weather was wet, 

and most of the time cold. In from 8 to 10 days after the infected bugs had been dis- 

tributed the bugs would begin to die in all the fields, and about the same time, or a 

little before, they would begin to ‘colonize.’ They would collect in bunches contain- 

ing thousands, and pile upon each other until the collection would be from one-half 

inch to one inch in depth. The colonies would be a few rods apart, and the inter- 

spaces would be almost entirely free from bugs. Ina few days after they became 

bunched, there would be almost a solid crust of dead bugs that would appear like a 

white mould. The disease would spread to adjacent fields. In one field the infection 

had spread to a field across the road from a field where diseased bugs had been dis- 

tributed. My experiments with infected chinch-bugs have been entirely satisfactory 

in every instance.” 

No. 15. §.S. Harsn, Sycamore Springs, Butler county. Infectionsent July 27th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 19th: “It was surely a success, as 

we had a large field of corn that had millions of bugs init. We gave them just 

a week to finish their work. Surely, no corn would have been left had I not ob- 

tained the bugs just whenI did. They piled up in heaps all over the field and died. 

Then my brother had a field, and he did not “believe inthe bugs;” so, when mine 

died, he took sick bugs from my field, and likewise his all died, and he, too, be- 

lieves that they certainly would have destroyed all our corn if we had contin- 

ued not to believe in the merits of the infection and not experimented with it. 

I believe all farmers should be compelled to use the infection if they have any bugs 

at all, until all of the bugs are exterminated.” 

No. 16. J. R. Haven, Andover, Butler county. Applied for aid July 7th: ‘“ The 

stalks are black with bugs.” Infection sent July 8th; experiment unsuccessful, as 

reported October 25th: “The chinch-bugs came out of a neighbor’s wheat. They 

came through the hedge, and at first occupied a space some 10 or 20 rods long on 

one edge of the field, and were all sizes, and were so thick on the corn that the 
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stalks looked black. I sent to you and received infected bugs. I got fresh bugs 

and followed directions. It rained, and I gathered fresh bugs and tried them in the 

same manner. By that time the bugs had scattered some. I again gathered fresh 

bugs, and when they were put in the field the bugs were scattered everywhere — not 

thick, but enough to cut the corn to seven bushels per acre, which would have made 

20 if not disturbed by the bugs. I have been told by men living south of Wichita 

that it worked all right. I believe that if one man in each township was appointed 

to look after that matter, and if he should keep on hand a large quantity of infected 

bugs, and do nothing but go around to each farm and see that infected bugs were 

placed on them, that we might get rid of them. Some five or six years ago we 

were very much disturbed by bugs, and for some cause in the fall they piled up in 

large piles and died. This has been told me by men who have lived here many years. 

There are a great many bugs still to be found in this locality.” 

No. 17. Wm. Hiser, White Water, Butler county. Infection sent July 5th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 26th: “I had good success with the infected 

bugs so far as I went with them. I saved mycorn with them. In a week’s time, it 

stopped their work. I am well pleased with the work they did for me, and I have 

heard all others who have used them say that they did the work, and that they were 

a good thing for the farmer.’”’ Reported November 9th: ‘I think that the infected 

bugs saved 30 acres of corn for me.” 

No. 18. Jonn A. Hopxtns, Potwin, Butler county. Applied for aid May 3d: 

“Bugs are very thick, and unless something is done they will take the wheat and 

oats.” Infection sent in quantity for distribution May 5th; experiments successful, 

as reported June 23d: “I got the bugs pretty well scattered over the country, but 

owing to the wet weather it has been hard to tell the result, as most of the farmers 

thought that the rains would get away with them, and did not watch closely. I find 

lots of dead bugs where I have looked, and those who did not put out any infected 

bugs are having trouble with the young bugs. The rain has not affected them. I am 

satisfied the infection will do the work all right, and all who have tried it are satis- 

fied they can rid their fields of bugs.” 

No. 19. F.C. Jounson, Douglass, Butler county. Infection sent June 24th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 19th: ‘‘ Your infected bugs worked exactly 

as you said they would. The young and old bugs covered the corn so that it looked 

black. They destroyed two or three acres of the 14 in the field. I am quite sure 

that if I had received no bugs the whole field would have been destroyed. After 

they became sick they huddled on the ground, under corn leaves or among the crab 

grass roots. Old and young died just the same.” 

No. 20. J. 8. Kinzry, Douglass, Butler county. Infection sent May 11th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported June 13th; July 3d, correspondent made following re- 

port to field agent: “When application for infection was made, bugs were very 

numerous in the wheat, and had damaged the yield at least two bushels per acre. I 

never saw bugs more numerous. They commenced to die on the sixth day after in- 

troducing the infection. All of the old ones died, turning white, and all the young 

ones, with the possible exception of one out of a hundred, died also. The first lot of 

bugs died bunched and matted together, while those that died later were scattered 

here and there. The bugs that were hatched after the wheat was cut did very little 

damage to the oats, and none whatever to a corn field near by.” Under November 

date: “The infection saved me 100 bushels wheat, 200 bushels corn, 300 bushels oats.” 

No, 21. C. lL. Kraox, Andover, Butler county. Infection sent May 5th; experiment 

successful, as reported July 28th; ‘‘Bugs very numerous in my 13 acres of wheat, 

and just before cutting the young ones hatched by the thousand. Some neighbors’ 
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fields were almost a complete failure, because of fly and bug. When the wheat was 

cut the bugs went into the oats by the bushel, and increased rapidly. When we cut 

the oats they would collect on the sickle an inch deep. After the oats were cut, I 

watched the corn and millet adjoining the oats, but do not think a dozen bugs ieft 

the oats. I examined the oat field to-day, and where the bugs were thickest when 

the oats were cut I found lots of dead ones—most of them almost decayed.” 

No. 22. A. J. Monrcomery, Douglass, Butler county. Infection sent June Ist; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 23d: “My wheat and corn fields were 80 

rods long and only about 10 feet apart. I infected about 1,800 chinch-bugs and 

placed them in the wheat next to the corn. For about 40 rods, where I put the infec- 

tion, the corn was scarcely hurt, but the 40 rods where I did not put any, it was en- 

tirely killed from 6 to 8 rods into the field.” 

No 23. F. B. Paumer, Sycamore Springs, Butler county. Applied for aid May qth: 

“The bugs are getting thick in the wheat.” Infection sent June 13th; experiment 

successful, as reported December 23d: ‘“ The infected bugs you sent me did a great 

deal of good, although it was too late to save my wheat. I followed the directions 

as closely as possible, and watched the corn field for several days after distributing, 

but could not find any dead bugs, but I did not stop; I kept turning out a batch 

every 48 hours for about three weeks, and about the second week I began to find 

dead bugs, and from that time on I could findthem by the thousand. I kept up the 

inoculation until it was difficult to find live.bugs. I also gave my neighbors bugs 

to inoculate with, and those that were thorough with them reported the same as I 

have.” 

No. 24. J. P. Rurnerrorp, Augusta, Butler county. Infection sent June Ist; ex- 

periment successful, as reported November 12th: “TI tried your infected bugs the Ist 

of June in some wheat by the side of corn and oats. I did not find any dead ones 

for over two weeks; then 1 found most of them dead and some of them turned white: 

and the others piled up in a quart at a place, and seemed to eat one another, as there 

was nothing left on them but the outside hull. My corn, that stood within a rod of 

the wheat, was not hurt; oats on the side that I infected were not hurt, but the other 

end, that was not infected, turned white for five or six rods in. My experience is; 

that the bugs should be put out early and well scattered over the field, as they do not 

get affected so quick. If they are not scattered over the field, they will die in one 

part of the field and be all right in another.” Under later date: “I saved about 300 

bushels of corn and 60 bushels of oats.” 

No. 25. C. Suaum, Sycamore Springs, Butlercounty. Applied for aid June 15th: 

“ Bugs are numerous in oats and corn.” Infection sent June 17th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported December 18th: ‘I consider it to be the grandest thing out. I 

followed the directions, and after five days I could see a few dead bugs. Three 

days later I could see millions of them"dead on the oats and young clover. They all 

turned white, and later on they commenced to pile up about a handful at a place.” 

January 5th: ‘I saved about 1,000 bushels of corn and $75 worth of oats.” 

No. 26. J. J. Styauey, Eldorado, Butler county. Applied for aid May 2d: “Our 

wheat fields are alive with bugs.” Infection sent May 12th; no success with first 

trial, as reported June 2d. Re-sent bugs June 4th; this experiment successful, as re- 

ported June 8th: “The old bugs are dying very fast. The young ones are dying, 

but not very fast at this time. I have examined some fields not infected and could 

not find any dead bugs to speak of —only one specimen in one field, two to three in 

the others, while the live ones were very plentiful. I can find them dead by the 

score in my field, so that they make the ground look white in places.” Reported 

July 26th, as follows: “ My neighbors’ fields were damaged 30 to 50 per cent. I had 
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flax next my wheat, and corn 25 rods from wheat where the bugs were thickest. The 

bugs did not get to my corn. I think 65 or 70 per cent. of them died in the wheat 

field and along the border. The old ones died first. If it hadn’t been for the in- 

fection, they certainly would have taken the corn, as they were so numerous.” 

No. 27. A. N. Suoan, Leon, Butler county. Infection sent June 23d; experiment 

successful, as shown in report of October 27th: “I can say the infected bugs proved 

a success. I followed the directions as near asI could. There were lots of dead bugs 

to be found after the third trial, and the bugs disappeared and left the corn and 

sorghum, and I haven’t been able to see old or young bugs since, so I give the trial 

the credit of destroying the bugs. Mr. Milks here got of my neighbor and it saved 

his millet, and the dead bugs lie thick on the ground, and it did the work to perfec- 

tion, without doubt. I think it saved my corn and millet, and part of my sorghum; 

and the season was favorable to the chinch-bugs in the months of July and August, 

but there were none to be found.” Reported under November date: “I estimate my 

saving at $100 worth of corn, and $30 worth of millet and sorghum.” 

No. 28. W. H. H. Smrru, Beaumont, Butler county. Applied for aid May 28th: 

“The young crop is coming on thick.’ Infection sent June 4th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported November 2d: “I turned the infected bugs into my wheat field, 

the weather being unfavorable, raining all the time. In from four to six days the 

bugs began to die. Their appearance was exactly like the ones you sent me, mouldy. 

I kept catching live bugs and distributing infecteds for 10 days, and to my surprise 

the bugs were all gone. I am satisfied that it is a grand success, and wish to con- 

gratulate you on your discovery.” Under later date: “Isaved 100 bushels of wheat, 

300 bushels of corn, and 400 bushels of oats.” 

No. 29. Wm. Snyprer, Towanda Butler county. Applied foraid June 27th: “The 

chinch-bugs are coming into my oats and corn from adjacent fields; they are multi- 

plying very rapidly, in spite of the wet weather.” Infection sent June 29th; experi 

ments uccessful, as reported Juiy 11th: “I placed from one to two of the infected 

bugs on each hill of corn, in a row alongside of the field adjacent to the wheat field. 

The bugs were very abundant on the corn, and moving very lively on the ground. 

On July 9th I made an examination at hills of corn where diseased bugs had been 

placed, and found live bugs apparently sick, and a great many dead ones. At some 

hills, nearly a tablespoonful of dead bugs were found under clods near the hills 

where they had taken shelter and died. The white mould, characteristic of the disease, 

was distinctly revealed by the microscope, and on the day following could be seen 

by the naked eye. The cool weather, retarding their movements, has prevented a 

rapid spread of the infection, the dead bugs found being confined mostly to the 

hills infected. A few warm days will, I am confident, complete their destruction.” 

Later report gives further evidence of the success of the experiment, as follows: 

“The bugs threatened corn, oats, timothy, and millet. The last two crops were saved. 

The oats were badly damaged before the infection was introduced. The bugs got a 

start in the corn, but were checked and destroyed in a short time after infection 

was applied, and the corn is safe.” Under date of December 20th: ‘The infection 

saved 900 bushels of corn, and five tons of millet.” 

No. 30. M. H. Steep, Haverhill, Butler county. Applied for aid May 4th: “The 

bugs are doing considerable damage in this vicinity.” Infection sent May 6th, and 

re-sent June 6th; experiment successful, as reported October 12th: “The infected 

bugs that you sent me June 6th proved a success. I dropped the bugs at the end 

of the corn and wheat; the bugs went out of the stubble into the corn and covered 

it about two feet up, and it began to look as though the corn would be killed en- 

tirely by them. In a few days I noticed that the bugs on the corn were dying, and 
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in a short time they all seemed to die and disappear, and the bugs have been scarce 

since.” 

No. 31. G. B. M. Tarum, Leon, Butler county. Infection sent May 29th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported July 25th: “In 12 or 14 days after scattering the infected 

bugs, the ground was covered with white, dead bugs. Nearly all of the bugs went 

out of my wheat into my oats and died there, but in a few days the ground was coy- 

ered with little red bugs that did not seem to die at first; but I kept putting out in- 

fected bugs all of the time, until the bugs seemed to disappear and they do not seem 

to be hurting anything now,” Under later date correspondent estimates his saving 

through infected bugs at 50 bushels corn, 50 bushels oats, 25 bushels wheat. 

No. 32. Cuas. THomas, Douglass, Butler county. Went to James Martin’s field to 

get bugs; reported success to field agent July 3d: “The bugs were very numerous in 

my field of corn, taking it row by row and several rows each day. On the sixth day 

the bugs left the corn stalks to wander upon the ground for a few hours, during which 

time they were very active. Then they collected in bunches and became very slug- 

gish. In neighboring fields, into which infection had not been carried, the bugs were 

numerous and in a thriving condition.” 

No. 33. L. J. Turner, Brainerd, Butler county. Infection sent August 29th; ex” 

periment successful, as reported November 7th: “I put the infected bugs in the field 

where there were the most bugs. The bugs seemed to be quiet. Eight days after 

that I went back and found the bugs to be running in all directions and some were 

piling up and dying. I then neglected to notice them any more until I received 

your card; then I went out and found that they had piled up and died and no live 

bugs were to be found.” 

No. 34. M. M. VanpensperG, Eldorado, Butler county. Applied for aid June 26th: 

“In spite of the wet weather, the bugs have gone from the wheat to the corn, and 

are taking it clean the entire length of the field.” Infection sent June 29th; ex- 

periment doubtful, as reported October 17th: “I placed the infected bugs in a 

corn field where the bugs were very thick. I watched carefully for dead bugs, but 

was unable to find them at any time. They soon all left the corn, and whether 

they became diseased or not I cannot say.” Remark: Note that the bugs were 

not unfavorably affected by the wet weather. 

No. 35. A. BranpuEy, Bazaar, Chase county. Applied for aid July 9th. Infec- 

tion sent July 10th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 29th: “I put 

about 10,000 infected bug's in the corn and sorghum, and the field bugs throve won- 

derfully on the infection, and killed 15 acres of corn and 10 of sorghum.” 

No. 36. L. B. Brexsr, Elmdale, Chase county. Applied for aid July 3d, stating 

that the farmers in the vicinity were having trouble with the bugs. Infection sent 

July 5th; experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “I infected about 12 or 

15 hills of corn. During my trial the ground was hard and dry and cracked. I kept 

up my experiment by continued infection for about a week, working on the side of 

field east of wheat field, out of which the bugs came when wheat was harvested. At 

the end of the week the bugs had ceased to show themselves in a solid body along 

the wheat-field side of the corn field, but were sparsely scattered throughout the field, 

but doing no damage as when condensed; in fact, did no more damage in this field. 

I saw no dead bugs—do not know what became of them; the large cracks in the 

ground would afford them all a convenient grave on the military plan, and I think 

they may have used them to save funeral expenses. So much for my experience. 

My neighbor’s corn field on the west of the above wheat field, in which he used no 

infected bugs, was raided by an army of bugs, and he was forced to cut up his corn 

to save it. Cannot possibly say but the wind might have caused the bugs to move 
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in this direction, as a field of corn just south of the wheat field was uninjured by the 

bugs. In case of a chinch-bug raid next year, I want another supply.” 

No. 37. G.S. Housrr, Matfield Green, Chase county. Infection sent June 20th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 29th: “I placed the bugs in the field 

as fast as infected for about two weeks, but could see.no dead bugs and no material 

decrease in their numbers. Owing to sickness in my family I could not give them 

my personal attention toward the last, and the experiment was not as thorough as I 

would like to have made it.” 

No. 38. J. P. Kunz, Cottonwood Falls, Chase county. Applied for aid, July 1st: 

“My field is alive with bugs.” Infection sent July 3d and 13th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported July 14th: “In 48 hours after receiving batch from you, I put 

them in the field at certain places and started a new lot, and last lot I put in field 

July 8th, and the 11th, Sunday evening, went to field and put in new lot and made 

investigation, and found at all places the ground was covered with dead bugs of a 

white color, resembling mould; also on the blades of grass and oats they were thick, 

as you see on enclosed sample. I am still keeping it up on my oats, next to where 

wheat field was. The oats were black with bugs, and now but few remain. I have 

given some to farmers. I am satisfied that it was a success.” 

{ ENo. 39. W. N. Oxes, Bazaar, Chase county. Infection sent June Ist; experiment 

unsuccessful, as reported October 14th: ‘Placed infected bugs in small rye field that 

was headed; also, oat field of about 44 acres. The weather had been dry, and the 

chinch-bugs thick and active up to this time, but at the time of putting out the 

bugs, the weather had become wet, yet the bugs were just as thick, though less — 

active. The bugs’ continued to be as thick as ever until after the grain was har- 

vested and the bugs were old enough to have wings and fly away. One of our 

neighbors got some infected bugs of me and experimented with them in a wheat 

fieid, and when he cut his wheat one could scoop up live red chinch-bugs off the cut- 

ter of the harvester by the pint. 

No. 40. Frep. SrarKkry, Elmdale, Chase county. Infection sent June 23d; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 18th: ‘The infected bugs you sent me on June 

23d worked very favorably. My wheat was damaged before I wrote you for bugs. 

It looked as though they would take the rest of my crop. On the other side of the 

wheat I had oats; the bugs never hurt the oats, but died in piles alongside, by the 

handful. I have some bugs this fall; I think they came from my neighbors.” Un- 

der later date: “I saved 100 bushels of oats. The remedy did splendidly.” 

No. 41. J. M. Appnepy, Leeds, Chautauqua county. Obtained infection of W. J. 

Sluth; experiment successful, as reported December 14th: “I did not get the in- 

fected bugs in time to save any crops, so I scattered a few in a patch of millet, and 

the few that were in there died in about 10 days, and some in wheat stubble. The 

bugs all died in about 10 days in the worst time of the drouth. On the opposite side 

of my farm from where I put out the diseased bugs there were plenty of living bugs 

at frost.” 

No. 42. Joun Benuus, Cedar Vale, Chautauqua county. Applied for aid in May. 

Infection sent May 7th; experiment successful. Under date of May 23d: “Bugs 

dying by thousands.” Further report, June 12th: “It has been raining a great deal. 

I could not find many dead bugs while it was raining, but they are dying fast now. 

The red ones are dying. Mr. Donohue’s bugs have been dying now for two weeks, 

and every one that got the white-fungus bugs of me is having good success.” 

1% No. 43. J. C. Braprorp, Sedan, Chautauqua county. Infection sent June 13th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 21st: ‘The infected bugs sent us by 

you did thorough and most satisfactory work. Our corn stalks were literally cov- 
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ered with the bugs, and the growing barley was in the same condition, and in a week 

after we put out the infected bugs we could find no living bugs in the field; so we 

can truly say that with us the experiment was a decided success.” 

‘No. 44. J.-M. Carp1n, Bradley, Chautauqua county. Obtained the infection from 

T. W. Newman; experiment successful, as reported November 30th: “I experi- 

mented with live, healthy bugs in one bottle without the infected bugs, and the re- 

sult of that experiment was that at the end of five days they were as healthy as 

when first put in. I also experimented with healthy and infected bugs enclosed in 

a bottle together, and the result was that the healthy bugs were sick and dying in 40 

hours. Then I put them in my field every 24 hours for about 10 days, when the 

field bugs began to die, andin 10 more days the experiment became so effectual 

that the damage to my corn by the bugs ceased. Isaved 200 bushels of corn and 

$30 worth of millet.” 

No. 45. E. T. Eparerton, Sedan, Chautauqua county. Applied for aid June 22d: 

“The chinch bugs are hatching out in my field by the thousands.” Infection sent 

June 24th; experiment successful: “I followed your directions as nearly as pos- 

sible with the infected bugs, and then put themin the cornfield. I was away from 

home for about 10 days, and when I returned the corn was covered with large green 

flies resembling the blow fly, and there was not a chinch-bug to be found. When I 

put out the infection I know there was at least a pint of bugs.on every hill of corn 

around the edges next to the wheat field. In another place I had corn adjoining 

the wheat field where I did not put any infected bugs, and there are bugs there yet- 

I let two of my neighbors have some infected bugs and one of them says the flies 

ate his bugs up! The other one says they all died forhim, and that the ground was 

completely covered with dead bugs in about 10 days after he turned them out.” 

No. 46. GrorGe Ertoxson, Cedar Vale, Chautauqua county. Infection first sent 

May 11th; reportedunfavorably June 3d. Sent moreinfection June 11th; experiment 

successful, as reported June 30th: “ My bugs are dying now, quite fast. Some turn 

white, and some are mere hulls. Cannot see them without looking close. I have 

used bottles, glass fruit jars, and wooden boxes, and I find boxes the best to experi- 

ment with, as glass sweats too much, and makes the bugs stick to the jars. At first 

my bugs traveled southeast. They do not travel much now, but seem to be in piles.” 

Reported December 12th: “To the best of my knowledge, the infected bugs saved 

me 500 bushels of corn and 100 bushels of wheat—about $240 worth, all together. 

Five of my neighbors obtained infection from my field and used it successfully.” 

No. 47. J. A. HenpErson, Niotaze, Chautauquacounty. Infection sent May 29th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 18th: “I received the bugs June Ist, 

and did not put them in the field till July 2d, on account of hard rains and floods of 

water. On bank land, where the land was black and gummy and cold, there were no 

dead bugs to be found. The corn was badly damaged with chinch-bugs. ‘The infec- 

tion that I put out on upland made the corn, in my opinion. They died just as 

if they had an epidemic of some kind. To the best of my knowledge they were 

of great good.” Reported later: “The infection saved me $50.” Remark: Note 

that “hard rains and floods of water” did not kill the bugs. 

No. 48. Cuas. Howrnn, Cedar Vale, Chautauqua county. Received infection 

from Jno. Bellus; experiment reported successful, to field agent, June 12th: “Bugs 

began to die in about one week after infection was scattered among the bugs in 

wheat field. Dead bugs were covered with white fungus.” 

No. 49. Luraer Huston, Bradley, Chautauqua county. Infection sent June 

26th; experiment successful, as reported October 20th: “The bugs you sent saved 

my crop of broom corn and 500 bushels of corn besides. I put the infected bugs 
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in the field every other day, until I had put them in the field four times; then they 

began to die, and in a few days I could find but few live bugs. I looked on the 

ground, and it was white with dead bugs. They killed a quarter of an acre. When 

I cut my broom corn, there were a few bugs all through the field. The corn was not 

hurt to amount to anything.” 

No. 50. D. G. Kenrsson, Bradley, Chatauqua county. Infection sent June 22d; 

experiment successful, as reported October 21st: “It was late when I received the 

bugs, and the bugs had gone into my corn, after cutting the wheat, in great num- 

bers, so that the stalks were completely covered from the ground for two feet up 

the stalks. I followed your directions, and in about two weeks I noticed that the 

bugs began to die, and to gradually leave the stalks, and where a stalk was broken 

and lay on the ground, they lay in piles all along the stalk —in some places half an 

inch deep. Some were dead; others apparently very sick, and others very lively; 

and I think by the first of August they had almost entirely disappeared, leaving the 

ground completely covered with dead bugs in some places. I think they damaged 

my corn on a few acres along the edge about five bushels per acre. At present 

writing, can find no bugs on the place.” 

No. 51. M. F. Marrocxs, Wauneta, Chautauqua county. Infection sent April 22d 

experiment successful, as reported from time to time. May 22d: “The bugs are 

dying by the wholesale. I think it is a grand success. Am satisfied that it will 

prove a grand boon to the farmers of this State.” June 4th: “The wheat is fine 

and the bugs are not doing anything.” June 6th: “The disease is slaying them, 

old and young alike. I am pleased withthe way the diseaseis working. I am think- 

ing I can save my corn after the wheat is harvested.” Mr. Mattocks appeared be- 

fore D. G. Hahn, notary public, November 2d, and acknowledged the execution of 

the following statement: ‘“ The diseased chinch bugs in my field saved 2,000 bushels 

of wheat and $500 worth of other crops; also, eight neighboring farmers were ben- 

efited by using infection from my field.” 

No. 52. T. M. Newman, Hewins, Chautauqua county. Infection sent May 16th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 20th: ‘The wet weather set in about 

the time I received the dead bugs, and I labored under extreme difficulties, but I 

stuck to it and was satisfied with the result. I had four fields infested with chinch 

bugs. One of oats—10 acres—was destroyed by the bugs before I received the in- 

fection. I used the diseased bugs on a 20-acre corn field, and gathered about 20 

bushels of corn per acre. I gathered about 10 bushels per acre on a five-acre field 

where I had not used the diseased bugs because the weather was so wet, and the 

bugs continued to work on it allsummer. The bugs worked only in a few spots in 

my 12-acre field, but nearly took the corn. If I had had both kinds of bugs three 

weeks sooner, I could have saved my oats and corn. I, however, consider that I 

saved 200 bushels of corn by the use of the infection.” 

No. 53. Isaac RicHARDsoN, Hewins, Chautauqua county. Infection sent May 

29th; experiment successful, as reported October 15th: “I turned loose a portion 

of the infected bugs in the corn field. On the ninth day, I discovered the bugs 

were dying in the field. The old bugs all died and a portion of the young ones; 

then the disease spread to my neighbor’s field 80 rods distant, and their bugs also 

died.” Under later date: “The infection saved, I think, 100 bushels of corn.” 

No. 54. F. C. Surner, Cloverdale, Chatauqua county. Applied for aid April 27th: 

“The bugs are very thick, and if they are not checked they are likely to destroy the 

crop.” Infection sent April 30th; experiment successful, as reported June 3d, not- 

withstanding correspondent’s opinion to the contrary: “I never found any dead 

bugs in the field where I introduced them or any where else, but the bugs have disap- 
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peared where I put the infection on one side of the field, and on the other side, where 

I did not put any infection, they are thick.” Re-sent infection June 11th. Further re- 

ported, July 31st: ““The chinch-bugs did no damage this year to wheat, or corn, or 

anything. When I first sent for infection, the bugs were very thick; but, on account 

of so much rain they did no damage, and most of the bugs were destroyed. My 

experiment with the chinch-bugs you have sent me, I will have to say, was a failure. 

Others around here have had good success.” Remark: If the rain destroyed the 

bugs, why did it not destroy them on both sides of the field, instead of on that side 

only in which infection was placed? 

No. 55. W. I. Suuru, Leeds, Chautauqua county. Applied for aid April 23d: 

““My wheat field is infested with chinch-bugs, and my early corn is covered with 

them.” Infection sent May 2d; experiment successful, as reported June 5th: “I have 

found some dead bugs and the bugs are disappearing, while in the field nearest to 

mine they are increasing. The young bugs were first noticed May 19th, in large 

numbers, but there are not many in sight now. Iam satisfied that I will have to 

continue the fight in order to save my corn crop from the pests.” Re-sent infection 

June 15th. Under date of July 24th, correspondent reported: “1 think Ihave saved 

my entire corn crop.” Under date of November 4th: “I saved, by the infection, 

fully 300 bushels of corn, and $30 worth of other crops.” 

No. 56. R. A. Toomeson, Wauneta, Chautauquacounty. Obtained infection from 

the farm of M. F. Mattocks; experiment successful, as reported January 5th: “Some 

of my neighbors made fun of me when I went after the bugs, and I had no faith in 

it myself; but it killed them by the thuusand. I saved 200 bushels of corn by using 

the infection.” 

No. 57. J. M. VANDEVENTER, Hewins, Chautauqua county. Applied for aid April 

30th: “My field is full of chinch-bugs, and is being greatly damaged by them.” In- 

fection sent May 4th; experiment successful, as reported to field agent May 17th: 

“Hight days after the infection was scattered, thousands of white, dead bugs, old 

and young, were found in the corn. It is a complete success. I would have lost 

my entire crop if it had not been for the remedy. In neighboring fields where no 

infection was placed, no dead chinch-bugs could be found.” Under date of Novem- 

ber 21st: “‘The infection saved me 40 acres of corn.” 

No. 58. Mrs. M. Viers, Cedar Vale, Chautauqua county. Applied for aid May 

13th: “Bugs very thick.” Infection sent May 15th; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 20th: “I received diseased chinch-bugs from you May 21st. We kept 

putting diseased bugs in the field, and occasionally we found a few dead bugs in the 

field and some sluggish ones. They injured the wheat but little, if any. The wheat 

averaged about 30 bushels per acre in that field. After the wheat was harvested, the 

bugs went into an adjoining piece of corn, and for a time we thought the corn would 

be destroyed. We placed the diseased bugs in different parts of the field, and when 

we went into the field a few days after, we were suprised to see so many as a large 

plateful of dead bugs in a place where we had put the infected bugs, and live ones 

crawling through the mass. A few days later we went into the field to put out more 

diseased bugs, but could not find a live bug in the field, neither have we seen any 

since. We feel very thankful for the diseased bugs, as we are confident that had it 

not been for the infected bugs we would not have had any corn in that field; as it is 

we had a fair crop.” Under later date: “We saved about 300 bushels of wheat, or 

about one-third of the crop, and about 300 bushels of corn.” 

No. 59. Joun Wixu1ams, Hewins, Chautauqua county. Reported success to field 

agent June 18th. Mr. Williams did not get infected bugs from any source whatever. 

In from 10 to 14 days after a neighbor, J. M. Vandeventer, had successfully ex- 
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perimented among the bugs in his own wheat field one-half mile distant, Mr. Williams 

observed the bugs in his field, dying in numbers, and becoming overgrown with white 

fungus. 

No. 60. W. B. Beeman, Sherman City, Cherokee county. Applied for aid May 

16th: “Bugs are getting numerous.” Infection mailed May 29th; experiment un- 

successful, as reported October 18th: ‘I received no benefit from the infected bugs. 

I gave some of the infected bugs to my neighbor, who also had no success. The 

weather was cold and rainy.” 

No. 61. Jesse Haypen, Hallowell, Cherokee county. Infection sent July 3d and 

July %h; experiment successful, as reported October 30th: “I would say the experi- 

ment is favorable with me. I find thousands of dead bugs in my field, and I am of 

the opinion that the last bug will die.” Under later date: “I think it saved me 10 

bushels per acre on 30 acres of corn.” 

No. 62. D. L. Perry, Baxter Springs, Cherokee county. Applied for aid July 5th: 

“Chinch-bugs are taking my corn.” Infection sent July 8th; experiment successful, 

as reported October 26th: “We had wheat adjoining corn. The bugs went out of 

the wheat into the corn, and covered the stalks for 8 or 10 rows. I used the bugs as 

directed. Three days after putting out the first lot I found the bugs on the corn 

dying, and within 10 days from the time I received the diseased bugs the bugs on 

corn were dead and gone. The weather was favorable for bugs—dry and hot. I 

feel certain I would have lost the most of the corn if I had let them alone.” Under 

later date: “T saved about $200 worth of corn.” 

No. 63. P. B. Porter, Galena, Cherokee county. Infection sent June 29th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported August 26th: “No healthy bugs can be found to 

amount to anything on my field, and I am satisfied that the infected chinch-bugs 

you sent have done their work, and that the theory of Professor Snow is a success.” 

Under later date: “I probably saved 100 bushels of corn by use of the infection. 

My neighbors refused to use the infection, considering it visionary, and for this rea- 

son I had my experience published in the Galena Times. 

No. 64. T. J. Vest, Galena, Cherokee county. Infection sent June 29th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported December 28th: “I had four fields, all separate from 

each other. I operated in all four of them. In the three upland fields I could find 

a great many dead bugs, and in the bottom along the edge of the creek they were 

quite thick, I should think about 10 to one of the live ones. Within 8 or 10 

days from thetime the first diseased bugs were placed in the field, I could find no 

bugs. I do not know that they all died, but if they did not they left for other quar- 

ters. I think it a great success.” Reported, also, January 3d: “I found no bugs 

on my premises after experiment with infected bugs, but found a great many 

patches of bugs in the neighborhood as late as September. I had about 55 acres of 

oats in three different fields. Bugs began on west side of each. The infection 

killed them within three rods of the edge. I saved 200 bushels of oats and 15 acres 

of millet.” 

No. 65. M.F. Ayers, Industry, Clay county. Infection sent July 15th; experiment 

successful, as reported December 28th: “I placed the infected bugs in a field of millet 

in which the healthy bugs had commenced their work. Ina few days I noticed their 

work had been stopped, and on the ground were to be found thousands of dead bugs. 

My millet was saved. Also, their destruction in field of corn adjoining millet en- 

tirely ceased, for all of which I give credit to the infection received from you. I 

believe it was worth more than $200 to me.” 

No. 66. Joun W. Buackwoop, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid May 

llth: “The bugs are getting away with our wheat.” Infection sent May 29th; ex- 
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periment successful as regards the old bugs, as reported July 11th: “The bugs you 

sent have killed off the old ones in the wheat, but seem to have no effect upon the 

young ones in the corn.” Re-sent bugs July 13th; no report. Field visited by 

Station agent July 20th, and experiment reported entirely successful. Experiment 

also reported directly as entirely successful, Nov. 14th: “When I cut the wheat, the 

young bugs had just hatched, and went into the corn which was planted beside the 

wheat, and covered the corn from the ground to the height of three feet, for 15 rows 

80 rods tong. I then sent for more bugs, on July 13th. I put them in the corn, and 

in three or four days the bugs became restless. In a week they were all gone. A 

great many could be seen in the corn and on the ground dead. I think by the use 

of your bugs I received 20 bushels more to the acre, than if I had not used them.” 

No. 67. J. H. Brown, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid June 29th: “They 

are making bad work in my corn field.” Infection sent June 30th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported November 2d: “On July 2d, I distributed the infected bugs in 

my corn fields, and in about three or four days the bugs began to come off the corn 

and collect in bunches, being very stupid. They would gather around and under 

clods or anything except the corn, and in a few days more began dying. In one 

field they all died, and in a piece of millet they all died; but in one piece of corn, 

they had such a start and I was so busy I did not save any infected ones for the 

second crop, and this piece had lots of bugs in it this fall. I am much pleased with 

the experiment and think it will be a success.” 

No. 68. A. L. Cuarx, Oak Hill, Clay county. Infection sent May 11th; re-sent 

July 3d; experiment successful, as reported December 26th: ‘The first lot of infected 

bugs did not doany good. We hada heavy rain the same evening that I put them out; 

and I thought that was the reason. I then sent for more infected bugs. I put them 

out twice; then the bugs had traveled to a millet and oats field. In two or three 

days the bugs began to stop work and pile up and die. They did not all die, but 

did not do much harm after.” Under later date: “I think I saved my oats and corn 

by use of the infection — 300 bushels of oats and 400 bushels of corn.” 

No. 69. J. Go. Dieter, P. M., Oak Hill, Clay county. Applied for aid April 24th: 

“T find my wheat field literally covered with chinch-bugs.” Infection sent May 8th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 12th: “I have tried the infected bugs, 

and am well satisfied with them. I placed the first lot you sent me in the wheat field, 

but as rain and bad weather set in immediately, they were not successful. I did not 

consider that a fair trial; so I sent for another lot. The wheat was cut and the bugs 

were going into the corn. The first two rows of corn were almost black when I re- 

ceived the second lot. I went to the field a few days after scattering the infection 

and found dead bugs all over the ground, and the field was nearly clear of them. I 

added more diseased bugs two or three times, and inside of two weeks it was a hard 

matter to find any chinch-bugs in the field. I am convinced that if it were not for 

the infected bugs I would have lost my crop of corn; as it is, I have a good crop. 

Your infected bugs proved very satisfactory in my case.” 

No. 70. J. B. Hempuinn, Clay Center, Clay county. Obtained infection of A. A, 

Newman; experiment successful, as reported December 3d: “The bugs were so 

thick that they had taken about three acres of corn. I heard that A. A. Newman had 

some of your infected bugs. I got some of them and followed the directions and 

scattered them all over my fields of corn, wheat, oats, and millet. Ina few days I 

found bugs dead in bunches through the field and tried to get my neighbors to use 

them but they had no faith in such simple things; but in the fall, when they saw how 

my corn field was clean of the bugs, they said they would try it next year.” 

No. 71. J. D. Jounston, Clay Center, Clay county. Infection sent June 27th; ex- 
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periment successful, as reported to field agent July 26th: “The live bugs were pres- 

ent in considerable numbers in the wheat field where experiment was conducted. 

In about 10 days the bugs began to die and turn white.” 

No. 72. Joun Kippy, Clay Center, Clay county. Obtained infection of A. A. 

Newman; experiment successful, as reported December 7th: “I had a patch of 

millet which was just black with chinch-bugs. I used diseased bugs, and a few 

days later the ground was covered with white-fungus bugs. Success to you in this 

great work. It will be worth millions to the farmers of Kansas. I saved, by using 

the infection, 570 bushels of wheat and $20 worth of millet.” 

No. 73. D. A. Manre, Green, Clay county. Applied for aid June 29th: “ Bugs 

very plentiful.” Infection sent June 30th; experiment successful, as reported July 

15th: “July 12th, I found dead bugs in the localities where the first bugs were 

turned loose.” July 16th: “Can find dead bugs of all sizes in any part of the field. 

I have examined other fields and can find but very few dead bugs.” Also, on July 

23d: “I can find dead bugs to-day by the thousands.” 

No. 74. Hon. A. A. Newman, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid May 

28th: “Bugs are numerous in the wheat fields.” Infection sent May 29th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 10th: “In my opinion your discovery has 

been and will be of inestimable value to the farmers of Kansas.” Correspondent 

‘states that he saved 250 bushels of wheat and the same amount of corn in his fields 

by using the infection; also, that six of his neighbors obtained the infection from 

his field and used it in their own successfully. 

No. 75. Joun A. Rep, Idana, Clay county. Infection sent May 16th, June 30th, 

and July 8th; third experiment successful, as reported October 29th: ‘The first two 

lots you sent me had no effect; but the third lot, infected with the white fungus, I 

put among the bugs as they came out of my rye field into the corn, and was suc- 

cessful in killing them. I gave some infected bugs to a neighbor, who put them in 

a millet field where the bugs were very numerous. It worked well; the ground be- 

came white with dead bugs. 

No. 76. W.S. Runpuz, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid June 16th: 

“My corn is loaded with bugs.” Infection sent June 17th and July 1st; experiments 

successful, as reported October 20th: “About 10 days after I distributed the infected 

bugs, we had a shower, and the bugs became stupid and disappeared; what became 

of them I know not. The second lot I put on another field and I am convinced 

that they operated quicker. After six days the live ones became sluggish and 

changed color, and in 14 days had entirely disappeared. One thing that struck me 

was, that right where the dead bugs were, there came a swarm of flies in both fields, 

and in other parts of the field no flies were seen. I am convinced that the bugs are 

as you represent, and of great value to the farmers.” 

No. 77. L. P. Scuraper, Clay Center, Clay county. Infection sent August 13th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 28th: “The experiment was entirely 

satisfactory in my case. I placed about 300 of the infected bugs in my field of 50 

acres of corn, and waited for results. The corn was too far along to do it any good 

by destroying the bugs. I only wished to be satisfied as to the feasibility of de- 

stroying the bugs by infection. I am satisfied that if all of the farmers would place 

infected bugs in their fields, that the bugs that were not destroyed would damage 

the crops but little and that we might get rid of them entirely. My process of ex- 

perimenting was done in this way: I scattered the live, infected bugs through the 

field, and where I found the bugs the thickest, I placed two or three on stalks I 

marked; these stalks were entirely covered with bugs. In about 10 days I found a 

great many dead bugs on the marked stalks, and in about two or three weeks I found 
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the dead bugs so thick in under the leaves next to the stalk that I could have gath- 

ered at least a tablespoonful of the dead bugs from under one leaf, and could find 

lots of dead bugs all over the field. I noticed that it was harder on the young bugs 

than the old ones. I could very plainly see that the destruction began first at the 

stalks where the infected bugs were placed.” 

No. 78. Henry Smurrn, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid June 17th: “I 

have a field of small grain where the bugs are hatching by the millions.” Infection 

sent June 22d; experiment successful, as reported to field agent July 3d: ‘Bugs 

ceased their ravages and nearly all disappeared. Dead bugs were white, and were 

found in bunches of different sizes.’ Under later date, reported as follows: “The 

infection saved me 250 bushels of wheat, 100 of rye, and 35 acres of corn.” 

No. 79. Jos. M. Smrrn, Green, Clay county. Infection sent July 13th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 30th: “Infected bugs received July 15, 1891. 

Were treated as per printed “instructions. Infected bugs placed in the field on the 

17th. Bugs in field, especially in millet, were very numerous. I saw no sign of dis- 

ease among the bugs until the eighth day, when I found them dying rapidly. They 

continued to die until about August 11th, at which time they were nearly all dead 

or gone. I could never find many dead bugs in the corn, but they gradually disap- 

peared until there were almost none at all to be found there. I believe there were 

millions of them died in the millet; in fact, I believe {they all died. The weather 

_during the experiment was hot, with a great deal of rain. I believe the infection 

saved my millet and a great deal of my corn. I could not hear of any bugs dying 

on any farm where the infection had not been placed.” Under later date: “I saved 

about 200 bushels of corn and $40 worth of other crops.” 

No. 80. T. K. Trpprn, Charity, Clay. county. Infection sent July 6th; experiment 

successful, as reported December 24th: ‘After trying to do as you required, I found 

the bugs disappeared and soon there were none in the field. A neighbor, Mr Law- 

son, came and got some of the infected bugs, and says they did wonderful things in 

his millet. Seemed more than pleased with results.” 

No. 81. JonatHan Topp, Exeter, Clay county. Infection sent July 9th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported to field agent July 31st: First dead bugs were found 

on the seventh or eighth day of experiment. Later, the ground was white with dead 

bugs where live ones had been most numerous. Reported directly November 15th, 

as follows: ‘‘ The infected bugs saved in my fields 200 bushels of wheat, 18 acres of 

corn, 12 acres of rye, besides other crops amounting to $100 in value.” 

No. 82. Wm. Topp, Exeter, Clay county. Reported success to field agent July 

17th by Jonathan Todd, from whom infection was obtained. Live bugs were threat- 

ening a great deal of damage to the corn crop. At first the prospects of extermina- 

tion were not very promising. Ina little morethan two weeks, a gentle rain having 

fallen, dead bugs were noticed on the ground. These dead bugs were white, being 

covered with Sporotrichum. 

No. 83. J. G. Vocrnmann, Broughton, Clay county. Applied for aid July 6th: 

““Chinch-bugs threaten my corn.” Infection sent July 8th; experiment successful, 

as reported August Ist: “In first week of experiment I could not note any difference, 

except the bugs did not make the same progress as before and kept more in hiding 

under leaves or ground. The tenth day I found the first dead bugs hanging on the 

dry blade. After 15 days I could not find many live bugs in a place and what I found 

were mixed with dead ones. After 20 days it was impossible to detect a nest full of 

live bugs and the field was in growing condition again. Many dead bugs were at- 

tached to the stalks or leaves, and I am sure there are far more in the ground. Your 

invention is an assured success, and for Kansas alone worth millions. I for my part 
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find more benefit in it than in the teachings of Copernicus.” Under later date: “TI 

saved $500 worth of corn by using the infected bugs.” 

No. 84. James H. Waxxer, Green, Clay county. Infection sent June 24th; experi- 

ment unsuccessful, as reported October 26th: “I used the chinch-bugs as you directed 

and I could never see that it had any effect on the other bugs.” 

No. 85. G. W. Wauuaoz, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid July 14th: 

“Chinch-bugs are destroying the corn for me and others in this vicinity.” Infection 

sent July 15th; experiment successful, as reported December 4th: “I put the bugs 

you sent me in a piece of sowed corn and on sorghum cane which the bugs were 

fast destroying. In about eight days they commenced to die, and in a few days they 

were nearly all dead. I consider the bugs you sent me saved mycorn. The weather 

was rather dry, with one or two light rains.” 

No. 86. A. C. Warts, Clay Center, Clay county. Infection sent June 26th; ex- 

periment unsuccessful, as reported December 25th: “‘ We could continue the disease 

in the jars with good success but could not observe that there were many dying in 

the field. They seemed to increase more rapidly than ever before. I have not found 

any piled up this season, as two years ago.” 

No. 87. Brensamtn Way, Clay Center, Clay county. Applied for aid June 25th: 

“My corn is covered with bugs.” Infection sent June 27th; experiment successful, 

as reported October 28th: “On June 28th I received some bugs from you. I will 

say that I was somewhat disappointed when I opened the box and found so few bugs. 

My corn was black with bugs. The field was 80 rods in length and 10 rods wide. I fol- 

lowed your directions. The first lot I turned loose by dropping one or two on each 

hill of corn in a row across the field. In 48 hours from the first lot I had another 

lot ready. We had a light rain at the time the second lot were let out. In 10 days 

from the time I had let the first lot out the bugs had all disappeared. I found them 

collected in bunches below the surface of the ground, all dead. ‘They looked like a 

white mould. I have no bugs in my corn this fall. I think it a success if your di- 

rections are followed.” 

No. 88. Frep. Borx, Miltonvale, Cloud county. Infection sent June Ist and July 

13th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported November 2d: “I received two lots of 

bugs from you, one June Ist, and the other July 13th. I put both of them out ac- 

cording to directions, and both were a failure; not one dead bug could I find.” 

No. 89. N. B. Brown, Concordia, Cloud county. Infection sent June 4th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported December 18th: “I handed the infected bugs to a 

young Frenchman, who was a tenant on my farm. They were distributed on the 

farm, in a field of fall wheat where the chinch-bugs were very numerous and doing 

much damage. After the wheat was cut the bugs went into a field of corn, but soon 

sickened and died, doing no further damage. We feel quite sure that the infection 

spread amongst them and destroyed them.” Reported December 31st: ‘The infec- 

tion saved, approximately, 400 bushels wheat and 600 bushels corn on my farm.” 

No. 90. Jas. H. Burpanxs, Miltonvale, Cloud county. Applied for aid May 12th: 

“Bugs are here in great numbers.” Infection sent May 13th; experiment unsuccessful. 

Re-sent bugs June 2d; this experiment successful, as reported July 26th: “It did the 

work, for the bugs all died inashort time.” “The infection, I think, has saved me at 

least 200 bushels of wheat, to say nothing about my other crops. It is a glorious 

discovery for Kansas.” Reported December 18th: “My wheat made 16} bushels per 

acre, while others got from 7 to 12 per acre in this vicinity. I have sowed 75 acres 

this fall while last fall only 35.” 

No. 91. T. Day, Concordia, Cloud county. Infection sent June 27th; ex peri- 
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ment successful, as indicated by the dead bugs received at the Station which were 

picked up in Mr. Day’s field. The following is taken from the field agent’s report: 

‘““ Bugs very numerous in corn field. In four or five days all the bugs got sick, be- 

coming sluggish and leaving the corn stalks to crawl upon the ground. Dead bugs 

were found in bunches small in size. Occasionally Sporotrichum was found. Many 

shells were found in his millet field. Shells in bunches were found in a field a quar- 

ter of a mile distant. Into this field no infection is known to have been carried 

by any person. Bugs have entirely disappeared in corn, where previous to the time 

infection was used they were doing much injury to the growing crop.” 

No. 92. W.J. FINKENBINDER, Jamestown, Cloud county. Infection sent July 7th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 25th: “My corn was black with bugs, 

and they were destroying my millet very fast when we began using infected bugs as 

directed. In a week the bugs had nearly all left, and my grain was saved. I am 

perfectly satisfied that the infected bugs did the work, and would advise all farmers 

to give them a thorough trial. Several of my neighbors came and got bugs from 

my field with good results.” 

No. 93. J. F. Hannum, Concordia, Cloud county. Stated in application for aid 

of June Ist that the bugs were very numerous in the wheat; experiment successful, 

as reported July 25th: “I spread the infection in my field, and upon examination 

to-day I find a great many dead bugs in the places where I turned the bugs loose. I 

find them in great numbers under corn blades, on the damp ground, and in cracks 

under clods where the ground is damp.” Under later date, correspondent estimates 

amount of corn saved by the infection on his field at 2,500 bushels. 

No. 94. H. G. Jounson, Concordia, Cloud county. Applied for aid May 13th: “I 

have 25 acres of wheat that is badly infested with bugs.” Infection sent May 29th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported December 31st: “I tested the infected bugs in 

every particular as you directed, but I did not kill or destroy one bug as I know of. 

They destroyed my crop.” 

No. 95. C. LunpBuapez, Jamestown, Cloud county. Infection sent July 7th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 28th: “I am very much pleased with the 

result of the experiment. Killed every bug on the place. Cannot speak too highly 

of your experiment, and would recommend the same to every tiller of the soil who 

may be pestered with the bugs.” Under later date: “Isaved 2,000 bushels of corn, 

and $100 worth of other crops.” 

No. 96. S. E. Manuerrr, Concordia, Cloud county. Applied for aid June 21st: 

‘““My wheat is done for if I do not get help soon.”’ Infection sent June 23d; experi- 

ment unsuccessful, as reported October 26th: “I followed directions, but could not 

get any satisfactory results. Do not know why, unless the rains interfered. Have 

heard that others here experimented with success.” Remark: Note that neither rain 

nor infection killed the bugs. 

No. 97. W. R. Mouruop, Concordia, Cloud county. Applied for aid June llth: “I 

have a field of broom corn covered with the pests.” Infection sent June 13th, and re- 

sent July 11th and July 24th; experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “I 

sent to you for infected bugs; the first batch did not seem to do any good, but the 

second seemed to do the work well. At the time I wrote you for some of the infected 

bugs I was afraid I would lose at least 40 acres of broom corn. But the infected 

bugs saved about 35 acres of it. I have had some experience with chinch-bugs, and 

think I know something of what they can do ina short time. We have lost three 

crops in succession, caused by dry weather and chinch-bugs. But if your experiment 

will work every year as it did this year with me, then I will have no more dread of the 

sey 
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bugs.” Under later date: “I saved about $400 worth of broom corn by use of the 

infection.” 

No. 98. L. W. Mason, Concordia, Cloud county. Obtained infection of J. F. Han- 

num; experiment successful, as reported December 4th: “I put the infected bugs in 

a 40-acre field; the bugs were very thick, and in one week they were all dead and 

gone. The corn made a little over 50 bushels per acre. I had another field one-half 

mile away, and I put no infected bugs in it, and it only made 30 bushels per acre. 

I estimate a saving of 600 bushels of corn by the use of the infection.” 

No. 99. CuristopHeR Nexson, Concordia, Cloud county. Experiment successful; 

infection taken from the field of Hon. 8. C. Wheeler, Oneonta, Cloud county. Re- 

ported by field agent: “Chinch-bugs were threatening serious damage to Mr. Nel- 

son’s corn crop. Bugs began to die on fourth day after infected bugs were first 

distributed. They died in bunches. White-fungus-covered bugs were seldom seen.” 

No. 100. Davis Onstapt, Concordia, Cloud county. Infection sent July 8th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported to field agent July 21st: “Experimented in corn 

field. The corn for 15 rows was black with bugs. Bugs sickened in three or four 

days, and died and piled up insmall bunches. It is certainly a wonderful thing, and 

a profitable thing for Kansas.” 

No. 101. L. G. Pearson, Sulphur Springs, Cloud county. Infection sent May 

13th; first experiment unsuccessful. Infection re-sent June 15th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported January 27th: ‘‘The infected bugs did a great deal of good for 

me. The bugs died by the milllon, both old and young. I had a field of corn ad- 

joining my wheat, and they did not kill more than 100 stalks of corn, while some 

of my neighbors who did not try the experiment had their corn killed for rods; this 

shows that the infected bugs are a success.” 

No. 102. R. Rrerves, Concordia, Cloud county. Infection sent June 13th; ex- 

periment undoubtedly successful, as reported October 15th: “We put the infected 

bugs out inthe corn. It was either the medicine or the rain that caused them to 

leave. The neighbors’ corn was taken.” Remark: If it was the rain rather than 

the infection that killed the bugs, the neighbors’ bugs, also, would have been killed, 

No. 103. H. F. RopGrrs, Aurora, Cloud county. Applied for aid April 18th: 

“The bugs aredoing sad work for my wheat.” Infection sent May Ist and June 

16th; experiment successful, as reported December 8th: “The second experiment 

was a success in every sense of the word. It killed the bugs in short order, while on 

the farm adjoining mine they did great damage. Its owner said Snow’s remedy was 

no good and would not try theexperiment. Think it a great thing for the farmer.” 

No. 104. Hon. 8. C. WHEELER, Oneonta, Cloud county. Applied for aid July 2d: 

“ Bugs are becoming very numerous in this section of the country.” Infection sent 

July 8th; experiment successful, as reported November 15th: “I did not receive 

the bugs until after I had harvested my small grain. At that time it looked as 

though my whole crop of corn and sorghum would be destroyed by the bugs, but 

your medicine cooked them, and my loss by bugs was very small. The experiment 

saved me at least $200 on my crop of corn and sorghum.” Correspondent gives 

names of four neighbors that used the infection with success. 

No. 105. W. C. Wurtrpr, Concordia, Cloud county. Applied for aid May 14th: 

“Bugs are at work very lively in my wheat, and if they are not arrested they will 

undoubtedly hatch enough young to devour the entire field.” Infection sent May 

15th and June 15th; experiment successful, as reported October 19th: “The first 

sample of infected bugs I received, on May 16th, was not successful; and those I re- 

ceived later, I was unable (on account of heavy rains immediately after putting in- 
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fected bugs in the field) to say whether they were successful or not. I distributed 

the infected bugs 10 to 15 in a place, where I found the bugs in the field the thick- 

est; however, on account of the rain, the bugs in the field were running about and 

very uneasy, and wheat very much improved in color. On May 28th I examined 

the field at places where infected bugs were placed, but did not find any dead bugs; 

but later I found the bugs had changed localities in the field, and were not working 

where I had first discovered them. In June I received another lot of infected, dead 

(white-fungus) bugs. At this time the young bugs were hatching by the millions, 

and going from the wheat and rye into the growing corn, and were accumulating on 

the corn stalks in bunches almost the size of a tea-cup. They seemed to be piling 

up on the young corn, and they ranged in size from the merest red speck to nearly a 

full-grown bug. In this caseI procured a large quantity of these young bugs, and 

followed the directions explicitly in infecting them. After the time allowed for the 

infection, I distributed these bugs carefully through the corn where they were doing 

the most damage, being careful that the infected bugs were distributed on the corn 

among those that were working on the corn, and also in all the places where they 

were doing any damage. The weather at this time was hot, and on the third day 

after distributing the bugs there came a very heavy rain. I did not examine the 

corn field until about the eighth day after distributing the bugs, and then found that 

they had all or nearly all disappeared and were not injuring the corn in any way, 

and the corn recovered and the field will average 45 bushels per acre. I was unable 

to determine, in this last case, whether the rain or the infected bugs had destroyed 

those in the field.” Under later date: ‘““The infected bugs saved me probably 500 

bushels of corn and 100 bushels of wheat.” Remark: As the rains during the May 

experiment did not destroy the bugs, it is not probable that the June rains destroyed 

them. The May rains were very heavy. 

No. 106. J. E. Winuars, Glasco, Cloud county. Applied for aid May 4th: “ Chinch- 

bugs are doing considerable damage in my wheat.” Infection sent May 5th and June 

15th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 5th: “I received bugs from you 

twice, and followed directions each time, and they were a failure. I do not think it 

killed any bugs. I gave some of them to a neighbor and the result was thesame. I 

have some faith yet.” Remark: Note that the rains did not kill the bugs in this case. 

It is therefore probable that the bugs on Mr. Whipp’s farm (see preceding report) 

were not killed by the rains but by the infection. The two farms are about 20 

miles apart, and the rains were general. 

No. 107. W. H. Cox, Crandall, Coffey county. Applied for aid May 7th: “The 

bugs are very bad in the wheat fields in this vicinity, and some of the fields have 

been damaged seriously already. Eggs are being deposited now in great quantities.” 

Infection sent May 9th and June 4th; experiment successful, as reported November 

13th: “Although it rained almost constantly at the time, which seemed to carry dead 

bugs away before live ones were properly exposed, thousands of dead bugs could 

be seen with the white mould on them. I think the experiment a success.” 

No. 108. Perry Jewrert, Sharpe, Coffey county. Infection sent June 22d and 

30th; experiment successful, as reported December 19th: ‘The work of death was 

satisfactory. We had so much rain that it washed the bugs and dirt together so 

that it was not easyto find them. The infection turned them white. They were 

completely cleaned out.” Reported later: “The infection saved me 1,000 bushels of 

corn and $400 worth of other crops.” 

No. 109. Coz Merrrinn, Coldwater, Comanche county. Applied for aid June 

30th: “They are thick ingmy corn.” Infection sent July 6th; experiment success- 

ful, as reported December 18th: ‘“ The infected chinch-bugs you sent me did all you 
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claimed for them. In about four days after putting them in the field infested with 

the bugs they commenced to die, and after the second and third application they 

all disappeared.” Report rendered later: ‘“‘The infection saved about 100 bushels 

of corn and half a crop of milo-maize and millet, or 100 bushels and six toms re- 

spectively. Besides making a trial in my own field, I placed infection in a neigh- 

bor’s field with good results.” 

No. 110. C. P. Aunine, Cambridge, Cowley county. Applied for aid April 30th: 

“They are swarming in our grain fields.” Infection sent May 5th; experiment un- 

successful, as reported October 26th: “The infected bugs sent me,were received. I 

followed the instructions but the result was not satisfactory. No bugs died or seemed 

in the least affected by those put out. However a rain storm occurred the second 

day, which possibly interfered with the experiment. I should like to try it again 

next year.” 

No. 111. J. W. CoznowrnrtH, Udall, Cowley county. Applied for aid May 4th. 

Infection sent May 8th; experiment unsuccessful. Re-sent bugs June 4th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November Ist: “‘The second lot of bugs I received came 

just at harvest time. I could not give them a fair test, but they finally got in their 

work. The ground was literally covered with little white specks, each with a dead 

bug inside. 

No. 112. Hon. B. H. Cuover, Cambridge, Cowley county. In application of 

June 27th, stated as follows: “I have 40 acres of wheat with 60 acres of corn adjoin- . 

ing, and if I get off with the loss of half the wheat and all the corn I shall be 

happy.” Infection sent June 29th; experiment successful, as reported October 19th: 

“On account of so much rain, I did not get thorough satisfaction in the bug matter. 

Isaw a great many dead bugs that were covered with white fungus. There were 

many other bugs, having the same ‘opportunities,’ that seemed in remarkably good 

health. At the same time, upon the whole I think it was a success, and there seem 

to be very few bugs in the country. It was so late in the season when I got the in- 

fected bugs that the fields were alive with them. In order to give best results, the 

infection should be spread earlier.” Under later date: ‘A field of corn that was one- 

fourth destroyed when infected bugs were introduced was damaged but little after- 

ward. I estimate a saving of 800 bushels of corn by the use of the infection, if the 

infection and not the rain killed the bugs.” Remark: That the bugs were not killed 

by the rains is evident from the reports of Mr. Clover’s neighbors. See Reports 

110, 114, and 118. 

No. 113. D. H. Drx, Winfield, Cowley county. Applied for aid June 13th: “My 

corn is being killed very rapidly.” Infection sent June 15th; experiment success- 

ful, as reported June 29th: “The bugs are working all right—they are dying very 

fast. It has been about nine days since I turned out the first bugs, and I think I 

have not one-fourth as many as I had. I am sure it will work all right and I will 

Save my corn if nothing more happens to it.” Also, under date of July 20: “There 

were bugs enough to kill every hill of corn in two weeks, and when I got the in- 

fected bugs the corn was about 18 inches high and all the blades dead about half 

way up the stalk, and some of the smaller hills had already fallen to the ground. 

But if you were to see my corn now you would think that there had never been a bug 

in the field. I can say that it surely is a ‘dead shot,’ and I hope all the doubting 

Thomases will try the experiment and be convinced of the facts. I have furnished 

infected bugs to one man about three miles from me, and he told me that it got away 

with the bugs all right in his oats, killing them in about 10 days.” 

No. 114. G. L. Ganz, Rock, Cowley county. Infection sent June 24th; re-sent 

July 1st; experiment doubtful, as reported October.23d: “Soon after distributing 
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the first lot we had a very heavy rain. The bugs stopped working, but I could not 

find any dead ones. But at this time the ground is literally alive with them. I 

never saw so many at this season of the year. We have not had any rain here for 

the past 10 weeks to wet the ground two inches deep. I have known the bugs in 

previous seasons, where they were working on corn, to cease and almost disappear 

after heavy rains.” 

No. 115. T. B. Hemenway, Torrance, Cowley county. Applied for aid June 29th: 

“Chinch-bugs are killing the corn alongside of the wheat.” Infection sent June 

30th; experiment successful, as reported December 22d: “I turned the infected 

bugs out in the corn where they came out of the wheat. It killed them there or 

drove them away.” Reported later: ‘‘ The infection saved me $100 worth of crops.” 

No. 116. A. N. Misner, New Salem, Cowley county. Infection sent May 12th and 

June 26th; experiment successful, as reported July 2d: “ The chinch-bugs were so 

numerous that they covered the ground. They covered as much as three acres of 

corn from root to blade tips, and I believe they would have killed 10 acres for me 

if it had not been for the infected bugs. In about four days after using the infec- 

tion they went off the corn on to the ground, and they died there by the thousands, 

some turning white. They killed about one-fourth of an acre all told. There are a 

few in the corn yet, but they are still dying. One of my neighbors on the west of 

me has a piece of wheat adjoining mine, and they went out of my wheat into his 

and inoculated the bugs in his wheat, and then they went across the railroad into a 

piece of corn, and there are places in the corn where there is crab-grass where the 

ground is covered with dead bugs, but they have not hurt the corn to amount to 

anything. I think if the farmers had commenced with the infected bugs sooner in 

the season, they could have been nearly all killed before they laid their eggs. It 

was the young bugs that went into my corn. I do not think there were any of the 

old bugs ever lived to get out of the wheat.” 

No. 117. Hon. Jacop Nrxon, Kellogg, Cowley county. Applied for aid April 29th: 

“T find my wheat infested with chinch-bugs— 2 to 10 in every stool of wheat.” Infec- 

tion sent May Ist; experiment successful, as reported June 6th: “I find plenty of 

old and young live bugs in my wheat, also plenty of dead (white) bugs.” Also, under 

November date: “The infected bugs saved at least one-tenth of my wheat crop, or 

about two bushels per acre; also 90 per cent. of my millet crop. The bugs left in 

the wheat stubble penetrated edge of millet but all died from disease after killing the 

edge of the millet.” 

No. 118. Joun Rozertrs, Winfield, Cowley county. Applied for aid June 13th: 

“There are lots of young bugs in my wheat and they are getting upon the corn. I 

supposed they would all be killed by the rains we had, but they were not.” Infection 

sent June 23d; experiment successful, as reported October 18th: “In two weeks 

after putting out the bugs I could find lots of dead bugs; as much as two table- 

spoonfuls of dead ones at the roots of one bunch of crab-grass. I tried it again 

when it was wet and did not find the same result. I think it will work better in dry 

weather than in wet.” Remark: Note that the rain did not destroy the bugs. 

No. 119. W. R. Warkrns, Arkansas City, Cowley county. Infection sent June 

llth, re-sent June 26th; experiment successful, as reported December 26th: ‘Those 

bugs werea success. I put them in my corn field and the bugs disappeared, and I 

diseased some more and let one of my neighbors have them. His bugs all died.” 

January 7th: “I saved about 150 bushels of corn for myself and 150 bushels of corn 

for the neighbor.” 

No. 120. J. F. Bornnousrr, Green Elm, Crawford county. Obtained infection of 

L. McCallister; experiment successful, as reported December 11th: “I believe I can 
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raise wheat now and need not be afraid of bugs as long as I can get the remedy 

from you. The infection has done the work to perfection, Young bugs died last 

in the field. I estimate my saving from the use of the infection at 200 bushels 

wheat and 250 bushels corn.” 

No. 121. J. R. Bopennorrer, Cherokee, Crawford county. Obtained the infec- 

tion in August from Postmaster J. Lucas, Cherokee; experiment ‘successful, as per 

report of September 8th: “On the 22d of August I put out theinfection in my field 

where the bugs were thick and bunched on the corn. It had rained on the night 

of the 21st, but there were no dead bugs then. I shook the corn and scattered 

bugs. They were thick and killing the corn, which was in the ear. On Sunday, the 

30th, two of my neighbors went with me to the field and found lots of dead bugs on 

the ground; also on the corn. Their exclamations were, ‘See this onedie! There is 

one that died a moment ago!’ ete. They took some of the live bugs home with 

them, thinking it a grand success. At date of writing, bugs are not all dead yet. 

No young bugs can be found in my field since using your remedy, while in other 

fields they are numerous.” Under November date: ‘The infected bugs saved me, 

perhaps 4 per cent. of my corn; moreover, the corn has more solidity and is of 

better quality than it would have been without the infected bugs.” 

No. 122. J. Luoas, P. M., Cherdkee, Crawford county. Infection sent July Ist; 

experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “I gave the infection to three 

neighbors. They say in 10 days after they put out the bugs they could find only 

dead bugs, and at that time the bugs were very bad two miles away.” 

No. 123. Aurrep Dorpex, Solomon City, Dickinson county. Infection sent May 

8th; experiment successful, as reported July 27th: “{f experimented with the in- 

fected chinch-bugs you sent me last May. They were the first bugs you sent out, 

and it was very wet weather. After I infected them, I turned them out in a 25-acre 

field of wheat. The bugs were very numerous at that time, and hatching. The old 

ones soon began to die, and the ground became white with them. Very shortly after 

there were no old bugs left in the field, but the wheat was red with young ones. It 

did not seem to take hold upon them. After cutting the wheat, they went into five 

acres of oats. I concluded that it would not pay to harvest the oats. They were 

black and red with bugs from top to bottom. I never saw the like before. About 

one week from then I went into the oats, and to my surprise the ground was white 

with dead bugs, and the others were sluggish. In eight inches square, I believe I 

could have picked up 1,000 dead bugs. They were all in bunches. My five acres of 

oats were saved by using the infection. I do not think I lost two bushels in the 

whole crop. I find that the infection is a success in all that you claim for it.” 

Under November date, reported as follows: “The infected bugs saved me 50 bushels 

of wheat, 400 bushels of corn and 200 bushels of oats.” 

No. 124. Joun D. Fisuer, Navarre, Dickinson county. Applied for aid June 

15th: “The bugs are sucking the sap all out of the barley, oats, and corn.” Infec- 

tion sent June 17th; experiment successful, as reported July 7th: “Two weeks ago 

to-day I put some bugs into my 12-acre lot of corn (after treating them according 
to your directions), and I am happy to say that on last Sunday the bugs were nearly 
all dead or very stupid, and my corn is doing first rate. I am fully convinced that 
the corn would have been all destroyed if the infected bugs had not been intro- 
duced. I have also been putting some infected bugs in other places on the farm 
with good results. The bugs become very stupid, and finally die. After they are 
dead they resemble the bugs you sent me.” Under later date: “I can safely say 
that 25 per cent. of my corn was saved by your infected bugs.” 

No, 125. W. B. Keyser, Manchester, Dickinson county. Infection sent May 11th; 
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reported unfavorably. Re-sent bugs June 11th; experiment successful, as reported 

June 20th: “TI guess my report of first lot of bugs sent me, that I reported unfavor- 

ably, was not correct, for I cannot find scarcely any old bugs in field, but plenty of 

dead ones andlots of fresh-hatched live ones.’’ Under later date: “I saved about 

50 per cent. of my oats, and the infection destroyed the young bugs so thoroughly 

that I never saw a single one on my corn. My brother in Clay county got infected 

bugs from me. He and I distributed them in his corn field; also, in a neighbor’s 

corn and millet. Bugs were overwhelming, but in from five to seven days they were 

piled up like windrows, and the white fungus had matted them together. Positive 

that there were no dead or diseased bugs at time we put infected bugs in those fields. 

K. Derfenbang, I. Derfenbang and a Mr. Davis got some of the infected bugs from 

my field and inoculated their corn fields and millet patches with equally as good re- 

sults. Think your infected bugs have done a good thing for this part of Kansas.” 

No. 126. A. Lewis, Solomon City, Dickinson county. Applied for aid July 6th: 

“Chinch-bugs and fly have destroyed 50 out of 150 acres of wheat in shock. Chinch- 

bugs are now sweeping a field of millet which lies between oats and wheat. Am 

afraid that after destroying the oats they will take my 100-acre corn field.” Infec- 

tion sent July 7th; experiment successful, as reported September 12th: ‘‘ Placed in- 

fected bugs in field of oats along the whole line of invasion. I visited the field 

on the 21st and found bugs by thethousand, but indolent. Again, August 5th, ex- 

amined the field, and to my great surprise found no live bugs, and the ground was 

covered with dead ones. The corn crop lying just beyond the oats is now safe.” 

Again, correspondent writes: ‘“ I am 500 bushels of wheat, 600 bushels of corn, 600 

bushels of oats and $50 worth of other crops ahead by using the infected bugs.” 

No. 127. Wm. Mironrent, Chapman, Dickinson county. Applied for aid July 

14th: “The bugs are taking mycorn.” Infection sent July 15th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported October 25th: ‘“ Five days after I put out the infected bugs you 

sent me, we took the dead bugs out to the field, and in five days after, there was not 

a live bug in my field, but plenty of them dead sticking to the corn staiks. I think 

it a success, for my corn was all saved by its use.” 

No. 128. THomas Nicoz, Manchester, Dickinson county. Infection sent June 

lst; experiment successful, as reported October 13th: “ After putting out the first 

batch very heavy rains came, and it continued wet more or less for two weeks. I 

continued putting out bugs as fast as I could get them infected. The young bugs 

were hatching out very rapidly and allseemed perfectly healthy. In about two weeks 

the old bugs died off of their own accord so that I could not get any to infect, and 

I thought it was going to be a failure, but about the 25th I noticed a few of the 

young bugs were dying in the spots where I put theinfected ones. We cut the wheat 

about this time and the young bugs began to move about and go into the oats and 

corn that adjoined the wheat. I soon noticed that they were getting infected and 

were dying off very rapidly, so that the ground was covered with dead bugs, espe- 

cially along the hedge where they had to go through to get to the corn, and I could 

find dead bugs one-half inch deep in places. They got onthe corn so that they covered 

the stalks half way up for two rows in, but did no harm at all as they seemed sickly 

and soon died off. I puta notice inthe paper of the success I was having, and some 

parties came to get infected bugs, but about the 10th of July we could not find 

enough bugs on the farm to infect anything. It has been a great success with me, 

and if I had applied earlier in the season for the infected bugs I would have saved 

more of my wheat.” Remark: Note that the very heavy rains did not destroy the 

bugs. 

No. 129. Earn Roxsinson, Hope, Dickinson county. Applied for aid July 4th: 
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“Chinch-bugs are very bad in every field.” Infection sent July 6th; experiment 

successful, as reported October 25th: ‘“‘The infected bugs I received from you in 

July proved a success. I had four acres of millet the bugs were going through from 

a piece of wheat on adjoining land. I scattered the infected bugs in the millet, and 

in about a week they had stopped; at least no further damage was done to the millet. 

The bugs were gathered in the lower places in great numbers a week later and there 

were none left alive. I did not watch them as closely as I would have liked, but that 

the bugs became diseased and died there is no doubt. Some of my neighbors came 

and got infected bugs; some were successful and some were not.” 

No. 130. Isaac SHarp, New Chillicothe, Dickinson county. Applied for aid June 

26th: “The bugs are getting away with my grain in short order.” Infection sent 

June 27th; experiment successful, as reported October 20th: “My son, F. D. Sharp, 

had 20 acres of wheat. The bugs got it about sapped; then we had two or three 

days of dry, hot wind, and every bug quit and went into his corn field, and in two 

days the neighbors said that he would not have a stalk of corn in that 40 acres. In 

10 days I sent to you and got your infection in three days, and I went to work and I 

kept it up diligently. In afew days I saw a few dead bugs, and in a few more days 

I saw piles of dead bugs. They only destroyed three or four acres, and we could 

find only a live bug occasionally.” 

No. 131. Hrram J. Smirx, Herington, Dickinson county. Infection sent July 

ist; experiment successful, as reported December 9th: “I put the infected bugs 

where the bugs were the thickest. The bugs began to gather in piles in a few days, 

and I found a good many dead ones in the leaves of the millet, covered with a white 

mould.” 

No. 132. 8. T. Srrarron, Stitt, Dickinson county. Applied for aid July 6th: 

“The chinch-bugs are ravaging our corn.” Infection sent July 8th; experiment 

successful, as reported July 24th: “On Sunday I turned the infected bugs loose, and 

on the following Sunday morning I discovered great quantities of dead and sick or 

slovenly-looking bugs. The weather was rather dry. The bugs appear to bloat, 

and some turn white before dying. They all go down beneath the surface before 

giving up the ghost. Many of my neighbors are getting them to try the disease in 

other places. It seems to work like a charm.” 

No. 133. Gro. W. TownsenD, Talmage, Dickinson county. Obtained infection of 

J. I. Watt; experiment successful, as reported December 7th: “My wheat was all 

cut before I got the infected bugs, and the bugs were destroying my corn very badly. 

In about five days they seemed to be dying, and my corn averages 45 bushels to the 

acre. I think they would have destroyed the whole field of corn if I had not used 

your infection, and I estimate the amount saved at 1,000 bushels.” 

No. 134. J. I. Warr, Talmage, Dickinson county. Applied for aid May 16th: 

“Bugs are very thick in my wheat, and the young are hatching. I will not get half 

acrop.” Infection sent May 29th; experiment successful, as reported October 17th: 

“The bugs that you sent me did the work. In about eight days after putting out 

the infection the bugs showed signs of disease. My field was entirely alive with 

them of all sizes, full grown, half grown, and just hatched, and in about four weeks 

that field was entirely rid of them. Some of my neighbors came and got some of the 

infected bugs and put them out with the same good results.” 

No. 135. D. Weaver, Herington, Dickinson county. Applied for aid May 15th: 

“The country around here overrun with bugs.” Infection sent June 1st; experi- 

ment successful, as reported June 14th: “I put the infected bugs in the wheat June 

2d. It rained for eight days. I found dead bugs on the twelfth day all over the field. 

I found no dead bugs in neighbors’ fields.” Further report, under date of July 25th: 
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“J think about 20 per cent. of my wheat was saved by the diseased bugs. The 

young bugs went into my corn, and stalks were covered for about six inches. Kept 

putting infection in the field until they all disappeared. The infection got away 

with the young bugs as well as the old. There have been 10 men to me for infected 

chinch-bugs; some from farms 15 miles distant. I have supplied all of them with 

infected bugs, and as far as I have heard, they all say the bugs have disappeared.’ 

Under later date, correspondent gives the name of five neighbors who have ob- 

tained infection from his field and used it successfully, and states that the infected 

bugs in his own fields saved 50 bushels of wheat, 400 bushels of corn, barley $25 

in value; oats, value unknown. 

No. 186. F. W. Wriaut, Hope, Dickinson county. Applied for aid July Sth: 

“Chinch-bugs are very thick on my farm.” Infection sent July 8th; experiment 

successful, as reported December 20th: ‘ When I went to the field to gather bugs to 

put with the ones you sent me, I found they were not working. I then commenced 

to look for the cause, and found about one-half of them dead and covered with a 

white mouid— the same as two years ago—and in about six days they were all dead 

or gone. I did not use the infected bugs, as I had none to try them on. They all 

died in the same way in my neighborhood.” Remark: During the month of June, 

Mr. D. Weaver, of Herington, had scattered the infection over nearly a whole town- 

ship, within a short distance of Mr. Wright’s farm, and the disease had apparently 

become epidemic in the neighborhood. 

No. 137. W. F. Larcent, Hesper, Douglas county. Experiment successful, as re- 

ported November 6th: “Put out infection August 20th in corn field where bugs were 

thick. In about 10 days noticed a great many dead bugs on the ground, but the 

majority were on the stalk, under the sheath. I am well satisfied with the experi- 

ment.” Reported under later date: “ The infection saved 50 bushels of corn.” 

No. 138. J. K. Minurr, Kinsley, Edwards county. Infection sent September 11th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 10th: “The bugs gradually disap- 

peared. I thought at first the experiment would be a failure, for the reason, I 

thought, that I did not have diseased bugs enough, and what I did receive were all 

dead but one. I am convinced that your system is a success, for the reason that, 

on my ground and adjacent to it, the bugs disappeared, while such was not the case 

with my neighbors’ ground.” 

No. 139. J. M. Wes, Fellsburgh, Edwards county. Applied for aid May 14th: 

“Bugs are bad on my farm.” Infection sent June Ist; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 30th: “About the time I received the bugs it was cool, wet weather, 

and I did not try for several days. I tried it about the middle of June, and two or 

three times after. It killed them. One of my neighbors had a piece of corn along 

side of his wheat, and the bugs went into his corn. I let him have some infected 

bugs, and he tried them and said it saved his corn. It killed them fast. I think it 

is a good thing for Kansas.” Under later date: “I saved about 150 bushels of wheat 

and 300 bushels of corn.” 

No. 140. Toomas M. Carrer, Howard, Elk county. Applied for aid May 7th: 

“My place is literally alive with bugs.” Infection sent May 9th; experiment suc- 

cessful, but reported as unsuccessful through misapprehension. Re-sent bugs June 

4th, and report was made as follows on June 13th: “The first statement reported 

failure. The bugs I received of you first were all right; I did not examine closely. 

I went to my field to get fresh bugs for the second box of bugs and I found dead 

ones by the thousands, and some in a morbid condition; and now they are nearly all 

dead.” Under November date: “I am better off for using the infection by about 

150 bushels of wheat, 200 bushels of corn, and other crops $25 in value. 
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No. 141. F. M. Cuarrty, Moline, Elk county. Reported success to field agent 

June 22d. Obtained diseased bugs from Mr. Colton: “My wheat was thin, and the 

bugs were numerous enough to have destroyed it. The disease spread, and no old 

bugs were left alive and but few young ones. In two fields near by, into which the 

infection was not carried, the live bugs have increased in numbers, and almost cover 

the ground. 

No. 142. J. B. Dosyns, P. M., Howard, Elk county. Applied for aid May 27th: 

“T have 40 acres of wheat, and the bugs are eating it up.” Infection sent May 29th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported June 2d: “I don’t see the least effect, and have 

seen no dead bugs yet. My wheat is full of them, and they have damaged it more 

than one-third. They are now hatching out, and the stalks of wheat are covered 

with little red bugs. Lots of the old ones are out on my corn for 30 or 40 rows. I 

took at least a spoonful off one stalk of corn.” Re-sent bugs June 4th; second ex- 

periment successful, as reported June 11th: “I received your second batch of bugs, 

and I find that the ground is almost covered with dead bugs. They are certainly a 

success. I am satisfied the infected bugs did the work in the wheat, corn, oats, flax, 

and also in my clover and timothy. Before I got the infection to work I began to 

think the whole thing a fraud, but seeing is believing, and if there is anyone that 

does not believe, let him come and see my 240 acres and the dead bugs, and I am 

sure he will be convinced.” Under date of November 8th, correspondent states that 

he estimates that the infection saved him all of his wheat crop, or 412 bushels: “TI 

don’t think I would have had any wheat had I not gotten the infected bugs. I also 

saved 40 out of 60 acres of corn.” 

No. 143. —— ——, Howard, Elk county. Infection sent May 8th and June 29th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 19th: 

“FR H Snow Dr Sir In answer to Yours I will State Iam Badley Humbuged by 

your Bug. Busness I Spnt more time to nurrse the Hum Bug Busness than woudd 

Baught me a good Crop First Bugs in glass jar 34 days came out helthe & nice & ~ 

determed to publish the Result but Your Boss man Stopt in Howard & Sent me 

word to Come & see him I did & tried to Purswade him to Come & seethem but Said 

no Use to do so but he was Making Bug Busness a success & he woul send some 

More they come & same result as first & Now my crop was a failer & my Stone fence 

in Places are ful of Bugs for nex year oll Helther & nice no Excuse no more of 

your HumBug Busness. I am Sir —.” 

No. 144. Joun F. Earnueart, Howard, Elk county. Applied for aid April 29th: 

““My place is alive with chinch-bugs.” Infection sent May 1st; experiment unsuc- 

cessful, as reported June 2d. Re-sent bugs June 2d; experiment successful, as re- 

ported by field agent: ‘Mr. Earnheart reported unfavorably at first, but had good 

reasons for changing his mind. Rains came on the eighth day after infection was 

introduced, and no dead ones were seen, but not so many live ones as before. In 

another day’s time a good many dead, white ones were found scattered about. Now 

the young brood, as well as the old brood, have been completely exterminated. In 

Mr. Earnheart’s words: ‘The infection was worth at least $100 to me.’” 

No. 145. A. W. Fisuer, Grenola, Elk county. Applied for aid May 4th: “I am 

troubled with chinch-bugs; they are getting bad on the corn.” Experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported June 8th: “The bugs in the field gather up in bunches, but 

I never see any dead ones. The old ones are not so plenty as formerly.” Mr. 

Hickey reports as follows, from his visit June 29th: ‘‘Mr. Fisher experimented in 

his wheat field. The wheat had begun to die in spots, turning white, and the heads 

would not fill out. He first noticed dead bugs on the eighth day after the infected 

ones had been seattered. On the sixth day the bugs became very active, and on the 
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next day they began to bunch up and die. They were completely exterminated. 

His oats and corn are free from bugs at the present time. In the neighboring fields 

the bugs were increasing instead of dying, and were doing no little injury to the 

crops.” Mr. Fisher writes, under later date: ‘“‘Had it not been for the chinch-bug 

remedy my wheat crop would have been a total loss; while, as it is, I have a yield of 

from 15 to 20 bushels per acre. It is a great thing for the farmers of Kansas.” 

No. 146. E. E. Guasscocx, Moline, Elk county. Infection sent April 30th; ex- 

periment unsuccessful, as reported June 6th: “Hard rains ensued, but did not thin 

out the young bugs in the corn.” Re-sent bugs June 13th; second experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported in November: ‘Saved perhaps 500 bushels of corn by use of in- 

fection.” Remark: Note thet the hard rains did not kill the bugs. 

No. 147. —— ——, Howard, Elk county. Infection sent June Ist and again June 

24th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 18th: 

“Mr Snoe dear sir as to chinch bugs asto dis stroy them ithink there is ten to 

evrey one here now where there wassent one in in ju ne ithink ite one of the worste 

hum buggs iever new mi farm is literyley coverd wih them no w yours re Specfuley 
” 

No. 148. J. L. Hart, Grenola, Elk county. Applied for aid April 24th: “I have 

a nice piece of wheat, which commenced to turn yellow a week or two ago. I find it 

is full of chinch-bugs.” Infection sent May 5th; reported unfavorably. Re-sent bugs 

June 2d; experiment successful, as reported October 8th: ‘I scattered the infected 

bugs through my wheat, marking many places, but from that day to this I have 

never seen a live chinch-bug in the wheat, oats, millet, or corn. It worked like a 

charm, and the result was perfection.” Again, under later date: “I threshed 143 

bushels of wheat and 200 bushels of oats, which I. presume would have been destroyed 

if it had not been for the diseased bugs. I had 35 acres of corn and five of millet, 

which would have been greatly damaged if not ruined. The corn was good and 

sound, and averaged 35 bushels, almost double that of my neighbors.” 

No. 149. Mrs. Heten M. Huee, Howard, Elk county. Experiment reported un- 

successful to field agent June 22d: ‘“ Experiment probably obscured by rain. Bugs 

placed in infection jars became sluggish and died within 48 hours. For several 

days after infected bugs were turned into the field it rained attimes very hard. The 

hard rains did not seem to affect either old or young bugs.” Remark: Note that the 

hard rains did not kill the bugs. 

No. 150. Lrvir D. Kutna, Howard, Elk county. Applied for aid May 7th: ‘The 

chinch-bugs are appearing in great numbers in the wheat here.” Infection sent 

May 9th; experiment successful, as reported June 4th: ‘The weather was so bad 

that I did not put the infected bugs in the field until the 18th. Found a few dead 

bugs on the 25th, and at this writing about half of the bugs in my wheat and oats 

are dead. It has been raining quite often since I put the bugs in the field. I think 

this has checked the disease to some extent by washing the dead bugs away. The bugs 

are not dying in any other field close to mine.” 

No. 151. R.M. Lawyer, Grenola, Elk county. Applied for aid June 27th: “ Young 

bugs are killing the corn fast.” Infectionsent June 29th; experiment unsuccessful, 

as reported October 24th: “July Ist I received the first lot of bugs from you. I 

' put them in a glass tumbler, put moist earth in a tin pan, put glass with bugs 

in it, and covered with window-glass. July 3d bugs in glass seemed to be in- 

fected. Put some in the corn. Bugs were thick in the field. I could gather a 

half pint off of three hills of corn. Bugs quiet in the field. July 6thI put out more 

bugs. July 7th received two boxes of bugs from you. I put this lot of bugs 

in glasses without the moist earth. July 11th I put some of the last lot in a dif- 
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ferent field, but by this time the bugs had about all left this field, as the corn was 

about all dead. The others I put in the same field as the first lot but in a different 

place. Could not see any difference in the appearance of the bugs in this field. I 

continued to put out infected bugs for 10 days longer, but could never find any 

dead bugs, and in this field there were plenty of live bugs this fall when I gathered 

the corn inthe other field. The corn was so nearly eaten up that I pastured it out, 

so with me I consider the infected bugs a failure. I had great confidence in it and 

still have.” : 

No. 152. L. 8. Lorrin, Longton, Elk county. Infection sent June 30th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported July 12th: “July 2d I infected some bugs, and as I 

saw dead ones in the glass the next day —they were covered with a white mould — 

I put them in the oat field. It was wet in the field and the oats close. The day 

was sunny and hot. Onthe 5th I saw dead, white bugs on the ground. Weather 

sultry and cloudy. On the 9th I could not find any live bugs.” Under later date: 

“T am 100 bushels of wheat and 100 bushels of oats better off by using the diseased 

bugs.” 

No. 153. S. W. Manweuu, Grenola, Elk county. Infection sent May 6th; experi- 

ment reported unfavorably June 6th. Re-sent infection June 13th; experiment 

successful, as reported December 12th: “The last lot did the work. I scattered 

them over the field. They did not commence dying until after I cut my wheat, June 

25th, and then they gathered in the road by the field and died, so I could scrape 

them up by the handful.” 

No. 154. Winxi1am Priore, Howard, Elk county. Infection sent May 29th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 31st: “I scattered bugs in the wheat. When I 

went to cut the wheat, not a live bug could be found. The ground was covered with 

white fungus. The bugs did not live to get into my corn.” 

No. 155. Frank Horxtrys, Walker, Ellis county. Infection sent July 5th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported July 26th: “The infected bugs you sent created such . 

disaster among the healthy bugs in my corn and millet that I can find but a few well 

enough to say chinch-bugs. I gave some to my neighbors and they give the same 

deathly report. I hope, sir, to see the last bug driven from Kansas, as they have 

caused me great loss to my crops for five years out of 13, since I lived in Kansas.” 

Under later date: “The infection saved me 400 bushels of corn in one field of 15 

acres and 600 bushels in another of 30 acres. Also 15 acres of sugar cane and 10 

acres of millet; estimated value, $100. It was late in the season when I got my 

bugs, and 14 days cleared the bugs from the whole place.” 

No. 156. Wanrrer Hopxins, Walker, Ellis county. Obtained infection of Frank 

Hopkins; experiment successful, as reported December 1st: “When placing the dis- 

eased bugs in the corn it was black with bugs. In a week they began to disappear, 

and in two weeks you could not find a chinch-bug on my 160 acres. The millet was 

the same. Got them too late for the wheat. The diseased bugs were a decided suc- 

cess in my case.” 

No. 157. JosepH Papxrs, Stockrange, Ellis county. Infection sent July 27th; | 

experiment successful, as reported November 6th: “The infected bugs worked very 

well; in 12 days they were all dead in the field.” 

No. 158. Frank Mantr, Wilson, Ellsworth county. Infection sent July 23d; ex- 

periment successful, as reported November 7th: “Where the bugs were thick in 

the field the infected bugs did good work. Where they were not so numerous they 

died off very slowly. The bugs that I kept 50 hours with the infected ones did bet- 

ter than those kept only 36 hours as you directed. My neighbors were all satisfied, 

and the bugs died away.” Under later date: “I saved about 200 bushels of corn.” 
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No. 159. W. J. Saerrpan, Carneiro, Ellsworth county. Infection sent July 22d; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 25th: “I cannot say for a certainty 

whether the experiment was a success or not. There came a hard rain soon after I 

put them out. I looked several times at the bugs among which I put the supposed 

diseased bugs and they seemed lively and healthy.” Remark: Note that the hard 

rain did not destroy the bugs. 

No. 160. G. O. Waaner, Black Wolf, Ellsworth county. Applied for aid June 

29th: “Chinck-bugs are in my corn.” Infection sent July Ist; experiment success- 

ful, as reported December 19th: ‘“‘I followed direction with the infected bugs. The , 

weather was wet and rainy. In about 10 days I began to see dead bugs on the 

corn, and in two weeks could strip down the corn leaves and find them by hundreds 

with the white mould on them. Have not seen a live chinch-bug in the corn field 

since.” 

No. 161. M. G. Woopmansexz, Holyrood, Ellsworth county. Applied for aid July 

20th: ‘I have 60 acres of corn that the bugs are taking fast.” Infection sent July 

22d; experiment successful, as reported August 13th: “The infected bugs were 

turned loose in the field in the place where the bugs were the thickest. We could 

see no effect until about 10 days, and now, 10 days later, there is scarcely a live bug 

in a 50-acre corn field, where before there seemed to be thousands on every hill. 

The weather has been very favorable for the bugs for the past week, dry and hot.” 

Under later date: “The infection saved me about 1,600 bushels of corn.” 

No. 162. A. N. Parrrrson, Ford, Ford county, Infection sent July 17th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 2d: “I had 20 acres of corn adjoining my 

wheat field. When I cut my wheat the bugs went into the corn. The stalks were 

black with them, but the weather being wet they had not seriously damaged the 

corn when I began scattering infected bugs. I scattered infected bugs three times 

in five days. In about 10 days I observed they were dying, and in 10 days more 

there were very few alive and they were young ones. Last week I husked 39 bushels 

of corn per acre where they were thickest, and did not see alive bug. Many thanks 

for the timely aid.” Under date of November 13th: ‘I saved 200 bushels of corn.” 

No. 163. Henry Asmussen, Junction City, Geary county. Applied for aid July 

llth: “Chinch-bugs are numerous in the millet.” Infection sent July 17th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 24th: “Three days after distributing the in- 

fection the bugs ate as usual every day, and were by this time on every millet stalk, 

but after three days they could no longer creep, and gathered in heaps, rubbed their 

wings with their hind legs and would start in motion when stirred up with a millet 

straw. After eight days the first deaths occurred, and then they went fast. In 18 

days there were almost no more bugs in the millet or grain. My neighbors could 

not understand how it could be. As people did not believe me when I told them, I 

took about a quart of dead bugs to town one Saturday and my microscope and let 

my farmer neighbors see, and Mr. Clark, editor of the chiefcounty paper. Some of 

them thought I had choked the.chinch-bugs of the color, but how wouid they choke, 

that was the puzzle. But the most of them said that anyway it was very good for 

us, for we got rid of the pest. Two of my neighbors got infection and their bugs 

died quickly. I did not know whether these died from those I gave them or whether 

they took the disease from my field, as our places lie close together.” 

No. 164. C. E. Canzospert, Milford, Geary county. Applied for aid in June. 

Bugs sent June 30th; experiment successful, as reported July 18th and 25th: “I 

put some of the infected bugs in the oat fields, after I kept them in a glass for three 

days. The weather was wet most of the time. Four days after I put the bugs in 

the field I went to look, and I found bugs gadding together, and dying by the 
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thousands.” Under November date: “The infection augmented my crop by 200 

bushels of oats and 300 bushels of corn. The bugs took all my wheat.” 

No. 165. J. Kerrrine, Junction City, Geary county. Letter of application states: 

“The chinch-bugs have come from my neighbor’s wheat into my corn, and I fear I 

shall lose the crop, unless something is done to stop them.” Infection sent July 

7th; experiment doubtful, as reported December 23d: “I had bugs come into my 

corn thick from an adjoining wheat field; so I sent to you for infected bugs. When 

I put them out I noticed the bugs were dying, and in a few days they scattered or 

disappeared; so I am unable to say as to the result of your bugs.” &emark: Sev- 

eral consignments of infection had been successfully used in the same township, 

and disease may have been thus communicated to Mr. Kettring’s farm. 

No. 166. Wm. McCuvusxey, Junction City, Geary county. Infection sent June 6th 

and June 11th; experiment successful, as reported January 2d, 1892: “I turned the 

chinch-bugs in a wheat field that was thick with small red chinch-bugs. The wheat 

was harvested about 10 days afterwards, and they had disappeared during that time. 

There was a corn field with only a narrow road between it and the wheat field where 

the bugs were turned loose. I supposed, of course, that they would go out of the 

wheat field into the corn field, but there were none to be seen in thecorn. The sick 

bugs had the desired effect.” 

No. 167. V. G. Warp, Junction City, Geary county. Obtained infection of C. L. 

Cox; experiment successful, as reported November 26th: “ Without a doubt the in- 

troduction of the diseased bugs for the purpose of destroying those working in the 

crops is a grand success. I consider that they saved my entire crop, and have not 

heard of a single instance where they were used without benefit. My crop amounted 

to 200 bushels of wheat and 1,000 bushels of corn, and other crops valued at $200. 

No. 168. Ep. Wuirrenarr, Junction City, Geary county. Obtained infection of 

J. E. Garrison; experiment successful, as reported November 29th: “My wheat was 

too far gone when I got the infection, and the corn was covered with bugs for about 

14 inches from the ground, and on some stalks there was at least a pint of bugs. 

In about four days the bugs began to die, and in 12 days the ground was white with 

dead bugs. I had two fields of corn divided by a creek, planted the same time 

with the same seed. The field in which I placed the infected bugs averaged 40 bush- 

els per acre while the other averaged 18 bushels. I believe the infection is a suc- 

cess, and if used by all farmers the chinch-bugs would cease to be a terror.” 

No. 169. C. McKrnury, Fremont, Graham county. July 13th: ‘“ Chinch-bugs 

blacken the stalks of my corn for a foot from the ground and an inch deep in places.” 

Infection sent July 15th; experiment successful, as reported August 17th: ‘I did not 

see auy dead bugs in the box at the end of four days, as you expected. I kept the 

second lot 5+ days and still there were no dead ones. I then put all in the field feel- 

ing convinced that there were no infecteds, and awaited results. I waited 10 or 12 

days and not seeing any dead bugs, I gave itup. The weather in the meantime was 

warm and dry, and on the 11th of August I was cutting some corn that was dried 

up when I discovered that all the bugs in the field, or at least 90 or 95 per cent. of 

them, were dead. In one corner of the field I put no infection on account of the 

corn being light, and there are live bugs there. I think the rains the cause of the 

slow infection, for as soon as the dry week came they died—at any rate it was a 

complete success. Two farmers from 10 miles north of here examined my corn 

yesterday, and they could not say too much in favor of the experiment. There is 

little farming being done on any land near by as it is mostly vacant railroad land, 

and Iam the only one on this section.” Report under November date: “The in- 

fection saved me 100 bushels of corn and $50 worth of Kaffir-corn, sorghum and 

rye.” Remark: Note that the bugs did not die until after the rains had ceased. 
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No. 170. J. F. Rowzn, Happy, Graham county. Applied for aid July 24th: “The 

bugs are leaving the rye stubble and going into my corn by thousands, and unless 

something is done immediately to check them I will lose my crop.” Infection sent 

July 28th; experiment successful, as reported September 7th: “It was very hot and 

dry for eight or nine days after turning the bugs loose, which I counted unfavorable, 

but after that we had plenty of rain and more hot weather. About the eighth or 

ninth day I found that the bugs had just commenced dying, and on some of the ex- 

aminations I made afterwards I found as much as teaspoonful of dead bugs on one 

stalk, and now I can hardly find a live bug in my corn. I believe that it is a success, 

and that the diseased bugs saved my corn crop in part, and maybe wholly.” Under 

later date: “I had 23 acres of corn alongside of my rye where the bugs were, and 

should think 10 bushels per acre was the amount saved me by the experiment.” 

No. 171. J. Aumiiuer, Star, Greenwood county. Applied for aid April 27th: 

“Bugs are present in great numbers in my wheat.” Bacterial infection sent April 

30th; experiment interfered with by the rain. Second lot (Sporotrichum) sent June 

11th; experiment successful, as reported July 13th: “Weather warm and rainy dur- 

ing the whole time, and on the seventh day I began to find dead bugs, and by the 

eighteenth day there were large numbers of dead ones lying in the wheat field and 

along the hedges, and also upon the corn in the field adjoining the one where I was 

experimenting. NowI can find but few bugs. I have thoroughly examined sur- 

rounding farms, and find no dead bugs.” 

No. 172. Henry Brices, Eureka, Greenwood county. Applied for aid May 6th: 

“The chinch-bugs are in a fair way to destroy all our crops, unless they can be de- 

stroyed.” Infection sent May 12th; experiment successful, as reported to field 

agent June 27th: “I was very incredulous at first, but had reason to change my 

opinion on the eighth day of the experiment. The bugs began to die, turning 

white, and are now almost completely exterminated.” 

No. 173. A. C. Cunxuxr, Madison, Greenwood county. Applied for aid June 26th: 

“T have two fields of corn that are threatened by chinch-bugs from neighboring 

wheat fields.” Infection sent June 27th; experiment successful, as reported to field 

agent July 27th: ‘Used the bugs in corn in which the bugs had massed on outer 

rows. In two or three days after, the bugs dropped off the stalks and never crawled 

back. They turned white when dead. In a neighbor’s field the bugs are still injur- 

ing the corn.” Reported to Station, November 11th, as follows: ‘‘ My experiment 

was under unfavorable circumstances, yet all the bugs left my field and also the 

neighboring field. I am unable to even give an approximate value of the crops 

saved, but I am satisfied that the experiment saved from 10 to 15 acres of corn for 

me.” 

No. 174. W. Dunxeruy, Madison, Greenwood county. Obtained the infection of 

A. C. Cunkle; experiment successful, as reported December 17th: “I had a small 

acreage of wheat and rye. The bugs did not hurt the wheat, but almost took the 

rye. They then went into my corn and were taking it clean as they went; and then 

I got some of those infected bugs you sent A. C. Cunkle, and put them with some 

that I got in my corn field, and kept them together for 36 hours, and then scattered 

them around in my corn, and in 10 days I could not find a bug in my field. They 

had cleaned up about five acres. I had in about 80 acres of corn, and I suppose that 

the bugs would have gone all over the field. I got those bugs about the last days of 

August.” 

No. 175. Joun Fetier, Eureka, Greenwood county. Applied for aid May 15th: 

“Bugs very bad in the corn.” Infection sent June 1st; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 12th by J.G. Foster, of Eureka: ‘“ Mr. Feller thinks it a success. The 
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bugs were very thick in his oats and corn when the infected bugs were introduced. 

In ashort time they all disappeared and he succeeded in raising a good crop of oats.” 

Mr. Hickey: “Dead bugs found on eighth day after introduced. Bugs not dying in 

fields where contagion has not been placed.” 

No. 176. W. Guuyas, Severy, Greenwood county. Applied for aid May 7th: 

“Bugs plenty in the wheat.” Infection sent June lst; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 19th: “The infected bugs were duly received about two weeks before 

wheat harvest. The weather was very favorable, being wet and heavy dews. The 

infection soon spread over my wheat field of two and one-half acres, which was well- 

filled with bugs. It killed them off in good shape, and when they went into the oats 

it was astonishing how fast it cleaned them out. Where a bundle was left on the 

ground, they would be dead under it by the hundreds, all sizes from the full-grown 

to the merest speck. Although we have had but very little rain since ‘June, their 

damage in the corn field was not perceptible. I have never seen corn go through 

such a drouth without being damaged by bugs before. I did not get them early 

enough in the season to save the wheat.” Under November date: “The bugs were 

20 rows into my corn field when I stopped them. I find the yield to be two bushels 

less per row in the first 20 rows. On this basis the infection saved me 380 bushels.” 

No. 177. J. P. Grreuin, Virgil, Greenwood county. Applied for aid June 25th: 

“The bugs are leaving my rye field and going into other crops.” Experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported November 3d: “The experiment was entirely satisfactory, as it 

was only a short time after introducing the infected bugs before the others all died. 

It was damp when I put them in the field. They had eaten into pieces of millet and 

corn and entirely killed what they had passed over, but after introducing your in- 

fection scarcely any more was eaten.” Under November date: “If the bugs had 

continued as they began they would have destroyed almost everything. They left 

the rye and went into the millet and milo-maize and thence into the corn, but that 

was saved —about 1,200 bushels. Corn sold at 45 cents besides the shocks. Twenty 

tons of millet and 10 tons of milo-maize were also saved.” 

No. 178. Cuas. M. Hamiuton, Hamilton, Greenwood county. Infection sent May 

9th and re-sent June 2d; experiment successful, as reported January 18th: “At the 

time of receiving the second lot of infected chinch-bugs I had ceased to expect 

any crop of wheat from my patch, and my chief desire was to prevent the migra- 

-tion of the bugs from the five-acre wheat patch to the corn fields upon opposite 

sides of same. The wheat field had been literally alive with bugs all over the ground 

and upon the wheat plants, in all stages of growth and development. Very soon 

after receiving the second lot of bugs from you and before I thought the latter had 

had time to produce a general effect upon the pests of my field, I noticed the pe- 

culiar condition and behavior of the bugs, and gave credit tothe earlier infection. 

The wheat had become dry and lifeless, and I thought the critical juncture for my 

corn had arrived, so I noticed closely the actions and condition of my bugs in the 

wheat. Where they had been pretty evenly distributed over the ground, they were 

now collected in circular compact groups upon bare patches of ground. These 

groups or colonies varied in size, but not much. A circle one rod in diameter might 

contain two or three such groups. They did not move in the least unless dis- 

turbed, and appeared to be sick —different ones in different stages. Quite a num- 

ber were covered with white fungus like the bugs I had just received, and not a few 

dead ones, these generally near or beyond the border of the little circular groups. 

I concluded that they had all ‘ come home to die.’ The outcome of my corn seemed 

to justify this conclusion, for with the exception of the very marginal rows it was 

not affected perceptibly by the bugs and made a good yield.” 
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No. 179. Iskar~L Harpman, Hamilton, Greenwood county. Applied for aid April 

28th: “Bugs are bad here.” Infection sent May Ist and June 2d; experiment un- 

successful, as reported November 22d: “‘The bugs you sent me did not do any good. 

I went according to your directions, but they failed.” 

No. 180. Harr Bros., Fame, Greenwood county. Infection sent July 8th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 24th: ‘‘We followed directions to the letter in 

a field of corn planted on rye ground that had been pastured until first of May, then 

listed in corn. The bugs were very numerous; bottom leaves dead; corn about four 

feet high. We could not discover many dead bugs, and feared a failure, but when 

we cut up the corn in September we could find no bugs. Under the same conditions, 

except as to infection (continued dry weather during last half of Juiy and August), 

the bugs would ordinarily have destroyed the crop, and we can only give the infected 

bugs the credit. The corn matured all right.” Under later date: “The use of dis- 

eased bugs saved me 150 bushels of corn.” 

No. 181. W. M. Henprrson, Eureka, Greenwood county. Infection sent May 

29th; experiment successful, as reported October 25th: “I received the infected 

bugs the last of May. I thought, at that time, that Iwas going to lose my oats 

crop by bugs; but I am happy to say, by using your infected bugs, in about 10 days 

after I scattered diseased bugs the old bugs disappeared, but in a short time the 

young bugs began to hatch out by the million; but I kept a stock of diseased bugs 

on hand and scattered them over the field. In a few days they began to bunch up 

and die. I had corn adjoining my oats field, and am satisfied if it had not been 

for the infected bugs I got of you I would have lost a great amount of my corn, 

but asit was I did not lose a hill of it by chinch-bugs.” Under later date. ‘The 

use of infection saved me 300 bushels of corn and 400 bushels of oats.” 

No. 182. E. J. Heyprecxer, Neal, Greenwood county. Infection sent June 30th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 23d: “The bugs were real thick on my 

corn, some stalks being black with them. Soon after putting out the infected bugs 

I saw a number of dead bugs lying on the ground covered with a white mould. In 

about a week there was not a live bug to be found. Think it was a success.” 

Reported later: ‘The infected bugs saved me about 300 bushels of corn.” 

No. 183. Tuomas Hogan, Madison, Greenwood county. Infection sent May 9th; 

unsuccessful, as reported June 6th. Re-sent infection June 15th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported June 20th: “I have the honor that I can affirm to the experi- 

ment being a success, and also that I cannot find a living bug in my wheat fields. 

I have to go to my neighbors’ fields to get them. My neighbors would not be- 

lieve me, so I told them I would give $100 for 100 bugs that they would find on my 

place. I noticed that the little red bugs died also when they get wings. I told 

every one that I talked with of the result.” 

No. 184. E. F. Hupson, Piedmont, Greenwood county. Received infection of S 

Mason; reported success to field agent June 29th: ‘“‘Bugs were very numerous, suf- 

ficiently so to do much injury to wheat and corn. I put the infection into my 

wheat field. When I investigated, I could find neither dead nor live bugs, and up 

to the present time not a young bug has showed himself. Inthe neighboring fields 

the bugs have been present in numbers from the very start, and are now more nu- 

merous than ever, for the young brood has hatched out.” 

No. 185. Epmunp Jackson, Brigham, Greenwood county. Applied for aid May 

2d: “ The bugs are taking the oats.” Infection sent May 4th; first experiment in- 

terfered with by rain. Infection re-sent June 11th; experiment successful, as re- 

ported July 3d: “In six days the old bugs began to die —in fact the ground now 

is quite white along the edge of my oats. I also found dead bugs in my millet 200 

aac 
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paces east of above. Thereare plenty of young bugs left inthe oats since the wheat: 

is cut. I consider this a success. I consider that I have saved my crops by using 

the diseased bugs sent by you.” Under later date: “I saved nine-tenths of my 

wheat and now the infection is clearing my corn of the young bugs. I can find 

large numbers of dead bugs wherever I placed the diseased bugs in my 100 acres 

of corn.” In December, correspondent reported as follows: “The infected bugs 

saved me 80 bushels of wheat, 90 bushels of oats, 1,500 bushels of corn and seven 

acres of millet.” 

No. 186. H. D. Mann, Eureka, Greenwood county. Applied for aid May 12th: 

“T have 350 acres of wheat, rye, oats and corn that is infested with chinch-bugs 

They are very thick on the ground.” Infection sent May 13th and June 10th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported December 8th: ‘“ The first infected bugs you sent. 

me I placed with the others, and afterwards turned them loose in my wheat and oat 

fields without satisfactory results. The second lot proved satisfactory, and a week 

after putting them in my field I found many dead bugs, and in two weeks’ time I 

found very few live bugs, and my crops were good. The ground was covered with 

live bugs before infected bugs were turned loose. I am satisfied that infected bugs. 

saved my crops from great damage if not from entire destruction.” 

No. 187. G. M. Rizer, Eureka, Greenwood county. Applied for aid April 28th: 

“Chinch-bugs are making their appearance here.” Infection sent May 7th and June 

11th; experiment successful, as reported August 8th: “As I wrote you in June that 

my experiment with the diseased chinch-bugs was not satisfactory, I think it my duty 

to write you now in regard to later results. Since the rains have ceased I have put 

out bugs infected with both diseases in my corn, which adjoined the wheat. The corn 

was black with them and they had downed a little of it. I did not see it for about 

two weeks. Thursday last, I found, to my surprise, nearly all the bugs dead. In 

stripping the lower blades from the stalks, the dead bugs rolled out and generally 

crumbled to dust. I am fully satisfied that your theory is asuccess. The wheat was. 

almost a failure, as the extreme wet weather interfered with the experiment. They 

then went on corn adjoining and we feared would take it, but they died rapidly and 

injured but a few rows of corn. Saved about 30 acres.” Remark: Note that “ex- 

treme wet weather” did not destroy the bugs or prevent their destruction of the 

wheat. 

No. 188. S. Turner, Madison, Greenwood county. Applied for aid May 8th: “I 

have 25 acres of wheat and 20 acres of rye and the chinch-bugs are killing both.” 

Infection sent May 9th; experiment successful, as reported June 13th: “I did not go 

to see the effect of the infection in the field until yesterday. It has done the work to 

perfection. Although there are some live bugs scattered in the wheat, there are not. 

enough to do any hurt to the crop. On the adjoining farm the bugs are taking the 

wheat.” Under later date: “The bugs took the entire field of wheat of our nearest 

neighbor, so that he didn’t cut it at all. I had 22 acres of rye alongside of this wheat,. 

but I think the infected bugs saved the rye so that we got about half a crop. They 

had a pretty good hold on the rye before I got the bugs.” 

No. 189. M. M. Wuereurr, Eureka, Greenwood county. Obtained diseased bugs. 

from Rizer & Son; reported successful to field agent June 30th: The old bugs were 

entirely exterminated in his wheat field, and young ones were very scarce. During 

the time the test was made it was wet. “Neighboring fields, into which infected bugs. 

were not put have plenty of live bugs in them.” 

No. 190. Davrp Wiuson, Severy, Greenwood county. Applied for aid April 24th: 

“There are millions, yes untold millions, of bugs in my wheat.” Infection sent April 

27th, May 11th, and June 2d; experiment unsuccessful, as reported December 15th 
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“You sent me three lots of infected bugs. My experience tells me your infected bugs 

are a first-class humbug. It only kills them at the time of the year when they natu- 

rally die. I have been acquainted with the chinch-bug 40 years, and I have noticed 

that the old die the latter part of June, and the next crop die the latter part of July 

and first part of August. Your white-fungus disease works in wet weather, and kills 

the young bugs just as quick without your infection as with it. This is as favorable 

a report as I can give and tell the truth.” Remark: This experiment was probably 

successful, but is counted unsuccessful according to correspondent’s opinion. 

No. 191. W. W. Cormick, Anthony, Harper county. Applied for aid June 21st: 

“My corn is overrun with bugs.” Infection sent June 24th; experiment successful, 

as reported October 19th: “I followed directions closely, and on the seventh day I 

found dead bugs just in color as the first lot you sent me, which were of a white 

furry appearance. The ground in a few days became pretty well covered with dead 

bugs. I then received a second lot, the dead bodies of which were black. Where I 

put black infected bugs the ground was covered with black bugs, and where white 

infected bugs were put I found the dead bugs to be white. I divided with my neigh- 

bors; they reported to me that it was a success. One man said he could scoop the 

dead bugs in great quantities after 8 or 10 days; he is convinced that the infec- 

tion did the work. I am convinced that the two varieties carry death with them, 

and each marks its victim peculiar to itself; and in conclusion I will say, should I 

ever be troubled again I would lose no time in writing for bugs.” Reported in No- 

vember: ‘The infected bugs saved 900 bushels of corn in my field.” 

No. 192. James Cumminas, Anthony, Harper county. Obtained infection from 

W. Cormick; experiment successful, as reported January 6th: “I do not believe I 

would have had any oats or corn if I had not received the infected bugs. It killed 

them by thousands, and not long about it. I could gather up dead bugs by the 

handful in a week from the time I put the infected bugs in the field. I congratulate 

you for such a wonderful discovery; I cannot praise it too highly. When I went to 

Mr. Cormick and got the infected bugs, I just put one in a small patch of oats by 

the garden, which was alive with bugs—could scrape them up with a spoon— and 

that one infected bug, I do believe, killed a bushel of bugs in 10 days’ time. (This 

is no snake story, but solid facts.) The infection saved me 600 bushels of corn and 

500 bushels of oats.” 

No. 193. Wauter Mappox, Crisfield, Harper county. Infection sent July 10th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 10th: “I distributed the infection in 

about 20 different places in the field where the bugs were thickest; retained a few of 

the bugs and placed about 400 or 500 more well ones in the infected jar, and the 

third day I distributed again and continued this. In two weeks I could not find a 

live bug on the place, but could find thousands of dead bugs. If I am bothered next 

season I will call on you for more of your infected bugs.” 

No. 194. J. G. Moroxen, Harper, Harper county. Applied for aid May 8th: 

“One-fourth of the crop is already damaged.” Infection sent May 9th and June 

29th; first experiment partially successful, as reported June 27th: ‘“ The experiment 

with the infected bugs was not a complete success owing to the weather; still, I 

saved about one-half of my barley. They have not damaged my wheat or oats, but 

now I see they are taking my corn, the rows along by the barley stubble were black 

with bugs from the bottom half way up, and I think they will eat up the whole crop 

of 50 acres if I cannot do anything for them.” Re-sent bugs June 29th; experiment 

successful, as reported October 19th: “The first bugs I received from you about the 

middle of May, and put them into my barley, which was then nearly half taken by 

the bugs, but a rain came up in a day or two, and I could not say certainly as to the 
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infected bugs, but I can say that I got about 18 bushels to the acre, and my neigh- 

bors who did not have any infected bugs did not even get their seed back. Now 

the last infected bugs you sent me (the white fungus) were a complete success. Af- 

ter carefully following your directions, I took the bugs and turned them out in my 

corn field; the stalks for two feet were black with bugs, and I must say that, to my 

surprise, in three or four days not a bug could be found. They all disappeared.” 

Remark: See next report for explanation of the disappearance of: the bugs. 

No. 195. Wm. SHELLENBERGER, Corwin, Harper county. Infection sent July 7th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 19th: “The weather was dry and hot 

when I turned the infected bugs into the field, and continued so fora fewdays. We 

then had a small rain. In a few days I went into the field and found the bugs had 

disappeared, but on examination found they had crawled in the cracks of the ground 

and under weeds and clods and died. The bugs in the adjoining fields acted in the 

same manner. A man living four miles from here came and got some of the dis- 

eased bugs, and his bugs disappeared the same as mine.” 

No. 196. Danten Sterner, Harper, Harper county. Applied for aid June 25th: 

““The bugs cover several acres of my corn field.” Infection sent June 27th; re-sent 

July 7th; experiment successful, as reported July 15th: “At one time I thought that 

the experiment with your infected bugs was unfavorable, but I went out in my field 

this morning and found very many dead, where I had put the diseased bugs. The 

first days I did not notice any dead bugs, but the third day I found in a place about the 

size of a half bushel, four dead bugs. The fifth day I found none; I guess the rain 

washed them away, as we had a five-inchsoaker. The seventh day I found none, as we 

had another rain the night before. The eleventh day I found about a dozen in a foot 

in diameter. To-day I found quite a number in different places, but I found none 

in the neighboring fields.” 

No. 197. G. N. Consury, Patterson, Harvey county. Applied for aid June 27th: 

“The bugs are going from my wheat into my cornin immense numbers.” Infection 

sent June 30th; experiment successful, as reported July 10th: “The bugs went to 

the corn in what seemed to me overwhelming numbers. I consider that the use of 

the infection saved me 75 per cent of damage, i.e., the actual damage has not been 

more than one-fourth as great as it would have been without the use of the infection. 

While the bugs are not entirely destroyed, I have, in my judgment, been largely bene- 

fited by the use of the infection; and I am still spreading it in my field. I have 180 

acres of corn almost surrounded on three sides with wheat fields, and the bugs have 

only got ina very few rows, and are not spreading; they are dying in large numbers. 

I have placed them in some of my neighbors’ fields and they feel benefited. I find 

the bugs dying in some fields where the infection has not been placed, and evidently 

from the infection. While some of my neighbors who have tried the infection think 

it a failure, it is my opinion that with careful, judicious management it will prove 

beneficial in a large measure.” Wnder later date: “I think I would be safe in saying 

that the infected bugs saved me 1,000 bushels of corn.” 

No. 198. W. E. Francois, Putnam, Harvey county. Applied for aid September 

7th: “Chinch-bugs are playing havoc in my corn.” Infection sent September 10th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 29th: “The infected bugs you sent me 

September 8th were obtained from you to use in a field of corn listed in on stubble 

wheat July 3d to July7th. I used the infected bugs as directed, securing healthy 

bugs every day for five days, placing them in the bottle with infected bugs, let- 

ing them remain over night, then would let but a few loose in the field. After 

repeating this operation for a few days I found dead bugs in great quantities. IT 

think the plan a good one, and if the farmers will use the infected bugs as directed 

we will get rid of the pest.” ; 
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No. 199. A. T. Hares, Sedgwick, Harvey county. Applied for aid June 27th: 

“T want to save my corn—29 acres. The bugs destroyed my wheat and are in the 

corn now.” Infection sent June 29th; experiment successful, as reported December 

20th: “I received the infected bugs too late to save my wheat. I used them in my 

corn field. I think they saved my corn, though the bugs were dying and turning 

white when I put the infected bugs among them. A neighbor adjoining me had 

used some of your infection with success in his wheat field, and I think some of the 

diseased bugs came into my field from his before I got the ones you sent. Before 

they began dying, W. M. Congdon of this place said I would lose all of my corn, 

but they only took about half an acre. The dead bugs were so thick in the field 

that the green blow-flies swarmed there for several days. I am convinced that the 

dead bugs are a success.” Under later date: “Isaved about 1,200 bushels of corn by 

use of the infection.” 

No. 200. Crcotzr McAnrruur, Walton, Harvey county. Infection sent May 15th; 

experiment successful, as reported to field agent June 12th: “The most of the bugs 

that I put in the field were placed near an old straw stack where the ground was 

full of bugs at the roots of the wheat. I did not watch the fields closely on account 

of heavy rains. In about two weeks dead white-fungus bugs could be seen in num- 

bers not only in places where the infection had been put, but also throughout the 

field. At this date the bugs have been pretty effectually exterminated.” 

No. 201. J. W. Nouper, Halstead, Harvey county. Infection sent June 23d; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 12th: “I received your infected bugs June 

27th, and followed directions, except watching daily, which, on account of harvest, 

IT could not do. July 10th I examined for dead bugs, and found them in great piles, 

almost a handful in a place. I believe the experiment to be a success. I examined 

another field, but could not find any dead bugs. The bugs died in the oats so fast 

that they did not get to my corn. They took about 2+ acres of oats for me, and 

would have taken more if I had not used the infection. Wheat was harvested before 

I began the experiment. The neighbors laughed at me when I told them that I was 

going to try some of Snow’s bugs, but they laughed with another kind of a laugh 

when I showed them some of the great piles of dead bugs in my oats. I think I 

saved 100 bushels of corn and 100 bushels of oats by the experiment.” 

No. 202. Jonn H. Rappau, Halstead, Harvey county. Infection sent July 7th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 17th: “I scattered the infected bugs 

through my corn field, and in about 10 days the bugs were dying by the million, and 

in 15 days there was not a live bug to be found in my corn field. One of my neigh- 

bors got about 200 from my field and scattered them in his field, with the same re- 

sult. They are sure death to live bugs.” Reported later: “The infection saved me 

$50 worth of crops.” 

No. 203. J.S. Sronx, Burrton, Harvey county. Infection sent July 3d; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 6th: “The bugs were placed in a field of corn 

which, as we supposed, was ruined by the bugs—the stalks being black with them. 

From 7 to 10 days after the bugs were put in the field they began to disappear, and 

upon examination we found them on the ground in bunches— not dead but appar- 

ently very sick. They seemed to try as much as possible to seek protection from the 

sun. A few days more and they were all dead. A good rain came, and, to our sur- 

prise, the corn yielded a fair crop. You have certainly found a remedy for the worst 

pest Kansas ever had.” 

No. 204. J. H. Taceart, Walton, Harvey county. Applied for aid May 9th: 

“Some fields are being badly damaged.” Infection sent May 11th, and again July 

22d; experiment successful, as reported October 17th: “The infected bugs received 
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early in the spring proved a complete success, as the disease spread to an extent to 

terminate the damage they were doing to growing crops. The bugs received later, 

when the dry weather set in, did not seem to spread so well.. The disease more easily 

spread and seemed more contagious in wet or damp weather than indry. The differ- 

ent farmers receiving infection through me were generally successful in checking the 

bugs. Under later date: ‘“‘The use of the infection saved me about 300 bushels of 

corn, and other crops amounting to about $100.” 

No. 205. W. O. Van AnspALE, Burrton, Harvey county. Applied for aid May 2d: 

“The wheat in this vicinity is being considerably damaged by chinch-bugs. I find 

as high as 25 to 30 bugs in a single stool of wheat.’ Infection sent May 4th; ex- 

periment reported doubtful June 1st. Infection re-sent June 2d and July lst; experi- 

ment successful, as reported December 15th: ‘“ The result was not satisfactory with the 

first bugs sent me. The second time they were sent I furnished some to J. W. Ayers, 

a farmer living near this town, and the result was satisfactory. The bugs in his 

field all died or left the place, while in adjoining fields they were thick and went into 

corn adjoining wheat fields. Later in the season and after wheat harvest, I found 

where the bugs had gone out of the wheat field into a field of corn belonging to us, 

and had taken the corn for about 50 rows, not leaving a stalk. I then sent to you 

for more bugs and scattered them in the field according to directions. In about 10 

days I could find no live bugs whatever, but a great many dead ones under the 

blades of corn. I am of the opinion that there is great benefit derived by using 

these infected bugs.” 

No. 206. W.S. Hay, Nortonville, Jefferson county. Applied for aid July 22d: 

‘Bugs are in my corn for one or two rods, and average from 100 to 200 to the hill.” 

Infection sent July 24th; experiment successful, as reported November 26th: “I 

put the infection out in three places about an equal distance apart in a field 80 

rods long. On the fifth day the bugs were dying. They were very young and had 

no wings. On the 10th day the disease was still spreading. I am satisfied it will do 

the work.” Under later date: “I think I saved 100 bushels of corn.” 

No. 207. A. Stnnarp, Oskaloosa, Jefferson county. Applied for aid July 28th 

“ Chinch-bugs are working in my corn.” Infection sent July 30th and August 11th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 29th: “The second lot of infected 

bugs were received ingood condition. I proceededas per directions, and am happy 

to say the outcome was beyond my expectation. I distributed them through the 

field, and in about seven days went through the field for the purpose of noting re- 

sults. I found them running about over the ground as though they were lost, and 

at the end of the next seven days I found them packed behind the boot of the blade 

all dead, not a live bug to be found in the field, and my corn was but very slightly 

damaged. I think the infected bugs you sent me saved my crop of corn.” 

No. 2073. L. H. Appiesy, Formosa, Jewell county. Obtained infection from J. 

S. Turner; experiment successful: “At the time of wheat cutting, I placed the dis- 

eased bugs around the wheat and rye and oat fields to protect the corn. The edge 

of the corn was full of bugs. The infection worked perfectly. That is, the bugs 

died. I would find masses of defunct bugs consisting of a mass of legs, shells and 

bug debris. These were mostly of a natural or dark color; others would have a 

white fungus enveloping the carcass; said fungus would be soft and a little sticky 

at first, then would become dry. I saved 500 bushels corn and four acres of millet 

by use of the infection.” 

No. 208. J. H. Barney, Burr Oak, Jewell county. Applied for aid July 6th. In- 

fection sent July 7th; experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “I re- 

ceived infected bugs July 11th, and proceeded at once according to instructions to 
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infect other bugs. July 13th I put infected bugs in the field of millet where the 

bugs were thickest and doing considerable damage. Five days later I began to find 

dead bugs. The weather was wet and rather cool at the time, and the disease did 

not seem to spread as rapidly as I had expected. But a few days later, when the 

weather was warmer and not so wet, the bugs died in great piles—-as many as a 

pint or more in places. But before I got any of the dead bugs saved to send to you, 

there came a heavy rain and I could not find any to send. They killed a strip of 

millet 55 rods long, and about one or two rods wide before I got them checked, 

having gone out of spring wheat into the millet. They damaged the wheat in spots 

a great deal before they left it for the millet. One neighbor got infected bugs from 

my field and put them with live healthy bugs in his own field, and he reports the 

same success. Another neighbor a mile away reports that the bugs died in his 

field without his having put in any infected bugs.” Under later date: “The use of 

infected bugs saved me about 12 tons of millet and 100 bushels of corn.” 

No. 209. W. M. Bexson, Otego, Jewell county. Applied for aid July 6th, stating 

that the bugs were very numerous: “The bugs are going to ruin my corn if your 

remedy fails.” Infection sent July 10th: experiment successful, as reported July 

24th: “Seven days after I put out the diseased bugs I found a few dead bugs. Ina 

few days I found dead bugs by the thousands. I examined fields where there had 

been no infection, but there they were not dying. I think the experiment a grand 

success.” 

No. 210. N. G. Curicorr, Mankato, Jewell county. Infection sent July 15th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported November 25th: “I saved about 200 bushels of 

corn in 15 acres. Saved seven acres of millet: cleaned bugs out of my neighbor’s 

corn joining it. I gave bugs as long as I had any: do not know to how many I 

gave —not less than a dozen farmers. They all report good results. I think the dis- 

eased bugs are a grand success. My experience here is, that the bugs have done 

more damage than dry weather.” 

No. 211. Joun Coxxins, Formosa, Jewell county. Experiment successful, as re- 

ported December 21st: “I obtained infected chinch-bugs of J. S. Turner, with good 

success. I got them after I had cut my wheat, and the bugs had eaten abont five 

acres of corn, and in one week J had no live bugs on my place. I had 30 acres ad- 

joining my wheat, and I believe the bugs would have taken the whole of it if I hadn’t 

obtained the infection. The rest of the field went 50 bushels per acre. I saved 1,200 

bushels of corn and $200 worth of other crops by using your infection.” 

No. 212. H. B. Fourney, Randall, Jewell county. Applied for aid May 20th: 

“There is considerable excitement here at present over the bug business.” Infec- 

tion sent May 29th; no trial of first lot owing to heavy rains, as reported June 28th: 

“Bugs leaving wheat and attacking corn.” Re-sent bugs June 20th; experiment 

successful, as reported July 20th: “I scattered the infected bugs in the corn field on 

a line 80 rods long, where the bugs were as numerous as I ever saw them, on from 

8 to 10 rows. It rained a sharp shower on the same date, and again on the 6th. We 

had a heavy rain on July 7th. I scattered infected bugs again, the condition being 

more favorable. On July 11th the bugs had left the corn, and were dying by the 

thousands. They literally covered the ground, filling the cracks and accumulating 

in great masses under the wilted stalks, clods. ete. I have the best success with 

bacterial disease. Have you noticed that the blow flies are affected with the same 

disease? They die by the hundreds in the wake of the infected bugs.” Further, 

under date of November 2d: “The chinch-bug infection probably saved me 200 

bushels of corn. I regard it the greatest discovery of the present time.” Remark: 

Note that the heavy rains of June did not kill the bugs; so that it was necessary to 

use infection in July. 
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No. 213. A. H. Hamm, Burr Oak, Jewell county. Infection sent July 16th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 30th: “I took the infected bugs to a piece 

of corn where the bugs had come out of a piece of rye and had killed about half of 

the corn along the edge for about a rod or two. Here I distributed the sick bugs, 

by placing from 8 to 12 with a bunch of those that were on the corn. The weather 

being rather wet, I saw but little moving about by the bugs for about 10 days or 

two weeks; then I began to find the bugs in bunches, part of them dead and part in 

rather a stupid condition. A week or so later they gathered in large bunches and 

died, and all the bugs on that part of the farm died, and the remainder of the corn 

did well.” 

No. 214. B. F. Harrorp, Randall, Jewell county. Obtained infection of H. B. 

Fortney; experiment successful, as reported November 24th: “TI procured one-half 

pint of infected chinch-bugs of H. B. Fortney, and distributed them in my millet, 

which was adjoining a wheat field of a neighbor, from which they had come, and in 

24 hours, to my great surprise, there were millions upon millions of sick bugs in 

heaps, some dead, while all appeared to be sick, and on the fourth day not a bug of 

any description could be found; but at that time there came a very hard, dashing 

rain which washed them off, although when I put them out the weather was hot 

and dry. Isaved one pint of infected bugs in a fruitcan for future use. I consider 

your discovery worth millions of dollars to the State of Kansas, provided that the 

bugs are used according to your instructions. I think I saved by the use of the 

infection $350 worth of corn, and millet to the value of $80.” 

No. 215. T. H. Hoxruineswortu, Webber, Jewell county. Infection sent July 14th; 

experiment successful, as reported November Ist: “The bugs were scattered in dif- 

ferent places on my 80-acre farm, which was literally covered with bugs; no bugs 

on adjoining farms. Dry weather followed. The experiment was a success beyond 

expectation, young and old dying. Until within about a month, none could be 

found on any part of the farm. The dead bugs were covered with white mould.” 

No. 216. A. Kirxparrick, Formosa, Jewell county. Infection sent July 18th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 30th: ‘The bugs had gone out of the winter 

wheat, after it was cut, into the corn in large numbers. We scattered the infected 

bugs amongst them. After from 7 to 12 days the bugs seemed to get ‘wild and skit- 

tish,’ as the Irishman said. After a few days they became covered with a kind of 

fungus. In the course of about three weeks there was not a living bug to be found 

in the field. The bug discovery is certainly one of the grandest discoveries of the 

age. It will put millions of dollars into the pockets of the farmers of Kansas.” 

No. 217. J. E. Lenman, Formosa, Jewell county. Obtained infected bugs of J.S. 

Turner; experiment successful, as reported January 4th: “I put out the first dis- 

eased bugs July 2d; they had then started in on one side of 35 acres. About July 

15th they commenced dying rapidly and ceased destroying corn during that time. 

They had completely ruined seven acres; it made about eight bushels of chaffy stuff 

to the acre; the remainder of the field averaged 42 bushels per acre. I consider the 

amount actually saved 1,000 bushels.” 

No. 218. Mac Matons, Athens, Jewell-county. Applied for aid July 15th: “ The 

wheat fields are black with bugs.” Infection sent July 18th; experiment successful, 

as reported November 25th: “The experiment was a perfect success with me. I 

followed your directions and the bugs were soon dead where before one side of an 

100-acre corn field was black with them.” Under later date: “I saved at least 1,000 

bushels of corn by the use of the infection.” 

No. 219. Nean McCunz, Formosa, Jewell county. Obtained infection of J. 8. 

Turner; experiment successful, as reported December 23d: “I had 15 acres of millet 
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adjoining my corn field. When I got the bugs I did not think I could save any of 

it, besides losing my field of corn. I went according to directions. In 10 days I 

could pick up the dead bugs by the handful. In 10 days more they were helpless. 

I did not lose one stalk of corn and cut a fair crop of millet hay. Isaved several 

hundred bushels of corn and $150 worth of millet and other crops by the use of the 

infection.” 

No. 220. D. L. Procrer, Salem, Jewell county. Applied for aid May 13th: “The 

bugs are very numerous, and if they are not checked soon we will have a light har- 

vest.” Infection sent May 15th and 29th. First experiment unsuccessful; second 

experiment successful, as reported October 21st: “ After using infection sent May 

13th I failed to find any dead bugs. About Ist of June I received another lot of 

infected bugs from you which I treated as before. After a few days I examined the 

ground and failed to note any result, but on going again in two or three days I 

found an abundance of dead bugs resembling those received from you, and it was 

but a very few days before I could find scarcely a full-grown bug in the field, but 

there were millions of young ones, some of which I found dead and turned white 

like others, but the disease did not seem to be fatal to the young ones as to the old 

ones, yet they did no damage.” 

No. 221. T. C. Ross, Webber, Jewell county. Applied for aid July 13th: “Since 

Icut my small grain the young bugs have hatched out by the million, and are at- 

tacking my corn fields.” Infection sent July 16th; experiment successful, as re- 

ported September 28th: “In a few days after putting infection in fields the bugs 

began to scatter, and I could find dead bugs sticking to the corn. The stalks were 

black with them when the diseased bugs were turned in. I kept a supply of dis- 

eased bugs on hand, and in a few weeks I could find no live bugs in my field. They 

had taken a field of spring wheat previous to this. If I had received the bugs 

sooner, I believe I could haye saved this. I am satisfied the infected bugs were a 

success.” 

No. 222. R. Sanperson, Mankato, Jewell county. Infection sent July 8th and 

July 14th; experiment successful, as reported November 2d: “I can say the experi- 

ment is very good. They piled up in heaps and died very fast. Our neighbors 

came to our field and got infected bugs and put in their fields, with the same success. 

We are well pleased.” November llth: “The use of infection saved me about 100 

bushels of millet and 200 bushels of corn.” 

No. 223. Cuas. F. Semxe, Harrison, Jewell county. Applied for aid May 18th: 

“T have about 100 acres of wheat that is full of chinch-bugs.” Infection sent May 

29th; re-sent July 16th; experiment successful, as reported December 28th: “The 

infected bugs. worked all right. The first I got did not work as well as they should, 

for the weather was so cold and wet that it was too cold for the bugs to fly around, 

but the second lot worked all right. The eighth day after I put them in the field 

there were no more to be seen in the field. It is the best thing on earth for the 

farmer. The infection saved about 1,000 bushels of wheat, and the bugs did not 

hurt the corn much.” 

No. 224. J.J. Stnver, Ionia, Jewell county. Infection sent July Ist; experiment 

successful, as reported December 21st: “In about 8 or 10 days after I turned infected 

bugs in the field I noticed they began to leave the corn stalks, and travel around 

and gather up in bunches and pile up together as if dead, but by raking them over 

they would soon commence to liven up, and while they were in that condition we 

had a dashing rain, and that was the last I ever saw of them; but they had all left 

the stalks and were bunched up through the field before the rain. They did no dam- 

age after they began to bunch. An oat field joining my corn was perfectly covered 
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with them. I put some of the infected bugs in it a couple of days later than in the 

corn, and they had just begun to bunch when the rain came, and very few bugs could 

be found in it after the rain, and by pulling up the oats dead bugs could be found, 

where they had gone down the straw into the ground.” 

No. 225. J.S. Turner, Formosa, Jewell county. Obtained infection from J. M. 

Althouse; experiment successful, as reported July 21st: “On the Ist day of July 

I distributed the infected bugs over my wheat field where the bugs were very bad. 

On Friday evening, July 3d, I noticed a very few dead bugs covered with white fungus. 

Cut my wheat on the same day, and continued to put in infected bugs every 48 hours 

up to the 11th of July, and on that date I found millions of dead bugs, and on the 

13th, 14th and 15th could dish up the dead bugs with a spoon. Scores of farmers 

have been to my place after infected bugs, and it is well scattered, and some of 

them report excellent success. All have good success where your instructions were 

followed. I havea good many live bugs yet, and am still putting out infected bugs. 

I have splendid success in the infecting process. I am thoroughly satisfied that, if 

managed right, all the bugs on every farm can be exterminated.” 

No. 226. G. B. Wapx, Formosa, Jewell county. Applied for aid June 27th: “Send 

infection as soon as convenient, for I do believe, unless something is done in a few 

days, that the bugs will undoubtedly destroy all of the crops in Grant township.” In- 

fection sent June 30th; experiment successful, as reported October 22d: ‘“‘The dead 

bugs I received from you were a success. I followed your instructions, and in 10 

days after I distributed the sick bugs in the field I found millions of dead bugs, 

and I have no doubt the infection saved my corn crop.” 

No. 227. S. A. WextstEAD, Mayview, Jewell county. Applied for aid May 6th: 

“Bugs have appeared in my wheat.” Infection sent June Ist; experiment success- 

ful, as reported October 19th: ‘‘My experiment was very satisfactory. About the 

1st of July I put a few infected bugs in three places of my millet, which was killed 

for a distance of 10 or 15 feet along the whole edge of the strip; also in the edge of 

my corn field out of which I thought the bugs came, and in a few days I found im- 

mense numbers dead, and I knew it stopped their work and saved the balance of my 

millet. I have never seen any more bugs in my corn. Mr. D. C. Blacker says they 

saved his millet. Also, I gave some to other neighbors, who are highly pleased with 

the result.” 

No. 228. James A. Wuire, Jewell, Jewell county. Applied for aid July 15th: 

“Chinch-bugs are playing havoc with the corn near the wheat.” Infection sent 

July 16th; experiment successful, as reported December 26th: “I tried the infected 

chinch-bugs, but the next day it rained, and we had rain for four days in succes- 

sion; consequently I lost my infected bugs. Later I procured some infected bugs 

of Mr. 8. A. Welstead and applied them. The fourth day after, the bugs commenced 

to move in every direction; fifth day, bugs had scattered so that I could not find any 

in clusters, but all on the move; sixth day, they commenced to collect around the 

roots of the corn, and noticed some dead ones; seventh day, but very few live bugs 

to be seen. The eighth day I sent you two boxes of bugs, one of dead bugs taken 

from my farm and the other of live bugs taken from an adjoining farm where no 

diseased bugs had been applied. I am satisfied if applied properly, and the weather 

is dry for a few days, that we could destroy them entirely.” Remark: Note that the 

four days’ rain did not kill the bugs. 

No. 229. Gro. Witson, Mankato, Jewell county. Infection sent July 29th; ex- 

periment unsuccessful, as reported December 26th: “I think the bugs were an entire 

failure. It was hot and dry, and still they did not seem to do any good. My neigh- 
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bor S. P. Heilman, however, got infected bugs and put in his wheat adjoining my 

corn, and I found a good many dead bugs in my corn.” 

No. 230. A. Laxr, Calista, Kingman county. Infection sent July 16th; experi- 

ment successful as reported December 20th: “ Five or six days after placing the 

infected bugs in the fieldI saw the good effects, and within 10 or 12 days the ground 

was literally covered with dead bugs. Soon afterwards they disappeared entirely 

from the field.” Reported on later date: “I estimate the saving on my place at 

300 bushels of corn by use of infected bugs.” 

No. 231. J. K. P. Rocrrs, Spivey, Kingman county. Apphed for aid April 23d: 

** There are yellow patches in my wheat and it is dying. The bugs are at work upon 

it underground. They are immensely numerous. If they are not killed we will 

not get back our seed even.” Infection sent April 27th and June 2d; experiment 

successful, as reported December 12th: “I found thousands of dead bugs piled up 

in piles, but not where I had placed the infected bugs. They went out of the wheat 

after it was cut into corn and oats and millet. As soon as they struck the oats and 

millet they began to die. It was wet, damp weather for several weeks, and some 

rust was on the oats. There was too much sap in the oats and millet and gave 

them cholera morbus.” Remark: The infection from the laboratory was without 

doubt the cause of the death of the bugs in the corn and oats and millet. The dis- 

ease had been communicated to the bugs before they left the wheat. 

No. 232. Sykes Bros., New Murdock, Kingman county. Applied for aid June 22d: 

“We have a field of corn that is alive with the chinch-bugs.”” Experiment success- 

ful, as reported October 17th: “At the end of about 12 or 13 days after putting out 

the infection we began to notice dead bugs in little piles around the field. About 

that time we had our heavy three-day rains and after that we could not see any bugs 

in the field.” 

No. 233. Prrer Tayior, Norwich, Kingman county. Applied for aid July 13th: 

““T have a good many bugs in the corn.” Infection sent July 15th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported December 28th: “I had my farm nearly all in small grain, 120 

acres in all. After harvest the chinch-bugs made their appearance in abundance on 

the side of the farm where the ground was covered with a rank growth of crab-grass. 

The bugs did not stay very long after the infection was put out. Could not see 

many after 10 or 12 days. Inthe meantime we had a very heavy rain, and the ground 

being nearly level some thought they had drowned out. I did not lose faith in the 

business, so prepared some more diseased bugs for my neighbors who had large 

quantities of bugs in their corn fields, and one who did not originally have faith said 

he was convinced that the process was all that you claimed for it. I also, on my way 

to town, stopped in acorn field that was infested with bigs, applied the remedy, and 

in passing a few days later I discovered that the bugs had gone but little further into 

the corn from the wheat stubble.” 

No. 234. J. T. Hann, Haviland, Kiowa county. Infection sent July 8th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 25th: “I found it a success. The bugs com- 

menced dying in about seven days after I put them out. I found them under the 

ground about oneinch. I received two boxes of bugs, and gave one to my neighbor. 

It worked with the same success. Several of my neighbors came and got bugs from 

my field, and they said it was a complete success. The only thing I did not like 

about it was, that it did not kill them fast enough. I found live bugs in my field 

six weeks after, but not many. Young ones hatched out during the time, but they 

soon died.” 

No, 235. M. H. Kenaca, Greensburg, Kiowa county. Infection sent July 7th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 20th: “The infected bugs you sent saved 
+ 
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one field of cane, while in another field where there were no infected bugs they 

ruined the cane.” 

No. 236. H. H. Tuorp, Haviland, Kiowa county. Applied for aid April 27th: “My 

wheat and barley fields are alive with bugs.” Infection sent April 29th; experiment 

successful, as reported June 12th: “Your chinch-bug remedy proved a success.” 

Under a later date: “The bugs were in my barley. I consider that they saved me 

800 bushels, $340 in value. I had 30 acres of barley where I used the diseased bugs, 

and I raised 1,300 bushels. One of my neighbors had 23 acres of barley, and he 

raised 160 bushels. I tried to get him to use the diseased bugs, but he would not do 

it. I was the only one in the neighborhood that used your remedy, and I was the 

only one that raised a crop of barley. I consider your remedy saved me at least 

$400.” . 

No. 237. Eyenyn B. Banpwin, Oswego, Labette county. Applied for aid Septem- 

ber 8th. Infection sent September 10th; experiment successful, as reported October. 

25th: “About the 10th of last month I experimented with the infected bugs that 

you sent me, and have to report entire success as the result of the trial. The ex- 

periment was performed on my brother’s farm, near Edna, in Labette county. A 

40-acre field of corn was fairly black with the bugs, and in less than two weeks’ time 

from my effort nearly all were dead— dried up, like the dust of the field. I followed 

the directions given accurately, only, in addition, moistening the cloth over the glass 

containing the bugs to be infected. Greater care on the part of the experimenters 

in following your directions would, I am certain, insure better results.” Under later 

date: “The use of infection saved me 1,000 bushels of corn.” 

No. 238. James Braes, Mound Valley, Labette county. Applied for aid May 11th. 

Infection sent May 13th; experiment successful, although unfavorably reported 

June 4th through a misapprehension. Reported June 11th, as follows: “I gave the 

second installment of infected bugs to a neighbor, as I have plenty of infected bugs 

now. Since making my last report I have found hundreds of dead bugs. I went 

out into the field this morning and found the young bugs looking like frost upon 

the ground. I am much pleased with the experiment, and think it a grand success 

if we can keep the infection over winter and commence early in the spring upon the 

old bugs.” 

No. 239. E. Conxuin, Parsons, Labette county. Applied for aid September 19th: 

“TI have 60 acres of corn that has millions of bugs in it.” Infection sent Septem- 

ber 23d; experiment successful, as reported October 28th: “In six days I put the 

bugs in the field, and put more bugs in tumbler. In seven days I put them also in 

the field, and examined the first lot and found no dead ones. Put more in tumbler 

with corn blades as food. Sunday, October 25th, found them still alive. To-day, 

October 28th, went to the field and only found two live ones but plenty of dead ones, 
and some dead ones in adjoining field. Could find no bugs in the green wheat in 
the field where I put the infection, but found plenty of live bugs in the other field. 
I think it a success.” Reported also on November 26th: “I did not save any corn 
as it was all in shock before I received the bugs, on September 24th. What I wanted 
was to save the wheat. Cannot find a live bug in the first field or the adjoining 
fields where there were millions of them. Can find their carcasses, and they are all 
shriveled up. Wheat a poor stand but do not find any chinch-bugs on it.” 

No. 240. Roserr Ewsanx, Altamont, Labette county. Applied for aid May 7th: 
“That we may save our wheat from the pests.” Infection sent May 9th; first ex- 
periment unfavorable, as reported June 7th: “ They did not seem to do any good. 
I put out bugs three times, the last the 26th of May. It hasbeen raining ever since. 
There are lots of bugs hatching now.” Re-sent bugs June Ist; second experiment 

+ 
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partially successful, as reported June 27th: “ Most of the old bugs have died since 

using the second supply of bugs you sent me, but cannot see anything the matter 

with the young bugs.” Re-sent again June 29th; this experiment entirely success- 

ful, as reported July 11th: “I received your third lot of bugs but did not use them, 

for when I came to examine the field I found the bugs dying fast. The young ones 

do not turn white like the old ones. The young ones pile up in the roots of the 

wheat stubble or under the grass to die. Ican find piles one-fourth inch deep and 

the size of a saucer. They do not seem to be hurting anything in my field now. 

They are mostly bunched up. I cannot find any dead in my neighbor’s field.” Un- 

der November date: “The infected bugs saved me 25 bushels of wheat, about 75 

bushels of corn and $25 worth of other crops.” Remark: Note that the rains in 

May did not kill either old or young bugs. 

No. 241. J. E. Foatreman, Altamont, Labette county. Infection sent June 29th; 

experiment successful, as reported January 2d: “After about 100 field bugs had 

been confined two days with the bugs from your laboratory, they were covered with 

the fungus. Weturned out at three different times. At the end of eight days I 

found several dead bugs, and at the end of 12 days almost every bug was dead. 

When I received the infected bugs, the wheat had been cut and the bugs had just 

entered a piece of millet. They destroyed but one-fourth of an acre. I think it a 

success.” ‘ 

No. 242. Samurn Graves, Chetopa, Labette county. Infection sent May 4th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 15th: ‘My experience with the bugs 

was as follows: I put them in the wheat; there were plenty of bugs there. The old 

bugs seemed to disappear, and whether your infected bugs were the cause of it or 

not I cannot say, but the wheat was not damaged by bugs. In any year previous 

to this they would have destroyed the wheat. The young ones hatched out, but 

seemed to die off and disappear. I had oats near by that they did not hurt at all; 

but no corn close. I gave one of my neighbors some of the bugs, and he put 

them in the corn. He thinks they were a great benefit to his corn in destroying the 

bugs that were in it.” 

No. 243. J. A. Monrozr, Mound Valley, Labette county. Applied for aid May 

11th: “Chinch-bugs are damaging my 40 acres of wheat.’ Infection sent May 

13th; experiment successful, as reported May 26th: “ Yesterday I examined closely 

where the infected bugs had been put and found a great many dead bugs and the 

others very sluggish. The weather has been very cloudy and cool most of the time. 

A great many of the dead bugs turned white.” 

No. 244. Gro. D. Smiru, Labette City, Labette county. Infection sent June 30th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 19th: “In about 9 or 10 days after put- 

ting the infected bugs in the corn field the bugs began to thin out, and in two weeks 

they had entirely disappeared from that field. They had crossed the road and gone 

into the corn from the wheat at time of harvest, and some of the stalks at one cor- 

ner of the field were black with them. They also went into a neighbor’s field, in 

which I scattered a few infected bugs. I went through that field in about two weeks 

and they all seemed to have disappeared, as well as in the wheat stubble. Every 

corn field in this neighborhood, so far as I have heard, is infested more or less with 

chinch-bugs, owing to the extreme dry weather since June. I have implicit faith 

in the infected bugs.” 

No. 245. D. P. WuErEnocx, Dennis, Labette county. Applied for aid May 11th: 

“Bugs are very plentiful in my wheat.” Infection sent May 13th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported December 31st: ‘The infected bugs that I received of you did a 

great work. They killed all the chinch-bugs that were on the farm in 12 days. I 
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thought for the first five or six days that it would not be a success, but they com- 

menced to die the eighth day, and the twelfth day I could not find a live bug, but 

plenty of dead ones.” Reported under later date: ‘‘The infection saved me 250 

bushels of wheat, 500 of corn, and 600 of oats.” 

No. 246. Joun Apams, Barnard, Lincoln county. Applied for aid September 18th: 

“T am drilling wheat among my corn, and there are so many chinch-bugs that they 

are likely to destroy the wheat when it comes up.” Infection sent September 14th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “I placed diseased bugs in differ- 

ent parts of my field. At that time the bugs were very numerous. Shortly after I 

got the diseased bugs I observed a number of dead ones near the places where I set 

the diseased bugs. Since then we have had several cold rains and severe frosts. I 

have been through the same field to-day, and I can find no bugs, either dead or alive. 

I am confident that the diseased bugs you sent me have effectually cleared my field.” 

Under date in November: “On going through the field to-day, I find many dead 

bugs.” 

No. 247. T. W. MoGzary, Tower Springs, Lincoln county. Infection sent July 

22d; experiment successful, as reported October 28th: “‘My experiment with in- 

fected chinch-bugs was most satisfactory. I put out the bugs as directed, in 

sorghum and corn. I had 10 acres of sorghum, and the bugs commenced on one 

side and killed it as they went. They had taken about four acres before I received 

the infection. They seemed to stop operations immediately, and in 7 to 10 days 

they were abouf all dead. Where I first put out the bugs, in a day or two they 

became very restless, then began to die. I put some in corn with the same results. 

They did very little harm tothe corn. I am of the opinion that if I had received 

the bugs sooner I could have saved all my sorghum. I think your experiment is 

all you claim for it.” Under later date: “I saved 100 bushels of corn and $60 worth 

‘of sorghum.” 

No. 248. F. W. Buarr, Emporia, Lyon county. Applied for aid July 3d. Infec- 

tion sent July 6th; experiment successful, as reported July 25th: “I did not notice 

any change in the condition of the bugs until seven days after the infection had 

been put out, when I found them leaving the corn and crawling over the ground. 

The next day they had nearly all left the corn and were trying to get under clods 

and into cracks. I found several dead bugs and a great many in a dying condition 

—that is, around where the infection had been placed. The disease appeared to 

spread rapidly, and on the thirteenth day I could find dead and dying bugs every- 

where. Since then they have nearly all disappeared.” 

No. 249. J. W. Brewer, Emporia, Lyon county. Infection sent June 24th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported December 27th: “I put the infected bugs in the oat 

field that lay next the wheat field. The bugs had migrated very thick from 6 to 10 

feet into the oats. In four days I could see the bugs lying in piles. They continued 

to die off for some time, and did not at any time get more than 15 feet into the oats. 

In two weeks the bugs were nearly all gone, but they seemed to recruit again as the 

weather became warmer and dry, and they did lots of damage to the corn in the latter 

part of the season. I did not know whether your diseased bugs did me any good or 

not, as I believe the bugs had the same infection when I received your bugs.” Re- 

marks: If the same infection already existed in the field when this experiment was 

begun, it probably was communicated from fields in Lyon county to which infection 

had been sent from the laboratory. To get the best results, the infecting process 

must be repeated during the season, whenever required by inroads from some neigh- 

boring farm. 

No, 250. W. O. Ferauson, Emporia, Lyon county. Infection sent September 
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12th; experiment successful, as reported December 19th: “I received the infected 

bugs and complied with your instructions. The result was that we found a great 

many dead bugs. In some stacks of corn almost all of the bugs were dead, and 

that night there was a heavy frost and I had to cut the cornup. I think the only 

way to get rid of the bugs is for every farmer to use the infection at the same time. 

I don’t think the bugs travel far after getting the poison, so it is necessary to put 

the poison in different parts of the field.” 

No. 251. E. J. Haas, Allen, Lyon county. Applied for aid June 19th: “TI havea 

field of rye infested with bugs.” Infection sent June 27th; experiment successful, 

as reported October 18th: “My experiment with the chinch-bugs you sent me was 

a success. About 12 rows of corn next to the rye field was perfectly black with 

bugs when I commenced putting in the diseased bugs, and in about a week I could 

find some dead ones, and they gradually all disappeared in about three weeks from 

the time I commenced to experiment. They did not seem to injure the corn any. 

I am 80 bushels of corn ahead by my use of the infection.” 

No. 252. C. F. Hint & Bro., Emporia, Lyon county. Applied for aid June 28th: 

“Chinch-bugs are taking the corn.” Infection sent June 29th and July 13th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 16th: ‘“‘When we received your bugs the 

chinch-bugs had taken about 1% or 2 acres of corn and about one-half acre of millet. 

They did no damage after a week or 10 days after applying infected bugs. We found 

a good many dead bugs on the corn, but none to speak of on the ground, and 

scarcely any live bugs on the corn when it was cut. They were all dead or had left- 

We think it a success. We gave the infected bugs a good trial, putting them out 

half a dozen different times, and broadcast on the millet. We think by breaking off 

a hill of corn every little ways tends to make a great many bugs gather there, then 

we put a few bugs on each of the stalks. There were millions when we began.” 

No. 258. Micuart JAnkER, Olpe, Lyon county. Infection sent June 26th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 19th: “I was going to send in some live bugs, 

but they got wiped out so fast I could not send them. The bugs you sent June 26th 

I experimented with at once, and put them in the field July 1st. On July 3d I found 

the first dead bugs. The bugs in the oats were in large bunches around the stem, 

and seemed very healthy and lively, but on the 4th and 5th of July they died very 

rapidly, and by the 9th and 10th they were all dead except a few, which were cleaned 

out in a short time, and nothing was left of the bugs except a little skin and wings. 

Your infected bugs gave me very good satisfaction.” 

No. 254. Paunt Ostrom, Olpe, Lyon county. Applied for aid June 4th: “Bugs 

are very numerous around here, and are ruining the rye.” Infection sent June 13th; 

experiment successful, as reported July 17th: “We had a heavy rain Friday night, 

June 19th, making the field very wet, and when I released the first lot of bugs, on 

Saturday morning, those in the field did not seem to be very lively or plentiful. More 

rain Sunday morning. When I turned out the second lot of bugs, on Monday morn- 

ing, I noticed a number of dead bugs in jar, and on Thursday, when I turned out the 

third lot, I found a number of white spots in the field, around the stalks of grain, 

that looked like mould. On close examination, they proved to be young bugs com- 

pletely covered with the white fungus. I have been distributing the infected bugs 

every few days since, and the disease seems to have spread all over the field, and I 

find mouldy bugs almost every day; but they do not die very rapidly, as there are 

great numbers of them left, though not as plentiful as a week or two ago. Disease 

seems to be most successful in crab-grass, where bugs are thickest.” Under date of 

November 10th: “The infection saved me about 500 bushels of corn.” Remark: 

Note the failure of the heavy rain to kill the young bugs. 
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No. 255. D. G. Smrru, Allen, Lyon county. Applied for aid July 2d: “Send as 

many infected bugs as you can spare. I have 15 acres of wheat, and the bugs are in 

it by the millions. They are about half-grown. This fully explodes the theory that 

wet weather kills the young bugs, as the eggs have been laid and the young hatched in the 

wettest season Kansas ever saw.” Infection sent July 3d; experiment successful, as 

reported July 27th: “July 24th I found a few bugs dead, and some sick; the 26th I 

found a great number of them dead and others sick and dying. I think it will be a 

success.” Under later date: ‘I think I saved 100 bushels of corn by the use of the 

infection.” 

No. 256. T. Wiston Sranuey, Americus, Lyon county. Applied for aid July 3d: 

“The bugs are invading my corn field.” Infection sent July 5th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported August 24th: “On the 6th of July I put the bugs into a glass 

tumbler with 100 or more healthy ones. In 36 hours the bugs seemed restless, and 

to the naked eye seemed swollen, but at the forty-eighth hour did not seem as restless 

as before. I scattered them. On the second night afterward it rained alight shower. 

On the sixth day after turning them loose a great many in the field seemed swollen, 

as those did in the tumbler in 36 hours. On the eighth day they began to collect to 

some extent into bunches around the hills of corn, and I could see some dead ones, 

They collected under ground. The twelfth day after introducing the infected bugs 

we had a dashing rain with wind, and since then have seen no bugs. On that day 

(before the rain) numbers of them were dead, and many were apparently swollen 

and diseased. Another thing I wish to call your attention to is, that I noticed a 

great many flies would collect on stalks of corn that were being devoured by the 

bugs, and not a few of the flies dead on the stalk, caught in the blades or beside 

the hill of corn, caused, I suppose, by the same disease which infected the bugs. It 

was a perfect success on our farm.” Reported under December date: “I think I 

would be safe in saying that I saved half my crop, perhaps all, by my use of the dis- 

eased bugs, or, at a very low estimate, 700 bushels of corn and 500 bushels of oats.” 

No. 257. James THompson, Emporia, Lyon county. Sent for infection to dis- 

tribute among farmers in the county. Experiments generally successful, as re- 

ported June 6th: “ Mr. Bauer reports that now the infection has exterminated the 

bugs in his wheat. He also says that, upon putting the bugs out first, the healthy 

ones were in a state of excitement and seemed unusually active. Shortly afterward 

they commenced growing languid, and finally disappeared altogether. I consider 

the experiment a great success.” Under date of October 20th: “I did not use the 

packages sent me by you myself, but saw that they reached parties who were greatly 

in need of the same. Mr. George Johnson, of our county, reported that he used the 

bugs that I gave him on a 40-acre field of corn, and that in the course of 10 or 15 

days the bugs disappeared and he had a good crop, which undoubtedly he would 

have lost if the progress of destruction by the chinch-bugs had not been stopped. 

Also had another neighbor try the experiment. He reports that he was unsuccess- 

ful in his attempts to kill the bugs, but as he is a rather careless man I think it his 

fault. He had a good crop, however, and he probably does not give your consign- 

ment of diseased bugs their proper credit.” 

No, 258. A. N. Anuison, Florence, Marion county. Infection sent July 3d. Ex- 

periment unsuccessful, as reported October 22d: “The bugs were in my rye and 

went to the oats and corn adjoining the rye. I put the infected bugs in corn and 

oats. Ilooked closely from day to day and could see no difference in the action of 

the bags. My neighbors, however, all seem to be successful.” 

No. 259. E. Benner, Tampa, Marion county. Infection sent August 24th; experi- 

ment at first unsuccessful, as reported September llth: “It is a failure in my case. 
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I followed directions better than some other people who had good success. It is 10 

days since I put out the infection, and I see no dead bugs as yet.” Infection re-sent, 

and the second experiment reported successful, November 6th: “After putting out 

the infection, I noticed the bugs did not travel so freely. Last Saturday I went to 

look for bugs on the high grounds and found but few live bugs in the broom corn. 

In my own corn I think the bugs were all killed.” 

No. 260. Turopore P. Burxert, Marion, Marion county. Infection sent July 5; 

reported successful by field agent August 14th: “Mr. Burkert had a wheat field which 

had been destroyed by the bugs. He re-stirred the ground and planted it im corn. 

When the corn was four inches high it was black with the live bugs. Within a few 

days after the infection had been distributed no live bugs could be found in the field. 

The corn crop would otherwise have been destroyed.” 

No. 261. H. B.- Epsanu, Ramona, Marion county. Obtained infection of D. 

Weaver; experiment successful, as reported November 23d: “The experiment 

worked nicely. The bugs came out of the wheat into corn, thick, but after dis- 

tributing the infected bugs they began to quit work, in about 9 or 10 days, and I 

could find lots of dead bugs in the field. About 300 bushels of corn and $100 worth 

of other crops were saved on my farm.” 

No. 262. D. J. FRASER, Peabody, Marion county. Applied for aid August 16th: 

“Unless I can stop the bugs, I will be overrun with them.” Infection sent August 

18th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 27th: “The observation was 

made in a sorghum field, although I planted all through my corn fields, and marked 

the infected places by tying a piece of white cloth on the stalks and hills I wished 

to observe. Although I paid close attention, I never saw a sick or dead bug in 

the sorghum or corn. They grew and moulted as usual, and when we culled the 

sorghum there was no scarcity of live, healthy bugs. The experiment, in my hands, 

was an utter failure, although I conducted it as carefully as I could, and observed 

enough to know what happened. I followed your directions explicitly with the cul- 

ture, except that I had no glass dish to cover the glass in which the bugs were con- 

fined, and used a small tin bucket that excluded the light.” 

No. 2624. L. F. Keturr, Marion, Marion county. Applied for aid July 6th: “The 

bugs are doing great damage here.” Infection sent July 7th; experiment successful, 

as reported March 14th, 1892: “The bugs seemed to come out of the rye for 80 

rods —the entire length of the field. When we received the infection, the bugs had 

reached the tenth row of the adjoining corn field. We caught lots of bugs and put 

with the infected bugs, according to directions. On the third day, we put the in- 

fected bugs on every eighth hill of the eighth row the entire length of the field; we 

then gathered more and put with the infected bugs. Three days after, we put the 

infected bugs on every sixth hill of the twelfth row, and gathered more bugs and did 

as before. Three days after, we distributed the infection on the fifteenth row as on 

the twelfth row before, and gathered more bugs. We gathered about a pint each 

time. Three days later, when we went to the field to scatter infection, there seemed 

to be no more need of infection —the bugs in the field seemed to be played out. Ten 

days later, when we examined the field, we pulled the leaf and opened the boot on 

the stalk; there were what might: have been bugs, but they had turned to a white 

mould. Now, if I had written to you then, I should have said it was a grand success, 

for I believed the bugs were killed; but when we came to husk the corn we found 

that the destroying angel had not followed the bugs more than 20 rows from where 

we stopped with the infection, and the rest of the field was pretty badly used up. 

The sap was all sucked out of the stalks, and the corn was small and chaffy. The 

stalks were so weak that the row over which the wagon went would break at the 

ae 
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joints, so that when we got to the end of the field there was not one stalk left in the 

row that the team had straddled. I do not wish to say anything against your plan 

of destroying chinch-bugs, but it seems to me now that the infection lost its power 

to kill them. Whether we would have had better success if we had kept on using the 

infection all summer I cannot tell.” Remarks: This report emphasizes the necessity 

of placing the infection in all parts of an infested field. The infecting process should 

be kept up until all the bugs have been killed. [This is the fourteen-hundredth re- 

port, received after the first part of this volume had gone to press. | 

No. 263. R. Kreuer, Peabody, Marion county. Infection sent August 29th; ex- 

periment unsuccessful, as reported November 7th: “My experience with infected 

bugs was not satisfactory. I hada small patch of sorghum and millet mixed, in 

which the bugs were very thick. I could not find any dead bugs, notwithstanding 

I kept a lot in the infection jar, and put some out every few days. They destroyed 

all the millet and sorghum, so that it was not worth mowing.” 

No. 264. Nextson Loomis, Peabody, Marion county. Reported success to field 

agent August 15th: “The live bugs almost covered the ground in spots in my wheat 

field. In about 10 days after distributing infected bugs, the live bugs bunched and 

died in bunches ranging in size from-a tea cup to a quart cup. These bunches were 

mostly shells.” 

No. 265. F. F. Marator, Peabody, Marion county. Applied for aid June 11th: 

“Bugs are thick.” Infection sent June 23d; experiment unsuccessful, as reported 

July 28th: “I have been experimenting with your bugs and they have done no 

good. I have used them according to your directions, but bugs are thicker than 

ever.” 

No. 266. T. L. MoCanpusss, Marion, Marion county. Infection sent July 20th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 22d: “I used the infected bugs sent me 

by putting them several times in nearly the same place. The bugs nearly all died 

on three or four acres, but the disease did not spread over the field as I expected it 

would. There were lots of bugs in all my corn, except where the bugs died, and 

here the corn stayed green after the balance of the field had dried up. I put in- 

fected bugs out this fall when I was cutting corn. The bugs have nearly all died. 

I do not know whether that was the cause or not.” 

No. 267. James MoNtcon, Lost Springs, Marion county. Obtained infection of 

D. Weaver; experiment successful, as reported November 23d: ‘‘ When I received 

the infected bugs the healthy bugs were just coming out of the wheat into the corn, 

and though I had but 12 or 15 infected bugs I went according to directions, and for 

the first week it seemed as though nothing would save the corn. Row after row was 

getting black with them coming out of the wheat, but it was not long until they 

began to decrease and I began to wonder where they had all gone, until one day, 

turning over the clods, I found them dead and dying under them, and I might truly 

say the whole corn field was a chinch-bug grave-yard.” 

No. 268. G. H. Orrr, Peabody, Marion county. Infection sent July 5th; experi- 

ment successful as reported October 21st: “I cannot say that the bugs were all killed, 

but it stopped them from going much further. Had they done as in former years, 

they would have been all over the field. I would say that 550 bushels of corn were 

saved in my field by the infection. This statement is based on the damage by bugs 

experienced in former years. From the start the bugs had when I put out the in- 

fection, they would have gone entirely through the field as previously, but after I 

put the infected bugs in the field they stopped and became sluggish and did very 

little damage.” 
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No. 269. Horace Porter, Peabody, Marion county. Reported success to field 

agent August 15th: “ Received infected bugs from Nelson Loomis. Bugs were pres- 

ent in his wheat field in numbers. Used as directed and secured highly satisfactory 

results. Before dying the bugs bunched. ‘The bunched bugs seemed to burst.’” 

No. 270. Tayntor RippxuE, Marion, Marion county. Infection sent July 1st; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 19th: “The bugs sent me were given to 

farmers, who scattered them in their corn fields that were infected with chinch-bugs. 

They reported in about 10 days: Chinch-bugs all gone except dead ones, of which 

there were thousands. Corn that was covered with chinch-bugs a few days before 

came out and made just as good a yield as the corn on which no bugs had been. 

We vote your chinch-bug destroyer a complete success.” 

No. 271. Davin Savuuut, Florence, Marion county. Wrote for infection to save 

his corn July 6th. Infection sent July 8th; experiment successful, as reported Oc- 

tober 25th: “The experiment worked favorably, but it took 12 days before they 

began to die. I went through my corn to-day, and I find the stalks are full of dead 

bugs, and they are still dying. I am the only one in this neighborhood who tried 

the experiment. My neighbors’ bugs came into the field all the time, and it worked 

on them like chicken cholera works on chickens. I did not get the infection soon 

enough is all the trouble. They sapped my wheat. I gave the experiment a 

thorough trial, putting them out every 48 hours until they began to die. I had no 

faith in them at first, but now know there is no humbug in it —it works all right.” 

Reported under date of November 15th: “I raised one-third more than I would 

have done had I not used the diseased bugs.” 

No. 272. A. Terry, Lost Springs, Marion county. Applied for aid July 2d: 

“There are a great many bugs here at work upon my corn.” Infection sent July 

5th; experiment successful, as reported December 17th: “I distributed the diseased 

chinch-bugs in the young corn, where the wheat had been plowed up and the bugs 

were the thickest. After a few days many of the bugs seemed to disappear. Some 

dead ones were found, and very little damage was done to the corn thereafter. As 

near as I can tell, the diseased bugs are a grand success. I have heard of other 

parties who have nearly cleaned out the bugs on their farms with your infected bugs.” 

No. 273. Cuas. F. Waterman, Peabody, Marion county. Infection sent July 23d; 

experiment successful, as reported October 28th: “The bugs in my corn where the 

infection was placed were scattering, not very many on a hill, but were distributed 

over most of the field—10 acres. I watched results. Could not find any dead bugs, 

but they did not seem to increase muchif any. I placed some infected bugs among 

those in the sorghum. After about a week or 10 days the bugs seemed to grow 

scarce in the sorghum. I could not find dead ones. Can’t tell whether they died 

or whether the sorghum outgrew them. I soon found some places in my wheat 

stubble, where corn shocks had been, where the wide-bladed grass had grown up 

rank and green. Here the bugs had collected very thickly, and in several of these 

places I scattered infected bugs and watched them closely. Could see no change 

until the eighth day, when I began to find dead ones, and the tenth day they were 

nearly all dead. The few that were alive were mostly on the outskirts of the green 

patch. The dead lay in heaps, or rather in hollows. In some of the little depres- 

sions in the ground I could scoop up a handful in a place. The ‘ stuffin’ was all 

knocked out of them. They were very light, would blow away easily. I continued 

to distribute infected bugs through my corn field and wheat stubble where I could 

find bugs until pretty late in August — until the bugs became so scarce that I had 

great difficulty in finding fresh bugs to infect.” Under later date: “I saved prob- 

ably 40 bushels of corn and $10 worth of sorghum.” 
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No. 274. B., F. ApAms, Blue Rapids, Marshall county. Applied for aid June 20th: 

‘““My spring wheat is full of bugs.” Infection sent June 29th; experiment success- 

ful, as reported under December date: ‘I did not send for infection in time to save 

the wheat. I got four bushels per acre; but if I had not received the infected bugs 

they would have eaten it up clean. In 10 days I could see some dead bugs and lots 

of white ones. In about 15 days I cut my wheat, and the remaining bugs went into 

my corn and millet and stopped in the edge. There were bugs enough to have eaten 

the 40 acres, but they did not eat more than two acres. They left a white mould on 

the ground where they died. I think it a success, if commenced in time, and think 

it ought to be kept up and pushed to the front, and advertised in every paper in the 

State. I gave bugs to about 50 people, and they say it is a success.” Reported 

January 9th, 1892: “The infection saved me $200 worth of wheat, corn, and millet.” 

No. 275. Hon. Wetuineton Dory, Oketo, Marshall county. Applied for aid un- 

der date of May 18th: ‘‘My wheat is infested with the bugs.” Infection sent June 

1st; experiment successful, as reported October 19th: “The bugs did the business 

and to perfection. I have examined the corn field adjoining the wheat field and find 

no bugs, while in the corn fields of my neighbors there are plenty of bugs. I am 

well satisfied with the results, and believe the bug question is solved, and that the 

farmers need not be pestered longer with them.” 

No. 276. Gro. Gauuup, Blue Rapids, Marshall county. Applied for aid July 16th: 

“Chinch-bugs are plenty in my millet.” Infection sent July 18th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported November 2d: “The bugs were all dead when received, and I 

did as requested in regard to placing healthy bugs with infected ones, except that 

I divided them into two lots, and placed more of the healthy bugs with them and 

covered the tumbler with pieces of broken window glass. I caught bugs of all sizes 

from the young red ones to full grown. I had a very favorable opportunity of test- 

ing them as they were confined to a small spot of ground—say two rods square. 

The bugs had taken a piece of barley stubble and gone into a piece of millet and 

had completely destroyed it for about 10 feet in. The bugs were so thick that I 

could gather them by the handful. They were of all sizes, and as healthy and with 

as good appetites as you usually see them. The old ones were coupling. The fifth 

day after placing the infected bugs in the field I found dead bugs. The ground 

was wet, and all the dead bugs I found for the first few days were on the stem and 

leaf of the millet, but mostly on the stem, and about the second week the ground 

where the bugs had been the thickest was nearly covered with specks of white 

fungus. I counted, at times, more than twenty dead bugs on one stalk of millet. I 

will say that I think if taken in time, and care is taken to distribute the infected 

bugs over different parts of the field, that most of them can be destroyed.” 

No. 277. J. R. Manone, Beattie, Marshall county. Applied for aid July 3d: “Have 

just cut my fall wheat, and the ground is alive with young bugs.” Infection sent 

July 7th; experiment successful, as reported October 31st: ‘The bugs left the wheat 

after harvest and settled on the adjoining corn, and I expected them to take a con- 

siderable amount of it. I scattered the infected bugs amongst them. For a while I 

kept notice, and concluded it was not going to do any good, but after some time, to 

my surprise, I could not find one living bug. I examined the corn where they had 

been so numerous, and by turning down the blades on the stalks I found dead bugs 

by the score. Then and there I concluded that you were master, and that you had 

done me a great deal of good.” November 14th: “My corn yielded 41 bushels to 

the acre on 90 acres, and I expected it to make only a third or half crop. The corn 

alongside of the wheat, which surrounded it on three sides, was covered with the 

bugs up as high as the ear when I put in the infected bugs.” 
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No. 278. L. D. Cunnineuam, Scottsville, Mitchell county. Applied for aid July 

20th. Infection sent July 22d; experiment successful, as reported November 8th: 

‘On receipt of dead bugs I placed with them several times their number of live bugs, 

and kept on in this way until I hada half pint of dead bugs. I put them in with 

about a quart of live bugs. and kept them 36 hours, and then distributed them in 20 

acres of corn, which was alive with bugs. In 10 days repeated the same operation 

in same field. It was highly satisfactory as to that field, as there was scarcely a live 

bug left. The infection did not spread far beyond the field infected.” Under later 

date: “I saved 400 bushels of wheat in one field, and 450 bushels in another. This 

estimate is made on the supposition that they would have damaged the whole of 

both fields in the same proportion as they did the edges where they first struck. 

The damaged portion was gathered separately and measured.” Under still later date, 

giving brief description of the progress of the bunching operation, and the piles of 

shells and dead bugs: “About 10 days or two weeks after infecting the bugs in my 

corn field, as per directions, I found them all dead in little heaps or piles of shells or 

skins over the field, with a few dead whole bugs mixed in. On examination of an 

adjoining field not infected I found the bugs dead for about 25 or 30 rows in; then, 

further in they were crawling aimlessly about, as they did in the infected field about 

the third or fourth day after being ‘doctored.’ A little further in, say about 100 rows 

from the edge, they seemed to be all right, and were getting in their work.” 

No. 279. A. W. Davipson, Scottsville, Mitchell county. Obtained infection from 

L. D. Cunningham; experiment successful, as reported December 7th: ‘“‘ My experi- 

ment saved me 300 bushels of wheat, and of other crops, say $100 in value. When 

I put out the diseased bugs, the field seemed to be full of small red bugs just hatched 

out. I put them out in several places and watched the result daily. The bugs 

seemed to increase. I then put out more infection and scattered it over the field, 

still watching for dead bugs. I found some in places. In other places they seemed 

to be as lively as ever, but did not seem to be hurting the wheat any. About 15 days 

after putting out the last infection, I could find plenty of dead bugs all over the 

field. Some few went on the corn. I then put out some more and that cooked 

them.” 

No 280. Jor H. Deroy, Cawker City, Mitchell county. Applied for aid June 27th: 

“The bugs are getting very bad in my corn.” Infectionsent June 30th; experiment 

successful, as reported July 25th: “I scattered the infected bugs in a field where bugs 

were thickest. The seventh day after I turned them out, the bugs began to show 

signs of infection. I did not get time to go to the field until to-day, and I find them 

piled up in small piles and almost all of them dead, and I find that they are dying 

in every field on the farm alike. I find that as soon as bugs become infected they 

pile up in piles, a quart in some places. I can truthfuly say that the experiment 

has been very favorable with me.” Under November date reported as follows: “I 

think I saved 1,000 bushels of corn by obtaining infected bugs of you. Before I 

had any experience with the infection I did not have any faith in it, but now I can 

say to the public that it is a grand success.” 

No. 281. Mrs. G. E. Ensworru, Elmira, Mitchell county. Infection sent July 

13th; experiment successful, as reported November 13th: “I put out the infected 

bugs on one corner of a 60-acre field. The bugs were quiet at the time and the corn 

was black with them. The weather was hot and dry, and in about 10 days they 

began to disappear and stop working, and did but little damage after that. I feel 

satisfied that your experiment is a good thing.” 

No. 282. W. O. Frntry, Cawker City, Mitchell county. Infection sent June 30th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 20th: “I gave the bugs a thorough 
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trial and do not think they did one particle of good, as I never could find any dead © 

bugs. There are lots of old bugs to go into winter quarters.” 

No. 283. A. P. Gorpon, Victor, Mitchell county. Applied for aid May 10th: ‘The 

bugs are very thick all over this part of the country; wheat is dying. If we cannot 

stop them they will kill the crops.” Infection sent May 29th; experiment success- 

ful, as reported October 13th: ‘‘The bugs I received from you worked first rate. I 

put them out in the field in my wheat, and it was about two weeks before I could 

notice them begin to die to amount to anything. They did not all of them die, but 

most of them did. The small ones seemed to die more than'the older ones. Could 

notice them dead in fields adjoining as much as where I put out the dead bugs. 

They were all covered with a white substance like frost.” 

No. 284. J. L. Minus, Glen Elder, Mitchell county. Infection sent July 7th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported August 3d: “On fifth day after introduction of in- 

fected bugs in field there were quite a number of dead bugs scattered about the field 

where the infected bugs were placed, and on the sixth day the number of dead ones 

had greatly multiplied. From this time the death rate increased daily, and the 

living bugs appeared stupid. About the tenth day I found many of them dead in 

small balls or rolis, covered with hundreds of stupid living bugs. I found that 

they generally crawled under clods or trash of various kinds before they died. I 

would state further, that the infection has spread-as far as there are any bugs, and 

at this writing they seem to be about exterminated.” Reported November 25th: 

“My saving by infected bugs was about 300 bushels of corn, two acres of millet, and 

$25 worth of other crops.” 

No. 285. A.C. MoCuint1s, Glen Elder, Mitchell county. Infection sent July 27th; 

experiment successful, as reported under December date: “After using the infected 

bugs, the bugs in my field all died or disappeared. It did not seem as if there were 

as many dead bugs as there were live ones before I distributed the infected bugs. 

It, however, got away with them.” 

No. 286. H. C. Owrn, Beloit, Mitchell county. Infection sent July 23d; experi- 

ment successful, as reported December 18th: “It was a success. We had lots of old 

bugs when we applied. Will say bugs never damaged our crops. Neighbors got 

diseased bugs out of our field, and it worked all right for them, too.” Under later 

date: “The infection saved me about half my crop.” 

No. 287. Wm. C. PerDur, postmaster, Beloit, Mitchell county. Applied for aid 

May 11th: “Bugs are very thick, and we hope to save some of our fields.” Infection 

sent May 13th; experiment successful, as reported July 25th, October 14th, and No- 

vember llth. Mr. Perdue did not use the infected bugs himself, but gave them to 

farmers. July 25th: “The infection has produced good results; some report it as 

destroying the bugs in vast numbers. A reliable friend of ours (a Mr. Bonnifield ) 

says he thinks it saved his crop. Every one for whom I ordered is satisfied.” Octo- 

ber 14th: “In every case the experiment with the infected bugs was a success. There 

was no politics in it. Worked for the Alliance and the Republicans and the Demo- 

crats ‘just the same.’ ” 

No. 288. A. H. Simpson, Beloit, Mitchell county. Infection sent June 27th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported July 23d: “I released the infected bugs in the 

wheat stubble where the bugs had collected in vast numbers, also on a row of corn 

adjoining the wheat field. The cornstalks were covered withthe bugs. Onthe 5th I 

found some dead bugs under corn blades where I released the infected bugs. On the 
6th I found 15 dead bugs on the corn blades. July 9th I found dead bugs in great 
numbers. July 16th I found bugs nearly all dead in corn and in stubbles. I am 
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satisfied that I have saved my corn from destruction by the use of infected bugs.” 

Under later date: ‘‘ The infection saved me 1,000 bushels of corn.” 

No. 289. B. F. Tron, Beloit, Mitchell county. Applied for aid July 4th: “Send 

me a quantity of infected bugs, as the bugs are entering the cornin such numbers as 

to destroy the crop if they are not checked.” Infection sent July 6th; experiment 

successful, as reported August 14th: “I put out a few bugs from my infection jar 

on July 22d, and continued putting out each alternate day for two weeks. I noticed 

no dead bugs until August 2d, when they commenced dying in great numbers. My 

farm is now almost freed from the pests, which would undoubtedly have severely in- 

jured my corn had I been unable to check them. The bugs were but fairly active 

when I first put out the infected ones, and soon gathered in clusters, and were almost 

dormant just previous to the time I noticed the dead ones. On the whole the ex- 

periment has been a very profitable success with me as it hasalso been witha neigh- 

bor who obtained infected bugs from me.” Reported under later date: “The 

infection saved me 800 bushels of corn.” 

No. 290. A. 8S. Vanscoyx, Scottsville, Mitchell county. Obtained infection from 

L. D. Cunningham; experiment successful, as reported in December: ‘ We did not 

have diseased bugs in time for wheat, but from the way they had commenced in the 

corn, if they had gone through the whole field, they would have destroyed 500 bush- 

els, on 50 acres. After I put the sick bugs out, I got sick and could not watch them, 

but my son said there were a great many turned white, and they all disappeared 

shortly afterwards, and I have all faith in the destruction of them by that means. 

I saved about 500 bushels of my corn.” 

No. 291. L. N. Wauuine, Cawker City, Mitchell county. Infection sent July 9th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 23d: “I liberated the infected bugs in 

nine different places in my corn field. The bugs did not appear anywhere near as 

numerous in the field as they were one week before, when I caught the live bugs to 

send you, but I did not see any sick or dead ones. Three days later, when I went 

into the field to note the results, I thought the experiment a grand success, and I 

thought what a good report I would be able to make. I could count dead bugs by 

the hundreds, and every dead bug that I saw was covered with a white fungus, and 

they were sticking to the corn leaves and scattered on the ground, so that I did not 

need search to find plenty. I counted over 60 within a space four feet in diameter; 

caged more bugs as directed, and repeated the operation as above. Three days 

later, on going out to liberate the second lot of bugs, I was surprised to find that 

there did not appear to be any more dead bugs in the field than on my former visit, 

although an occasional one that appeared sick. On my next visit I discovered that 

there was quite a quantity of dead bugs where they had clustered between the 

leaves of the corn that I had broken over to mark the places where the diseased 

bugs were left, but where they clustered between the leaves of the fresh and healthy 

stalks there did not appear to be any dead bugs. These later dead ones did not 

have any of the fungus about them. This evening I again made examination, but 

could not discover any dead ones or sick ones worthy of note. The weather has 

been varied since receiving the infected bugs. Some quite cool weather, and some 

quite the reverse. Have had several rains. The bugs are not thick enough to do 

any particular damage. I do not understand why it has turned out as it now ap- 

pears to have done. The latter part of the experiment is not satisfactory to me, 

and by the way it has turned out, I-cannot say as any of it is.” Remarks: This cor- 

respondent should certainly have no doubt as to the success of his experiment. 

The presence of bugs in his field nearly four months after use of infection may be 

explained by inroads from neighboring fields. Nor is it claimed that the bugs are 

entirely exterminated by the infection. 
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No. 292. Joun W. Koonosr, Costello, Montgomery county. Applied for aid May 

25th: “The bugs are very bad in my wheat.” Infection sent June Ist; experiment 

successful, as reported October 14th: “I received infected bugs from you June 3d. 

I followed your instructions, and three days after I had 300 infected bugs. My wheat 

at this time was literally alive with chinch-bugs. I turned the infected bugs loose 

in the wheat. I caught more bugs, having kept diseased bugs to continue the ex- 

periment. This second batch was the last I had to use, for by this time they were 

dying by the million. I first noticed this on going to my field and finding what ap- 

peared to be the droppings of very small birds. The ground was nearly white, and 

on investigation I found it to be dead bugs encased in a white fungus. The infeeted 

bugs spread to my neighbors’ fields, and as a consequence all the bugs in the neigh- 

borhood were destroyed. A farmer living 10 miles from me heard that I was experi- 

menting with infected chinch-bugs, and came to see me, bringing a half-pint of as 

lively bugs as I ever saw. Hesaid that he had cut his wheat, and the bugs had gone 

into his corn, and that there were hills of corn from which a half-pint of bugs could 

be taken, and where they first went into the corn the corn was covered from the 

ground to the top. I put about a teaspoonful of infected bugs in with those he 

brought, gave him your instructions, and asked him to report his success. In one 

week from the time he put out the infected bugs his entire corn field was rid of the 

live bugs, and the ground actually stunk from the decaying bugs. He stated that 

he had never seen the like before, and that he believed it to be the grandest thing 

that ever happened to Kansas. In my own case, I can say it was all I could expect, 

and more.” Under later date: “The infection saved me about 300 bushels of wheat 

and $25 worth of millet.” 

No. 293. H. M. Levan, Coffeyville, Montgomery county. Applied for aid May 

20th: “The bugs are in my wheat in great numbers, and have damaged it already. 

Moreover, I fear they will destroy my corn.” Infection sent May 29th; experiment 

successful, as reported December 19th: “The first lot was used early in the spring, 

while the old bugs from last year’s crop were in the wheat. I think every one of 

the old bugs died in about 15 days; but they had deposited their eggs, which soon 

hatched out vast numbers of little red bugs. I applied the infected bugs to them; 

they began to die in about 8 or 10 days, and continued to do so all through the 

summer. I would state that after death they turned white. I think there were some 

bugs left when frost came, but not many. I think the right kind of fungus applied 

properly will fully and completely destroy the bugs. Iam very well satisfied with 

the result.”” Report rendered later: ‘I estimate my saving at 100 bushels of wheat, 

150 bushels of corn, and $10 worth of other crops.” 

No. 294. J. B. Scurorx, Fawn, Montgomery county. Infection sent May 8th and 

June 11th; first trial unsuccessful; second trial successful, as reported October 16th: 

“The infected bugs you sent me first did not seem to have any effect on the bugs 

in my field, but the second lot did all you recommended them to do. The weather 

was wet the first time, but the second time it was dry. The bugs all died in my 

field, and I claim the infected bugs did the work.” Remark: Note the failure of the 

wet weather to kill the bugs. 

No. 295. C. M. Bracny, Wilsey, Morris county. Infection sent May 5th; experi- 

ment inconclusive, as reported June 2d: “Very heavy rains flooded the country 

about Wilsey, and the bugs disappeared, probably drowned out.” Same experi- 

ment reported successful November 6th: “Some of the infected bugs I received 

from you in May I gave to one of our farmers who experimented with them. At 

the time the experiments were unsuccessful, but he preserved some of the infected 

bugs, and after the heavy rains began experimenting again and was quite success- 
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ful. In some places the ground was almost covered with dead bugs. He says that 

in a few days after the bugs began dying there were no live bugs to be seen.” Re- 

mark: Note that the heavy rains did not destroy the bugs, although correspond- 

ent so believed at time of first report. 

No. 296. J. L. Farrus, Latimer, Morris county. Infection sent July 7th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 26th: “When I distributed the infected bugs it 

seemed to me the live ones were as thick as they could well be. In the course of a 

week or 10 days I noticed the bugs were beginning to die (mostly young bugs), and in 

the course of two or three weeks there were very few in the immediate vicinity where 

the infected ones were distributed.” 

No. 297. W.S. Guxason, Council Grove, Morris county, Obtained infection of 

Hon. H. E. Richter; experiment successful, as reported October 25th: ‘Through the 

courtesy of Mr. Richter, I received, early in the fall, some of your infected bugs. I 

commenced putting them out the next Tuesday in my corn and Kaffir corn. The 

ground in the Kaffir corn, where I distributed them, was covered with bugs. In ex- 

amining them, I found them all alive but very stupid. That night we had a very 

heavy rain; bugs seemed all right; kept raining nearly every night; never found any 

dead bugs; finally gave it up as a failure. But when I came to cut my corn about 

four weeks ago, there were no bugs to be found. My neighbors all around me were 

complaining badly of bugs. One of my neighbors and myself made a thorough 

search for bugs in young wheat, Kaffir corn, corn, and cane, andcould not find a bug. 

I am satisfied now that your infection knocked them.” Under later date: ‘The use 

of infection saved me about 200 bushels of corn, $20 worth of cane, $25 worth of 

Kaffir corn, and $15 worth of millet.” 

No. 298. Joun Hour, White City, Morris county. Infectionsent June 4th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 26th: “Your dead bugs spread the disease here. 

In two weeks’ time after infected bugs were received, hardly a bug could be found in 

my field, although they were numerous in fields a mile away from here. I know this 

to be a fact, as I harvested wheat for neighbors with binder, and saw any amount of 

bugs, but none in mine.” Under later date: “Corn was benefited by the absence of 

bugs some 200 bushels.” 

No. 299. S. J. Way, Council Grove, Morris county. Applied for aid July 2d: “ My 

rye is ruined by the bugs. Staiks of volunteer corn in the rye are black with bugs 

of all ages and sizes.” Infection sent July 5th; experiment successful, as reported 

October 24th: “I am well satisfed with the result of my experiment. I think if 

every farmer would get some infected bugs, and place them in his wheat and rye 

fields early in the spring of the year, it would save thousands of dollars to Kansas. 

I gave my neighbors some of the infected bugs, and they were highly pleased with 

the result. My experience was, that about the third day after I applied the infected 

ones to the field the bugs began to get lazy, inactive, and stupid, and then began to 

die, turning to a white fungus.” Under later date: ‘““Saved probably 100 bushels of 

corn; I lost five acres of rye by the bugs.” 

No. 300. Grpron Wine, White City, Morris county. Infection sent July 27th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 29th: “The infected bugs I received from 

you were a perfect success. I tried them in my corn, which was covered with bugs. 

In four days there were none, to be found alive. I also tried it in my neighbor’s 

field, across the road, by placing some of the bugs in his corn, and the same effect 

was noticeable. There were so many bugs in my son’s corn that he thought it was 

useless to try it, but I put some in his corn, and the effect was the same, if not bet- 

ter—plenty of dead bugs, but none alive. I made the experimenting with bugs a 

business.” 
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No. 301. Cuarnes Ferm, Lindsborg, McPherson county. Applied for aid July 

6th: “Millions of red bugs are now coming onto my corn.” Infection sent July 

8th; experiment successful, as reported October 8th: “I transplanted the live bugs, 

after infection, to the corner of a 40-acre lot (corn field), where the old bugs were 

numerous, and the young ones literally covered the first section above the first joint 

on the stalk. At the same place there were some plants that had been killed by the 

bugs. Early spring rains had killed one-half the stand. The other half gives me 

about 25 bushels to the acre. This yield is the heaviest-weight corn I have ever 

raised. My near neighbors complain of light-weight corn. I have great confidence 

in your experiment.” 

No. 302. Joun Linuran, Lindsborg, McPherson county. Applied for aid July 5th: 

“The bugs are destroying our corn and oats.” Infection sent July 7th; experiment 

successful, as reported October 26th: “It was a favorable trial, because they began 

to die on the sixth day. When we first noticed them they were dying very fast.” 

Under date of November 2d: “About 300 bushels of corn were saved by the diseased 

bugs.” 

No. 303. Jonn B. Nester, Moundridge, McPherson county. Applied for aid July 

16th: “The bugs are thick in my corn field.” Infection sent July 18th; experiment 

successful, as reported October 28th: “TI received the infected bugs July 21st; caught 

bugs to put with them, and put them out July 23d. The bugs were very plentiful 

when I put them out. I did not get to visit them until August 2d. We had a good 

rain July 25th. When I saw them August 2d, I could not find any either dead or 

alive. Dr. Lawrence, of South Haven, Kas., was here at the time, and looked at them 

July 31st. He said there were large numbers of dead ones and but few live ones. 

I can see a few here and there in the field now, but not many.” 

No. 304. Myron H. RicHarpson, Windom, McPherson county. Applied for aid 

July Ist: “They are attacking my field by the thousand.” Infection sent July 3d; 

experiment successful, as reported December 7th: ‘“‘The experiment with the in- 

fected chinch-bugs was a success. I placed the bugs in a corn field which the 

chinch-bugs were taking with such energy that I feared that the entire field would be 

destroyed, as they were coming from an adjoining wheat field into the corn in great 

numbers, but after placing the infected bugs in the field according to directions, I 

noticed that in a few days the corn was beginning to get the start of the bugs, which 

seemed less lively than at first, and in a few days they seemed to almost entirely dis- 

appear, and as there was no heavy storm or cold spell at that time, I regard their 

destruction as the direct result of the infected bugs. I think the day is not far 

distant when the chinch-bug will be a thing of history, and not a reality to curse the 

farmer, and keep bread from the mouths of the hungering sons of toil.” 

No. 305. C. K. Stromaquist, Smoky Hill, McPherson county. Applied for aid 

July Ist: “They seem to be spreading fast in this locality.” Experiment successful, 

as reported October 21st: ‘I distributed the infected bugs in three different broom 

corn fields which were much infested with the bugs. These fields are located about 

one-half mile apart. On one of the fields, where the broom corn was late, and con- 

sequently small, the. bugs had destroyed about five acres in a few days. I was called 

away from home and could not make daily observations, but on my return about 

10 days after, I was told by my hired hands that the bugs were dead and had done 

no more damage to the broom corn. I found such to be the facts when I went to 

the field. I also learned from one of my neighbors who had made observations, 

and his as well as my own opinion is that it killed the bugs.” Under later date: 

“Probably from 5 to 10 tons of broom corn were saved.” 

No. 306. E. P. Taynor, Galva, McPherson county. Infection sent September 
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14th; experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “I distributed bugs, and in 

10 days many dead bugs were found. This morning in husking an acre of corn 

through the middle of one field, only one ear was found containing live bugs. There 

are live bugs in the adjoining fields.” 

No. 307. James Becannon, Chanute, Neosho county. Applied for aid May 5th, 

stating that the bugs were taking his wheat, and it would soon be entirely destroyed. 

Bacterial infection sent May 6th; experiment unsuccessful. No dead bugs found. 

June 2d, Sporotrichum infection was sent; experiment successful, as reported Sep- 

tember 17th: “A few days after putting infection in the field we began to find plenty 

of dead bugs resembling specks of rotten wood. But almost as soon as the bugs 

began to be infected the rains set in and continued for a month, the water rising 

two different times above the top of the wheat. When the water subsided the bugs 

were gone.”’ 

No. 308. Wm. Lucas, Thayer, Neosho county. Infection sent May 29th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported January 18th: “I distributed the infected bugs in a piece 

of rye in which the young ones almost covered the ground, putting two or three in 

a place about four rods apart. On the third day thereafter I found in the immediate 

vicinity where the sick bugs were placed the little red ones were dead. Within a 

week they were gone. No bugs in corn husks this fall.” 

No. 309. Joun W. Kerver, Lenora, Norton county. Applied for aid July 18th: 

“Bugs are bad in my corn.” Infection sent July 20th; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 26th: “I followed directions and put the infection in my corn. The 

bugs were in as far as the third row on the north side, and on the west side they 

were in seven or eight rows. I scattered them along each side and some of them 

through the center of the field. It stopped them so that they did not go on further 

on either side. I found them in bunches under the leaves where there was shade, 

and they were dead. I am sure that it stopped them in damaging the corn, and 

killed all or most of them that were in the field. I had some millet on the east side 

right up to the corn. When I cut the millet there were no bugs to beseen. Solam 

sure the bugs would have destroyed my corn and millet if it had not been for those 

diseased bugs.” Under November date: “In the field where I tried the infection 

the corn is making about 60 bushels per acre, and I think the infection saved fully 

one-half, or about 500 bushels. My corn is sound, not chaffy like corn where chinch- 

bugs have worked.” 

No. 310. Henry Sranzt, Hedgewood, Norton county. Applied for aid May 23d: 

“The chinch-bugs are very numerous in our wheat and oats.” Infection sent May 

29th; experiment successful, as reported July.25th: “I have rid my wheat field, 16 

acres, clean of the old bugs. A week after putting out the infection I looked in the 

field and could not find but two live bugs, and I hunted around for half an hour. 

My neighbor, Mr. Stolz, had good success, too. It is a hard matter to clear a field 

where only one or two fight the rest, and the balance laugh at him for working with 

such ‘foolishness,’ as they say, and the bugs come flying in from other fields.” 

No. 311. G. W. Amos, Burlingame, Osage county. Applied for aid July 6th, stat 

ing that his corn was being attacked by the bugs. Infection sent July 8th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 24th: “About time of putting out the infection 

I cut my wheat, and from some cause the bugs did not multiply or advance much 

into my corn field, although they seemed to be quite thick at times in my lane. I 

found, at different times, quite a number of dead and diseased bugs, the latter craw]- 

ing around, but it didn’t kill all of them. [I still find a few in my corn. I could not 

notice that the bugs hurt this field very much. I think that the experiment saved 

my corn-for me.” 
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No. 812. D. M. Coorrer, Lyndon, Osage county. Applied for aid June 18th: 

“ Have three acres of millet in which there are a great many chinch-bugs.” Infec- 

tion sent June 20th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 25th: “The bugs 

were put out as per printed directions, but in a few hours after the bugs were put 

out a heavy and driving rain fell, and it continued to rain most of the time for a 

week following. There was no noticeable effect upon the healthy bugs in the field.” 

Remark: This report is of interest as showing that the heavy rains had no effect on 

the bugs in the field. 

No. 318. Frank A. Jenxrns, Burlingame, Osage county. Obtained infection of 

G. W. Amos; experiment successful, as reported November 22d: “I procured in- 

fected bugs of Mr. Amos, and after catching and inoculating healthy bugs, I turned 

some loose in the millet where they were doing a great deal of damage. After I 

turned three or four lots loose I began to look for dead ones, and at first thought 

there were none, but on looking closer I found that the young ones were dying and 

the little ants were eating them. About six tons of millet was saved, valued about 

$3 per ton.” 

No. 314. D. R. Kinsourne, Burlingame, Osage county. Applied for aid July 10th: 

“T have a field of corn that the chinch-bugs are about to take.” Infection sent 

July 11th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported November 3d: “I followed your 

directions as closely as possible, but am compelled to say that the entire family, 

so far as I could see, flourished right along just as though no death-dealing con- 

tagion had ever been deposited in their path. Possibly the fault was mine, but I 

tried to follow your directions as closely as possible.” 

No. 315. Asa D. Sprincer, Downs, Osborne county. Infection sent September 

10th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported January 5th: “I had no luck with the 

infected bugs. I could not see any effect in checking the bugs. They ran their 

course and worked as long as there was anything green to get.” 

No. 316. J. F. WestpHauy, Covert, Osborne county. Infection sent July 23d; 

experiment successful, as reported August 11th: “Put the infected bugs out two 

weeks ago, and now they are nearly all dead. Do you think the dead bugs will 

make the fodder impure for stock?” 

No. 317. R. AprxE, Poe, Ottawa county. Obtained infection from his neighbor, 

A. D. Todd; experiment successful, as reported November 29th: “I lost 15 acres of 

corn that was listed on ground that had volunteer wheat. The bugs took the corn 

clean when about one foot high. When I went to put out the infection, the wheat 

lacked a week of being ripe, and I found all the old bugs were dead and mouldy 

just like they were in Mr. Todd’s field. I had, perhaps, put two dozen old mouldy 

bugs in a fruit can with two or three spoonfuls of young ones, and kept them there 

about three days. I let them loose on the edge of a corn field next to the wheat. 

The bugs went about 12 rods into the corn and took about one-half of it as far as 

they went, but soon disappeared. My brother wondered what had become of the 

bugs. We got down and looked and found heaps of bugs in all the little depres- 

sions in the ground, sometimes as thick as my hand, all dead and mouldy.” 

No. 318. H.S. Barnes, Minneapolis, Ottawa county. Applied for aid June 29th: 

“Chinch-bugs are taking several fields of late corn.’ Infection sent June 30th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported to field agent August 4th: “The bugs died after 

some time, and I never saw what became of them. Severe rains prevented an ear- 

lier success. Immediately after the rains the bugs were numerous and in a thriving 
condition.” Remark: Note the failure of the rains to kill the bugs. 

No. 319. Levi Crist, Lamar, Ottawa county. Infection sent July 10th; re-sent 

July 16th; experiment successful, as reported October 29th: “I followed your in- 
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structions with the infected bugs, and can say it is a success. When I cut my wheat 

the ground was alive with chinch-bugs. I had corn in the next field, and the bugs 

had gone into it. My boys wanted me to send to you for bugs. I did not believe 

in it, but finally thought I would try it. The first experiment I tried was ina patch 

of sweet corn in the garden, which was black with bugs, and in a few days they be- 

gan to leave the corn and hide in the grass and weeds and under clods, in bunchés; 

and in about 10 days the bugs began to die in great numbers, and in 15 days there 

was not a live bug to be found inthe garden. In the corn field, the first few rows 

were full of bugs. I put some infected bugs along the rows of corn, and in the millet, 

and wherever I could find any bugs. In less than 20 days I could not find any live 

bugs, but the ground under the stalk would be covered with dead bugs. My friends 

claimed the bugs would have died without the infected bugs, but other years when 

the old bugs died there were always one or two crops of young bugs, and I took par- 

ticular notice to see if there were any young bugs in the corn. I can cheerfully say 

that it is a success.” 

No. 320. B. H. Crostuwaite, Bennington, Ottawa county. Applied for aid July 

3d. Infection sent July 4th; experiments successful, as reported October Ist: “Ex 

periment No.1 was conducted on the farm of Mr. H. D. Miller, a wealthy man and 

large farmer. Infected bugs were scattered 10 days before wheat was cut. After 

cutting of wheat on the north, bugs in great quantities came into the corn and oats: 

bugs already sick. They did no damage to corn at all, but killed 20 or 40 stools of 

oats. The bugs gathered in bunches and died rapidly, in great numbers. Other 

farmers came in and gathered bugs to infect their fields. Ten days later the wheat 

on the west was cut, and non-infected bugs came into oats. Although the oats were 

almost too old for them to do much damage, they killed one acre, or one-tenth of the 

crop. Cornnotinjured. Bugs stilldying inlarge numbers. The best of ¢onditions 

for the experiment, and a perfect success. Experiment No. 2 was conducted on town 

lots by myself. Bugs came into corn on north side of patch after the wheat was cut. 

Just as wheat was being cut, I scattered infected bugs along the side of patch. Eight 

days after placing infected bugs in patch I found them much reduced in numbers, 

and 12 days after found very few live bugs. The damage inflicted was fully one-sixth 

of the crop. I cannot find many dead bugs, probably owing to heavy rains cover- 

ing them up.” Under date of October 31st: “Infection saved 800 bushels of wheat, 

1,600 of corn, and 400 of oats.” 

No. 321. H. GiupreatH, Delphos, Ottawa county. Applied for aid May 10th: 

‘““Great many bugs in the wheat, and much of it in this part of the country looks 

bad.” Infection sent May 13th; experiment successful, as reported July 10th: “I 

kept putting infected bugs in my field by installments. The weather was very wet. 

and it was so muddy that I did not get to make very close observations and was 

rather doubtful as to the result of the experiment. But my wheat is clear of bugs 

now, while my neighbors’ fields are full. SoJ think it must be the diseased bugs that 

did the work.” Mr. Hickey reports, July 24th, as follows: “The third week of the 

experiment all the bugs died in his field of wheat. They died onthe ground. No 

fungus was seen. Did not have any live bugs to go into his corn.” Remark: Note 

that the extremely wet weather did not destroy the bugs in neighboring fields. 

No. 322. P. D. Griswoxp, Miles, Ottawa county. Infection sent July 1st; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 25th: “Those infected bugs you sent me did 

exceedingly well. We had one field about half gone when we received the bugs, and 

another partly taken. We scattered the bugs and they did not take any more. We 

are very much pleased.” Under November date: “I estimate my saving at 900 

bashels of corn.” 
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No. 323. Jerome A. Hausersrap7, Delphos, Ottawa county. Infection sent May 

15th, and about July 15th; experiment successful, as reported October 15th: “The 

lot I received in May did not work as they should. It was too cold and wet. I put 

them out three or four different times. It would rain every time. It killedafew. I 

sent for a new lot. After I harvested my wheat the bugs went into my oats and mil- 

let. They killed about one swath, but after I put the infected bugs in they didn’t kill 

the oats or millet but a few feet farther. When I cut the oats I did not see a bug in 

them. I never knew bugs to leave millet before, and am almost confident that they 

were killed by the infection.” 

No. 324. Apranam Haury, Minneapolis, Ottawa county. Applied for aid May 

20th: “Bugs getting very thick.” Infection sent June Ist; experiment successful, 

as reported October 18th: “The bugs went into my millet and corn until it was 

black with them. I put the infected bugs into the corn and millet, and in one week 

they commenced to die, and in three weeks there was not a living bug in the millet 

or corn. I believe I killed one bushel of bugs and saved 100 bushels of corn and 

three acres of millet.” 

No. 325. W. M. Harpzsry, Delphos, Ottawa county. Infection sent May 29th; 

experiment successful, as reported January 3d: “ We received a few infected chinch- 

bugs; put them in the corn, and in about 10 days after could take up a cupful of 

dead bugs from one hill of corn. They came too late to benefit my wheat. The in- 

fected bugs turned white.” 

No. 326. J. H. Karns, Ada, Ottawa county. Infection sent July 7th; experiment 

successful, as reported October 26th: ‘“‘Am well pleased with experiment. It was 

very wet when I received the infection. There were some dead bugs to be found iz 

the field, and I waited some time before I put the infected ones with them. I gave 

some to a neighbor of mine, and his results were the same. There were lots of bugs 

to be found in some cane near by and in my corn field. The corn was black, and 

in about four or five days they began to die, and now you cannot find any bugs to 

speak of; while in a field about 80 rods away there are countless numbers of them, 

and the corn is down in places from them; and it is the same with my neighbor — 

where he put the bugs there are none to be found. Think it would work best in 

dry weather. Symptoms were: After about 36 hours bugs began to bunch together 

and were very sluggish.” Under later date: “The use of infection saved me about 

five bushels of corn per acre on a 20-acre field, and about $25 worth of other crops.” 

No. 327. Sprrinc Kresxy, Minneapolis, Ottawa county. Infection sent July 8th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 21st: “My experiment with the in- 

fected bugs was a success. The bugs had left the wheat field and were along the 

edge of the corn very thick for about 20 rows; had killed quite a sight. After dis- 

tributing the infected bugs, they never scattered through the field but died there. 

After mating time my field was full of bugs from neighboring fields. I believe after 

your method is thoroughly understood by farmers the days of the bugs are num- 

bered. I feel highly pleased with my experiment.’ Under later date: “The use of 

infection saved me about 300 bushels of corn.” 

No. 328. E. J. Lemon, Vine Creek, Ottawa county. Obtained infection of J. W. 

Slaughter; experiment successful, as reported November 25th: “I sowed six acres 

of wheat for pasture in the fall of 1890. In the spring of 1891 I plowed it under 

and planted it to sweet corn. The bugs had taken about one-third of it when I got the 

diseased bugs of Mr. Slaughter. I followed your directions, and turned three lots of 

sick bugs in different parts of the field. In two weeks I had no bugs, sick or well. 

I believe if I had not got rid of the bugs they would have spread all over the place. 
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If the diseased bugs do as well in the future as they did for me, they will be the 

greatest blessing Kansas ever had.” 

No. 329. Isranrt Marxuey, Minneapolis, Ottawa county. Experiment successful, 

as reported to field agent August 5th: “Have been successful for two years with 

chinch-bug infection from your laboratory. Last year I saved much damage to 

120 acres of corn, and have had the best results this year. For the farmers of the 

United States it is the greatest thing of the age.” 

No. 330. J. W. MoLaren, Sumnerville, Ottawa county. Infection sent June 29th; 

ex periment unsuccessful, as reported October 19th: “TI could not discover any effect 

on those in the field among which supposed infected bugs were placed.” 

No. 331. J. A. SoHErBELER, Delphos, Ottawa couunty. Obtained infection from 

station. Reported to field agent August Ist; experiment successful: ‘“ Before the 

introduction of the infected bugs the corn stalks were covered with bugs for three 

feet above the ground. The infection killed all but a few.” Reported to station 

November 15th, as follows: “The white fungus saved half of my corn crop, or 875 

bushels.” 

No. 332. Henry Sreuter, Delphos, Ottawa county. Infection sent July 5th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 22d: “Am very well satisfied with results. 

The bugs at that time were only half-grown; besides that, it was wet at the time, so 

that they did not travel much; but where I attended to them the results were good. 

The dead bugs shriveled up almost to nothing.” 

No. 333. A. D. Topp, Poe, Ottawa county. Applied for aid May 2d: ‘“ Wheat in 

this vicinity is being badly damaged by bugs.” Infection sent May 5th; reported 

unfavorably May 25th: “I have so far been unable to find any dead bugs in the 

field. It rained here on the 10th, 15th, 17th, 20th, 21st, 22d, and 24th; the ground is 

thoroughly wet.” Re-sent bugs June 2d; experiment successful, as reported on sey- 

eral occasions. June 13th: “It is too early yet to say that the experiment is a com- 

plete success, but I can say that if the bugs continue to die in the same increasing 

ratio for the next 10 days that they have for the last, there will not be an old bug 

alive in my field.” Re-sent bugs June 26th. July 18th: “The old bugs continued 

to die until they were all dead, but unfortunately they had laid immense numbers of 

eggs, which began to hatch about June 16th. The young bugs continued to hatch 

out in vast numbers until about the Ist of July. Between the 22d and 28th of June 

the young bugs died in great numbers; I estimated that one-fourth of the bugs in 

my field died during that time. I do not think that any bugs died between the 28th 

of June and the 8th of July; if they did, it must have been in obscure places, and in 

small numbers. At this date there is a great number of dead bugs in my corn field, 

also around the edge of the wheat field; in fact, wherever there were live bugs 10 

days ago, there are dead bugs now. I estimate that seven-eighths of the remaining 

bugs on my place have died since July 9th, and they are still dying. I have given 

out 26 packages of infected bugs to my neighbors and others. I have either made 

a personal inspection or received a report from 12 fields where these bugs were used. 

I have not heard from the other 14. Of the fields heard from or visited by myself, 

the bugs are dying in seven. Three report that they cannot see that the bugs are 

dying any faster than they always do about this time of the year; one has not exam- 

ined his field since he put the infected bugs in; and one took the infected bugs home, 

put them in a bottle with some live ones, placed the bottle on a shelf and left it 

there. I have examined one field in which no infected bugs had been placed which 

contains millions of dead bugs. This field is three-quarters of a mile from a field 

that has been infected since June 13th. With this exception, I know of no field 

where the bugs are dying except the infected ones. However, I have found dead 
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bugs in one field that I am not sure has been infected. I have heard of others, but 

have been too busy to visit them.” July 27th: “Since July 18th, the date of my last 

letter, I have traveled over the greater part of the eastern half of this county. I 

have examined 50 fields, and found dead bugs in every one. I have talked to about 

100 farmers, and received reports from them covering the townships of Chapman, 

Denham, Ottawa, Richland, Grant, Sherman, and Blaine. In every instance the bugs 

are reported as dying. In your letter of July 21st you say: ‘If you find fields in 

your vicinity which have not been infected, and in which the bugs are dying, you 

should find out how far away the nearest infected fields lie.” It would be a big job 

to comply with the above and be accurate; however, I suppose an estimate will an- 

swer all practical purposes. I think there can be no question as to the truth of the 

statement that the bugs are dying in the above-described territory with a fungus 

disease. I think it is safe to say that the disease has been communicated to the 

bugs in every field in the above territory, whether artificially infected or not. I 

think it safe to say that there is no field in this territory a greater distance than two 

miles from a field artificially infected from your laboratory.” Under later date: “In 

my own field the infection saved for me 65 bushels of wheat, 200 bushels of corn, 

and $50 worth of other crops.” Remark: Note that the very wet weather of May 

did not destroy the bugs. 

No. 334. Dr. A.H. Brixx, Louisville, Pottawatomie county. Procured infection of 

K. T. Frowe; experiment successful, as reported October 28th: “A short time be- 

fore harvesting my wheat I noticed chinch-bugs quite numerous, and asI had millet 

adjoining the wheat field, I concluded that if the bugs were not exterminated the 

millet would be. I then procured the infection from Mr. E. T. Frowe, but before 

the first lot were infected the bugs became so thick that a handful could be scraped 

from a surface of a few inches square, and on the side of the millet adjoining the 

wheat the bugs had penetrated about 10 feet. I here scattered the infected bugs, and 

in 10 days the bugs disappeared and my millet was saved.” 

No. 335. J. H. Cares, Garrison, Pottawatomie county. Applied for aid June 28th. 

Reports July 4th: “I cannot see any dead ones yet.” Re-sent July 9th; experiment 

successful, as reported October 28th: “I must say it did good work for me, and 

think it saved my crop of corn. I placed the bugs in five or six places, and in 

about eight days the bugs all disappeared. I am farming the Knipe farm. Mr. 

Knipe says that it was a good thing when they gave you the money to investigate 

the bugs.” Reported in November: “I think I can safely say the infection saved 

me 35 to 40 bushels of corn per acre, and 45 bushels of oats and a good crop of 

millet.” 

No. 336. E. T. Frowr, Louisville, Pottawatomie county. Applied for aid May 

15th: “TI have 120 acres of wheat infested by the bugs.” Infection sent May 29th: 

experiment successful, as reported October 24th: ‘When I began cutting wheat I 

found the old bugs had disappeared, but the young ones were hatching out rapidly. 

and I fully expected they would destroy my corn, which had wheat on two sides of it. 

but they did it no perceptible injury whatever, and yet there are a few bugs in my 

corn. A neighbor of mine, Dr. A. H. Brill, had a piece of millet that the bugs were 

destroying, and I had him take my bug jar, and operate on it as an experiment to 

further test the matter. I asked him one day what effect it had on his bugs, and his 

reply was, ‘If I were to testify I should testify that it killed the bugs.’ They were 

very bad in his millet, and they did but little damage after the disease began to work.” 

No. 337. Joun Surrertin, Laclede, Pottawatomie county. Applied for aid June 

23d: “The bugs are coming into my corn from my neighbor’s rye by the millions.” 
Infection sent June 29th; experiment successful, as reported October 20th: ‘Twelve 
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days after scattering the infected bugs I found a few dead bugs, and after 18 days 

the bugs were all dead and gone. From my experience I think your infected bugs 

sure death to chinch-bugs. I will now tell you the situation at the beginning. 

They came out of my neighbor’s rye field into my corn field, and for about a rod 

completely covered the stalks. They were young bugs. They of course worked a 

little further into the field, but had it not been for the infection I am sure I should 

have lost a great deal more corn than I did.” Under later date: “I saved about 150 

bushels of corn by using the infection.” 

No. 338. H. C. Brerpenstrern, Arlington, Reno county. Applied for aid June 

27th, stating that the bugs were taking his corn. Infection sent June 29th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 29th: “July 3d I found some of the bugs sick, 

and July 10th I found many of them dead in my corn field. Up to August Ist, nearly 

all the bugs were dead. At onetime in July I did not expect any corn on my 40 acres, 

wheat being on one side; but, thank God first of all, and your experiment second, I 

have about 60 bushels of good corn per acre. I believe your experiment a grand 

success.” 

No. 339. Levr Heapr1nes, Hutchinson, Reno county. Applied for aid May 138th: 

“My wheat is being eaten up by the chinch-bugs.” Re-sent July 7th; experiment 

unsuccessful, as reported October 25th: “Ireceived bugs sent me July 7th. I fol- 

lowed directions as close as possible, and put out a great many bugs after exposing 

them to what you sent me, but found no dead bugs. Ina few days after I put out 

the first bugs Ithought my bugs were dying, but on close examination I found it to 

be the casting off of the hides of the young bugs. There were no dead bugs but 

there are still plenty of live ones.” Remark: As no mention is made of bunching 

and disappearance of bugs, it is probable that the shedding of skins here men- 

tioned was the natural moulting. Mr. Hickey, our field agent, did not visit Reno 

county. 

No. 340. Wiir1am Lams, Huntsville, Reno county. Applied for aid July 7th: 

“My farm is infested with bugs.” Infection sent July 9th; experiment successfnl, 

as reported October 31st: “The diseased chinch-bugs gave me entire satisfaction. 

They saved for me 40 acres of broom corn that I am satisfied the healthy bugs 

would have taken. I was particular to follow your directions, and in five days from 

the time I put out the diseased bugs the healthy bugs began to sicken and die.” 

No. 341. J. H. Linper, Plevna, Reno county. Infection sent May 29th; experi- 

ment unsuccessful, as reported October 15th: ‘They did not do much good if any 

here this season. There are millions of bugs in the broom corn yet. I think you 

had better come out in this section and look into the matter. General report seems 

to be that infected bugs did no good here this year.” 

No. 342. J. J. Measer, Hutchinson, Reno county. Applied for aid June 25th: 

“Bugs in great quantity; they are taking my corn.” Infection sent June 27th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported August 10th: “I received the infected bugs June 

30th; placed the first in the field July 2d, then again July 5th; first dead bugs seen 

July 10th. Then placed the third lot in the field; bugs moving slow and sluggish, 

and by July 25th but few live bugs could be seen, but dead bugs in large piles near 

and around each corn hill; also under stalks and behind the corn leaves they were 

dead in large numbers. I gave some to my neighbors with the same results. I have 

no live bugs in my corn that I can find.” 

No 343. Wm. J. Mraser, Hutchinson, Reno county. Applied for aid June 25th: 

“They are taking my corn.” Infection sent June 27th; experiment successful, as 

reported December 14th: “Before I heard of the new remedy the bugs had covered 

about five acres of corn. We received the infected bugs and the disease spread 

—7 
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with success, putting from one to five of the infected bugs upon each hill of corn 

down the side of the field. In about two weeks after the infected bugs were put 

out I don’t believe there was a live bug on the farm. My experiment with the 

infection worked splendidly.” 

No. 344. W. N. Pare, Partridge, Reno county. Applied for aid April 25th: “The 

chinch-bugs have made their appearance in my wheat, and are doing considerable 

damage. The wheat is turning yellow, and dying.” Infection sent May 6th; ex- 

periment interfered with by rain, as reported June 5th: “I was ready to scatter the 

infected bugs, when the wet weather set in and the bugs have nearly all disappeared.” 

Re-sent infection June 4th; report unfavorable, June 30th: “Iscattered the bugs nine 

days ago. Cannot find any dead bugs yet.” Re-sent infection June 30th; this ex- 

periment successful, as reported July 23d: “The two lots of bugs received from you 

first were a failure, but the last lot was a success. The ninth day after scattering 

the infected ones I began finding dead ones, and the eleventh day the ground was 

literally covered with dead bugs; and now my field is nearly cleared of bugs. Sev- 

eral of my neighbors who have been in and examined my field pronounce it a suc- 

cess.” Under later date: “I saved by the infection 800 bushels of corn and 630 

bushels of oats.” 

No. 345. C. R. Parrot, Hutchinson, Reno county. Applied for aid June 22d: 

“Chinch-bugs are very numerous in the county, and are damaging our wheat.” In- 

fection sent June 23d; experiment successful, as reported October 20th: “The ex- 

periment with the bugs worked perfectly. In 15 days after I had commenced with 

the bugs I could hardly find a live one. Dead ones were numerous. When I com- 

menced I could have gathered a peck on five acres. Bugs in the adjoining fields 

disappeared.” Under later date: “The infected bugs saved me 500 bushels in a 10- 

acre corn field next to my wheat, which at one time I thought would yield no crop 

at all. By the use of the infection it made 50 bushels per acre. My oats, adjoining 

the wheat, made 40 bushels per acre. My corn is averaging 65 bushels to the acre, 
2°99 and exceeds my neighbors’. 

No. 346. H. E. Saacketrorp, Arlington, Reno county. Infection sent July 16th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 21st: ‘The infected chinch-bugs were 

placed in my corn field where the bugs were very thick, having come from a neigh- 

boring oat field which had been harvested. In about 15 days the bugs in the thick 

spot began to disappear, and in about three weeks there was scarcely a live bug to 

be found. On stripping down the blade from the stalk there were plenty of dead 

bugs. I could not infect the thin spots; so there were bugs in my corn so long as 

it remained green, but did not get thick enough to do any damage. Will say, with 

pleasure, that I think your infected bugs were beneficial to me.” 

No. 347. E. H. Smrru, Sylvia, Reno county. Applied for aid July 16th: “I have 

a piece of corn that will soon be taken by chinch-bugs.” Infection.sent July 16th; 

experiment successful, as reported December 19th: “I put some of the infected 

bugs in a corn field with good results; in 10 days I could not find a live bug. The 

balance I put in some wheat stubble where there was some green corn that grew 

from shock fodder put there the year before. It not only swept my field clean but 

rid my neighbors of chinch-bugs who had no faith in your bugs before,” Reported 

under later date: “The infection saved 1,000 bushels of corn in my fields.’ 

No. 348. J. L. SnypEr, Plevna, Reno county. Applied for aid July 6th: “There 

are bushels of chinch-bugs eating my corn.” Infection sent July 8th; experiment 

unsuccessful, as reported December 18th: “The bugs were received and I followed 

directions carefully, but I saw no good results. I was in hopes that the experiment 

would prove a success, as bugs were very bad here.” 
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No. 349. C. F. Wurrr, Plevna, Reno county. Infection sent July 16th; experi- 

ment doubtful, as reported November 4th: “I followed your directions very care- 

fully, but found instead of the bugs dying at a certain age they shed their skins, and 

had wings and scattered all over the corn and broom corn, and at no time did they 

die. This thing has bothered many of the farmers in this part of the country. 

They mistake the skins of the bugs for dead bugs, and I did for some time until I 

tried to find some dead bugs with wings and was unable to do so, and by examining 

carefully I found the bugs shed their skins, and as soon as they get strength enough 

they leave the land of their birth unless the feed is good.” Remark: The three re- 

ports from experiments at Plevna are all unfavorable, the bugs not being destroyed 

by the disease. The shedding of skin and subsequent scattering of the adult bugs 

mentioned by Mr. White seems to have been the natural moulting and moving of 

the chinch-bug. No mention is made in this report of the bugs bunching. 

No. 350. C. M. Berau, Kackley, Republic county. Applied for aid June 11th: 

“T have 77 acres of fine wheat which is getting full of bugs and has begun to wilt 

in spots.” Infection sent June 15th; experiment successful, as reported October 

20th: “TI distributed the bugs in the wheat next the corn. About 15 minutes after I 

had finished scattering them there came a heavy shower. In 10 days I made an ex- 

amination and found nearly all of the old bugs dead and the few that remained alive 

were hid in the cracks of the ground. A few of the young bugs were also dead. 

There did not seem to be any more damage done either to the wheat or the corn, al- 

though there were thousands of young bugs on every stalk of corn next to the 

wheat. Before the bugs commenced to die the corn stalks were falling over every 

day, but after the disease took effect not a stalk fell, and I got 50 bushels to the acre. 

I think the experiment saved my corn field from destruction. Neighbors from all 

around came to me for dead bugs, and they all seemed to have good luck with them.” 

Under date of November Ist: “I think I saved 500 bushels of corn, and the neigh- 

bors adjoining me saved more than that on account of bugs spreading from my 

field to theirs. One of them who obtained infection from my field saved at least 20 

acres of fine broom corn.” 

No. 351. H. H. Coxuiys, Belleville, Republic county. Applied for aid July 9th: 

“Bugs are leaving my wheat and are going into my cane, millet, and corn. Please 

send me infected bugs by return mail.” Infection sent July 11th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported December 25th: “The observations that I made were as follows: 

First, there were no dead bugs in field when I placed infected bugs in; second, I 

found the first dead bugs on the fourth day — just a few—and on the seventh day I 

found that the bugs were all piling up in piles on the ground, and another thing I 

noticed was a white fungus on the ground where the bugs were dying; third, the 

bugs did not seem to do any harm to the growing grain after they began to pile up 

on the ground; fourth, I found that the disease spread one-fourth of a mile in about 

10 days. It was late in the season when I received infected bugs. The people up 

this way think that the infected bug is the greatest discovery of the age.” 

No. 352. M. Monson, Kackley, Republic county. Infection sent June 23d; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 24th: “The diseased bugs were scattered 

in an eight acre field of wheat three days before the wheat was harvested. After 10 

days I found dead bugs in piles so that I could heap my hand full from a spot not 

larger than my hand. At the same time I found dead bugs in a field where no dis- 

eased bugs had been placed, one-half mile from mine. Bugs were now traveling from 

the wheat to an adjoining corn field. Six days after the bugs commenced traveling 

to the corn they covered three feet of every stalk about 10 rods into the field. On 

the seventh day I noticed there were not as many bugs on the stalks; I then noticed 
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that the bugs got less every day until the tenth day, when I could searcely find a bug 

on the stalks. As the bugs were not more than half-grown, it seemed to me a strange 

act that they left the corn without entirely killing any of it. I wondered what be- 

came of the bugs, and I turned over some lumps of dirt, and out flowed piles of 

dead bugs, and live ones also. By taking close notice, I found the bugs had not left 

the field, but had crawled down in the dirt to die. Half of the bugs were at that 

time dead. In a few days there came a heavy rain which baked the ground. I have 

not seen a bug there since.” . 

No. 353. Romanzo THompson, Agenda, Republic county. Applied for aid July 

16th: “The bugs are working in the corn badly.” Infection sent July 18th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported August 22d: “The weather was wet and cool for the 

first 10 days after I put the infected bugs in the field, and they did not seem to have 

much effect. It turned dry from that on till now. I could not find many live bugs 

to-day. The bugs you sent have done the business. The bugs you sent saved sev- 

eral acres of corn for me. When I put them in the field, the corn was black with 

bugs for six inches above the ground, and into the field from 6 to 10 rows. They 

never got any further. They were bad ina field across the road from mine; the dis- 

ease seemed to strike them also a week or 10 days after it commenced on mine.” 

No. 354. A. A. Denron, Superintendent United States Sorghum Experiment Sta- 

tion, Sterling, Rice county. Experiment successful, as reported November 16th: 

“JT made a number of experiments with the infected bugs you sent me last summer. 

You sent me at different times 15 boxes containing infected bugs. To test the in- 

fection, 200 bugs just taken from the fields were placed in a large glass jar, covered 

with a loosely-woven cloth, and 200 more from the same lot were placed in a similar 

jar with a few infected bugs received from you. Both lots were fed alike daily with 

green plants. On the sixth day the infected lot showed unmistakable signs of dis- 

ease. There were a few dead bugs in the uninfected lot, injured, perhaps, in cap- 

ture or in the handling, but the greater number were lively and eager for release — 

from prison, and on the tenth day they were released, apparently none the worse for 

the experiment. One hundred bugs just taken from the field were placed in a jar 

with infected bugs received from you. On the third day all were distributed in a 

wheat field which was infested with bugs. On the eighth day a few dead bugs were 

found in the field, but no living bugs were found where there had been many. A 

slight rain made it difficult, perhaps, to find dead bugs, but it did not account for 

the disappearance of the living ones. After the wheat fields ripened, there was some 

complaint of damage caused by bugs migrating from the wheat to other crops, and 

infected bugs were given to distant farmers, who promised to state the results. One 

had no success, one reported that the infection destroyed many bugs, but also left 

many unharmed, and one reported complete success. A careful inspection of his 

field verified the fact. The ravages of the insects in the crop adjoining his wheat 

field ceased in five days after the infection had been scattered. Myrids of dead in- 

sects were found and few living ones were seen. Those who have closely observed 

the results of your remedy for the chinch-bugs believe that an efficient remedy has 

been found.” 

No. 355. Epwarps & McCuxnnocn, Little River, Rice county. Applied for aid 

June 30th: “The bugs are eating up our broom corn since the wheat is cut.” In- 

fection sent July 1st; experiment successful, as reported July 23d: ‘The bugs you 

sent me are doing the work.’”’ Under November date correspondent states further: 

“We had 75 acres of broom corn and the bugs were destroying it rapidly. We 

stopped them with the diseased bugs and only lost about 20 acres. We believe we 

saved 55 acres of corn, which we sold for $1,100 after harvesting it.”’ 
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No. 356. Wixiu14m Ireton, Sterling, Rice county. Infection sent July 13th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 23d: ‘“ Within four or five days I noticed 

in the field a few dead bugs and many mopish ones. These I scattered, and in a few 

days there were places where the sick sought shelter under thick bunches of grass 

where I could scoop up dead and sick ones by the double-handful. Neighbors car- 

ried them off by the teacupful. After this heavy rain set in.” Under date of Novem- 

ber 9th: “I received my infected bugs late in the summer, after harvesting was done. 

The bugs in the field at that time were very numerous. By attending closely to busi- 

ness with the infected bugs they were soon rendered harmless. Seasonable and copi- 

ous rains prevented any devastation by bugs after we destroyed the main body.” 

No. 357. J. B. Kerry, Sterling, Rice county. Infection sent June 6th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported June 16th: “I received the bugs on June 9th, placed 

them in the field (about 50 of the infected ) on the 11th of June, and to-day (the 16th) 

I gathered dead bugs. I found some mouldy bugs 200 yards from where I placed the 

bugs in the field. I do not notice that it has any effect on the young bugs as yet.” 

Again, under date of July 26th: ‘I am of the opinion that it saved some of my wheat. 

The bugs in my millet are quite numerous. I had not been paying much attention, 

only, as I passed by the field, I noticed that they were gradually working into the 

field from the side that joined’ the wheat field. This evening (July 26th) I made 

an examination, and was surprised to find thousands of dead bugs on the ground 

and on the green millet. They appeared to be dying very fast, and the live bugs 

were very active and mostly on the ground. I found bugs that appeared to be just 

taking the disease, while others were about dead, and some stalks of millet would 

have a half-dozen dead bugs on them. Iam of the opinion that in a few days they 

will all be gone.” 

No. 358. J. B. Kerroor, Alden, Rice county. Infection sent July 5th; ex peri- 

ment successful, as reported July 25th: “The chinch-bugs you sent me a short time 

ago have resulted in a great deal of good. They were all dead, but they did the 

work just the same. I turned them loose in a 40-acre corn field that adjoins a 

wheat field 160 rods long. The bugs had come out of the wheat fieid into the corn 

field after I had cut the wheat, and I was very much afraid, from the number of bugs, 

that they would destroy my corn; but five or six days after I placed the infected 

bugs in the field they began to die. Now, the most of them are dead and the rest 

are very quiet, and it certainly looks as if the infected bugs you sent me are the 

cause of it.” Under later date: “I would estimate that the infection saved 500 

bushels of corn in a field of 40 acres. Mycorn is making 50 bushels per acre. The 

corn lies for 160 rods beside a wheat field, and the bugs were on at least one-half of 

the corn, but they all died. The young bugs hatched out and died too. Cannot 

give estimate for other crops saved.” 

No. 359. P. F. Smrson, Sterling, Rice county. Applied for aid May 4th: “I send 

for infected bugs that I may infect the many thousands that cover my farm.” In- 

fection sent May 5th and June 27th; experiment successful, as reported October 

11th: “I distributed the infected bugs in different places over my wheat stubble 

where I could find them gathered together. They had also made a raid on a piece 

of millet and corn, coming out of my neighbor’s wheat stubble by the millions. 

The millet was perfectly black with them and the corn was black to the top with 

them. I left home immediately after I had distributed them, so did not have a 

chance to see what became of them, but I know I found no bugs when I came home. 

- They had killed the millet in a strip from 2 to 10 feet wide along the side, and they 

seemed to stop square off, and I have not seen a bug since. I had a piece of young 

broom corn which I expected them to take, as the ground was black with bugs 
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in the stubble right along the side of it, but I got away with them by using your in- 

fection. My neighbors who did not use the infection have bugs by the millions in 

their broom corn. I believe we could exterminate the bugs if the farmers would all 

use the infection.” 

No. 360. W. C. Smyser, Sterling, Rice county. Applied for aid May 4th: “A 

part of my 200 acres of wheat is infested by myriads of chinch-bugs.” Infection 

sent May 5th; reported unfavorably June 29th. Re-sent bugs June 30th and July 

5th; experiment successful, as reported December 19th: “At the time of the second 

experiment the bugs had gone out of my wheat field on the west about two rods 

into my corn, also into my neighbor’s corn on the east, and had destroyed entirely 

about three acres of broom corn on the south. The bugs were in such quantities 

that it did seem that there were enough bugs to destroy all the vegetation in the 

country. Six or eight days after the distribution of diseased bugs, they lay dor- 

mant for several days following. On close examination they all had disappeared, 

not even dead bugs could be found. During the months of September and Octo- 

ber I was around all over the country buying broom corn, and I took particnlar 

notice of chinch-bugs, and found on the machinery that was used incutting broom 

corn fodder, whenever your remedy was not used it was covered with live bugs. 

Where the remedy was used, could see no signs of bugs.’’ 

No. 361. E. M. Buacuny, Leonardville, Riley county. Student at agricultural 

college, Manhattan. Applied for aid May 14th: ‘“ Bugs very thick.” Infection sent 

May 29th; experiment unsuccessful. Re-sent infection July ist; this experiment 

successful, according to field agent’s report of July 16th: “Correspondent got two 

lots of infection through curiosity. The last one provedeffective. Bugs now dying 

in corn. Some Empusa-covered bugs are to be seen, while the bacterial disease is 

raging. Three-fourths of the bugs aredead. They do not advance beyond twelfth 

row in corn field. Abdomens of live bugs are greatly distended.” 

No. 362. C. L. Burnmr, Keats, Riley county. Applied for aid June 29th: “ Bugs 

very plentiful, and we are afraid that they will do much damage.’’ Infection sent 

June 30th; experiment successful, as reported October 24th: “I think it a good thing. 

I tried it about six weeks, and it did its work well. When I commenced there was a 

wheat field on the east, and my corn on the west. There were several hills of corn 

killed already, and I did as directed, and it destroyed agreat number. I think every- 

body ought to use it where there are bugs.” Under later date: “The infection added 

100 bushels of corn to my crop. The oats were not injured by the bugs, but I think 

they would have been if I had not begun in time.” 

No. 363. Joun Cuaumers, Riley, Riley county. Applied for aid July 6th: “The 

bugs are destroying my corn at a fearful rate.” Infection sent July 7th; experiment 

unsuccessful, as reported November 12th: “For some reason the bugs you sent me 

failed to produce any favorable results. Although they died all right in the tumbler 

they had no effect in the field.” 

No. 364. Guo. L. Curisrensen, Clarkson, Riley county. Applied for aid July 14th. 

Infection sent July 15th; experiment successful, as reported November 3d: “The trial 

of the infected bugs proved satisfactory. Although it was too late to save all the 

crop, I noticed that during the second week after the introduction of the infected 

bugs the chinch-bugs in the field disappeared entirely. I introduced some bugs into 

a small patch of corn which the chinch-bugs had just entered from a neighboring 

field of millet. The corn stalks were fairly covered with bugs. In about eight or 

nine days the bugs began to disappear. At first I could not tell what became of 

them, but soon noticed that the dead bugs were inclosed in a whitish, mouldy sub- 

stance.” Final report, of November 14th: “The miilet crop saved, or which at least 

seems to have been saved, by the introduction of the infected bugs, I value at $100.” 
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No. 365. 8. H. Davis, Bala, Riley county. Obtained infection from J. E. Jones; 

experiment successful, as reported December 7th: “I did not get the infected bugs 

early enough to use in the wheat. The bugs were cutting the corn clean before them 

when I put the diseased bugs among them. In about a week I noticed that the few 

stalks that they had left next the wheat were getting green again. From that on 

did not see as they were working any more. The infection saved me, approximately, 

200 bushels of corn.” 

No. 366. THos. Guappren, Leonardville, Riley county. Obtained infection from 

EK. M. Blachly; reported success to field agent July 16th: ‘“ Bunches of bursted bugs 

were found in places in the corn field where there were a considerable number of 

live bugs. First results were seen about the second week after the infection was in- 

troduced into the field.” 

No. 367. F. G. Jounson, Cleburne, Riley county.. Infection sent July 3d; ex- 

periment successful, as reported December 19th: “I did according to the directions, 

and in five days I noticed some dead bugs in the field; in 10 days the most of them 

were dead, and after two weeks not a living bug could be found. This was in a 

corn field by the side of wheat stubble, where the bugs were so numerous that they 

killed the rows next to the stubble. I consider the experiment a success.” Decem- 

ber 28th: ‘“‘ I saved about 100 bushels of corn.” 

No. 368. J. E. Jones, Bala, Riley county. Infection sent July 22d; experiment 

successful, as reported October 25th: “I will say it was a grand success with me. 

My corn was listed, and I put the infected bugs every sixth row and every twelfth 

stalk in a row, and I marked about 50 stalks so that I could examine them the first 

thing every day. I spent three weeks in this manner. I had a first-class magnify- 

ing glass, and found that the infection began to take effect the third day. I stood 

many times by one stalk looking down between the blades, and could see when they 

became infected. They would tumble over very suddenly and soon become bloated. 

When they would get up, after tumbling over the first time, they seemed too weak to 

move much. Without a good glass a man could not detect all their yovements. 

Another thing that I noticed very plainly was, that those nearly full grown, yet not 

having wings, were catching the disease. Most of the winged ones had taken their 

flight before I got the infected bugs. I examined the fields of my neighbors who 

had bugs very thick, but could not find any dead ones. I went four or five miles 

from my place to those who had received infected bugs from you and found the re- 

sult very favorable. In my opinion it is a grand discovery. The weather was very 

dry, and cloudy towards evening, and we had a light shower once during the three 

weeks I was experimenting.” Under later date: “I saved 37 acres of corn, or 1,400 

bushels, and the bugs took 2% acres entirely.” 

No. 369. L. P. Jonus, Bala, Riley county. Applied for aid May 12th: “The bugs 

are quite thick in the rye.” Infection sent May 14th; experiment successful, as re- 

ported December 21st: “The infected bugs did wonderful work. We had a piece of 

rye adjoining the corn. When we harvested the rye the bugs were so thick on the 

ground that we could shovel them up. They went for the corn the first thing, and 

took it just like you had mowed it. When we put the infected bugs in the field 

they commenced to die the fourth day, and kept on dying until in a few weeks they 

were all gone. You have saved me through the bugs a great deal of money on the 

corn crop. That is the greatest thing that ever came to this part of the country. 

They did more good for me that I can explain.” Reported December 30th: “The 

infected bugs saved us 600 bushels of corn.” 

No. 370. L. R. Jones, Bala, Riley county. Applied for aid June 30th: ‘“ Bugs are 

in my corn field thick.” Infection sent July 5th; experiment successful, as reported 
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December 21st: ‘Your infected bugs work very well. Iam very much satisfied with 

the result. I got the bugs July 5th; put them in the corn field July 11th and 12th, 

and July 22d I found hundreds of dead bugs in and under dead leaves of corn. I 

will not do without infected bugs in future.” 

No. 871. C. 8. Lonerren, Leonardville, Riley county. Infection sent May 13th, 

June 15th, and June 27th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported June 28th: “The 

bugs grow and live as before. The bugs are very lively and are traveling around 

all of the time. It was a little rainy when we put out the bugs. To tell the truth, 

I believe you might as well infect the moon as the bugs. The one that created 

the bugs has the power over them, and no one else.” Also under date of July 27th: 

“They were indeed some very few bugs dead, but that was not of the infected bugs; 

because about five miles from here is a field of chinch-bugs where they are in the 

same fix as in my field, and there was never an infected bug placed in that field or 

any field close by; but the reason that there were dead bugs in the field, I think, 

is because it was so thick of bugs that when they were eating on the stalks they 

left some kind of a glue, and it was rainy and it moistened this stuff, and when they 

had kept on awhile they disappeared. So if I was you I would not spend my time on 

such a job as this. The only way for you or anybody else is to take them in your 

fingers and squeeze them to death; those you squeeze will be dead anyhow.” 

No. 372. W.W. Miuus, Riley, Riley county. Infection sent July 5th; experiment 

successful, as reported August 2d: “I received four or five weeks ago some diseased 

bugs. I report favorable for the effect of the infected bugs. My bugs were not all 

killed, but I think one-half or two-thirds were. The first dead bugs I saw was on 

the ninth day after putting out the infection; some became white but none of them 

black. The weather has been dry and hot nearly all the time. There is no plowed 

land nearer than one-half mile to my field.” 

No. 373. Gro. T. Ponson, Winkler’s Mills, Riley county. Applied for aid June 

29th for a neighboring farmer whose corn was black with bugs for 50 rows: “Bugs 

have never been worse in our neighborhood.” Infection sent June 30th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 23d: “The parties for whom I ordered the 

bugs say that in three or four days after the infected bugs were turned into the 

field of corn the ground was almost covered with dead bugs about the stalks, and 

the flies were almost as numerous as the bugs had been. When the bugs were re- 

ceived they had already taken three acres clean, and were in many rods, stalks just 

black with them, but they did no more damage, and the corn made a fair crop where 

they had been at work when the sick bugs were turned out. Several parties came 

and got bugs out of this field and put them out where they were numerous. All 

claim that they all died or disappeared. There were innumerable hosts of green 

flies on the stalks when the bugs were disappearing. Perhaps 200 or 300 bushels of 

corn were saved by the experiment.” 

No. 374. W. L. Rosr, Mayday, Riley county. Applied for aid June 29th: “I have 

a piece of corn that is full of bugs.” Infection sent July 3d; experiment successful, 

as reported December 31st: “The bugs were very bad in my corn on both sides of 

the field. I began putting diseased bugs out on the west side of the field, and they 

began to die in nine days and die fast. There were no dead bugs to be found when 

I let the first ones loose, and they did not begin to die on the east side of the field 

until I put diseased bugs among them. Well bugs did not spread over the field to, 
hurt anything after putting the sick bugs out.” Reported January 16th: “I haye 
no hesitancy in saying that the infection of the chinch-bug is an assured fact and a 
great boon to Kansas farmers. Many who saw my field before I began the experi- 
ment said they would not give me more than $25 for the 15 acres, but I told them 
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that I would kill the bugs and they laughed at me. I got 600 bushels of corn off of 

it, and am positive I saved one-half of it by infection. Those who laughed at it at 

first said there must be something in it. By use of the infection I saved 300 bushels 

of corn and $75 in other crops.” 

No. 375. Parrick Toy, Manhattan, Riley county. Applied for aid May 11th: 

“Bugs very thick in wheat, and doing great damage.” Infection sent June Ist; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 21st: “When I got your bugs my wheat 

field was alive with chinch-bugs. I put the infected bugs in with other bugs, but 

did not see any result. I went to examine my field some time after, and I found 

them dead by the million. I didn’t examine my neighbors’ fields, but I hear them 

say they have lots of bugs. I think it is a perfect success.” Under date of Novem- 

ber 17th: “I got the bugs too late to see any result in the wheat. I had about 30 

acres of corn. I think it saved me about 20 bushels to the acre.” 

No. 376. THro. WEIcHSELBAUM, Ogden, Riley county. Applied for aid June 16th: 

“Have a piece of corn adjoining my wheat which seems to be alive with little red 

chinch-bugs.” Infection sent June 24th; experiment successful, as reported October 

19th: “The infected bugs sent to me last June did considerable good. There was no 

more damage done in the corn after we scattered them, and we found millions of 

dead bugs where we left the infected.” 

No. 377. C. C. Burrovueus, Zurich, Rooks county. Applied for aid July 10th: “I 

discovered yesterday that the chinch-bugs had made their appearance in my corn, 

and, from the start they have made, fear they will do great damage to my crops.” 

Infection sent July 13th; experiment successful, as reported October 24th: “As soon 

as the infected bugs arrived I scattered the most of them in that part of the field 

where the bugs were the thickest, retaining a portion of the infected bugs, and 

put with them 100 or more of my healthy bugs; and in 48 hours again seattered the 

infected bugs, again retaining a few infected bugs and putting with them healthy 

bugs. This operation I kept up for about 12 days, and followed your instruc- 

tions to the letter, for I saw, the way the bugs were increasing in my field, my 

corn would have to succumb to them unless the scattering of the infected bugs 

stopped their ravages. In about eight days I began to see the effects of the working 

of the infected bugs, and as the days increased the effects were more marked; and in 

less than three weeks the infection had done its work and my field of corn was free 

from bugs, and the damaged corn was putting on a fresh appearance and made a 

good crop. Thus, summing up the whole matter, I will say that my experience with 

the infected bugs was a complete success.” 

No. 378. R. E. Cooprr, Paleo, Rooks county. Infection sent June 14th. Under 

date of July 19th, correspondent writes as follows: “Send more infected bugs at 

once. The weather was so rainy, or from some other cause we have lost the disease, 

and the corn is black with bugs.” Second lot sent July 23d; experiment successful, 

as reported August 10th: “I send you to-day a box of dead bugs and a few live ones. 

The bugs in our field are mostly dead now. There are some red bugs mixed with 

the white.” Under November date: “The corn joined the barley (where the bugs 

hatched ) for 320 rods. I presume I saved from 300 to 500 bushels of corn, and 

from $20 to $30 worth of millet.” Remark: Note that excessive rains did not kill 

bugs, but corn was “black with bugs” afterwards. 

No. 379. A.J. Davis, Stockton, Rooks county. Applied for aid July 23d: “I 

find numerous chinch-bugs both old and young in my oats, and I fear damage to my 

corn on the adjoining field.” Infection sent July 27th; experiment successful, as 

reported August 4th: “This morning being the eighth day, I find by inspection nu- 

merous dead bugs as per sample in box you sent, while the bugs not dead are slug- 

gish and do not move about much.” 
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No. 380. E. Rowx, Russell, Russell county. Applied for aid July 23d: “They 

are coming out of the stubble into the green crop thick.” Infection sent July 24th; 

experiment successful, as reported August 12th: “When I put the infection into the 

field the bugs appeared to be increasing fast. They had taken possession of a piece 

of millet, which they appeared to prefer to the corn adjoining. The weather was 

dry and they appeared very lively, and bid fair to take the crop. In about 10 days 

I found dead bugs, and now there are not many left.” Under later date: “I saved 

about 15 bushels of African millet and 100 bushels of corn. The whole, I have not 

the least doubt, would have been destroyed. None of my neighbors were troubled 

with the bugs, it not being a chinch-bug year in this section.” 

No. 381. J. W. Apams, Gypsum, Salinecounty. Applied foraidJune 28th: “The 

bugs are destroying all our corn and have hurt the wheat a good deal.” Infection 

sent June 30th; experiment successful, as reported December 20th: “I received the 

infected bugs promptly and followed directions. It made a cleansweep of the bugs 

when they went out of the wheat into the corn. They had cleaned out a strip of 10 

acres as bare as the middle of the road, but in a few days I could hold up a blade of 

corn and run a dessert spoon up it and get it full of dead bugs. It saved me a good 

crop of corn. The way they were going I would not had even a stalk of fodder left.” 

No. 382. J. W. Brut, Salina, Saline county. Applied for aid August 28th; stated 

that bugs were very numerous in the corn. Bugs sent September 2d; experiment 

doubtful, obscured by disease apparently already present. Mr. Bell scattered the 

infection three days after receiving it, and says in letter of October 2d that he dis- 

covered thousands of bugs lying dead in the fields: “After a few days I examined 

the field in which I had placed the sick bugs and found living and dead ones all 

over the field. I don’t know what caused the death of so many bugs, but can’t give 

the credit to your bugs as the bugs were dying before I received the infection.” 

Remark: Infection had been sent to seven different parties in Salina township in 

June and July, which would explain the presence of disease in Mr. Bell’s field Sep- 

tember Ist. 

No. 383. F. J. Brucr, Brookville, Saline county. Applied for aid June 11th: “TI 

am overrun with bugs, and apply to you for remedy.” Infection sent July 26th; 

experiment successful, as reported July 25th: “Chinch-bugs were very active in the 

field when the infected ones were put out. The weather was at this time very hot, 

with heavy rains at intervals. The chinch-bugs started into the corn from the 

wheat, and were in a fair way to destroy my corn. When infected bugs were put out 

the bugs in the field were very active. After a few days they began to collect in 

groups, and seemed to crawl under leaves. They began to die in seven days. After 

10 and 12 days destruction reigned among them. We continued to infect, as you 

directed, and we supplied our neighbors with infected bugs, with equal success. I 

further state that I believe your chinch-bug cure is a complete success, and had I sent 

sooner to you I would have been several hundred bushels of wheat better off.” 

Under November date: “If I had begun my experiment earlier in the season, I 

would have been 400 or 500 bushels of wheat better off. As it was, I saved all my 

corn, amounting to about 600 bushels.” 

No. 384. Davip Hoyrt, Brookville, Saline county. Obtained infection from F. J. 

Bruce; experiment successful, as reported November 23d: “In 10 days the ground 

was almost white with the dead bugs. At the least calculation, 300 bushels of corn 

were saved by the infection.” 

No. 385. Frank JAoxson, Gypsum City, Saline county. Infection sent July 3d; 

experiment successful, as reported October 23d: “Your infected bugs were a sure 

remedy, for I do not think there was one left alive. The infected bugs saved me 

2,000 bushels of grain, at least.” 
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No. 386. H. N. SHaw, Gypsum, Saline county. Applied for aid July 6th: ‘The 

chinch-bugs are very plentiful here and active and destructive.’ Infection sent 

July 11th; experiment successful, as reported December 18th: ‘“ Your infected bugs 

are good, I think, as in a short time after I used them my field was rid of the bugs.” 

Under later date: “I think I got 1,000 bushels more corn than I would have got if 

it had not been for the infected bugs.” 

No. 387. E. P. Sorex, Kipp, Saline county. Infection sent June 17th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 9th: “ When I received the infected bugs, a 

strip of corn which had been listed in wheat ground (the wheat having been killed 

by the bug and fly) was suffering very badly from the bugs. The small stalks were 

fairly black with the bugs. After harvest, when I had time to examine the corn, I 

found that the bugs had not gone further into the field than where the infected bugs 

were turned loose. There were very few bugs to be seen, and thosethat I found were 

sluggish and inactive. There were also some remains of dead bugs to be found. I 

think the result was successful, as the bugs did not spread in the field, and only the 

part first attacked was injured by them.” Under later date: “I think I saved 100 

bushels of corn by the use of the infection.” 

No. 388. J. A. Canpweut, North Wichita, Sedgwick county. Applied for aid May 

14th: “The chinch-bugs are doing great damage in this section.” Infection sent 

May 15th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported June 5th: “I handled the infection 

as directed, without any apparent favorable results. However, it may not have been 

a fair test, for it commenced to rain the day after I distributed bugs, and has kept 

it up with but short cessation ever since.” Re-sent infection June 15th; this experi- 

ment also unsuccessful, as reported November 13th: “The second lot gave no better 

results than the first; but heavy rains followed within 24 hours after putting out the 

infection, and it continued wet for several days, so that this experiment, also, could 

not be considered a fair test. No dead bugs could be found, and no apparent decrease 

in numbers.” Remark: Note that the heavy rains did not affect the bugs. 

No. 389. Henry Comstock, Cheney, Sedgwick county. Applied for aid June 18th: 

“Bugs are going out of wheat into the corn.” Infection sent June 22d; re-sent June 

27th; experiment successful, as reported October 30th: “I distributed the infected 

bugs over one of our corn fields (none in the others), and the following night we had 

a very heavy rainfall, which, of itself, destroyed a good many bugs, and doubtless 

many of the infected ones as well. We put about 500 fresh bugs back in the can 

with some of the infected, and kept them there for 10 days—feeding them with 

leaves and grass—and then found quite a number of dead bugs. We distributed 

the sick ones throughout the corn field. The result was a loss of about one acre ina 

strip on the north side of the field, adjoining wheat stubble, and probably damage 

to the amount of one acre throughout the balance of the field. The bugs, how- 

ever, died, and the balance of our corn was saved. Soon after bugs in other corn 

fields on other farms commenced dying and stopping their work of destruction. I 

regard it as no longer a venture, and fully believe that nothing was done during the 

last session of the Legislature that resulted in as much good to the farmer as the 

appropriation made for the carrying on of your experiments. I would say further 

that it did not kill all the bugs, but there were not enough left to do any perceivable 

harm.” Under date of November 8th: “I had but nine acres of corn, adjoining the 

wheat, that was damaged. I got about 30 bushels per acre, and would have lost it 

all but for the infection.” 

No. 390. C. C. Frrs, Wichita, Sedgwick county. Infection sent June 11th and 30th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 27th: “At one time I had several bushels 

of very live chinch-bugs in my 20-acre corn field. I am very glad to say that I think 
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the infection a splendid success. It certainly saved my corn to a large extent.” 

Under a later date, Mr. Fees estimates the amount of corn saved at 400 bushels. 

No. 391. D. A. Fosrrr, Cheney, Sedgwick county. Infection sent June 29th; 

re-sent July 2d; experiment successful, as reported July 11th: “TI have tried the in- 

fected bugs you sent me and pronounce them a perfect success. July 5th I put infec- 

tion in my fields. The 7th, I took some to another part of my farm. The 11th, I 

gathered dead bugs from where I last put the infection. About a rod ahead of the 

dead ones, I find that the live ones are coming back to the bunches. I cannot tell 

whether my bugs are infecting other fields or not, for as soon as my neighbors 

heard that I had infected bugs they came to see and get some. All that have seen 

them pronounce it a success.” Further report, October 26th: “I have found the 

experiment with the infected bugs to be a grand suceess. Wherever a bug was 

dropped, for several feet around the bugs would pile up or form in bunches, and in 

two or three days would begin to die, and would do no damage after beginning to 

bunch. I claim the experiment has largely saved my crop this year. All my neigh- 

bors who tried the experiment think it a grand success. One of my neighbors 

found his bugs to be dying from infected bugs flying from my field at nearly a 

mile, with wind in favor.” Mr. Foster further reports, under date of November 6th, 

a saving of over 200 bushels of corn and $60 worth of other crops through his use 

of the Sporotrichum. He gives the names of six neighbors who obtained the infec- 

tion from his field and used it successfully. 

No. 392. H. M. Goupsn, Bayneville, Sedgwick county. Infection sent June 29th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 25th: ‘The infected bugs were a de- 

cided success for me. I went according to directions, and inside of three weeks it 

had done its work. It killed young as well as old, and now I seldom see a bug.” 

No. 393. J. Guyer, Furley, Sedgwick county. Infection sent July 3d; experiment 

successful, as reported October 29th: “I will say that the infected bugs you sent me 

acted like acharm. I put them out in my corn field every 24 hours for one week, 

and found millions of dead bugs in the field before the week was out. I claim it 

was a perfect success.” 

No. 394. W. B. Moran, Cheney, Sedgwick county. Obtained infection from D. 

A. Foster; experiment successful, as reported November 25th: “I put the diseased 

bugs around the field of corn where they were coming out of wheat fields on two 

sides, and were destroying it as they advanced. The bugs did not go any further 

into the field, and all disappeared in a short time. I saved about 400 bushels of 

corn.” 

No. 395. J. E. Scuwartrz, Derby, Sedgwick county. Infection sent June 30th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 16th: “I saved 100 bushels of corn 

by the use of the diseased bugs. I had six acres of corn on the east side of my 

place and 40 acres of wheat on the west; on the south I had 10 acres of oats. The 

wheat and oats Were alive with bugs, and when I cut my oats (and that was before 

they were ripe, on account of the bugs), they went on the corn. The stalks were 

black. By the time I got the infected bugs in they had killed half of it, but they 

stopped in three days after I put in the infection. I am confident that if I had tried 

it in the wheat it would have saved me $100.” 

No. 396. Samurt Warerratn, Furley, Sedgwick county. Obtained infection of 

Wm. Saunders; experiment successful, as reported November 11th: “‘ My wheat was 

killed by Hessian fly and chinch-bugs. I plowed the wheat under and planted the 

corn the 14th day of May, and about the time the corn got about six or eight inches 

high I saw that it was covered with chinch-bugs, and they were killing it and the 

oats adjoining it, I then went to Mr. Saunders and got some infected bugs and 
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scattered between corn and oats, and in about 8 or 10 days I noticed that the bugs 

were dying, and I saved about 10 acres of corn, andit made 27 bushels per acre, or 

270 bushels of corn.” 

No. 397. A. W. Wisz, Clearwater, Sedgwick county. Applied for aid June 29th: 

“The chinch-bugs are leaving my wheat and going into my corn.” Infection sent 

June 30th; experiment successful, as reported October 25th: ‘“‘I treated the bugs sent, 

which were dead and covered with a white fungus, according to instructions, and 

placed them in the corn field July 4th. The weather was warm and dry. I visited 

the field some time after and found most of the bugs dead. The sheath of the bot- 

tom blades was full of dead bugs, but there were some live ones, mostly old bugs. 

At the time of cutting corn for fodder, I could not find a live bug in the field. 

Other fields of corn in the neighborhood are full of bugs. I afterwards used some 

bugs of my own infecting in a tield of corn two miles away, and the result was the 

same. In both cases the bugs made little or no advance in the corn after the sick 

bugs were introduced. Everybody down here thinks ita success.” Also under date 

of November 2d: “I saved at least 100 bushels of corn by theuse of the infection.” 

No. 398. J. W. Jamison, Rossville, Shawnee county. Infection sent May 7th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported Oetober 10th: ‘“ We had 80 acres of wheat that was 

threatened by bugs. We used the infection as directed with success. When we cut 

the grain there were no bugs in it. They did not get into ourcorn. Cannot say 

how much wheat they saved us, but think the infected bugs saved at least three 

bushels per acre. The weather was very wet at the time. In some of our neighbors’ 

fields the bugs were thick at harvest time.” Remark: Note that the infection killed 

the bugs in this man’s field, and that the rain failed to kill them in neighboring un- 

infected fields. 

No. 399. Ropert SEBrRinG, Rossville, Shawnee county. Applied for aid May 11th: 

“T have them on my farm by the millions.” Infection sent May 13th; experiment 

probably successful, as reported November 2d: ‘“‘The weather was very wet when I 

made my experiment. The bugs would begin to die in 24 hours in the jar, and in 

48 hours they would nearly all be dead. When I placed them in my field I could 

find no dead bugs. However, the bugs did me very little damage, but think the wet 

weather was the cause of it. I feel confident, though, that you are on the right track. 

Three years ago I had chinch-bugs by the wagon load in my wheat and did not expect 

to harvest anything, but one day I found a lot of mouldy-looking specks on the 

ground, and on examination’I found them to be dead bugs. They continued to die, 

until at harvest I had to hunt to find a live bug. I have seen a quart of dead bugs 

in one pile.” 

No. 400. Joun H. Cxrinez, Ohio, Smith county. Applied for aid July 25th: “The 

bugs have left the wheat fields and gone to the broom corn, and stalks six inches high 

are black with them.” Infection sent July 27th; experiment successtul, as reported 

October 29th: “The experiment did not prove favorable at first, but think it was 

on account of rain, as it rained several times when putting bugs out, but in from 

three to four weeks the bugs all disappeared.” Remark: Samples of dead bugs 

killed by Empusa accompanied this report. Under later date: “I saved about two 

tons of broom corn.” 

No. 401. P. C. Gurren, Lebanon, Smith county. Obtained infection of W. E. 

Strever; experiment successful, as reported December 12th: “I consider the dis- 

eased chinch-bugs a success, provided the farmers make it so. It lies entirely with 

them. Three or four farmers cannot save the whole country by using them, but 

let each farmer go to work, put out his diseased chinch-bugs and it will pay them 

largely, and we will soon have no bugs to dread. Do not wait till they have taken 
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your crop first, but try in time. I consider that the infection has saved me this year 

at least $500 in wheat, corn, and millet.” 

No. 402. C. C. Nyz, Smith Center, Smith county. Applied for aid July 27th: 

“Bugs are doing damage.” Infection sent July 28th; experiment successful, as re- 

ported October 27th: “The infected bugs were turned loose in a corn field where 

there was plenty of bugs, but not in such large quantities as they are sometimes 

seen. The bugs commenced dying on the seventh day, and all died except scatter- 

ing ones on the edge of the patch the bugs were working on, which did not seem to 

catch the disease. The weather was warm and rainy most of the time for the first 

six days. The disease seemed to spread wherever the bugs were at allthick. I was 

much pleased with my success.” Under later date: “I saved about 300 bushels of 

wheat.” 

No. 403. W. E. Strever, Lebanon, Smith county. Infection sent June 30th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 21st: “Your directions were followed ex- 

actly, and it proved to be a wonderful success, as there are no bugs left. The 

neighbors also got the infected bugs and directions from us, and are entirely rid of 

the bugs.” Under later date: “The use of diseased bugs saved me 1,000 bushels of 

corn and $100 worth of other crops.” Remark: Correspondent gives names of eight 

farmers who obtained infection from the field with favorable results, and te that 

many others, as far as 18 miles distant, came for infection. 

No. 404. Sam. P. Funrz, Concord, Sumner county. Infection sent June 15th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported December 20th: “So far as killing bugs, it 

was a failure. I followed directions to the letter for two weeks and could see no 

effect in any way. If any bugs died on my place this season, it was from over- 

production and not your disease.” 

No. 405. C. B. McAuuister, Belle Plaine, Sumner county. Applied for aid June 

20th: “The bugs are passing from the wheat into the corn by the million.” Infec- 

tion sent June 22d; experiment successful, as reported October 17th: “It was a suc- 

cess in my case. I followed your advice, putting diseased bugs in the corn. On the 

fifth day I could find no dead bugs. On the sixth day we found some dead ones, and 

the live ones were very lonely. The tenth day I could shake a handful of dead bugs 

off one hill of corn. In 15 days they were all dead in the corn where I placed the 

infected bugs. I am very thankful we received the diseased bugs, as I believe it 

saved us 1,600 bushels of corn. If I had sent sooner, I would have saved 200 bushels 

of wheat.” 

No. 406. JoHn MoArptue, Riverdale, Sumner county. Applied for aid April 22d: 

“Bugs are thick in the wheat, and the atmosphere is full of flying bugs.” Infection 

sent June 28th and July 24th; experiment successful, as reported December 8th: “The 

first lot of infected bugs was not a success. I placed the second lot in the field July 

30th. August 2d I could see no dead bugs. It was rainy and the ground was wet, 

and bugs were sluggish and not moving much. August 7th I noticed a few dead 

bugs; August 10th, dead bugs all over the field. August 14th I could not find a live 

bug inthe field. They had apparently piled up in small bunches, and died. «I think 

this was the worst field for bugs in Sumner:county. I gave one of my neighbors a 

few of the bugs, and he stated that after a few days he had a great many dead bugs 

in his fields. I placed dead bugs in other fields, but did not note results.” 

No. 407. Wm. Netson, Mulvane, Sumner county. Infection sent July Ist; ex- 

periment successful, as reported January 19th: “ Received infected bugs—about a 

dozen — well pulverized, placed them in a glass fruit jar in which I also confined 

about a half gill of healthy bugs with food. July 6th majority of bugs very sick; 

many dead. QOn6th and 7th deposited infected bugs in edge of corn field bordering 
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on wheat field thus: Every twenty-fifth hill I carefully inserted 10 or 12 bugs in the 

shoe of the stalk; topped the said hills, the better to take observations. Within 10 

days from introduction of diseased bugs our entomological guests had practically 

disappeared. A moderate shower falling meanwhile may have facilitated the work 

of destruction. Quite a number of neighboring farmers also applied the test with 

results quite satisfactory.” 

No. 408. H. O. Prox, Wellington, Sumner county. Infection sent May 29th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported October 15th: “ When I ordered some infected bugs, 

the old bugs were quite thick on the corn, and the little red fellows were present by 

the thousands. Before your bugs came the rains set in, and when I received your 

bugs I got, perhaps, 200 bugs from the field and put with them. I kept them in three 

or four days until the weather got warm and fair, and then put them out. The corn 

in some places was nearly black for some inches above the ground. It was a hot day, 

(just the kind when chinch-bugs like to work) and they were put out as noon. I 

marked the hills where I put the infected bugs and I put them at the base of*the hill, 

and then shook the corn and the bugs fell among the infected ones. I thought that 

a good way to scatter the disease. I visited the place often, and the weather re- 

mained fair. On the sixth day, where I had left infected bugs, the bugs were dying 

by the hundreds and they were all black. The dead bugs you sent me were all cov- 

ered with a white mould. I could not understand this. That night it began raining 

again, and State creek got out of its banks and swept dead bugs, live bugs all away.” 

Remark: The white fungus does not ordinarily develop on the outside of a chinch- 

bug until two or three days after death. 

No. 409. Ase Smita, Mulvane, Sumner county. Applied for aid April 24th: 

“The bugs have taken part of my wheat and killed it entirely in spots.” Infection 

‘sent May Ist; experiment successful, as reported Junellth: ‘“ It worked like a charm. 

It saved my wheat and corn. The infection spread to neighboring fields and saved 

many fields of corn. It is impossible to tell how much. good resulted from the in- 

fection. It started in my field. The farmers in this vicinity do not make fun of 

the chinch-bug remedy as they did when I began my trial.” Under laterdate: ‘“ The 

use of infection saved at least 200 bushels of wheat, 40 acres of corn on my farm, 

and 60 acres of corn on farm adjoining — at least 4,000 bushels of corn, worth 334 

cents per bushel.” 

No. 410. H. N. Wurtrr, Portland, Sumner county. Applied for aid May 9th: 

“Chinch-bugs are very bad in my wheat.” Infection sent May 29th; experiment 

successful, as reported July 29th: “I received the infected bugs in May, just as the 

young bugs were beginning to hatch, and it was very wet at the time, so the disease 

spread very slowly for about 10 days and then the old bugs all died ina few days, and 

the young bugs as fast as they hatched disappeared before they were half-grown. 

It wasa sure success. It destroyed the bugs out of 140 acres of wheat for me. I 

also gaye some infected bugs to oneof my neighbors. The bugs were hatching and 

destroying his corn very fast. He spread the diseased bugs according to your di- 

rections and ina few days the bugs were all gone, and his corn began to grow and 

did well.” Under later date: “I saved about 100 bushels of wheat by using the in- 

fection.” 

No. 411. J. B. Frexps, Alma, Wabaunsee county. Applied for aid July 22d: “I 

have a piece of corn that the bugs are working on, and will doubtless destroy.” In- 

fection sent July 24th; experiment successful, as reported August 4th: “ Monday, 

July 27th, I turned the bugs into the field where I found them to be the thickest. 

I caught a fresh supply of bugs each morning for five mornings, and on Sunday 

morning, August 2d, I noticed the first dead bugs; and this morning, August 4th, I 
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find the bugs are almost all dead, and those still living are very stupid and seemed 

to have changed their color to a dirty brown. Where the corn was covered with the 

bugs on the 26th of July, to-day there are none to speak of, and dead ones be- 

tween the stalk and blade of corn. I had several of the neighbors examine for 

themselves, and they all claim that it is surely a success. The disease saved me 

250 bushels of corn and 90 bushels of wheat. My brother’s field adjoining was in- 

fected, and his results were about the same as mine.” Under November date: ‘“ The 

Saving in my fields by means of the infection amounted to 250 bushels of corn and 

90 bushels of wheat.” 

No. 412. A.M. AnnprepGer, Mahaska, Washington county. In application of May 

29th, stated that the bugs were very numerous in the wheat. Infection mailed June 

4th; experiment successful, as reported October 20th. Mr. Alldredge placed the in- 

fection in his corn field next to 70 acres of wheat: ‘The old bugs left the wheat and 

crawled north —they crawled—didn’t fly. In the corn they were so numerous that 

not only the lower blades of the corn but the ground around the stalks were coy- 

ered with their whitened bodies. When the wheat was harvested, the young bugs 

left it in immense numbers, but didn’t get any distance into the corn before dying, 

as the corn and ground were so thoroughly infected.” 

No. 413. A. L. Comsroox, Chepstow, Washington county. Applied for aid May 

18th: “I have 100 acres of wheat and rye which is full of chinch-bugs.” Infection 

sent May 29th; experiment successful, as reported to field agent July 25th: “I pro- 

nounce it a success. The bugs died in numbers and turned white. They did not 

bunch.” 

No. 414. D. P. Hioxox, Linn, Washington county. Infection sent July 20th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported August Ist: “We are highly pleased with the success 

we have had with the bugs you sent. In four days there were plenty of dead bugs. 

Wherever I put the infected ones, there the ground is white.” Under November 

date: “The experiment saved me 200 bushels of corn and two fields of millet. It 

was a decided success.” 

No. 415. Wm. Miuurr, Brantford, Washington county. Infection sent June 24th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 16th: ‘I put the infected bugs in the 

wheat field, and in about one week I began to find dead bugs, and those that were 

not dead were badly crippled, so they made but little progress after that. There 

was a corn field by the side of the wheat, and a few got into that from the field of 

wheat, but they died before they did the corn any damage. Then I had a piece of 

rye; on the south there was corn and on the east there was millet, and as soon as 

the rye was ripe the bugs went into the corn and millet. Then I commenced to put 

the infection in the corn and millet, and in a short time I could gather a large 

tablespoonful from one pile of dead bugs. I would have lost the greater part of my 

millet if it had not been for the diseased bugs you sent me. I also had another 

patch of millet on the other corner of the farm. The bugs got into it, and I put 

some of the bugs from the first field in that field, and that stopped them, and now I 

cannot find a live bug about my place. My neighbors had plenty of them where 

the fungus was not used. I know it to be a good thing and will be a blessing to the 

Western farmers, if they will only take the little trouble to put out the infection.” 

No. 416. Hon. Wm. Ropexrs, Barnes, Washington county. Applied for aid June 

20th: “‘I have discovered thousands of young chinch-bugs in the corn on one of my 

farms. They threatento destroy my crop.” Infection sent June 22d; reported fail- 

ure to field agent July 20th: “Experimented among the bugs on the corn hills. My 

experiment with your bugs proved a complete failure.” 

No. 417. M. Smrru, Linn, Washington county. Infection sent June Ist; ex peri- 
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ment successful, as reported December 24th: “I distributed the infected bugs in the 

rye field, in different places, for a distance of 80 rods. I did this twice—five days 

apart. The object was, to kill them in the rye and keep them out of the corn. They 

were quite bad in the rye, but did not go into the corn at all; disappeared in the rye 

in a few days, and I have not seen any since. The rye and corn were in adjoining 

fields, with nothing between them.” 

No. 418. F. W. Carrer, Fredonia, Wilson county. Applied for aid June 29th. In- 

fection sent June 30th; experiment doubtful, as reported October 20th: “I received 

the infected bugs, but when I went to put them in the field I observed they were 

dying in great numbers. They seemed to be covered with a white mould. Conse- 

quently I am unable to come to any conclusion in regard to the experiment.” Re- 

marks: Infected bugs had been sent to Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Mariner, of Fredonia, 

on April 30th and May 5th, and disease had spread to other fields, as reported to 

field agent Hickey. This would account for the presence of disease in Mr. Carter’s 

field. 

No. 419. L. A. Hamiuton, Fredonia, Wilson county. Applied for aid April 28th: 

“Bugs injuring the crops badly.” Infection sent April 30th; experiment successful, 

as reported July 8th: “The bugs began to die, and they died so fast that in five or 

six days after I saw the first dead ones the old bugs were all dead; and the most of 

them died with the white fungus, although there were some that had a growth on 

them. I find that young bugs get infected from two or three weeks after they hatch. 

I have examined a number of fields, and in every field where the diseased bugs were 

introduced there were dead bugs; and I also examined four fields where there had 

not been any infected bugs introduced, and I did not find a dead bug. Sol feel safe 

in saying that it was a success, without a doubt.” 

No. 420. C. H. Mariner, Fredonia, Wilson county. Applied for aid April 25th: 

“Have any amount of bugs in the wheat.” Infection sent May 5th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported on several occasions. May 12th: “Found a few dead bugs and 

the death rate is increasing every day.” May 23d: “I had 13 or 14 acres threatened 

by a numerous army of bugs. Am satisfied that the infected bugs saved my wheat 

to a great extent — perhaps five to eight bushels per acre. Also had seven acres of 

oats adjoining the wheat, and that was not injured in the least. The bugs attacked 

it but were killed by the infection. The disease prevented the bugs from getting a 

start in the young corn.” July 23d: “Wet weather set in about the 25th of May, 

which did not let me have a fair trial, but at that time the bugs were dying so fast 

that by the 15th of June very few old bugs could be found. Young bugs commenced 

hatching about this time, and they did not live long; do not think many of them ever 

reached maturity.” November 9th: “I find after threshing that I saved about eight 

bushels of wheat per acre, besides timothy sown this spring, worth about $50. Five 

of my neighbors used the infection with good results.” 

No. 421. J. W. G. McCormick, Piqua, Woodson county. Applied for aid April 

30th: “The bugs are very numerous in the wheat.’ Infection sent May 5th, and 

May 9th; reported unfavorably May 21st. Re-sent bugs June 2d; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported December 15th: “The infected bugs proved fatal to the chinch- 

bugs in the winter wheat within a week after their introduction.” 

EXPERIMENT IN ARKANSAS. 

No. 422. R. H. Morris, Spring Valley, Washington county, Arkansas. Made 

application for aid June 30th: “The bugs are in my corn and if something is not 

speedily done the crops will be badly injured.” Sent infection July 3d; experiment 

successful, as reported October 26th: ‘‘ Received the infected bugs July 6th. Went on 

S35 
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infécting bugs as directed up to the 12th of July. Weather was damp with slight 

showers. Dry from then until now. The first infected bugs were put in the field 

on the 8th. The bugs seemed sluggish at morning and evening, and in the middle 

of the day moved briskly.. In a few days there were a few dead ones in some spots. 

They continued to die. I kept infecting and putting out in different parts of the 

field and in an adjoining field up to the25thof July. By that time they were dying 

at a rapid ratein both fields where infected bugs had been used. They began dying 

also in other fields, and by the 20th of August there were few live bugs to be 

found. Dead bugs could be found in low spots a handful in a place. I think the 

experiment was very favorable, and the bugs died out all over the neighborhood.” 

Reported under November date: ‘“‘ My saving by using the infection was 500 bushels 

of corn.” 
EXPERIMENTS IN ILLINOIS. 

No. 423. J. A. RoseBrouGu, Reno, Bond county, Illinois. Applied for aid July 

3d: “Chinch-bugs are making sad work of the corn in this vicinity.” Infection 

sent July 5th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported December 19th: “A fair trial 

was given the infected chinch-bugs last summer with no result as far as I could see.” 

No. 424. G. T. Jennryes, Mound Station, Brown county, Illinois. Infection sent 

July 17th and August Ist; experiment successful, as reported August 13th: “I seat- 

tered the bugs as you directed. As it was rainy weather I thought they would not 

amount to anything, but my bugs soon began to die and now they are about all 

dead, so I can get live ones only by picking them one by one. They seem very 

sluggish. There are a great many dead ones on the corn.”” Under November date: 

“T had 70 acres of corn and bugs enough in it to eat half of it. I used the infec- 

tion and killed all of them. My corn will make 65 bushels per acre.” 

No. 425. W. J. Grsson, Grove City, Christian county, Illinois. Infection ob- 

tained of F. Bielsmith; experiment successful, as reported November 23d: ‘The 

chinch-bugs left the wheat field after the grain was cut and commenced working 

on 30 acres of my corn. I then put in the diseased bugs, and ina few days there 

was no more harm done. The 30 acres made over 1,500 bushels of good, sound 

corn.” 

No. 426. L. W. Watouer, Millersville, Christian county, Illinois. Applied for aid 

June 7th: “I plowed under a piece of rye and planted to corn; but the chinch-bugs 

are so numerous they are killing it already.” Infection sent June 11th; experiment 

unsuccessful, as reported December 17th: “We could not see that your infected 

bugs amounted to anything.” 

No. 427. Henry Jostes, Blue Mound, Macon county, Illinois. Applied for aid 

July 17th: “The bugs are seriously damaging my crops.” Infection sent July 20th; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 5th: “The medicine did not seem to do 

much good, as they did not seem sick after giving two or three doses. They finally 

got so wild I could not catch them. I think the best way would be to bite their heads 
oft.” 

No. 428. Frank Brexsmrru, Blue Mound, Macon county, Illinois. Infection sent 

June 15th; experiment successful, as reported October 17th: ‘“‘The infected bugs 

cleaned out all of our chinch-bugs. They saved all our corn, 2,000 -ashels, as we 

would not have had any if it had not been for your bugs. Two of my neighbors 

used the infection with success.” 

No. 429. Oxtver C. Lorron, Blue Mound, Macon county, Illinois. Obtained in- 

fection of F. Bielsmith; experiment successful, as reported November 27th: ‘‘The 

bugs died in about eight days, and I think I would have lost about one-third of my 
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corn crop, 77 acres, if the bugs had lived. My corn is making 60 to 70 bushels to 

the acre. The bugs came too late to do much good to the wheat.” 

No. 430. Hopkins & CHampBeruin, Virden, Macoupin county, Iliinois. Applied 

for aid April 30th: “Fields about here completely covered with bugs.” Infection 

sent May 2d; experiment successful, as reported October 7th: ‘Our experiment with 

the infected bugs you sent us proved satisfactory, and convinced us that the bugs 

can be killed. You sent us only six dead bugs to start with. We got about 40 live 

bugs and kept them three or four days, when they were all dead. Then we got a 

good-sized lot of healthy bugs, and, after we had kept them confined with the dead 

ones, we' scattered them over a 25-acre field of wheat which was just heading out. 

The bugs were plenty thick, but as they were later than usual this year the wheat 

filled out and matured before the bugs damaged it very materially. The corn fields 

along the side of the wheat stubble suffered from the ravages of the bugs, and it was 

here we noticed the dead bugs, on the young corn from six to 12 inches high. There 

was any amount of them, and they did not seem to injure the corn, while in the other 

field, on the same farm, they went from the wheat into the corn and almost ruined 

it for from 10 to 30 rows of corn.” 

No. 431. James Brown, Hillsboro, Montgomery county, Illinois. Applied for aid 

in July: “The ‘ pesky’ things are all over my corn.” Infection sent July 29th; ex- 

periment unsuccessful, as reported August 20th. Infection re-sent August 24th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported November 25th: “The bugs began dying in about 

two weeks or less after putting out the infection. It was late in the season, about 

September 5th. The bugs died much in the adjoining fields about September 20th. 

I could find dead bugs more plentiful and earlier near where I put the infected bugs. 

The weather was very dry and intensely hot during the trial. I discovered a few 

bugs that were partly covered with a white substance.” Reported under later date: 

“ The infection saved me probably 200 bushels of corn.” 

No. 432. E. D. Scorr, Franklin, Morgan county, Illinois. Infection sent July 

8th and August 8th; experiment successful, as reported September 10th: “ We have 

been cutting the corn where the bugs were and there is not one to be found. After 

I distributed the first lot of infected bugs I could find great numbers of what ap- 

peared to be the empty skins of the bugs. They did not look white like those re- 

ceived from you, so I wrote you for a fresh supply, but by the time I received them 

I could scarcely find enough to place with them for infection. The weather was very 

dry during the time of the experiment. The bugs did not stir around very much. 

They went from a 20-acre field of wheat into a 10-acre field of corn, but did not 

spread all over it. They were a thick mass on some stalks. The smaller stalks 

were killed, and the leaves dried up two or three feet above the ground on the larger 

stalks.” 

No. 433. J. C. Surrern, Voorhies, Piatt county, INinois. Applied for aid June 

29th: “I have a field that is black with bugs.” Infection sent June 30th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported July 29th: “Weather very dry since spreading infec- 

tion. Bugs commenced dying at the end of six days, and twelfth day bugs dead on 

10-acre corn field. Saved that 10-acre field for me. Great success.” 

No. 434. JouHn Presir, New Salem, Pike county, Illinois. Infection sent July 

3d; experiment successful, as reported October 7th: “The weather was dry and 

warm during the experiment. I watched closely, and found large numbers of the 

older bugs turning white, and in three or four days began to find them dead in large 

numbers. In about eight weeks they were all gone. I let some of my neighbors 

take some of the diseased bugs, and so far as heard from, with the same result. I 

watched the process carefully, and noticed the condition of the bugs on an adjoin- 
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ing farm; did not see any white ones, nor did I find them dead by hundreds as they 

were on my place. I do not find them in corn now, as I certainly would had I 

let them go on to breed again.” Under later date: “In my 40-acre field of corn, at 

least five acres —200 bushels — were saved by the diseased bugs.” 

No. 485. W. E. Hocrsoom, Lebanon, St. Clair county, Illinois. Applied for aid 

June 8th: “The bugs are here in great numbers.” Infection sent June 13th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported October 15th: “I put infection in one spot and marked 

the spot, and in about 10 days I could not find any bugs where before there were a 

great many. In one part of the field where I did not put any infection they hurt 

the grain, while where I placed the infected bugs the grain was all right. There 

were plenty of bugs in my neighbors’ fields when mine were gone. Icould not find 

many dead bugs.” Under later date: “The use of the infection saved me 200 

bushels of barley.” 

No. 436. James Rueu, Winchester, Scott county, Illinois. Infection sent July 

7th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported December 18th: “I deposited the in- 

fected bugs in two corn fields where the bugs were plentiful, as often as three times, 

and watched for the results. As the season advanced the bugs scattered all over the 

fields, and remained in the corn until corn cutting time and were lively.” 

EXPERIMENTS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 

No. 487. Quiaa & Brxineer, Purcell, Chickasaw Nation, Indian Territory. Ap- 

plied for aid June 22d: ‘“ Chinch-bugs are beginning to do a good deal of damage 

in this section.” Infection sent June 23d; experiment successful, as reported Janu- 

ary 2, 1892: “The small bottle of infected chinch-bugs which you mailed us was 

received in due time and given to a worthy farmer. One side of his corn was en- 

tirely covered with the chinch-bugs, which were increasing and destroying the corn 

very rapidly until your remedy was applied as directed. In four or five days the 

bugs had entirely disappeared, the ground being covered with their dead shells. In 

the language of Mr. Sweeney, who tried the experiment, ‘It just shucked them.’ 

The experiment was an entire success.” 

No. 438. W.A. Swinney, Purcell, Chickasaw Nation, Indian Territory. Applied 

for aid June 29th: “ Bugs are very bad on our corn.” Infection sent June 30th; 

experiment successful, as reported November 15th: “I scattered the infected bugs 

over my farm, which contains about 1,000 acres. The bugs were so thick on my 

corn in places that it was impossible to see the stalk for three or four feet above the 

ground, and the corn was falling down very badly. In 10 days or two weeks there 

was not a bug to be seen on my farm. I feel perfectly satisfied that the bugs you 

sent me were the cause of destroying them. I did not know I had many bugs until 

I cut my wheat, but after wheat was cut they went to the corn by the million. I 

know of parties who got bugs from you and have talked with them and they say it 

is ‘bosh.’ Iasked them if they followed your directions and they said no, that they 

never had much faith in it anyway. When they got the bugs from you they put 

bugs from the field in the bottle with them, and they say it did not kill them in the 

bottle and they knew it would not kill them in the field, so they did not put the in- 

fection out and had bugs until frost, and my farm was rid of them in a few days after 

you sent me the infection.” 
EXPERIMENTS IN IOWA. 

No. 439. D. D. Ronan, Waukon, Alamakee county, Iowa. Applied for aid July 

13th: “The chinch-bug is doing much damage here. We fear total loss of late spring 

grainand corn.” Infection sent July 14th; experiment successful, as reported August 

8th: “The infection sent me has saved me at least eight acres of good corn. July 

23d the bugs were distributed through the corn field, where bugs were doing consid- 
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erable damage. I noticed four or five dead bugs on the 25th. The 26th found quite 

a number of dead bugs, and I distributed a second batch of infected bugs; bugs now 

dying in large numbers. On the 30th, in all cracks in field of corn, around the 

roots of dead corn stalks, and under each clod, were lying millions of dead bugs. Bugs 

are still dying in small quantities. There are yet a few live bugs in the field, but 

doing no damage. During the experiment, bugs in field were moving about a 

great deal, except July 24th, when they appeared very sluggish. No change in bugs 

in neighboring fields. The nearest cultivated field to this is about 30 rods.” Under 

later date: ‘I find it impossible to even estimate the amount of damage the bugs 

would have done if they had not been destroyed. At the time infection was received 

the bugs were moving into a 40-acre corn fieid, and for about 20 rows of 40 rods in 

length the stalks were thickly covered; but after using the infection the bugs died 

rapidly, and the corn was unhurt, as was also 30 acres of oats adjoining the corn.” 

No. 440. G. W. CaroxHpoor, New Hartford, Butler county, Iowa. Applied for aid 

June 6th, stating that Hope Alliance No. 1912 had instructed him to send for infec- 

tion. Infection sent June 13th; experiment successful, as reported December 17th: 

“The bugs had attacked my wheat from the southwest corner and had completely 

killed it for three rods in when I put the infected bugs in the field, near the line 

where they were at work. I could see no difference in their actions for about five 

days, although the line of the devastation did not seem to extend. In about five or 

six days they seemed to be in a semi-dormant state. They did not seem to make an 

effort to get out of the way unless we touched them, and then they would go ina 

circle, or, perhaps, turn on their backs. In 10 days there was not an old bug to be 

seen, except legs and wings. My wheat matured all right, and it tested at the mill 

at 59 pounds, as it came from the separator.” January 5, 1892: “While I was ex- 

perimenting one man said he would not give me 5 cents for my entire crop, but 

when I took some of the wheat from that patch to the mill, the miller said it was the 

best wheat he had seen for two years. The infection saved my entire crop of wheat 

and 37 acres of corn.” 

No. 441. F. E. Mana, North McGregor, Clayton county, lowa. Applied for aid 

July 20th: “Our corn crop will be destroyed soon if we do not get relief.’ Infec- 

tion sent August 8th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported September 5th: “My 

experiments with your infected bugs have proved unfavorable. It was late in the 

season; the bugs did not reach me until August 18th, and the bugs in the field were 

_ full grown by that time.” © 

No. 442. C. W. Brynine, Dyersville, Dubuque county, Iowa. Applied for aid 

July 3d: “I have a patch of barley with many millions of bugs in it.” Infection 

sent July 6th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 24th: “Am sorry to 

say the experiment with me was a failure. The bugs were dead when received, but 

I followed the directions you sent, but failed to inoculate any others. I had barley 

that was infested with millions of them. The weather was hot and dry.” 

No. 443. Frerp. Luxes, Protivin, Howard county, Iowa. Infection sent July 16th; 

experiment successful, as reported November Ist: “I put some infected bugs in 

wheat and some in corn, according to your directions. In three weeks there was not 

one live bug in my field. It is a great discovery and a benefit to farmer.” Un- 

der later date: “I saved 200 bushels of corn and 100 bushels of oats.” 

No. 444. Marutas Kryxor, Spillville, Winneshiek county, lowa. Applied for aid 

July 16th: “Bugs are rapidly destroying my wheat.” Infection sent July 18th; ex- 

periment successful, as reported November 2d: “In about two days after I put 

bugs in jar, I noticed some dead bugs, five in number, enveloped in white film, but 

rest of them were active as ever. I let them out in wheat field where chinch-bugs 
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were abundant; but weather continued very dry and sun was shining all day long 

and I could not see any dead bugs in field. Wheat was cut July 29th. Close to 

wheat plat I had some new plowed land which was planted to beans and a row of 

corn; bugs gathered on it; so I let some of those bugs which I kept in the jar 

amongst them. After about six days there were many dead ones sticking to leaves 

of beans and corn, enveloped in white fungus. I could not find any bugs dead in 

neighboring fields. I can say that some chinch-bugs died on account of white 

fungus when weather was wet, but when dry weather set in fungus had no effect.” 

No. 445. Joun Serax, Spillville, Winneshiek county, Iowa. Applied for aid 

June 12th: “The ground is full of bugs.” Infection sent June 23d; experiment 

successful, as reported October 26th: “The experiment was very favorable. In 

about 12 days the bugs began to gather in bunches and die in the field. I put them 

on barley and all of them were killed. Then I put them all over the farm, and 

nearly all of the bugs were killed. No bugs died in my neighbors’ fields.” Under 

date of November 13th, reported as follows: “The bugs went so hard at the barley 

that I thought they would kill it, but then I got the infected bugs and the bugs died. 

I got 225 bushels of nice barley. Of oats I claim 200 bushels more by my use of 

the infection, and of rye about 50 bushels more. The bugs did hardly any damage 

for they nearly all died before they commenced to go into the corn, otherwise they 

would have spoiled 10 acres of corn.” 

No. 446. Wiiu H. Wixxuson, Conover, Winneshiek county, Iowa. Infection sent 

June 22d; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 31st: “Am sorry to say 

that although I gave the bugs a thorough test according to directions, and after- 

wards considerably lengthened the period of exposure, I did not find a single in- 

stance in which the infection seemed to work, even in the nursery.” 

EXPERIMENTS IN MINNESOTA. 

No. 447. Hans Hanson, Mankato, Blue Earth county, Minnesota. Infection sent 

July 17th; experiment doubtful— obscured by disease apparently already present: 

“When I put the bugs in the field I found a large number of dead bugs, and they 

remained in bunches; and after that time I found a large number of dead bugs, but 

I do not know whether they died from your infected bugs or from disease already 

among them.” 

No. 448. C. J. Lippert, Faribault, Rice county, Minnesota. Infection sent June 

26th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported December 22d: “After placing infected 

bugs in field, I failed to discover any signs of disease, where the bugs were very 

thick.” 
EXPERIMENT IN MISSISSIPPI. 

No. 449. Howarp Eyarts Werp, Entomologist, Mississippi Agricultural Experi 

ment Station, Starkville, Oktibbeha county, Mississippi. Infection sent May 12th 

and June 6th; experiment successful, as reported October 2d: “Inthe latter part of 

May chinch-bugs were reported in large numbers, from Myersville, this State. The 

first lot of bugs received from you were sent to the locality, with instructions. I 

went myself to the locality with the second lot of bugs. Stayed a few days, spread 

the disease in two fields, and left a man to report the condition of these 2ad other 

fields 12 days afterward. His report was: ‘The corn crops recently infested with 

chinch-bugs are doing fine. The prospects are for an average yield, and the bugs 

have disappeared.’ (July 14th.) When at Myersville, however, I found the bugs were 

not nearly as numerous as they had been, and I was unable to find but comparatively 

few; and as the rains followed the introduction of the diseased bugs, the ex periment, 

although favorable, is far from conclusive.” Under later date: “About 100 bushels 
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of corn were saved by the experiment. At time of infection prospects were very 

poor, but the crop turned out all O. K.” 

EXPERIMENTS IN MISSOURI. 

No. 450. Joun E. Munpy, Mexico, Audrain county, Missouri. Applied for aid 

June 27th: “I have a piece of young corn that the bugs aré ruining.” Infection 

sent July Ist; experiment successful, as reported October 24th: “After I experi- 

mented with the infected bugs I found a great many dead ones, and they all disap- 

peared in about three weeks.” 

No. 451. Pror, H. J. Warers, Agricultural Experiment Station, Columbia, Boone 

county, Missouri. Infection sent May 11th; experiment successful, as reported 

September 5th: “I have the honor to hand you with this a partial report of the 

work I have done with infectious diseases of the chinch-bug received from your 

laboratory. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were with a bacterial disease used early in the season, 

while No. 4 was with the fungus disease, Sporotrichum, furnished by you from a field 

in Chautauqua county, Kansas. Other reports will doubtless come in later.” 

1. Mr. F. C. Friesenberry, of Boone county, reports results with bacterial dis- 

ease put out May 30th in wheat field where a large number of old and some young 

bugs were threatening destruction of crop: “At the end of a week from the time the 

diseased bugs were distributed, I noticed the old ones began dying. In 10 days 

both old and young were dying rapidly. None worth mentioning on my farm now.” 

2. Mr. S. T. Howell, of Randolph county, reports similar results from bugs re- 

ceived at the same time. 

3. Mr. John Bedford, of Boone county, reports no perceptible diminution of 

the number of bugs from an application of bacterial disease in a wheat field, May 

21st. 

4. Mr. L. J. Keller reports: ‘Iam happy to be able to make a favorable report 

on your chinch-bug experiment. It worked like a charm, and nearly all the bugs 

in my corn field are dead. Some damage had been done to the corn before I got 

the infected bugs, July 16th.” 

Professor Waters wrote under date of December 18th as follows: “A report of 

the work for one locality where the chinch-bugs were injuring the corn rapidly and 

threatened to completely destroy it was published in a local paper, written, perhaps, 

by some of the farmers who made the experiment, which showed the greatest suc- 

cess possible. So faras heard from, the infection has been an unqualified success.” 

No. 452. C. O. Davipson, Carrington, Callaway county, Missouri. Applied for 

aid June 6th: “We are bothered very badly by chinch-bugs in this vicinity.” In- 

fection sent July 7th; experiment successful, as reported October 23d: “I put the 

infected bugs you sent me in a field that was red and black with bugs, say one 

ounce of bugs to each corn stalk. We watched them closely, and in three weeks 

from the time you sent them all of the bugs were dead. Not one ounce of live 

bugs in the whole field. Nothing could be better.” 

No. 453. Joun R. Drearporr, Bachelor, Callaway county, Missouri. Infection 

sent July 3d; experiment successful, as reported July 21st: “It has been 14 days this 

evening since I put out the infection. I have been to look several times but this 

morning was the first time that I have discovered any disease. I find scattered all 

over the field dead bugs which have turned white and are as large as two or three 

bugs. There are none sick elsewhere that I know of.” 

No. 454. Curyron Bass, Maple Grove, Jasper county, Missouri. Stated in appli- 

cation of July 1st that the bugs were taking his corn, having abandoned the 

wheat as soon as it was cut. Infection sent July 3d; experiment successful, as re- 
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ported July 20th. Bugs died with white fungus as shown by sample sent by corre 

spondent. 

No. 455. G. T. Sronr, Louisville, Lincoln county, Missouri. Applied for aid 

June 15th: “The corn next to the wheat is black with bugs.” Infection sent June 

17th; experiment suctessful, as reported July 20th: ‘It has been nearly four weeks 

since I put out the first infected bugs. They commenced dying about the eighth 

day and are still dying.” Under later date: “They went out of the wheat into two 

pieces of corn and killed a few rows and then did no more damage; one piece, six 

acres, made 30 bushels to the acre; the other, 10 acres, made 20 bushels to the acre. 

It was extremely dry weather; couldn’t say just how much they injured it. Saved 

also small patch of sorghum worth $5 or $6.” 

No. 456. Jos. H. Hiuu, Paris, Monroe county, Missouri. Infection sent July 3d; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported January 23d: “When I put them in the field 

the weather was wet and very cool for the time of the year. I marked the places 

where I put them, and watched results, but never saw any dead bugs; tried it second 

time, with same result. I then put some live bugs in glass with infected bugs, and 

left them in there for four weeks, and they were still alive at that time.” 

No. 457. Guo. A. Key, Granville, Monroe county, Missouri. Applied for aid May 

12th: “Chinch-bugs are very thick.” Infection sent May 29; experiment successful, 

as reported December 23d: “The experiment was highly satisfactory. I put them 

on 18 acres of wheat that chinch-bugs were killing; also had it sown to timothy, and 

they were killing it. They soon all disappeared, and did not damage it further. I 

also put some infected bugs on corn, where there were healthy bugs, and it cleaned 

them all out. My neighbors had lots of bugs in the fall. Icould not find any on my 

farm.” 

No. 458. Joun A. Wirrren, Cyrene, Pike county, Missouri. Obtained infection of 

H. H. Higginbotham; experiment successful, as reported December 15th: “I used 

the infection in a 10-acre field of corn, where the bugs were very numerous. I do 

not think the corn would have made anything if I had not used the infection. I 

obtained the infected bugs from Mr. Higginbotham on Monday, and placed them 

in my corn the same evening. On the next Monday evening there were hardly any 

live bugs inmy corn. The bugs had gone under the clods, and died. I think the 

diseased bugs area great thing. I bottled up a good many for next year. Mr. Chas. 

Harris, in my neighborhood, got diseased bugs from my corn field, and he says that 

his corn was a great deal better where he used the infection than where he did not. 

I saved 500 bushels of corn by using the infection.” 

» No. 459. Henry B. Cuspacn, Higbee, Randolph county, Missouri. Applied for 

aid July 8th: “The chinch-bugs have destroyed my wheat, and are now filing out 

into my corn and waging destruction on it.” Infection sent July 10th; experiment 

successful, as reported August 5th: “I proceeded according to your directions. I 

turned the bugs, after 48 hours, into the field. The weather was rainy, and cool for 

the time of year. In about five days I began to find some dead bugs. They con- 

tinue to dieup tothe present time. There are still a few live bugs in the field. They 

were on the move when I distributed the infected bugs over the field. The bugs 

seem to be dying in adjoining fields. I think your discovery a good one.” Remarks: 

Mr. James Daggs, of Yates township, about seven miles distant, who used infection 

from the above farm, reported as follows: “The infected bugs from your laboratory 

did great work for H. B. Cubbage. They made lots of corn for him.” 

EXPERIMENT IN NEBRASKA. 

No. 460. Hrnry Fox, sz., Nelson, Nuckolls county, Nebraska. Infection sent June 

22d; experiment successful, as reported October 24th: ‘The infected bugs you sent 
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us did the work. It took between 8 and 10 days for them to work. We took 

about 150 healthy bugs and followed your directions very minutely, and at the end 

of 24 hours we had a lot of crazy bugs; and at the end of 48 hours we put them in 

the field (about 20 acres). Ten days after the first planting of bugs we had a rain 

shower, and after that the bugs were gone. Our man gave the shower the credit for 

doing the work, but as we had cold rains all spring and they did not stop the bugs 

we hardly think a warm shower would kill them. The field was alive with young 

bugs when we put the infected bugs in, and in 10 days they were gone; so we do not 

hesitate to say that your infected bugs did the work.” 

EXPERIMENTS IN OKLAHOMA TERRITORY. 

No. 461. Gro. AnpDERsoN, Edmond, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid May 

12th. Bugs sent May 18th, and again July 11th, and July 23d; experiment success- 

ful, as reported July 20th: ‘“‘The bugs are dying by the teaspoonful on my sweet 

corn, so I think it will do the work all right.” And again, October 29th: “The in- 

fected bugs you sent did much good. It killed them by the handful. It is the best 

thing to get rid of chinch-bugs I have seen.” 

No. 462. Rosert C. Berry, Guthrie, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid June 

17th, stating that the corn was being badly damaged by bugs. Infection sent June 

20th; experiment successful, as reported July 12th: “I am glad to report the suc- 

cess of the chinch-bug experiment. They have about all died on my place, which 

they commenced to do in from 8 to 10 days after putting out the infection. It isa 

wonder to every one that has seen my field.” 

No. 463. A. L. Byrp, Mathewson, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid Septem- 

ber 2d. Infection sent September 4th; experiment successful, as reported Novem- 

ber 7th: “Bugs received September 6th. Placed them immediately in a glass jar 

with moist earth and food. After five days some bugs I put with them commenced 

dying. I then began distributing about my field, and amongst my neighbors, in 

corn and cane fields. Weather was dry and hot. Disease seemed to be infectious 

at all points. Bugs in field were moving lively when inoculated ones were intro- 

duced. The intention was to destroy bugs in anticipation of next year’s crop. In 

all cases results were satisfactory, and I have reports from 17 parties.” 

No. 464. S. H. Miuuer, Miller, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid June 24th: 

“Bugs are spreading rapidly in my corn. A small piece of young corn is entirely 

covered with them up to about one foot above the ground.” Infection sent June 

27th; experiment successful,as reported July 13th: ‘“ I consider the experiment with 

the infected bugs you sent me about the 27th ult. highly satisfactory. I associated 

about 100 healthy bugs with the ones you sent me for 48 hours, and then turned 

them loose in the field where the bugs were the thickest. At the end of eight days 

I found that all the small red bugs had disappeared in that part of the field, and 

the original quantity of. old bugs had diminished one-half. In another part of the 

field where I turned the second infected lot loose, I found nearly all the small ones 

gone and numerous old ones dead.” 

No. 465. M.S. Frsupack, Mulhall, Oklahoma Territory. Infection sent July 3d; 

experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 23d: “I regret to report the result not 

satisfactory. At the time I put the infection out the bugs were leaving the wheat 

ground for the corn adjoining. I took great painsto put a few infected bugs with 

the ones that had gathered upon the stalks of corn at 10 or 15 feet apart. I watched 

closeiy for three weeks, but could not discover any favorable results. In clearing 

up the ground now, I find quantities of live bugs.” 

No. 466. James K. Hastrnes, Mulhall, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid June 

25th: “My corn is going.” Infection sent June 27th; experiment successful, as re- 
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ported July 28th: “I was a little skeptical when the first 10 days elapsed, and I 

seemed to have as many bugs as ever, but in time they all succumbed. It was very 

fortunate for these people of Oklahoma that you were willing to send the disease 

out of Kansas. It made the difference for many of us of a crop. In general, the 

weather was hot and dry, a very few light showers, and it took about three weeks to 

kill them.” Report further November 9th: ‘‘I saved probably 300 bushels of corn 

by the infection. You sent me two boxes; a neighbor, Mr. John Finnell, used the 

other, and saved perhaps 100 bushels.” 

No. 467. E. West, Mulhall, Oklahoma Territory. Infection sent July 3d; experi- 

ment unsuccessful, as reported October 27th: “I could not see that your bugs did 

any good. The weather was very dry, and I could not see any difference in bugs in 

the field after putting out the infected ones.” 

No. 468. W. K. Grurenz, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Territory. Mr. Greene sent 

for infection for distribution by request of the Oklahoma County Farmers’ Alliance- 

Infection sent July 1st; experiments successful, as reported November 12th: “I am 

sorry that I cannot give details, though I know the infection was generally success- 

ful. Every one who scattered diseased bugs in their field, whom I have interviewed, 

reports that bugs were dying in from three days to one week. In adjoining fields 

they began dying a few days later. Several fields of corn were planted on wheat 

stubble, which did well where bugs had been diseased; while several miles from here, 

where no diseased bugs had been scattered, the corn planted on wheat-stubble land 

was destroyed, or very nearlyso. The weather was very dry. We had a shower about 

the time the bugs arrived, but very little since then. Weare quite jubilant over the 

success of the trial.” Under date of December 4th: “I shall estimate my own saving 

at $200, which I think conservative.” 

No. 469. Mrs. Lizziz A. Rooxwoop, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Territory. Ap- 

plied for aid July 13th: “The bugs are devouring our corn.” Infection sent July 

14th; experiment successful, as reported October 26th: “In course of time the bugs 

began to perceptibly decrease, and, as the farmers contiguous still had bugs, we con- 

cluded that we were much benefited by your scientific application, and said, ‘Hurrah 

for Science!’” Reported in November: “The experiment saved me about 500 bush- 

els of corn.” 

No. 470. H. J. Lame, Stillwater, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid June 20th: 

“Bugs are in great numbers.” Infection sent June 22d; experiment successful, as 

reported October 23d: “I placed the sick bugs on six hills of corn in my corn field. 

It had been very wet all summer, and rained in 15 hours after I put out my bugs. I 

found in two to four weeks my bugs were done for. The corn fell down worthless, 

and clusters of dead bugs could be found under the blades. I also found some white- 

coated, bloated, dead bugs, adhering to small blades of grass and on weeds near the 

corn hills where the infected bugs were placed. The bugs for three generations were 

surely destroyed. I can assure you that the experiment was a success in destroying 

bugs. The infection should have been applied earlier to secure the best results.” 

Remark: Note that the very wet weather of early summer did not kill the bugs. 

No. 471. Jesse Sureves, Stillwater, Oklahoma Territory. Infection sent May 

29th; experiment successful, as reported November 8th: “The bugs all died in my 

field, and also in adjoining fields; and for miles around it worked like a charm.” 

No. 472. Harry Connor, Thurston, Oklahoma Territory. Applied for aid Sep- 

tember Ist. Infection sent September 7th; experiment successful, as reported No- 

vember 4th: “I turned the infected bugs loose the third day. The bugs were very 

numerous in ‘our late corn —sometimes a cup full to one stalk; they were also active. 

The weather was hot and dry during the time. In about a week’s time we could find 
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searcely any live bugs.” Under later date: “JI had but nine acres of corn, and saved 

about 35 bushels by use of infection.” 

No. 473. W. C. Zinneoxer, Honey Grove, Fannin county, Texas. Sent infection 

May 4th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported May 26th. Re-sent bugs June 2d; ex- 

periment again unsuccessful, as reported October 10th: “The next day after I put 

bugs out a very hard rain fell. I watched closely but could not see any results. 

About three weeks after I found a few dead bugs near where I put infection. The 

bugs in field multiplied greatly, and after corn and other crops were too dry they 

went to crab-grass and purslane. I think the test was not a fair one, on account of 

the dashing rain the time I put out the bugs.” Remark: Note that the very hard 

rain did not destroy the bugs. 

No. 474. Tuomas R. Orenpaun, Hillsboro, Hill county, Texas. Infection sent 

October 6th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported November 2d: “I turned the in- 

fected bugs out where the bugs were as plentiful as ants in an ant hill, and have 

never seen any effect from it. The bugs are still alive and as active and numerous 

as ever.” 

No. 475. W. A. Rezves, Lone Oak, Hunt county, Texas. Applied for aid August 

12th: “I have a fine crop of bugs.” Infection sent August 15th; experiment suc- 

cessful, as reported October 28th: “I experimented with the infected bugs as you 

directed. In a few days after I put them out the bugs began to die in my field. 

They also died to some extent in my neighbors’ fields. In two or three weeks they 

all seemed to be dead; but I was in my field this week and they seem to be as 

numerous as ever. They must have come from some other farm, or a new crop 

from the eggs.” Remark: The presence of bugs more than two months after the com- 

plete success of the experiment was probably due to inroads from neighboring 

fields. 

No. 476. T. M. Paumer, Peede, Kauffman county, Texas. Infection sent May 

29th; experiment successful, as reported July 5th: “I marked four hills of corn and 

placed the infected bugs thereon. The weather was very dry and warm, and on the 

third day I found as many as four dead bugs at one hill, and all of those not dead 

seemed quite stupid. After putting out the first lot, I replenished my jar with 

healthy bugs, and after 48 hours I put them out. They had a better effect than the 

first lot. I did not find any dead bugs; but what was better, I found no live ones 

on the corn upon which I had placed them. Two days after I put out the second 

lot I noticed that the bugs were very restless, crawling on the ground in a northerly 

direction. Since then I have been putting the infection out regularly. I can now 

say that the bugs have died and left until my field is about clear of them. One of 

my neighbors, Mr. 8. A. Graham, has been using them in his corn, and his experi- 

ence tends to confirm mine, he being almost free from them at this writing. I will 

state furthermore, that I have not seen or heard of any bugs dying except where the 

diseased bugs were piaced. In Mr. Lockley’s field, just west of me, the bugs are 

holding high carnival; they have killed some of his corn dead.” 

No. 477. C. M. Brix, Tehuacana, Limestone county, Texas. Applied for aid 

July 2d. Stated that the chinch-bugs threatened to ruin his corn. Bugs sent July 

5th; experiment successful, as reported August 18th: “Those parts of the fields 

where I put out the infection were soon free from live bugs, while in the other por- 

tions of the field the bugs continued to flourish for 16 or 18 days, when they com- 

menced to die and died off rapidly. No unusual mortality is perceptible among the 

bugs in my neighbors’ fields. I am thoroughly persuaded of the efficiency of your 

system of destroying the chinch-bug.”’ Under date of November 2d: “The diseased 

bugs saved me about 400 bushels (or 50 per cent.) of my corn.” 
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No. 478. W. J. McCuure, Re, Navarro county, Texas. Infection sent June 19th; 

experiment successful, as reported October 20th: “I put out the infected bugs June 

24th. Bugs were very numerous, the corn being almost black with them. On the 

30th I found plenty of dead ones; more numerous under the stalks. Frequently 

the ground was covered; there were a few live bugs to be found where I put the in- 

fected bugs, but 150 yards away in the opposite side of the field, there were plenty 

of bugs until the corn dried up.” 

No. 479. J. W. Humpurey, Point, Rains county, Texas. Applied for aid June 

22d: “My farm is alive with bugs.” Infection sent July 3d; experiment successful, 

as reported September 3d: “The diseased chinch-bugs you sent me acted like a 

charm. When I had put out the first bugs that had been inoculated, a rain came up 

within less than six hours and I feared that the bugs would be destroyed or washed 

away before I could get any good from them; but in a few days the bugs were lying 

dead in piles. We followed it up for a few days, and it was difficult to get well or 

live bugs to inoculate. I consider it a grand success, and wish only that every 

farmer would use them next season to destroy the pests.” Under November date: 

“We must have saved 100 bushels of corn, and if we had commenced in time we 

would have saved more. Oats were ruined before we commenced with infected 

bugs.” 

No. 480. W. D. AnpERson, Nesbitt, Robertson county, Texas. Sporotrichum in- 

fection sent June 15th; distributed in corn field June 21st; weather for following 

two weeks fair and hot, with one heavy rain on the second day of the experiment; 

experiment successful, as reported July 3d: “There are nothing like as many dead 

bugs in the neighbors’ fields as in ours. There is quite a lot of dead bugs in our 

field now. A good many of the bugs are sluggish and seem almost dead.” 

EXPERIMENTS IN WISCONSIN. 

No. 481. E. Frep. Russeuy, M. D., Poynette, Columbia county, Wisconsin. Infec- 

tion sent July 3d; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 22d: “I ‘planted’ 

the infection in a field of corn, but the influx of fresh bugs from the adjacent wheat 

fields was so great that the test could not be a fair one. Of a few left from the first 

exposure I inoculated a second crop, and placed them in a field of oats, and con- 

tinued the exposure to a third batch. These I isolated and penned in four square 

rods of corn, and watched closely, but with no satisfactory results.” 

No. 482. W. A. Henry, Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison, Dane county, 

Wisconsin. Infection sent July 6th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported October 

15th: “We placed a portion of the infected bugs in a field of winter wheat about 

three miles from our station farm. There were a great many bugs on this field, 

though I have seen them more numerous. The remainder of the infected bugs were 

placed at two points in a barley plat on our station farm, where there were a few 

bugs. I took charge of the work, personally, and could see no effects from the in- 

fection.” 

No. 4823. Cuas. Nurrine, Deansville, Dane county, Wisconsin. Infection sent June 

26th; experiment successful, as reported October 18th: “I had a piece of winter 

wheat that was full of young bugs, and the 3d of July I scattered the diseased bugs 

through the field. At the end of eight days I examined the field, but could not find 

any dead bugs. I looked again in three or four days, but did not find any dead bugs, 

and then I thought it was a failure. It was about three weeks after I put the bugs 

in that I cut my wheat, and there was not a dead bug to be found. I had a piece of 

corn by the side of the wheat, and as soon as I cut the wheat the bugs went into the 

corn. Qne thing that I noticed was, that the bugs did not appear to be as lively in 

their movements as they were the year before. My neighbors had a piece of barley 
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over the fence from my wheat, and the bugs went into it by the millions. When my 

neighbor cut his wheat, across from my wheat, I went over, and where the bugs came 

out of my wheat the ground was covered with dead bugs, and in the other parts of 

the field we could not find a dead bug. That was four weeks after I put the infected 

in the field of wheat. The ground in my corn field was covered with dead bugs. I 

think the bugs died in greater quantities the fifth week. So you can see that the 

bugs did not begin to die until from 25 to 30 days after I put them out. The bugs 

did not do me but a small amount of damage to what they would if I had not got the 

infection. Icansay that I am highly pleased with my trial of the infected bugs, but 

they did not work as soon as I expected they would.” Reported in November: “I 

estimate saving in my fields by use of infected bugs at 200 bushels corn, 250 bushels 

barley, and of other crops $125 worth.” 

No. 483. Joun Suatrer, Sun Prairie, Dane county, Wisconsin. Infection sent 

June 23d; experiment successful, as reported November 15th: “Immediately upon 

receipt of the infected bugs I followed directions as close as possible, and 10 days 

after distributing the first lot I could see old bugs lying all over the field, dead, but 

the young bugs did not seem to take the disease at once. The bugs in adjoining 

fields began to die about the sametime. I received the bugs too late to do any good 

in winter wheat and they worked in the corn quite bad for about a week, and then 

they seemed to stop and that was the last of them. Iwas the laughing-stock of the 

community for a while, but the farmers came for ten miles to get some of my chinch- 

bugs.” Under later date: “I saved, by the infection, about 200 bushels of corn, 200 

bushels of barley, and $200 worth of other crops.” 

No. 484. Rey. J. R. Danten, Fox Lake, Dodge county, Wisconsin. Applied for 

aid July 22d: “My corn will soon be all destroyed by bugs.” Infection sent July 

27th; experiment successful, as reported August 22d: “For a long time I could not 

say anything about the effect. The bugs were very thick in my corn when I put out 

the infection, but now I see but very few in my corn. There came a great drouth 

for five weeks—not a drop of rain—and it may be that it helped to destroy some of 

them. Yet I see that they work more in my neighbors’ fields.” Under November 

date, reported as follows: “The infection saved probably 1,000 bushels of corn in 

my fields, and $40 worth of millet.” 

No. 485. A. H. Darrow, Brandon, Fond du Lac county, Wisconsin. Applied for 

aid August 10th: ‘‘Chinch-bugs are destroying the crops in this section.” Infection 

sent August 12th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported November 9th: “After put- 

ting the infected bugs in the corn I put more fresh ones in bottle with those you sent, 

putting in green leaves. I kept them there four weeks, but found no dead bugs in 

corn or bottle.” 

No. 486. Cuas. L. Hinz, Rosendale, Fond du Lac county, Wisconsin. Infection 

sent June 15th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported July 28th: ‘The experiment- 

ing was not a success. After three or four days I put some bugs from the jar into 

the field, but afterward I found they were never affected, as there are live bugs in the 

jar after three weeks. The chinch-bugs are now at the corn and are worse than I 

ever saw them before. I am much obliged for your trouble and will try again next 

year.” Infection re-sent July 30th and August 3d; experiment successful, as re- 

ported December 14th: “The second lot of chinch-bugs were used for infection in 

the corn and on timothy meadow. © On the corn they did little good, for the infection 

did not spread. Those placed in the timothy worked ravage right and left. In two 

weeks almost every bug within 20 rods of where we put the infected bugs was dead. 

We supposed it was from the cholera, as the ground was covered with the remains of 

bugs, but they did not show quite like those in the box, as only the shells were left.” 
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No. 487. Wrixu1am Lerru, Kirkwood, Fond du Lac county, Wisconsin. Infection 

sent July 20th; experiment successful, as reported August 2d: “I put the bugs in a 

field of 19 acres of spring wheat on the 24th. The weather has been dry, with the 

exception of a light shower on the evening of the 29th. I visited the field on the 

29th, and the bugs seemed to be about as usual. I again visited the field on Satur- 

day, August Ist, and the bugs were nearly all dead where I put the infected bugs. 

I again visited the field this morning, and the bugs were all dead where the infected 

ones were scattered. I then went to another part of the field, about 20 rods from 

where the infected bugs were placed, and found some bugs dead and others sluggish 

and apparently sick.’’ Reported later: ‘“‘On one field of wheat of 14 acres the yield 

was 193 bushels per acre, and I think the chinch-bugs would have nearly cleaned it 

out.” 

No. 488. Wm. W. Haut, Markesan, Green Lake county, Wisconsin. Applied for 

aid July 22d: “Bugs are doing much damage.” Infection sent July 27th; experi- 

ment unsuccessful, as reported November 4th: “At the end of 24 hours I put in- 

fected bugs in the corn where the bugs were thick on the corn and moving about on 

the ground, and again at the end of 48 hours, and several times after, but did not 

notice any difference with the bugs in the field.” 

No. 489. A. Barren, Lake Mills, Jefferson county, Wisconsin. Infection sent 

July 11th; experiment unsuccessful, as reported January 6th: ‘The infection was 

of no help. After two weeks there were no dead ones. The fieids were all destroyed 

by the bugs, and I had to cut the grain for hay.” 

No. 490. A. J. Humpurey, Waterloo, Jefferson county, Wisconsin. Infection sent 

June 24th and July 8th; experiment successful, as reported July 16th: “ Until the 

14th I could not see anything that looked favorable. The first lot had no effect that 

I could discover, but the second lot is showing up quite favorable. There are 

bunches of dead bugs around where the diseased bugs were placed, and the patches 

are getting larger.” 

No. 491. H. B. Smrru, Harvey, Jefferson, county, Wisconsin. Infection sent July 

27th; experiment undoubtedly successful, as reported December 11th: “I distributed 

the infected bugs along the entire front of a 16-acre field of millet which was then 

about four to six inches high, but before I got to work with the bugs they had already 

destroyed a strip of millet one to five rods wide the entire length of the field which 

lay next to 25 acres of buggy barley. At the same time I put the infection out, I 

plowed a deep ditch some 20 feet back in the good millet not yet affected, thus giving 

them sufficient food to last a few days on the outside of the furrow. During the first 

three or four days I could not discover their ravages were impeded, but all of a sud- 

den they seemed to stop eating, stop working, and did not even devour what little 

food I had left for them on the outside of the furrow, although they were constantly 

reinforced every day for a week or 10 days from out of the grain field. Now, I am 

not fully prepared to assert or even admit that the infected bugs did all the work in 

arresting their progress any farther into the field, for it happened to be just at the 

time of the year when by nature they do suddenly stop working, and that has been 

my experience from observation in years past, but I will admit that their final disap- 

pearance was truly a mystery. Although the weather was warm and dry, I had 

thought, from their habits in the past, that they might have worked in the field some 

two weeks longer.” 

No. 492. H. B. Sroxes, Waterloo, Jefferson county, Wisconsin. Infection sent 

April 29th, June 2d,and June 27th; experiment successful, as reported October 12th: 

‘““My experiment was favorable. The bugs did not die in the grain fields very much, 

but they died after they got in the corn. On one end of the fieid they died with the 
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white fungus, and on the other side from the bacterial disease. On another end they 

died, but I do not know what killed them. All at once they were all gone, and I 

could not find any bugs of any kind. Where they died with the white fungus the 

ground looked as though it had snowed.” January 3d: “I think introducing the 

infected bugs saved me 50 bushels of corn.” 

No. 493. Gro. Manny, Stone Bank, Waukesha county, Wisconsin. Applied for aid 

June Ist: “Chinch-bugs are very numerous here.’ Infection sent June 5th; experi- 

ment successful, as reported November 2d: “Distributed the dead bugs in field of 

barley; on the third day after placing them out it began to rain, and was quite cold, 

which caused the bugs to go into the ground. Harvested barley in about two weeks 

after turning out infection, but could not find any bugs, dead or alive. I am con- 

vinced that you have a process that will destroy all bugs, if directions are rightly 

followed. lam positive that they killed every bug in that lot, for I could find plenty 

in every other field, but in that there were none to be found.” Under later date: “I 

saved 20 bushels per acre in my field of barley, which I never thought of harvesting 

before I used your infection.” 

V.—LIST OF FIELD EXPERIMENTERS MAKING REPORTS. 

The following is a complete list of the names and residences of the 1,400** 

farmers who reported the results of their experiments; together with state- 
ments of the date of sending the infection from the laboratory, of the result 
of the experiment, and of the estimate of savings in each case: 

Allen County.— Successful, 5; doubtful, 2. 

Bacon, C. W., Morantown. May 9 and June 2; successful. Saved oats and corn 

from injury. 

Barth, Chas., Iola. June 13; successful. Saved 90 per cent. of wheat and other 

crops. 

Denny, Wm., Geneva. May 11 and June 4; successful. 

Fussman, Mrs. 8. L., Humboldt. June 1; doubtful. 

McDonald, J. M.. Iola. June 1; successful. Saved wheat 50 bushels. 

Spofford, D. A.. Morantown. May 15 and June 17; successful. Saved wheat 200 

bushels, corn 200 bushels. 

Thompson, R. L., Iola. May 11; doubtful. 

Anderson County.— Successful, 4. 

Brooks, E. F., Westphalia. May 5; successful. Saved wheat 75 bushels, corn 200 

bushels, oats $50. 

Newton, J. L., Garnett. June 11; successful. ; 

Oates, J. M., Garnett. July 15; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Woods, M. H., Garnett. May 9; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, corn $50. 

Atchison County.— Successful, 1. 

Sutter Bros., Effingham. June 19; successful. 

* Since the first part of this Report was printed, in which the number of reports of experiments is 

given as 1,399, an additional report has been received, making a total of 1,400 reports. 
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Barber County.—Successful, 10; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Circle, John R., Hazelton. September 4; successful. 

Cory, J. M., Sharon. July 1; successful. Saved corn 40 bushels, millet hay 10 tons, 

millet seed 20 bushels. 

Dyer, T. J.. Medicine Lodge. September 24; successful. 

Goddard, Sam. L., Medicine Lodge. August 20; unsuccessful. 

Graves, Geo. L., Kiowa. July 17; doubtful. 

Hargis, A. J.. Lake City. July 1; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Lester, J. A., Hazelton. September 12; partially successful. 

Long, Hon. Chester I., State Senator, Medicine Lodge. June 29; successful. 

Martin, T. R., Hazelton. September 24; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Overstreet, C.J., Sharon. July 15; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, other crops, 

$50. ‘ 

Rigg, F. W., Medicine Lodge. September 8 and October 12; successful. 

Shklar, H., Lodi. July 7; successful. 

Barton County.— Successful, 1. 

Cope, Dawsey, Millard. July 27; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Bourbon County.—Successful, 5. 

Amey, Mrs. George, Hammond. July 8; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, rye 

$25, and pasturage. 

Cissna, R. A., Glendale. July 9 and 15 and August 5; successful. 

Spence, C. B., Marmaton. August 8; successful. Saved corn 25 bushels. 

Taylor, R.C., Marmaton. July 11; successful. Saved corn 10 bushels, wheat 8 

bushels. 

Wilson, L. C., Ft. Scott. June 27 and July 6; successful. Saved corn 50 acres, oats 

not estimated. 

Brown County.— Successful, 1. 

Schluton, W. A., Hiawatha. July 17; successful. 

Butler County.— Successful, 62; unsuccessful, 3; doubtful, 2. 

Allen, Clement L., Douglass. June 12; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Anderson, W. A., Pontiac. May 29; successful. Saved corn 140 bushels. 

Axford, T. M., Latham. May 29; successful. 

Bartimess, H. H., Leon. May 13; successful. 

Brandon, 8. H., Douglass. May 8; successful. 

Bridges, Thos., Douglass. June 20; successful. 

Brown, Chas., Augusta. May 20; successful. 

Bush, James, Douglass. June 1; successful. 

Calvert, J.S., Leon. May 9 and June 3; successful. 

Clark, Thos., Leon. May 18; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Coberly, Elias, Benton. June 11; successful. Saved corn 350 bushels. 

Coggelshal, N. B., Chelsea. May 5; successful. 

Cupp, D. H., Towanda. May 16 and June 15; successful. 

Dine, C. A., Towanda. May 29; successful. 

Ellinghouse, John, Douglass. June 1; successful. 

Ellis, George, Chelsea. June 1; successful. 

Ellis, John, Chelsea. May 12; successful. 

Farner, C., Leon. June 9; successful. 

Farnsworth, G. W., Numa. May 15; successful. 
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Farrar, H. B., Leon. July 3; successful. 

Gourley, F. B., White Water. June 30; successful. 

Griffith, J. A., Leon. May 13; successful. 

Grover, H. H., El Dorado. July 1 and 13; successful. 

Hall, Dr. L. 8., Augusta. May 7; successful. 

Harris, W. H., Keighley. June 4; successful. Sayed corn 100 bushels, other crops $20. 

Harsh, 8. 8., Sycamore. July 27; successful. 

Haven, J. R., Andover. July 8; unsuccessful. 

Hiser, Wm., White Water. July 5; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Hodgson, C. C., Latham. May 2 and 25; successful. Saved corn 10 bushels. 

Hopkins, John A., Potwin. May 5; successful. 

Jacobs, Chris, Potwin. July 6; successful. : 

Johnson, F. C., Dougiass. June 24; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Jones, Owen, Douglass. May 8; unsuccessful. 

Kail, W. H., Augusta. May 26; unsuccessful. 

Kinsley, John, Douglass. June 1; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, corn 200 

bushels, oats 300 bushels. 

Kinzey, J. S., Douglass. May 11; successful. 

Knox Bros., Keighley. May 29; successful. 

Krack, C. L., Andover. May 5; successful. 

Leidy, A., Leon. July 17; successful. Saved wheat 5 bushels per acre, corn 5 

bushels per acre. 

Martin, James, Douglass. May 16; successful. 

Martin, Jos., Douglass. May 30; successful. 

Metz, T.J., Benton. June 30; successful. 

Milks, H. B., Leon. July 17; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, other crops $50. 

Montgomery, A.J., Douglass. June1; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels, wheat 50 

bushels. 

Mellvain, Geo., Augusta. July 10; successful. 

Mellvain, P. E., Augusta. May 7; successful. 

Neal, J. W., Douglass. June 30; successful. 

Neiman, A. L., White Water. June 13 and July 15; successful. 

Palmer, F. B., Sycamore Springs. June 13; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, 

other crops $25. 

Pease, O. J., Rose Hill. May 13; doubtful. 

Phrues, A., Benton. July 3; successful. 

Rutherford, J. P., Augusta. June 1; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, oats 60 

bushels. 

Safford, 8. J., Augusta. June 1; successful. 

Shannon, F: H., Augusta. Obtained infection from W.H. Cady; successful. Saved 

wheat 150 bushels, corn 140 bushels. 

Shaum, ©., Sycamore Springs. June17; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, oats 

$75. 

Singley, J. J., El Dorado. May 12 and June 2; successful. Saved wheat 20 bushels. 

Sloan, A.N., Leon. June 23; successful. Saved corn $100, millet and sorghum $30. 

Smith, W. H. H., Beaumont. June 4; successful.. Saved entire wheat crop, corn 8 

acres, oats 8 acres. 

Snyder, Wm., Towanda. June 28; successful. Saved corn 900 bushels, millet 5 tons. 

Steed, M. H., Haverhill. May 6 and June 6; successful. “i 

Tatum, G. B. M., Leon. May 29; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels, oats 50 bush- 

els, wheat 25 bushels. 

Thomas, Chas., Douglass. Obtained infection from James Martin; successful. 

3) 
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Turner, J. L., Brainerd. August 29; successful. 

Vandenberg, M. M., El Dorado. June 29; doubtful. 

Webb, E., Andover. June 29; partially successful. 

Wright, 8. K. G., Latham. Obtained infection from C. C. Hodgson; successful. 

Saved corn 500 bushels, other crops $100. 

Young, G. D., Rosalie. May 5; successful. Saved wheat 150 bushels, corn 300 

busheis. 

Chase County.— Successful, 9; unsuccessful, 5; doubtful, 1. 

Baker, E. T., Bazaar. June 6 and 11; successful. 

Brandley, A., Bazaar. July 10; unsuccessful. 

Breese, L. B:, Elmdale. July 5; successful. 

Coleman, L. W., Strong City. May 6; doubtful. 

Fink, P. M. and K. J.. Hymer. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Houser, G. S., Matfield Green. June 20; unsuccessful. 

Kuhl, J. P., Cottonwood Falls. July 3 and 13; successful. 

Mickeljerd, J. A. and C. J., Cottonwood Falls. July 8; successful. Saved corn 250 

bushels. 

Montgomery, P., Cedar Point. June 29; successful. 

Moody, C. N., Clements. July 6; unsuccessful. 

Oles, W. N., Bazaar. June 1; unsuccessful. 

Reynolds, J.. Hymer. July 9; successful. 

Starkey, Fred., Elmdale. June 23; successful. Saved oats 100 bushels. 

Stephenson, Wm. H., Clements. May 11 and June 22; successful. Saved corn 40 

bushels. 

White, D. J., Strong City. July 7; successful. 

Chautauqua County.— Successful, 43; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 2. 

Appleby, J. M., Leeds. Obtained infection of W. I. Sluth; successful. 

Bellus, John, Cedar Vale. May 7; successful. 

Bradford, J. C., Sedan. June 13; successful. 

Cardin, J. M., Bradley. Obtained infection from T. W. Newman; successful. Saved 

corn 200 bushels, millet $30. 

Carmichael, W. P., Cedar Vale. Obtained infection of W. McCarty; successful. 

Saved wheat 300 bushels, corn 500 bushels, other crops $100. 

Casement, Albert, Sedan. June 19; successful. 

Dickinson, Peter, Lowe. May 29; successful. e 

Dungan, B.I., Leeds. May 11; successful. Saved crops $100. 

Dutton, C. A., Leeds. June 29; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Edgerton, E. T., Sedan. June 24; successful. 

Elliot, Alvin, Cedar Vale. May 8; successful. Saved crops $50. 

Erickson, George, Cedar Vale. May 11 and June 11; successful. Saved corn 500: 

bushels, wheat 100 bushels. 

Foster, C. W., Wauneta. May 5 and June 2; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, 

wheat 100 bushels. 

Haines, J. R., Lowe. May 11; successful. 

Hart, John, Sedan. May 4 and June 2; doubtful. 

Henderson, J. A., Niotaze. May 29; successful. Saved $50. 

Hosmer, J. P., Cedar Vale. Obtained infection of F. G. Kenneson; successful. 

Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Howell, Chas., Cedar Vale. Obtained infection of Jno. Bellus; successful. 
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Huston, Luther, Bradley. June 26; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels, other crops 

$200. 
Immell, A. H., Sedan. June 15; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, oats 100 bush- 

els, other crops $50. 

Jent, Amos, Cedar Vale. Obtairied infection from a neighbor; successful. Saved 

corn 50 bushels. 

Kenesson, D. G., Bradley. June 22; successful. 

Kilmer, A., Sedan. June 13; successful. 

Layton, G. W., Hewins. September 2; unsuccessful. 

Leniton, W. H., Leeds. Obtained infection from farm of B. I. Dungan; successful. 

Saved wheat 80 bushels, corn 200 bushels. 

Leonard, Wm., Wauneta. April 22; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels, wheat 300 

bushels. 

Marshal, O. P., Hale. June 24; successful. 

Martin, W. T., Hewins. Obtained infection of J. M. Vandeventer; successful. 

Saved corn 700 bushels, other crops $260. 

Mattocks, M: F., Wauneta. April 22; successful. Saved wheat 2,000 bushels, other, 

crops $500. 

McCarty, Wm., Cedar Vale. June 27; successful. Saved 20 acres—60 tons— of 

millet and 25 acres—750 bushels — of corn. 

MeDole. Milton, Niotaze. June 6; successful. 

Newman, T. M., Hewins. May 16; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Perrine, C. H., Jonesburg. May 5 and June 27; successful. Saved corn 10 acres, 

and a good crop for his neighbor. 

Richardson, Isaac, Hewins. May 29; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Robinson, David, Cloverdale. June 1; partially successful. 

Ross, A. M., Ozro. May 7; successful. 

Shiner, F. C., Cloverdale. April 30 and June 11; successful. 

Sluth, W.1., Leeds. May 2 and June 15; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, other 

crops $30. 

Stout, G. W., Cloverdale. May 1; unsuccessful. 

Tennent, Chas., Wauneta. Obtained infection from M. F. Mattocks; successful. 

Saved wheat 120 bushels, oats 80 bushels. 

Thomson, R. A., Wauneta. Obtained infection from M. F. Mattocks; successful. 

Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Tomlinson, Geo. W., Leeds. May llandJune 15; successful. Saved corn 100 bush- 

els, oats 1,300 bushels. 

Vandeventer, J. M., Héwins. May 4; successful. Saved corn 40 acres. 

Viers, Mrs. M., Cedar Vale. May 15; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, wheat 

300 bushels. 

Wendt, Henry, Wauneta. Obtained infection from M. F. Mattocks; partially suc- 

cessful. 

Williams, John, Hewins. Successful. Saved wheat not estimated. 

Wyatt, E. L., Cloverdale. May 1; doubtful. 

Cherokee County.—Successful, 8; unsuccessful, 4; doubtful, 1. 

Beeman, W. B., Sherman City. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Capron, E., Columbus. June 18;-successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Davis, H. M., Crestline. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Hayden, Jesse, Hallowell. July 3 and 9; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Jackson, F. A., Crestline. June 30; successful. 

Jones, C.S., Columbus. Unsuccessful. 
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Lynch, I. N., Baxter Springs. June 1; doubtful. 

Mitchell, Alfaretta, Varck. July 10; partially successful. 

Pearson, Andrew, Weir City. July 8; successful. 

Peery, D. L., Baxter Springs. July 8; successful. Saved corn $200. 

Porter, P. B., Galena. June 29; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels; oats pastur- 

age $6. 

Powell, J. G., Crestline. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Vest, T. J.. Galena. June 29; successful. Saved oats 200 bushels, millet 15 acres. 

Clay County.— Successful, 49; unsuccessful, 5; doubtful, 3. 

Avery, J. J., Exeter. Obtained infection from J. Todd; successful. Saved corn 500 

bushels. 

Ayers, M. F., Industry. July 15; successful. Saved $200. 

Blackwood, John W., Clay Center. May 29 and July 13; successful. Saved 20 bush- 

els corn to the acre. 

Brown, J. H., Clay Center. June 30; successful. Saved one-third corn crop. 

Burt, A., jr., Wakefield. July 27; successful. 

Clark, A. L., Oak Hill. May 11 and July 3; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels, oats 

300 bushels. 

Cole, Eli, Clay Center. June4; successful. Saved wheat 5 bushels per acre, and corn 

adjoining. 

Crawford, A. N., jr., Morganville. July 3; successful. Saved crops $45. 

Deringer, John, Morganville. July 27; successful. 

Dieter, J. Geo., P.M., Oak Hill. May 8; successful. 

Dunkel, J. E., Longford. June4; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, millet 2 acres. 

Eads, J., Clay Center. Obtained infection from Henry Smith; successful. 

Engle, Sam. H., Wakefield. June 4 and 16; successful. 

Furguson, G. E., Longford. July 1; successful. 

Gang, Geo., Idana. June 1; unsuccessful. 

Hemphill, J. B., Clay Center. Obtained infection from A. A. Newman; successful. 

Huff, A. J., Industry. June 29 and July 30; successful. Saved broom corn 1,000 

pounds. 

Johnson, J. A., Clay Center. July 23; successful. 

Johnston, J. D., Clay Center. June 27; successful. 

Keith, Richard, Clay Center. Obtained infection from Henry Smith; successful. 

Kidby, John, Clay Center. Obtained infection of A. A. Newman; successful. Saved 

wheat 570 bushels, millet $20. * 

Lawson, D., Morganville. July 22; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Mabie, D. A., Green. June 30; successful. 

McLaughlin, Wesley, Clay Center. June 4; successful. 

Merten, B. F., Clay Center. July 24 and August 1; doubtful. 

Mittendorf, Theo., Clay Center. June 15; successful. 

Moran, Chas. F., Industry. June 1 and July 8; successful. Saved wheat 200 bush- 

els, corn 80 bushels. 

Morris, H. A., Vining. July 28; successful. 

Newman, Hon. A. A., Clay Center. May 29; successful. Saved wheat 250 bushels, 

corn 250 bushels, other crops $30. 

Panton, M. H., Oak Hill. May 14 and June 11; successful. Saved 3 bushels wheat, 

5 bushels oats, per acre; corn 100 bushels. 

Pfeifley, Geo., Green. July 16; successful. ; 

Rankin, D. K., Idana. May 11, June 2, and July 14; successful. 
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Rasmussen, T. C., Morganville. April 30 and June 30; successful. Saved corn and 

oats not estimated. 

Reed, Anna Maria, Wakefield. July 17; successful. 

Reed, John A., Idana. May 16, June 30, and July 8; successful. 

Rundle, W. S., Clay Center. June 17 andJuly 1; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Sanders, M., Broughton. July 3 and 24; partially successful. 

Schoenkoenig, Frank, Broughton. Obtained infection from a neighbor; successful. 

Saved corn 125 bushels. 

Schrader, L. P., Clay Center. August 13; successful. 

Smies, Geo. H., Clay Center. June 30; successful. 

Smies, Henry E., Clay Center. July 7; successful. Saved crops $25. : 

Smith, Henry, Clay Center. June 22; successful. Saved wheat 270 bushels, rye 100 

bushels, corn 1,000 bushels. 

Smith, Jos. M., Green. July 13; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, other crops 

$40. ; 

Standon, Fred., Oak Hill. June 1 and 30; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels, oats 

500 bushels. ; 

Starling, J,, Wakefield. August 4; successful. 

_ Stewart, G. H., Oak Hill. May 9; doubtful. 

Stratton, A. L., Clay Center. June 30 and July 2; successful. 

Stubbs, C. T., Clay Center. June 4; unsuccessful. 

Tippin, T. K., Charity. July 6; successful. 

Todd, Jonathan, Exeter. July 9; successful. Saved wheat 200 bushels, corn 18 

acres, rye 12 acres, other crops $100. 

Todd, Wm., Exeter. Obtained infection from J. Todd; successful. 

Vogelmann, J.G., Broughton. July 8; successful. Saved corn $500. 

Wailes, L. C., Clay Center. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Walker, James H., Green. June 24; unsuccessful. 

Wallace, G. W., Clay Center. July 15; successful. Saved corn $15. 

Watts, A. C., Clay Center. June 26; unsuccessful. 

Way, Benjamin, Clay Center. June 27; successful. 

e 

Cloud County.— Successful, 39; unsuccessful, 7; doubtful, 3. 

Anderson, S. M., Jamestown. June 30; doubtful. 

Beaver, J. N., Glasco. June 1; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Bishop, Leroy, Glaseo. May 12 and June 30; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels- 

Bork, Fred., Miltonvale. June 1 and July 13; unsuccessful. 

Boyer, B. F., Concordia. May 4 and June 11; unsuccessful. 

Boyle, John, Glasco. August 3; successful. 

Brown, F. E., Concordia. May 13; partially successful. 

Brown, N. B., Concordia. June 4; successful. Saved wheat 400 bushels, corn 600 

bushels. 

Buck, W. E., Hollis. June 27; unsuccessful. 

Burbanks, Jas. H., Miltonvale. May 13 and June 2; successful. Saved wheat 200 

bushels. 

Cook, James, Rice. July 3; successful. 

Day, T., Concordia. June 27; successful. 

Dutton, G. C., Concordia. July 3 and 13; successful. 

Enrick, Felix, Miltonvale. July 20; successful. 

Finkenbinder, W. J., Jamestown. July 7; successful. 

Frazee, Frank, Concordia. June 10; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Fry, A. B., Miltonvale. May 4; successful. 
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Hannum, J. F., Concordia. Successful. Saved corn 2,500 bushels. 

Hansen, H. A., Jamestown. July 14; partially successful. 

Johnson, H. G., Concordia. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Jones, E.R., Aurora. June 22; successful. Saved corn 160 bushels, other crops $20. 

Jones, W. C., Hollis. July 3; successful. 

LeClaire, Jerry, Aurora. May 29; partially successful. 

Lindley, J. H., Glaseo. Obtained infection of L. Bishop; suecessful. Saved corn 

200 bushels. 

Longton, Moses, Miltonvale. June; successful. 

Lundblade, C., Jamestown. July 7; successful. Saved corn 2,000 bushels, other 

crops $100. 

Macy, Geo. W., Macyville. August 7; successful. 

Mallette, S. E., Concordia. June 23; unsuccessful. 

Mason, L. W., Concordia. Obtained infection of J. F. Hammers; successful. Saved 

corn 600 bushels. 

Molthop, W. R., Concordia. June 13, July 11 and 24; successful. Saved broom 

corn $400. 

McCall, A. R., Jamestown. May 12; doubtful. 

MeMillan, Alex., Jamestown. Obtained infection from a neighbor; successful. 

Saved corn 300 bushels, cane and millet $60. 

Nelson, C., Concordia. Obtained infection from field of Hon. S. C. Wheeler; suc- 

cessful. 

New, John, Clyde. July 2; successful. 

Nutt, N. B., jr., Clyde. June 19; successful. Saved corn 2,000 bushels, other crops 

$500. \ 
Onstadt, Davis, Concordia. July 8; successful. 

Pearce, W. C., Concordia. May 1; successful. 

Pearson, L. G., Sulphur Springs. May 13 and June 15; successful. 

Randerson, James, Ames. May 29; doubtful. 

Reeves, R., Concordia. June 13; successful. 

Rogers, Henry, Glasco. Obtained infection from L. Bishop; successful. Saved corn 

500 bushels. ; 

Rodgers, H. F., Aurora. May 1 and June 16; successful. 

Stallings, J. D., Heber. July 6; successful. 

Trimble, John R., Glasco. Obtained infection of L. Bishop; successful. 

Watson, Scott, Meredith. May 8; unsuccessful. 

Westover, L., Clyde. July 8; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Wheeler, Hon. S. C., Oneonta. July 8; successful. Saved corn and sorghum $200. 

Whipp, W. C., Concordia. May 15 and June 15; successful. Saved corn 500 bush- 

els, wheat 100 bushels. 

Willars, J. E., Glasco. May 5 and June 15; unsuccessful. 

Coffey County.— Successful, 7; doubtful, 1. 

Cox, W. H., Crandall. May 9 and June 4; successful. 

Emery, W. R., Gridley. June 4; successful. | 

Hoach, G. O., Barry. May 8 and June 6; successful. 

Holahan, John, Waverly. June 1; doubtful. 

Jewett, Perry, Sharpe. June 22and 30; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, other 

crops $400. 

Lane & Kent, Burlington. June 30; successfnl. Saved corn 40 acres, wheat 400 

bushels. 
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Phillips, A. L., Waverly. July 7; successful. Saved corn 3 acres, millet 1 acre, 

other crops $15. : 

Ramary, E., Lebo. July 24 and August 8; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, 

millet $150. 

Comanche County.— Successful, 2; doubtful, 1. 

Barry, &. D., Coldwater. July 9; doubtful. 

Merrill, Coe, Coldwater. July 6; successful. Sayed ‘corn 100 bushels, milo-maize 

100 bushels, millet 6 tons. 

Stork, J. W., Avilla. September 14; successful. 

Cowley County.— Successful, 20; unsuccessful, 4; doubtful, 9. 

Alling, C. P., Cambridge. May 5; unsuccessful. 

Bayless, H. T., Winfield. July 8; successful. 

Booth, A. B., Grand Summit. July 9; successful. 

Bower, John, Winfield. Obtained infection of H. W. Marsh and Jacob Nixon; suc- 

cessful. 

Chenoworth, J. W., Udall. May 8; unsuccessful. 

Clover, Hon. B. H., M.C., Cambridge. June 29; successful. Saved corn 800 bushels. 

Curfman, J. H., Winfield. June 22; doubtful. 

Dix, D. H., Winfield. June 15; successful. Saved crops $20. 

Ellis, J. H., Grand Summit. June 1; unsuccessful. 

Fay, Fred. W., Dexter. May 11; successful. 

Gale, G. L., Rock. June 24 and July 1; doubtful. 

Godfrey, E. C., Arkansas City. July 8; doubtful. 

Greene, A. H., Winfield. September 12; doubtful. 

Hastings, A. W., Winfield. May 29; doubtful. 

Hayes, James H., Winfield. May 13; successful. 

Hemenway, T. B., Torrance. June 30; successful. Saved $100. 

Trons, J. B., Silverdale. May 29; doubtful. 

Lowe, I. A., New Salem. May 2; successful. 

Maddox, W., Rock. July 15; successful. 

Mead, R. J., Maple City. June 4; doubtful. 

Misner, A. N., New Salem. - May 12 and June 26; successful. Saved corn 10 acres. 

Nixon, Hon. Jacob, Kellogg. May 1; successful. Saved wheat 65 bushels, millet 7 

tons. 

Roberts, John, Winfield. June 23, successful. 

Seanor, J. B., Geuda Springs. July 27; successful. 

Sloan, C., Cambridge. July 11; doubtful. 

Smith, F.S., Geuda Springs. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Stinson, J. M., Vinton. June 26; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Thomson, A.Q., Rock. July 1; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, oats and sorghum 

not estimated. ; 

Troutwein, A. G., Udall. July 3; successful. 

Tyson, H., Udall. June 30; successful. 

Walton, Geo. T., Burden. April 30 and June 27; doubtful. 

Watkins, W. R., Arkansas City. June 11 and 26; successful. Saved corn 150 bush- 

els for self, and 150 bushels for a neighbor. 

Whitson, 8S. W., Constant. June 1; successful. 
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Crawford County.—Successful, 13; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 3. 

Ausmus, James, Cherokee. Obtained infection of 8. P. Lueas; successful. Saved 

corn 100 bushels. 

Bornhouser, J. F., Green. Obtained infection of L. McCalister; successful. Saved 

wheat 200 bushels, corn 250 bushels. 

Bodenhoffer, J. R., Cherokee. Obtained infection of J. Lucas; successful. 

Bogle, Erastus, Beulah. June 30; partially successful. 

Cuthbertson, M., Beulah. June 26; unsuccessful. 

Gardner, Henry, Walnut. July 11; successful. 

Hossack, Geo. B., Girard. June 29; successful. Saved corn 1,500 bushels, wheat 150 

bushels. 

Irwin, J. M., Green Bush. July 14; successful. 

Lucas, J., P.M., Cherokee. Successful. Saved crops $75. 

Lueas, 8. B., Cherokee. Obtained infection of J. Lucas; successful. Saved corn 150 

bushels, other crops $45. 

Mason, A. M., Pittsburg. May 11; doubtful. 

McCalister, Levi, McCune. May 13; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, wheat 100 

bushels. Neighbors saved $350. 

MeWilliams, N. P., Cato. July 8; succcessful. 

Ratcliff, D. L., McCune. June 1; doubtful. 

Smith, C. R., Cherokee. Obtained infection from J. R. Bodenhoffer; successful. 

Talbot, G. T., Hepler. May 29; doubtful. 

Wheat, J. J., Girard. June 30; successful. 

Decatur County.— Successful, 4. 

Bayne, G. W., Kanona. July 27; successful. 

Gallatin, F. M., Norcatur. July 28; successful. Saved corn 25 acres. 

Morton, H.S., Kanona. July 27; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Young, 8. D., Noreatur. May 29; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Dickinson County.—Successful, 39; unsuccessful, 7; doubtful, 7. 

Anderson, A. B., Chapman. July 3; successful. 

Berger, R. H.. Manchester. May 6; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, sorghum 

1 acre. 

Calkins, G. C., Herington. Obtained infection from D. Weaver; successful. Saved 

wheat 500 bushels, other crops $175. 

Campbell, L. B., Abilene. June 28; unsuccessful. 

Clark, C. F., Herington. Obtained infection of D. Weaver; successful. 

Cogan, Michael, Chapman. July 3; unsuccessful. f 

Doidge, Alfred, Solomon City. May 8; successful. Saved wheat 50 bushels, corn 

400 bushels, oats 200 bushels. 

Dorflinger, Ida, Solomon City. July 20; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Dyer, N. C., Abilene. July 24; doubtful. 

Eyer, John, Bonaccord. June 24; successful. Saved corn crop from injury. 

Fackler, A. A., Manchester. June 26; successful. Saved “lots” of corn. 

Fisher, John D., Navarre. June 17; successful. Saved 25 per cent. of corn. 

France, Thos., Abilene. June 30; successful. Saved wheat 2 acres, corn 3 acres. 

Garver, C. M., Abilene. June 27; successful. 

Gutsch, W.J., Rhodes. June 13; doubtful. 

Harshman, J. B., Bonaccord. May 6 and June 13; successful. 

Hart, A. F., Abilene. July 1; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Hodge Bros., Abilene. July 6; successful. 
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Hoffman, L., Dillon. July 5; successful. 

Hollinger, J. S., Chapman. June 30; successful. Saved corn 2,000 bushels. 

Hunter, R. D., Carlton. July 9; doubtful. 

Kehler, H. B., Solomon City. Obtained infection of C. M. Rees; successful. Saved 

oats and millet $200. 

Keyser, W. B., Manchester. May 11 and June 11; successful. Saved 50 per cent. 

of crop. 

Lewis, A., Solomon City. July 7; successful. Saved corn 600 bushels, wheat 500 

bushels, oats 600 bushels, other crops $50. 

Major, David, jr., Carlton. July 9 and 27; unsuccessful. 

Markley, C. L., Herington. July 3; doubtful. 

McCune, H. B., Manchester. July 20; successful. Saved millet 4 acres. 

MeNeil, James, Chapman. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Mitchell, Wm., Chapman. July 15; successful. Saved entire corn crop. 

Moorg, W. R., Abilene. August; successful. 

Mustatd, Wm., Talmage. July 9 and 16; unsuccessful. 

Nicol, Thomas, Manchester. June 1; successful. 

Nottorf, F. E., Dillon. July 7; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Rees, C. M., Solomon City. May 29 and July 8; successful. Saved millet 7 acres, 

corn 5 acres. 

Richardson, John, Abilene. June 30; doubtful. 

Robinson, Earl, Hope. July 6; successful. 

Rohrer, C., Dillon. July 5 and 20; unsuccessful. 

Rugh, V. E., Abilene. July 1; successful, 

Sandborn, H. A., Chapman. July 1; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels, millet 20 

tons. 

Senn, Hon. M., Enterprise. May 9; doubtful. 

Sharp, Isaac, New Chillicothe. June 27; successful. 

Shetter, A. H., New Basel. July 28; unsuccessful. 

Simpson, James, Abilene. July 11; successful. 

Smith, Hiram J., Herington. July 1; successful. 

Stratton, S. T., Stitt. Juiy 8; successful. ; 

Townsend, Geo. W., Talmage. Obtained infection of J.I. Watt; successful. Saved 

corn 1,000 bushels. 

Trott, D., Abilene. May 7 and June 2; successful. 

Watt, J. I., Talmage. May 29; successful. 

Weaver, C. E., Herington. Obtained infection of D. Weaver; successful. Saved 

corn 40 acres, wheat 30 acres. 

Weaver, D., Herington. June 1; successful. Saved wheat 50 bushels, corn 400 

bushels, barley $25, oats value unknown. 

Weaver, W. A., Herington. Obtained infection from D. Weaver; successful. 

Wishard, L. H., Solomon City. May 6; doubtful. 

Wright, F. W., Hope. July 8; successful. 

Doniphan County.— Successful, 1. 

Lamb, H. D., Doniphan. Obtained infection of F. C. Johnson. Saved corn 400 

bushels, wheat 100 bushels. 

5 a 
Douglas County.— Successful, 1; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Largent, W. F., Hesper. August 20; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Strong, A. V., Twin Mound. May 5; unsuccessful. 

Thurber, 0. E., Twin Mound. May 2; doubtful. 
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Edwards County.—Succeessful, 3. 

Huchstop, W. T., Lewis. July 9; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Miller, J. K., Kinsley. September 11; successful. 

Weese, J. M., Fellsburgh. June1; successful. Saved wheat and rye 150 bushels, corn 

300 bushels, millet 20 tons, broom corn 2 tons. 

Elk County.—Successful, 24; unsuccessful, 7; doubtful, 1. 

Bacus, J. W., Howard. June 29; unsuccessful. 

Barber, Noyes, Howard. June 29; successful. Saved wheat 90 bushels, corn 375 

bushels. 

Barbour, C., Longton. May 29; successful. 

Carlton, P. B., Moline. May 6; successful. 

Carter, Thomas M., Howard. May 9; successful. Saved wheat 150 bushels, corn 200 

bushels, other crops $25. 

Chaffin, F. M., Moline. Obtained infection of Mr. Colton; successful. >} 

Crooks, W. M., Howard. May 13, June 11 and 24; successful. Saved corn one-third 
crop. 

Dobyns, J. B., P.M., Howard. May 30 and June 4; successful. Saved wheat 412 

bushels, corn 40 acres. 

Dunlap, G. W., Western Park. May 4 and June 6; successful. 

Dust, J. E.. Howard. May 8 and June 29; unsuccessful. 

_Earnheart, John F., Howard. May 1 and June 2; successful. Saved $100. 

Fisher, A. W., Grenola. May 6; partially successful. 

Glasscock, E. E., Moline. April 30 and June 13; successful. Saved corn 500 busheis. 

Greenwood, Joseph, Howard. June 1 and 24; unsuccessful. 

Hart, J. L.. Grenola. May 5 and June 2; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels, oats 

200 bushels, wheat 150 bushels, millet 5 acres. ~ 

Hensly, W. W., Bushby. April 29; doubtful. 

Holton, A. D., Moline. Junel; successful. Saved wheat 50 bushels, corn 100 bushels. 

‘Hugg, Mrs. Helen M., Howard. Unsuccessful. 

Hurst, W. A., Elk Falls. May 4 and June 2; unsuccessful. 

Jenks, C. Pa Howard. May 5 and June 22; successful. Saved wheat 250 bushels, 

oats 180 bushels, millet $25. 

Kling, Levi D., Howard. May 19; successful. 

Lawyer, R. M., Grenola. June 29; unsuccessful. 

Lottin, L. 8., Longton. June 30; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, oats 100 

bushels. 

Manwell, S. W., Grenola. May 6 and June 13; successful. 

Mills, Hannibal, Howard. June1; successful. Saved 50 per cent. of corn and 50 per 

cent. of oats. j 

MeDaniel, L. P., Howard. Obtained infection of C. P. Jenks; successful. Saved corn 

300 bushels, wheat 50 bushels, for self, and 200 bushels of corn for a neighbor. 

MeNeil, Levi, Western Park. May 7 and June 13; successful. 

Perkins, F. H., Howard. July 18; successful. 

Price, Wm., Howard. May 29; successful. 

Richardson, G. W., Moline. June 30; successful. 

Taber, O. M., Howard. May 7 and June 9; successful. 

Walker, J. H., GrenolA. July 13; unsuccessful. 

Ellis County.— Successful, 5; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Eldridge, Beach & Co., Norfolk. July 3; unsuccessful. 

George, W. H., Ellis. July 17 and 24; successful. Saved corn, 75 bushels. 
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Hopkins, Frank, Walker. July 5; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, millet and 

sugar cane $100. 

Hopkins, Walter, Walker. Obtained infection of Frank Hopkins; successful. Saved 

corn 240 bushels, other crops $200. 

Papes, Joseph, Stockrange. July 27; successful. 

Smith, W. A., Walker. September 23; doubtful. 

Wheeler, C. R., Ellis. Obtained infection of W. H. George; successful. Saved wheat 

100 buskels, corn 150 bushels, other crops, $50. 

Ellsworth County.— Successful, 8; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 1. 

Bliss, L. I., Carneiro. July 6; doubtful. 

Essick, W. B., Kanopolis. June 15; unsuccessful. 

Faris, C. E., Kanopolis. July 1; successful. 

Gile, W.8., Venango. June 23; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels, other crops $25. 

Malir, Frank, Wilson. July 23; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

McCoy, A. H., Wilson. July 30 and September 24; successful. Saved one-half corn 

crop. Also wheat 3 bushels per acre. 

_ Power, W. B., Wilson. July 27; successful. 

Sheridan, W. J., Carneiro. July 22; unsuccessful. 

Swenson, C. F., Venango. Obtained infection of W. S. Gile; successful. Saved 

_ corn 25 bushels, other crops $10. 

Wagner, G. O., Black Wolf. July 1; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Woodmansee, M. G., Holyrood. July 22; successful. Saved corn 1,600 bushels. 

Ford County.— Successful, 1. 

Patterson, A. N., Ford. July 18; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Franklin County.— Successful, 1. 

Brown, V. A., Richmond. July 3; successful. 

Geary County.—Successfui, 10; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 2. 

Asmussen, Henry, Junction City. July 17; successful. 

Bartell, A. R., Milford. July 10; successful. 

Canrobert, C. E., Milford. June 10; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, oats 200 

bushels. 

Cox, C. T., Junction City. June 13; successful. Saved corn 250 bushels, oats 250 

bushels. 

Garrison, J. E., Junction City. June 23; successful. 

Kettring, J.. Junction City. July 7; doubtful. 

Moyer, June, Junction City. Obtained infection of J. E. Garrison; successful. 

Saved corn 300 bushels, other crops $50. 

McCluskey, Wm., Junction City. June 6 and 11; successful. Saved corn 160 bushels. 

Sandstone, Mrs. A., Junction City. July 30; unsuccessful. 

Smith, Enoch, Junction City. Obtained infection of C. L. Cox; successful. Saved 

wheat 40 acres, oats 10 acres, corn 8 acres for a neighbor. 

Ward, V. G., Junction City. Obtained infection of C. L. Cox; successful. Saved 

wheat 200 bushels, corn 1,000 bushels, other crops $250. 

Whitehair, Ed., Junction City. Obtained infection of J. E. Garrison; successful. 

Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Wilson, Geo. J., Alida. July 9; doubtful. 
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Graham County.— Successful, 2. 

McKinley, C., Fremont. July 15; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, rye, sorhum 

and Kaffir corn $50. 

Rowe, J. F.. Happy. July 28; successful. Saved corn 230 bushels. 

Greenwood County.— Successful, 35; unsuccessful, 8; doubtful, 4. 

Aumiller, J., Star. April 30 and June 11; successful. 

Allenburgh, Sam. §., Piedmont. May 11; unsuccessful. 

Bailey, T. J.. Eureka. Obtained infection of P. H. qendergins successful. Saved 

wheat 35 bushels, and entire corn crop. , 

Batchelor, John, Reece. June 29; doubtful. 

Briggs, Henry, Eureka. May 12; successful. 

Brothers, H. E., Hamilton; May 29; successful. Saved wheat 300 bushels, corn 50 

acres. 

Butler, J. M., Madison. Obtained infection of a neighbor; successful. 

Clute, R. E., Eureka. June 6 and 11; unsuccessful. 

Conger, Mrs. Cynthia, Piedmont. May 7, June 6 and 15; successful. 

Cunkle, A. C., Madison. June 27; successful. Saved from 10 to 15 acres of corn. 

Detheridge, Isaac, jr.. Fame. May 29; successful. Saved oats 225 bushels, other 

crops $67.50. 

Dunkerly, W., Madison. Obtained infection of A. C. Cunkle; successful. 

Durham, F. M., Utopia. May 5 and July 1; successful. 

Edwards, J. H., Fall River. May 9; unsuccessful. 

Eldred, Caleb, Neal. June1; doubtful. 

Engstrom Bros., Neal. June 17; unsuccessful. 

Feller, John, Eureka. June 1; successful. 

French, Fred., Hamilton. May 6; unsuccessful. 

Gluyas, W., Severy. June 1; successful. Saved corn 380 bushels. 

Griblin, J. P., Virgil. June 27; successful. Saved corn 1,200 bushels,- milo-maize 

10 tons, millet 20 tons. 

Hamilton, Chas. M., Hamilton. May 9 and June 2; unsuccessful. 

Hardman, Israel, Hamilton. May 1 and June 2; unsuccessful. 

Hart Bros., Fame. July 8; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Henderson, W. M., Eureka. May 29; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, oats 400: 

bushels. 

Heydecker, E. J., Neal. June 30; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Hogan, Thos., Madison. May 9 and June 15; successful. 

Hudson, E. F., Piedmont. Obtained infection of S. Mason; successful. 

Jackson, Edmund, Brigham. May 4 and June 11; successful. Saved wheat 80 

bushels, oats 90 bushels, corn 1,500 bushels, millet 7 acres. 

Jones, Paul, Eureka. Obtained infection from farm of W. M. Henderson; success- 

ful. Saved corn 20 bushels, other crops $5. 

Klein, August, Madison. May 29; successful. 

Landergin, P. H., Eureka. May 15; successful. Saved oats 450 bushels. 

Larson, Ole, Fall River. June 4; successful. Saved corn 20 acres. 

Lose, Harry H., Madison. Obtained infection of A. C. Cunkle; successful. Saved 

corn 300 bushels. 

Mann, H. D., Eureka. May 13 and June 10; successful. 

Mason, 8., Piedmont. June 4; unsuccessful. : 

Mauk, Frank, Hamilton. July 20; successful. Saved corn 5 bushels per acre. 

Myers, E. L., Hamilton. June 13; doubtful. 
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Parks, T. L., C. F. and A. W., Eureka. Obtained infection from D. S. Sanble; suc- 

cessful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Redman, Geo. C., Derry. July 29; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, oats 25 

bushels. 

Rhea, G. W., Piedmont. May 29; successful. 

~ Rizer, G. M., Eureka. May 7 and June 11; successful. Saved corn 30 acres. 

Swart Bros., Piedmont. May 5 and June 15; successful. 

Turner, 8., Madison. May 9; successful. 

Voris, J. H., Hamilton. May 29; doubtful. 

Wheeler, M. M., Eureka. Obtained infection from G. M. Rizer; successful. 

Wiggins, J. H., Eureka. May 13 and June 11; successful. Saved $50. 

Wilson, David, Severy. April 27, May 11, and June 2; unsuccessful. 

Harper County.— Successful, 12; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 3. 

Babcock, J. N., Harper. June 29; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, oats 50 

bushels, 

Cormick, W. W., Anthony. June 24; successful. Saved corn 900 bushels. 

Coulson, W. F., Crystal Springs. June 29; unsuccessful. 

Cummings, James, Anthony. Obtained infection of W. W. Cormick; successful. 

Saved corn 600 bushels, oats 500 bushels. 

Erwin, E. B., Harper. June 27; doubtful. 

Ewing, T. M., Anthony. May 4; doubtful. 

Hopkins, C. M., Anthony. July 13; successful. 

Maddox, Walter, Crisfield. July 10; successful. 

Mattox, W., Anthony. June 8; successful. 

Mayer, C. E., Crystal Springs. May 15; successful. 

McLaughlin, John, Harper. July 8; doubtful. 

Miller, J. B., Harper. July 5; successful. Saved corn 3 acres. 

Moeckel, J. G., Harper. May 9 and June 29; successful. 

Shelienberger, Wm., Corwin. July 7; successful. 

Springer, R. L., Harper. July 3; successful. 

Steiner, Daniel, Harper. June 27 and July 7; successful. Saved corn 12 bushels. 

Titus, A. J., Crystal Springs. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Harvey County.— Successful, 26; unsuccessful, 4. 

Adams, James W., Sedgwick. June 1; unsuccessful. 

Bowersox, G. A., Newton. July 5; succcessful. 

Cochran, E. E., Annelly. June 11 and July 3; successful. 

Consley, G. N., Patterson. June 30; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Corlis, J. 8., Burrton. July 5; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Francis, W. E., Putnam. September 10; successful. 

Gilchrist, M. D., Walton. Obtained infected bugs of G. H. Otte; successful. 

Greenfield, C. W., Patterson. June 6; successful. 

Griffith, B. F.. Walton. June 1; successful. 

Haines, A. T., Sedgwick; June 29; successful. Saved corn 1,200 bushels. 

Hepler, A. Y.. Newton. May 29; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels, oats 50 bushels 

Krehbiel, H. P., Halstead. June 22; successful. 

Krehbiel, J. J.. Newton. September 8; successful. 

Krehbiel, V., Valentine. July 16; unsuccessful. 

Lawton, 8., Newton. July 15; successful. 

Marshall, John D., Walton. August 8; unsuccessful. 

McArthur, Cecil, Walton. May 15; successful. 
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MeMurray, Geo., Burrton. Obtained infection of G. N. Consley; successful, Saved 

corn 200 bushels. 

Nabb, Chas. W., Sedgwick. June 4; successful. Saved wheat 300 bushels, oats 400 

bushels. 

Nolder, J. W., Halstead. June 23; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, oats 100 

bushels. 

Norris, J. R., McLain. May 9; successful. Saved wheat 250 bushels, corn and oats 

not estimated. " 

Phillips, Gideon, McLain. July 3; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Radtke, Carl R., Annelly. June 30; successful. 

Rappal, John H., Halstead. July 7; successful. Saved $50. 

Stone, J.8., Burrton. July 3; successful. 

Strattan, G. D., Walton. May 29; successful. Saved wheat crop. 

Taggart, J. H., Walton. May 11 and July 22; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, 

other crops $100. : 

Van Arsdale, W. O., Burrton. May 4, June, 1 and July 1; successful. & 

Vawter, R. T., Sedgwick. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Wright, P. A., Newton. July 17; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Jackson County.— Doubtful, 1. 

Miller, James, Holton. May 29; doubtful. 

Jefferson County.—Successful, 3; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Hay, W.S8., Nortonville. July 24; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Hull, Isaac, Winchester. August 22; doubtful. 

Owen, J. W., Rock Creek. July 9; unsuccessful. 

Sinnard, A., Oskaloosa. July 30 and August 11; successful. Saved entire corn crop. 

Young, R. C., Winchester. July 16; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Jewell County.— Successful, 50; unsuccessful, 4; doubtful, 4. 

Appleby, L. H., Formosa. Obtained infection from J.S. Turner; successful. Saved 

corn 500 bushels, millet 4 acres. . 

Alcorn, J. M., Ionia. July 3; successful. Saved corn 280 bushels. 

Bailey, J. H., Burr Oak. July 7; successful. Saved millet 12 tons, corn 100 bushels. 

Beeson, W. M., Otego. July 10; successful. 

Blacker, D. C., Mayview. Obtained infection of 8. A. Welstead; successful. Saved 

corn 500 bushels« 

Bowles, Levi, North Branch. July 15; successful. 

Brown, D. J., North Branch. June 17; doubtful. 

Buckles, T. A., Burr Oak. April 28 and June 13; unsuccessful. 

Chilcott, N.G., Mankato. July 15; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, millet 7 acres 

Chilcott,W.T., Mankato. July 18; successful. Saved corn 75 bushels, other crops $25. — 

Clugage, F. R., Mankato. July 13 and 20; successful. 

Collins, John, Formosa. Obtained infection of J.S. Turner; successful. Saved corn 

1,200 bushels, other crops $200. 

Cooper, J. §., Formosa. Obtained infection of J. S. Turner; successful. 

Davis, A.A., North Branch. July 16; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, millet $40. 

Devall, W., Lovewell Station. Obtained infection of J.S. Turner; successful. Saved — 

corn 1,500 bushels. 

. Drake, F. I., Jewell City. July 1; doubtful. 

Drake, L. B., Formosa. Obtained infection of J. S. Turner; successful. Saved corn 

800 bushels. 

/ 
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Fay, P., Jewell City. July 5; successful. 

Fortney, H. 8., Randall. May 29 and June 30; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Hamm, A. H., Burr Oak. July 16; successfui. 

Harford, Pulaski, Randall. Obtained infection of H. B.. Fortney; successful. Saved 

corn 100 bushels. 

Harford, B. F., Randall. Obtained infection of H. B. Fortney; successful. Saved 

corn $350, millet $80. 

Harness, W. H., Mankato. Obtained infection froma neighbor; successful. Saved 

corn and oats. i 

Hitz, John, Jewell City. July 22; successful. 

Hoffer, John, Jewell City. May 13, June 11, and July 8; successful. Saved cane 

$10, corn not estimated. 

Hollingsworth, T. H., Webber. July 14: successful. 

Hurst, J. F., Esbon. June 12; successful. 

Kiefer, G. W., Randall. June 1; doubtful. 

Kirkpatrick, A., Formosa. July 18; successful. 

Krier, Henry, Mayview. Obtained infection of S. A. Welstead; successful. Saved 

wheat 100 bushels. 

Lehman, J. E., Formosa. Obtained infection of J. S. Turner; successful. Saved 

corn 1,000 bushels. 

Mallory, R., Jewell City. July 16; successful. 

Malone, Mac, Athens. July 18; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

McCune, Neal, Formosa. Obtained infection of J. S. Turner; successful. Saved 

several hundred bushels corn, millet $150, and other‘crops. 

Pattison, Robert, Esbon. Obtained infection of D. Ross; successful. Saved corn 

500 bushels. 

Proctor, D. L., Salem. May 15 and 29; successful. 

Rhoades, David H., Esbon. Obtained infection of D. Ross; successful. Saved corn 

1,900 bushels. 

Ricord, Thos., Salem. May 1; successful. 

Rock, J. S., Mankato. Successful. 

Ross, David, Esbon. June 1; successful. Saved wheat, rye, and corn, $800. 

Ross, T. C., Webber. July 16; successful. 

Sanderson, R., Mankato. July 8 and 14: successful. Saved millet seed 100 bushels, 

corn 200 bushels. 

Semke, Chas. F., Harrison. May 29 and July 16; successful. Saved: wheat 1,000 

bushels. 

Semke, Paul, Harrison. July 16; successful. Saved wheat 1,000 bushels. 

Seversen, Ole, Randall. July 3; unsuccessfui. 

Shearer, D., Jewell City. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Silver, J. J., Ionia. July 1; successful. 

Slatary, Jas. T., Jewell City. August 29; doubtful. 

Turner, J. S., Formosa. Obtained infection of J. M. Althouse; successful. 

Van Deventer, Hon. C. C., Jewell City. July 18; successful. 

Van Deventer, R. T., Mankato. July 9; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Van Meter, A., Ionia. July 14; successful. 

Wade, G. B., Formosa. June 30; successful. Saved corn crop. 

Welstead, S. A., Mayview. June 1; successful. 

White, H. B., Mankato. July 16; successful. 

White, J. A., Jewell City. July 16; successful. 

Wiley, Preston, Burr Oak. Obtained infection of J. H. Bailey; successful. Saved 

corn 375 bushels, millet $50. 

Wilson, Geo., Mankato. July 29; unsuccessful. 
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Johnson County.— Successful, 1. 

Houston, J. J., Cedar Junction. July 21; successful. 

Kingman County.— Successful, 11; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Goff, B.S., Kingman. July 1 and 13; successful. 

Harris, Henry, Kingman. June 13; unsuccessful. 

Lake, A., Calista. July 16; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

McComb, W. A., Kingman. May 6 and July 3; successful. 

O’Brien, Glen, Rago. July 3; successful. : 

Powell, C. K., Belmont. June 26; successful. 

Roberts, M. L., Rago. June 29; doubtful. 

Rogers, J. K. P., Spivey. April 27 and June 2; successful. 

Sykes Bros., New Murdock. June 24; successful. 

Taylor, Peter, Norwich. July 15; successful. 

Tredick, A. C., Kingman. July 7; successful. Saved entire millet crop. 

Walker, J. P., Cunningham. July 5; successful. 

Williams, J. D., Spivey. May 13; successful. Saved wheat 40 bushels, corn 100 

bushels. 
Kiowa County.— Successful, 9; doubtful, 2. 

Brown, N., Haviland. Obtained infection of J. D. Hall; successful. Saved corn 30 

bushels. 

Cronic, W. W., Greensburg. July 18; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Eaton, Reuben, Haviland. Obtained infection of J. T. Hall; successful. 

Hall, J. T., Haviland. July 8; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, millet $12. 

Hinshaw, J. Lindly, Haviland. July 27; obscured by disease apparently already 
present. 

Jackson, R., Mullinville. July 16; doubtful. 

Kenaga, M. H., Greensburg. July 7; successful. 

Koontz, J. B., Mullinville. July 22; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, other 

crops $25. 

Richardson, W. H., Staples. May 8; successful. 

Thorp, H. H., Haviland. April 29; successful. Saved barley 800 bushels. 

Woodward, Miles, Haviland. Obtained infection of J. T. Hall; successful. Saved 

corn 20 bushels. 

Labette County.— Successful, 18; unsuccessful, 3; doubtful, 2. 

Baldwin, Evelyn B., Oswego. September 10; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Bartlett, Arthur E., Chetopa. May 1 and June 4; successful. 

Beggs, Jas.. Mound Valley. May 13; successful. 

Blake, W.W., Dennis. June1; successful. Saved wheat 160 bushels, corn 200 bushels. 

Bioom, C. F., Edna. July 1; doubtful. 

» Conklin, K., Parsons. September 23; successful. 

#dmundson, Eli, Elm City. April 27; successful. Saved wheat 150 bushels, corn 150 

bushels, oats $75, clover $25. : 

Ewbank, Robert, Altamont. May 9, June land 29; successful. Saved wheat 25 bush- 

els, corn 75 bushels, other crops $25. 

Fitch, S. E., Valeda. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Fogleman, J. E., Altamont. June 29; successful. 

Graves, Samuel, Chetopa. May 4; successful. 

King, A. A., Elm City. Obtained infection of J. L. Edmundson; successful. Saved 

corn 150 bushels, oats 100 bushels, wheat not estimated. 

Lisle, H., Chetopa; May 6, June 11 and 29; successful. 
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Markley, J. W., Oswego. Infection sent on several occasions for distribution; suc- 

cessful. 

Monroe, J. A., Mound Valley. May 13; successful. 

Mortimer, E., Mortimer. June 18; successful. 

Murdock, C. D., Chetopa. May 15; doubtful. 

McBride, A. S., Chetopa. May 8 and June 29; unsuccessful. 

Smith, Geo. D., Labette City. June 30; successful. 

Thompson, J. R., Mound Valley. June 27; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Tiedstrom, John, Mound Valley. June 26; partially successful. 

Watson, I. N., Angola. June 19; successful. Saved corn not estimated. 

Wheelock, D. P., Dennis. May 13; successful. Saved wheat 250 bushels, corn 500 

bushels, oats 600 bushels. 

Leavenworth County.— Successful, 1. 

Gill, Taylor, Jaggard. July 13; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Lincoln County.— Successful, 6; unsuccessful, 2. 

Adams, John, Barnard. September 14; successful. 

Day, D. B., Lincoln. July 5; successful. 

Jennings, Timothy, Lincoln. April 29 and June 23; successful. 

McGeary, T.W., Tower Springs. July 22; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, sor- 

ghum $60. 

Page, W. C., Beverly. June 4; unsuccessful. 

-Painter, 8S. G., Beverly. May 29; successful. 

Rice, G. L., Barnard. July 8; unsuccessful. 

Taylor, J. C., Lincoln. July 20; successful. 

Linn County.— Doubtful, 1. 

Kincaid, R. R., Pleasanton. July 6; doubtful. 

Lyon County.— Successful, 18; unsuccessful, 1. 

Adams, John, Olpe. July 1; successful. 

Allen, John D., Magda. July 24; successful. 

Blair, F.W., Emporia. July 6; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Brewer, J. W., Emporia. June 24; successful. 

Brinkmam, Theo., Olpe, July 6; successful. 

Coman, C. W., Americus. July 13; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Ferguson, W. O., Emporia. September 12; successful. 

Haas, E. J., Allen. June 27; successful. Saved corn 80 bushels. 

Hill & Bro., C. F.. Emporia. June 29 and July 13; successful. ; 

Janker, Michael, Olpe. June 26; successful. Saved corn 30 bushels, oats 30 bushels. 

Jones, G. P., Eleo. June 1; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Numberg, J.8., Eleo. Obtained infection of G. P. Jones; successful. Saved corn ‘3 

50 bushels. 

Ostrom, Paul, Olpe. June 13; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Odaffer, W. A., Emporia. July 14; unsuccessful. 

Schafer, Christian, Olpe. July 1; successful. 

Smith, D.G., Allen. July 3; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Stanley, T. W., Americus. July 5; successful. Saved corn 700 bushels, oats 500 

bushels. 

Stratton, W. W., Reading. June 13; successful. 

Thompson, James, Emporia. Infection sent for distribution among farmers in the 

county; generally successful. 

—10 
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Marion County.— Successful, 24; unsuccessful, 6; doubtful, 3. 

Allison, A. N., Florence. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Becker, Abe J., Hillsboro. July 8; doubtful. 

Benner, E., Tampa. August 24; successful. 

Borton, L. E., Durham. July 8 and 19; successful. 

Bowen, W. E., Lost Springs. July 23; successful. Saved corn 250 bushels. 

Burkert, Theo. P., Marion. July 5; successful. Saved entire corn crop. 

BuBois, J. C., Creswell. July 1 and 28; doubtful. 

Edsall, E. L., Ramona. July 3; successful. Saved corn 30 acres. 

Edsall, H. B.,. Ramona. Obtained infection of D. Weaver; successful. Saved corn 

300 bushels, other crops $100. 

Fraser, D. J., Peabody. September 18; unsuccessful. 

Foy, Wm., Peabody. July 10; successful. 

Gidding, F. L., Burns. May 8; successful. 

Grinnell, J. L., M.D., Peabody. July 16; successful. 

Harpster, H. M., Florence. July 11; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Holler, A. M., Peabody. July 7; successful. 

Keller, L. F., Marion. July 7; successful. 

Kieler, R., Peabody. August 29; unsuccessful. 

Loomis, Nelson, Peabody. Successful. 

Makin Bros., Florence. July 1; successful. 

Mathiot, F. F., Peabody. June 23; unsuccessful. 

McCandless, T. L., Marion. July 20; successful. 

MeNicol, James, Lost Springs. Obtained infection of D. Weaver; successful. Saved 

corn $180. 

Oldreive, I. B., Florence. July 3 and 27; unsuccessful. 

Ordway, R. W., Burns. June 1; doubtful. 

Otte, G. H., Peabody. July 5; successful. Saved corn 550 bushels. 

Porter, Horace, Peabody. Obtained infection of Nelson Loomis? successful. 

Riddle, Taylor, Marion. July 1; successful. 

Sauhll, David, Florence. July 8; successful. Saved 25 per cent. of crop. 

Scott, E. H., Burns. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Terry, A., Lost Springs. July 5; successful. 

Wagner, Fred., Burns. May 29; successful. 

Waterman, Chas. F., Peabody. July 23; successful. Saved corn 40 bushels, sor- 

ghum $10. 

Watson, Asa, Peabody. Obtained infection of G. H. Otte; successful. 

Marshall County. —Successful, 7. 

Adams, B. F., Blue Rapids. June 29; successful. Saved wheat, corn and millet $200. 

Burr, Wm., Blue Rapids. July 7; successful. 

Doty, Hon. Wellington, Oketo. June 1; successful. 

Gallup, Geo., Blue Rapids. July 18; successful. 

Malone, J. R., Beattie. July 7; successful. Saved corn 1,200 bushels. 

Sule, D.S., Axtell. July 28; successful. 

Wilkinson, C. R., Axtell. June 13 and 22; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels, other 

crops $25. 

Mitchell County.— Successful, 28, unsuccessful; 3; doubtful, 3. 

Adams, A. E., Beloit. May 9 and July 6; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels. 

Baker, E. C., Asherville. June 1; successful. 

Brigham, J. H., Beloit. September 14; unsuccessful. 
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Carney, Burton, Beloit. Obtained infection of E. Harrington: successful. 

Cathers, Iowa, Beloit. July 16; successful. 

Cunningham, L. D., Scottsville. July 22; successful. Saved wheat 850 bushels. 

Daniels, H. P., Scottsville. August 8; successful. Saved 75 per cent. of crop. 

Davidson, A. W., Scottsville. Obtained infection of L. D. Cunningham; successful. 

Saved wheat 300 bushels, other crops $100. 

Davis, G. G., Scottsville. Obtained infection of L. D. Cunningham; successful. 

Depoy, Joe H., Cawker City. June 39; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Ensworth, Mrs. G. E., Elmira. July 13; successful. 

Finley, W. O., Cawker City. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Folzere, P., Cawker City. June 30; doubtful. 

Gleason, G. W., Glen Elder. July 14; unsuccessful. 

Gordon, A. P., Victor. May 29; successful. Saved corn 10 acres. 

Hall, John, Beloit. July 20; successful. 

Hann, G. W., Cawker City. Obtained infection of J. H. Depoy; successful. 

Harrington, E., Beloit. May 14; successful. Saved $150 in crops. 

Kilgore, M. M., Beloit. July 6; doubtful. 

Lattin, Mrs. Sylvia E., Beloit. July 13; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Mace J.G., Beloit. Obtained infection of H. C. Owen; successful. 

Miles, J. L., Glen Elder. July 7; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, millet 2 acres, 

other crops $25. 

Myers, Geo. L., Beloit. July 5; successful. 

McClintie, A. C., Glen Elder. July 27; successful. 

Owen, H. C., Beloit. July 23; successful. Saved 50 per cent. of crop. 

Perdue, Wm. C., P. M., Beloit. May 13; successful. 

Ramsey, W. F., Blue Hill. July 23; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Simpson, A. H., Beloit. June 27; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Sloan, 8. W., Beloit. May 29; successful. 

Songer, A. A., Victor. July 5; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Swigart, I. R., Beloit. May 29; doubtful. 

Tice, B. F., Beloit. July 6; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels for himself and 500 

bushels for neighbor. 

Vanscoyk, A.8., Scottsville. Obtained infection of L. D. Cunningham; successful. 

Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Walling, L. N., Cawker City. July 9; successful. 

Montgomery County.— Successful, 15; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 3. 

Baker, H. K., Cherryvale. May 1; unsuccessful. 

Beckley, A. D., Cherryvale. May 9 and 15; successful. 

Brinkerhoff, H. R., Elk City. July 6; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, millet 10 

acres. 

Burke, T. F., Lay. May 6; doubtful. 

Coats, Leroy, Lay. May 13; doubtful. 

Cox, J. R., Costello, Obtained infection of J. W. Koonce; successful. 

Curtis, W. L., Havana. May 29; successful. 

Davis, C.N., Elk City. May 7; successful. Saved wheat 500 bushels, other crops 

$150. 
- Jeter, J. A., Costello. September 16; unsuccessful. 

Kenworthy, W. B., Costello. Obtained infection of J. W. Koonce; successful. 

Koonce, John W., Costello. June 1; successful. Saved wheat 300 bushels, millet 

$25. 

Leek, J., Radical. June 24; successful. 
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Levan, H. M., Coffeyville. May 29; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, corn 50 

bushels, other crops $10. : 

McKinney, W. F., Costello. May 29; successful. 

Norris, Albert, Elk City. Obtained infection of C. N. Davis; successful. Saved 

corn 1,050 bushels, other crops $1,280. 

Overfield, T., Independence. May 4; successful. 

Pettingill, H.S., Cherryvale. July 8; successful. Saved corn 175 bushels. 

Ridgeway, J. L., Caney. June 7; doubtful. 

Schroek, J. B., Faun. May 8 and June 11; successful. 

Taylor, John Y., Elk City. September 19; successful. 

Morris County.—Successful, 14; unsuccessful, 1. 

Allen, C. D., Kelso. July 13; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Beachy, C. M., Wilsey. May 5; successful. 

Curtis, J. T., M.D., Dwight. May 29; successful. 

Day, H.8., Dwight. July 13; successful. 

Farres, J. L., Latimer. July 7; successful. 

Gleason, W.8., Council Grove. Obtained infection of Senator H.C. Richter; success- 

ful. Saved corn 200 bushels, cane $20, Kaffir corn $25, millet $15. 

Harmon, Horace, White City. June 1; unsuccessful. 

Holt, John, White City. June 4; successful... Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Meadows, C. H., Council Grove. Obtained infection of 8.J.Way; successful. Saved 

millet 10 acres. 

Miller, A. L., White City. July 17#and August 1; successful. 

Nichols, Leroy, White City. May 5; successful. ) 

Sanford, J., Parkerville. July 8; successful. 

Watts, J.O., Beman. July 8; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Way, 8S. J., Council Grove. .July 5; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Wing, erty White City. July 27; successful. 

McPherson County.—Successful, 15; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 3. 

Anderson, Chas. H., Windom. July 1; successful. 

Anderson, C. J., Marquette. July 11; unsuccessful. 

Bigford, O. G., Roxbury. July 13; successful. - 

Boyce, D. D., Roxbury. July 1; successful, Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Crawford, W. R., Monitor. July 7; successfui. 

Ferm, Chas., Lindsborg. July 8; successful. 

Holm, A. J., Johnston. May 29; doubtful. 

Holmes, E.H., Windom. July 15 and 24; successful. Saved corn 15 bushels per acre. 

‘Lillian, John, Lindsborg. July 7; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

‘Mead, 8. G., McPherson. April 29; successful. 

Myers, D.N., Marquette. May 29; doubtful. 

McCord, R. W., Roxbury. July 30; doubtful. 

Nester, John B., Moundridge. July 18; successful. 

Norberg, Louis, Lindsborg. July 17; successful. 

‘Richardson, Myron H., Windom. July 3; successful. 

‘Scott, L., Windom. June 1; successful. 

‘Stonebraker, F. P., Galva, June 1; successful. 

Stromquist, C. K., Smoky Hill. July 3; successful. Saved broom corn 8 tons. ° 

Taylor, E. P., Galva. September 14; successful. 

Nemaha County.—Unsuccessful, 1. 

Smith, Edwin, Wetmore. July 5; unsuccessful. 
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Neosho County.— Successful, 6; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 3. 

Becannon, James, Chanute. May 6 and June 2; successful. 

Currie, Aaron, Erie. June 17; doubtful. 

Davis, Z. J., Galesburg. June 4; successful. 

Free, W. H., Thayer. May 29; successful. Saved oats 245 bushels, corn 100 bushels. 

Hadden, I. A., Stark. May 11; doubtful. 

Lucas, Wm., Thayer. May 29; successful. 

Marshall, Jas., Kimball. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Smith, W. R., Osage Mission. September 10; successful. 

Van Allen, E., Earlton. June 1; successful. 

Zimmerman, A., Erie. June 4; doubtful. 

Ness County.— Doubtful. 1. 

Clark, J. C., jv, Nonchalanta. August 14; doubtful. 

Norton County.— Successful, 6; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Baer, Hiram, Lenora. July 20; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, oats 100 bushels. 

Fought, G. A., Norton. July 18; unsuccessful. 

Hisey, S.S., Lenora. Obtained infection of J. W. Keeley; successful. Saved wheat 

50 bushels, corn 100 bushels, millet 8 acres, broom corn 20 acres. 

Holcomb, C. L., Norton. May 29; doubtful. 

Keeler, John W., Lenora. July 20; successful. Saved corn 430 bushels. 

Sperry, Chas., Lenora. July 29; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, other crops 

$50. 

Stahl, Henry, Hedgewood. May 29; successful. 

Stolz, Henry, Hedgewood. May 29; successful. 

Osage County.— Successful, 4; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 1. 

Amos, G. W., Burlingame. July 8; successful. Saved corn 25 bushels. 

Clark, A. O., Arvonia. May 11; doubtful. 

Cooper, D. M., Lyndon. July 20; unsuccessful. 

Doty, G. W., Burlingame. Obtained infection of G. W. Amos; successful. Saved 

corn 500 bushels. 

Jenkins, Frank A., Burlingame. Obtained infection of G. W. Amos; successful. 

Saved millet $18. 

Kilbourne, D. R., Burlingame. July 11; unsuccessful. 

Van Benthem, J. M., Lyndon. May 2; successful. 

Osborne County.— Successful, 4; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Bowen, Willis S., Kill Creek. September 25; doubtful. 

McAllister, Silas, Dial. July 15; successful. 

Saunders, W. R., Downs. June 23; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels. 

Springer, Asa D., Downs. September 10; unsuccessful. 

Westphall, J. F., Covert; July 23; successful. 

Wise, J. C., Mt. Ida. Obtained infection of M. H. Wood; successful. Saved wheat 

100 bushels, oats entire crop. 

Ottawa County.— Successful, 26; unsuccessful, 4; doubtful, 6. 

Adee, A., Poe. Obtained infection of A. D. Todd; successfui. 

Akerman, Wm., Widerange. June 30; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Barnes, H. S., Minneapolis. June 30; successful. 
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Bower, Geo., Delphos. July 3; successful. Saved oats 1,000 bushels, corn 300 

bushels. 

Buell, F. B., Poe. July 3; doubtful. 

Burnett, R. I., Delphos. June 1; doubtful. 

Cherry, A. N., Niles. Obtained infection of P. B. Hampton; successful. 

Crist, Levi, Lamar. July 10 and 16; successful. 

Crosthwaite, B. H., Bennington. July 4; successful. Saved wheat 800 bushels, 

corn 1,600 bushels, oats 400 bushels. 

Deardorff, T. C., Minneapolis. July 13; unsuccessful. 

Gilbreath, H., Delphos. May 13; successful. 

Griswold, P. D., Niles. July 1; successful. Saved corn 900 bushels. 

Halberstadt, Jerome A., Delphos. May 15 and July 15; successful. 

Haley, Abraham, Minneapolis. June 1; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, millet 

3 acres. 

Hampton P. B., Niles. June 19; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Hardesty, W. M., Delphos. May 29; successful. 

Karns, J. H., Ada. July 7; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, other crops $25. 

Kresky, Spering, Minneapolis. July 8; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Lehman, C. W., Ada. July 3; successful. 

Lemon, E. J., Vine Creek. Obtained infection of I. W. Slaughter; successful. 

Lishen, Ed., Culver. July 5; doubtful. 

Markley, Israel, Minneapolis. Successful. 

McConkey, Hon. Geo., Minneapolis. July 6; doubtful. 

McLaren, J. W., Summerville. June 29; unsuccessful. 

Scheffer, Theo. H., Minneapolis. July 3; partially successful. Saved corn 50 

bushels. 

Scheibeler, J. A., Delphos. Successful. Saved corn 875 bushels. 

Schuler, Anthony, Bennington. Obtained infection of B. H. Crosthwaite; success- 

ful. Saved corn 240 bushels, millet $31.50. 

Screechfield, L., Minneapolis. July 7; successful. 

Sears, Thos. B., Tescott. June 1 and 27; unsuccessful. 

Slaughter, I. W., Minneapolis. July 15; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, cane 

$150. 
Smith, A. B., Minneapolis. July 3; doubtful. 

Stauffer, Fred., Bennington. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Stelter, Henry, Delphos. July 5; successful. Saved corn $10. 

Todd, A. D., Poe. May 5, June 2 and 26; successful. Saved wheat 65 bushels, corn 

200 bushels, other crops $50. 

Wassop, Wm., Minneapolis. June 4; doubtful. 

Wells, P., Pipe Creek. June 30; successful. Saved $50. 

Pawnee County.—Successful, 2. 

Dunaway, C. W., Larned. July 16; successful. a 

White, J. H., Garfield. July 5; successful. Saved corn 35 bushels, sorghum $15. 

Phillips County.— Successful, 5; unsuccessful, 3. 

Baker, Wm. J., Logan. July 27; successful. 

Becker, J. C., Logan. July 21; unsuccessful. 

Bennie, A., Long Island. May 11 and June 15; successful. 

Couch, J.D., Phillipsburg. August 1; successful. Saved millet 5 acres, other crops $20. 

Inman, J. R., Long Island. July 15; unsuccessful. 

Reeder, W. A., Logan. July 13; successful. 

Shearer, A., Logan. June 6; successful. 

Vandewater, W. M., Matteson. July 18; unsuccessful. 
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Pottawatomie County.—Successful, 14; unsuccessful, 1. 

Bary, Peter, Olesburg. Obtained infection of L. Woodcock; successful. Saved corn 

300 bushels, other crops $75. 

Booth, John, Garrison. June 16; successful. 

Brill, A. H., Louisville. Obtained infection of E.T.Frowe; successful. Saved entire 

crop of millet, also corn not estimated. 

Cribb, J. H., Garrison. July 9; successful. Saved corn 40 bushels per acre, oats 45 

bushels per acre, millet entire crop. 

Dronberger, H. P., Louisville. June 27; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, other 
crops $100. 

Ekblad, Theo., Mariadah!. July 3; successful. Saved popcorn one-half bushel, corn 
12 acres for a neighbor. 

Frowe, E. T., Louisville. May 29; successful. 

Glunt, B: F., Garrison. June 26; successful. 

Gould, O. E., Springside. July 23; successful. Saved corn 880 bushels. 

Johnson, J. W., Mariadahl. July 20; successful. Saved corn and millet four-fifths 
of crop. / 

Larson, C. G., Olesburg. June 24; unsuccessful. 

Mann, H. P., Blaine. July 22; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Randall, C. W., St. George. Obtained infection of E.'T. Frowe; successful. Saved 
corn 400 bushels. 

Sutterlin, John, Laclede. June 27; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Woodcock, Loran, Olsburgh. June 13; successful. 

Pratt County.— Successful, 2; unsuccessful, 1; doubtful, 1. 

Barker Bros., Pratt. Successful. 

Ellis, A. W., Pratt. June 11; partiaily successful. 

Fitzsimmons, E. L., Cairo. July 5; doubtful. 

Wilson, P. H., Preston. May 1; unsuccessful. é 

Reno County.— Successful, 29; unsuccessful, 8; doubtful, 6. 

Barthold, John, Partridge. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Bivins, J. W., Christopher. July 13; successful. 

Breidenstein, H. C., Arlington. June 29; successful. Saved corn 2,400 bushels. 

Caldwell, A. B. & Co., Arlington. July 3; successful. Saved 20 per cent. of crop. 

Carpenter, T. J.. Abbyville: July 1; doubtful. 

Clark, Rey. A., Nickerson. June 27 and July 12; successful. 

Collingwood, J. B., Pretty Prairie. July 27; unsuccessful. 

Dickhut, O. B.. Turon. July 22; successful. 

Eastman, W. B., South Hutchinson. June 26 and July 27; doubtful. 

Ensminger, W. P., Nickerson. July 14; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Everett, Elmer, Partridge. Obtained infection of W. N. Paine; successful. 

Freeman, Hon. H. D., Booth. June 26; successful. 

Headings, Levi, Hutchinson. July 7; unsuccessful. 

Hirst, Geo., Hutchinson. June 26; unsuccessful. 

Hutchinson, W. E., Hutchinson. Obtained infection from Moore & Chrisman; suc- 

cessful. Saved $500. 

Keedy, J. L., Booth. May 8; doubtful. 

Kincheloe, A. B., Turon. June 29; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Lacy, E., Hutchinson. Obtained infection of a neighbor; successful. Saved corn 
300, bushels, other crops, $100. 

Lamb, Wm., Huntsville. July 9; successful. 

Layman, P., Arlington. July 6; successful. Saved corn 100 bush., other crops $300. 
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Linder, J. H., Plevna. May 29; unsuccessful. 

MeGurn, F., Arlington. July 3; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Measer, J. J.. Hutchinson. June 27; successful. 

Measer, Wm. J., Hutchinson. June 27; successful. , 

Mitchell, Hon. W. H., Abbyville. June 13 and July 2; successful. Saved wheat 100 

bushels, corn 350 bushels, broom corn and sorghum, $75. 

Moore & Chrisman, Hutchinson. Infection sent on several occasions for distribu- 

tion among farmers; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, millet $25. 

Olmstead, W. J., Nickerson. May 13; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Paine, W. H., Partridge. May 6, June 4 and 30; successful. Saved corn 800 bush- 

els, oats 630 bushels. 

Parrot, C. R., Hutchinson. June 23; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels, oats 400 

bushels. 

Pennington, L. A., Hutchinson. July 10; successful. Saved corn 1,500 bushels. 

Rutledge, Irving, Arlington. June 22; unsuccessful. 

Schoonover, John U., Haven. June 29; successful. 

Shackelford, H. E., Arlington. July?16; successful. 

Smith, HE. H., Sylvia. July 16; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Smith, H. C., Partridge. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Snyder, J. L., Plevna. July 8; unsuccessful. 

Spiret, John, Partridge. July 6; successful. 

Thompson, Chas. O., Arlington. June 27; doubtful. 

Tissue, C. M., Partridge. July 17; successful. 

Updegrave, J.B., Avery. July 14; doubtfui. 

White, C. F., Plevna. July 16; doubtful. 

Withroder, John, Huntsville. July 9; successful. Saved corn 50 acres, millet 7 

acres. 

oe M.C., Haven. June 22; successful.. Corn not estimated. 

Republic County.— Successful, 21; unsuccessful, 1. 

Anderson, Gilbert, Scandia. Obtained infection of J.G. Isaacson; successful. Saved 

corn 7 acres. 

Aurand, H. C., Warwick. June 30; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, corn 500 

bushels. 

Bergh, C. M., Kackley. June 15; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels and 20 acres 

of broom corn for neighbors. 

Brown, John W., Courtland. July 3; successful. Saved wheat 70 bushels. 

Collins, G.J., Belleville. July 10; successful. 

Collins, H. H., Belleville. July 11; successful. 

Erkenbrack, J.S., Republic. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Gamble, A. P., Wayne. July 11; partially successful. 

Haney, Geo. W., Scandia. July 18; successful. Saved corn 4 acres, millet 1 acre, 

rye 1 acre. 

Humphrey, 8. C., Courtland. July 1; successful. Saved corn 40 bushels. 

Isaacson, John G., Seandia. June 29; successful. 

Monson, M., Kackley. June 23; successful. 

MelInstock, August, Agenda. July 27; successful. 

Nylund, Geo., Scandia. July 23; partially successful. 

Ogborn, Oliver, Courtland. July 8; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels, other 

crops $45. 

Ogborn, 8S. E., Courtland. May 12: successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Pearson, N. E., Courtland. June 30; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 
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Rockhold, J. M., M. D., Belleville. Obtained infection of Geo. Haney; successful. 

Saved corn 4 acres, millet 1 acre, rye 1 acre. 

Sharp, M. C., Belleville. June 13; partially successful. Saved corn $15, millet $5. 

Simon, J. E., Cuba. July 14; successful. 

Thompson, Romanzo, Agenda. July 18; successful, Saved corn 225 bushels. 

Wehrley, Christian, Cuba. July 17; successful. 

Rice County.— Successful, 14; unsuccessful, 3; doubtful, 2. 

Battles, W. F., Sterling. April 29; doubtful. 

Carter, W.I., Sterling. July 8; successful. 

Chaffee, M.J., Little River. July 29; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels, other crops 

$100. 
Denton, A. A. (Superintendent U.S. Sorghum Experiment Station), Sterling. Suc- 

cessful. 

Edwards & McCulloch, Little River. July 1; successful. Saved broom corn $1,100. 

Geist, Edward, Sterling. May 12 and June 6; unsuccessful. 

Goodwin, L., P.M., Geneseo. June 30; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, wheat 

500 bushels, other crops $200. 

Hanks, D. E., Sterling. July 9; successful. 

Treton, Wm., Sterling. July 13; successful. 

Keeley, J. B., Sterling. June 6; successful. 

Kerfoot, J. B., Alden. July 5; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Mahoney, C., Sterling. June 13 and July 3; doubtful. 

Matthews, P. A., Sterling. May 29; successful. 

McKee, D. P., Sterling. July 9; unsuccessful. 

Roberts, M., Lyons. May 16; unsuccessful. 

Shields, John, Crawford. July 9; successful. 

Smison, P. F., Sterling. May 5; successful. ? 

Smyser, W. C., Sterling. May 5, June 30, and July 5; successful. 

White, O. H., Little River. Obtained infection of Edwards & McCulloch; successful. 

Saved corn 120 bushels, wheat 60 bushels, broom corn $124. 

Riley County.— Successful, 20; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 4. 

Bergren, Chas., Leonardville. June 22; doubtful. 

Blachly, E. M., Leonardville. May 29 and July 1; successful. 

Butler, C. L., Keats. June 30; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Chalmers, John, Riley. July 7; unsuccessful. 

Christensen, Geo. L., Clarkson. July 15; successful. Saved millet $100. 

Davis, S. H., Bala. Obtained infection of J. E. Jones; successful. Saved corn 200 

bushels. 

Dexter, Geo. W., Grant. June 27; successful. 

Erickson, A., Winkler’s Mills. July 15; doubtful. 

Fear, John T., Leonardville. July 3; successful. Saved corn 250 bushels, millet $50. 

Gladden, Thos., Leonardville. Obtained infection of E. M. Blachly; successful. 

Griffin, C. L., Riley. July 23; doubtful. 

Harrison, C. J., Riley. July 11; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Hay, Gottlieb, Winkler’s Mills. Obtained infection of G. T. Polson; successful. Saved 

corn 200 bushels. 3 

Johnson, F. G., Cleburne. July 3; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Johnson, J.D., Manhattan. July 18; successful. Saved corn 10 acres, fodder 5 acres. 

Jones, J. E., Bala. July 22; successful. Saved corn 1,400 bushels. 

Jones, T. P., Bala. May 14; successful. Saved corn 600 bushels. 
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Jones, L. R., Bala. July 5; successful. 

Longren, C.5., Leonardville. May 13, June 15 and 27; unsuccessful. 

Mills, W. W., Riley. July 5; successful. 

Polson, Geo. T., Winkler’s Mills. June 30; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels. 

Randle. J. R., Bala. July 7; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Rose, W. L.. Mayday. July 3; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels, other crops $75. 

Swenson. Alfred, Randolph. July 3; successful. 

Toy, Patrick, Manhattan. June 1; successful. Saved corn 600 bushels. 

Weichselbaum, Theo., Ogden. June 24; successful. 

Rooks County.—Successful, 3; unsuccessful, 1. 

Burroughs. C. C., Zurich. July 13; successful. 

Cooper, R. E., Palco. June 14 and July 23; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels, 

millet $25. 

Davis, A. J.. Stockton. July 27; successful. 

Lauber, J. E., Zurich. August 7; unsuccessful. 

Russell County.— Successful, 5; unsuccessful, 1. 

Jain, Wm.. Waldo. July 8; unsuccessful. 

Muck & Co., Dorrance. May 6; successful. Saved wheat 80 per cent. of. crop. 

Robbins. John T., Paradise. July 14; successful. 

Rowe, E., Russell. July 24; successful. Saved African millet 15 bushels, Kaffir corn 

100 bushels. x 
Spohrer, Jacob, Lucas. July 20; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Stroie, Luther, Dorrance. June 30; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Saline County.—Successful, 13;. unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 4. 

Adams, J. W., Gypsum. June 30; successful. 

Bell, J. W., Salina. September 2; doubtful. 

Bruce, F. J., Brookville. July 26; successful. Saved corn 600 bushels. 

Davis, Al., Salina. July 5 and 11; doubtful. 

Gillum, A. B., Chico. July 5; successful. 

Griffiths, Isaac, Bavaria. Obtained infection of T. H. Terry; successful. 

Hoyt, David, Brookville. Obtained infection of F. J. Bruce; successful. Saved 

corn 300 bushels. 

Jackson, Frank, Gypsum City. July 3; successful. Saved corn 2,000 bushels. 

Johnson, J. L., Wonderly. July 21; unsuccessful. 

Jones, Alfred W., Salina; July 20; successful. 

McCullick, Jonas, Salina. June 29; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, sorghum 

$25. ; 

Neucen, E. C., Salina. July 1; successful. 

Owings, G. W., Salina. July 15; doubtful. 

Phillips, Maxwell, Salina. May 13 and June 12; doubtful. 

Shaw, H. N.. Gypsum City. July 11; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Shier, E. P., Kipp. June 17; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Swartz, Theo., Salina. July 1; successful. Saved entire crop of Kaftir corn. 

Talbot, Geo. A., Falun. July 5; successful. Saved broom corn $150. 

Tinkler, Chas., Gypsum. Unsuccessful. 

Sedgwick County.— Successful, 27; unsuccessful, 4; doubtful, 10. 

Allen, Wm., Cheney. June 1; doubtful. 

Alexander, A. B., Wichita; May 11; doubtful. 
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Businbars, John, Wichita. July 1; partially successful. 

Caldwell, J. A., North Wichita. May 15; unsuccessful. 

Chandler, 8. H., Kechi. June 25; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels. 

Comstock, Henry, Cheney. June 22 and 27; successful. Saved corn 270 bushels. 

Crow, Peter, Derby. May 7; successful. : 

Dale, J. W., Andale. May 4 and June 2; successful. Saved corn 270 bushels, wheat 

100 bushels. 

Fees, C. C., Wichita. June 11 and 30; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels. 

Foster, D. A., Cheney. June 29 and July 2; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, 

other crops $60. 

Golden, H. M., Bayneville. June 29; successful. 

‘Goodyear, C. E., Oatville. May 4; successful. 

Guyer, J., Furley. July 3; successful. 

Harrison, Richard, Furley. July 5; successful. 

Hawley, 8. L., Clearwater. June 29; unsuccessful. 

Healy, P. V., Wichita. July 7; successful. 

Hough, F., Derby. June 29; doubtful. 

Jocelyn, S. E., Wichita. May 13; doubtful. 

Kirkpatrick, T. M., Wichita. July 3; successful. 

Kirkwood, J. W., Wichita. May 4, June 2, and July 1; successful. Wheat and corn 

not estimated. 

Lindley, W. F., Wichita. June 30; doubtful. 

Longsdorf, A. J., Wichita. May 6; doubtful. 

Lygrisse, P. F., Greenwich. May 11, June 2, 20, and 30; unsuccessful. 

Magee, O. M., Valley Center. June 26; successful. 

Miller, John, Iowaville. June 17; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels. 

Moran, W. B., Cheney. Obtained infection of D. A. Foster; successful. Saved corn 

400 bushels. 

McBee, Chas. 8., Derby. May 9; successful. 

McGrew, B. E., Furley. July 3; partially successful. 

Piatt, R. M., Wichita. May 9, June 4,and August 8; successful. 

Powers, Thos., Colwich. June 24; successful. Saved corn 1,200 bushels. 

Rick, Ezra, Derby. May 11; doubtful. 

Robbins, G. C., Mt. Hope. May 9; doubtful. 

Sandefur, W. J., Sunny Dale. July 5; successful. 

Sanders, Wm., Furley. June 15; successful. Saved corn 350 bushels, millet $12. 

Sawyer, W. L., Clearwater. June 18; successful. 

Schwartz, J. E., Derby. June 30; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Scott, G. L., Andale. June 1; doubtful. 

Waterfall, Samuel, Furley. Obtained infection of Wm. Sanders; successful. Saved 

corn 270 bushels. 

Weaver, A. J., Sunny Dale. May 9; doubtful. 

Wilson, J. S., Greenwich. June 22; unsuccessful. 

Wise, A. W., Clearwater. June 30; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Seward County.— Successful, 1. 

Lemert, L., Arkalon. July 22; successful. 

Shawnee County.—Successful, 1; doubtful, 4. 

Cheney, H. W., North Topeka. July 5; doubtful. 

Hutchingson, James, Wakarusa. August 3; doubtful. 

Jamison, J. W., Rossville. May 7; successful. Saved wheat 240 bushels. 

Sebring, Robert, Rossville. May 13; probably successful. 

Small, D. J., North Topeka. July 8; doubtful. 
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Smith County.— Successful, 6. 

Cline, John H., Ohio. July 27; successful. Saved broom corn 2 tons. 

Gleen, P.C., Lebanon. Obtained infection of W. E.Strever; successful. Saved wheat, 

corn and millet $500. 

Nye, C. C., Smith Center. July 28; successful. Saved wheat 300 bushels. 

Smith, Nathan, Lebanon. Obtained infection of W. C. Strever; successful. 

Strever,W.C., Lebanon. June 30; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, other crops 

$100. 
Waggoner, W.J., Lebanon. May 28 and July 6; successful. Saved wheat 20 bushels 

per acre. ; 

Stafford County.— Successful, 5; doubtful, 1. 

Billings, W. B., Stafford. July 14; successful. Saved corn 100 busheis. 

Fort, G. W., Stafford. July 11; doubtful. 

Lamont, T. J., St. John. June 26; successful. 

Morford, J. T., Stafford. July 3; successful. Saved 60 acres of corn from injury. 

Sherwood, W. H., Bedford. July 14; successful. 

Verning, Fred., Stafford. July 18; successful. Saved corn not estimated. other crops 

$200. . : 

Sumner County. — Successful, 21; unsuccessful, 3; doubtful, 6. 

Bullock, J. H., Millerton. June 29 and July 11; successful. 

Brown, P.S., Mulvane. June 30; successful. 

Cole, H. A., Anson. June 13; doubtful. 

Crabb, J. R. U., Mayfield. June 26; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

Dunn, D.C., Milton. June 26; doubtful. 

Fultz, Sam. P., Concord. June 15; unsuccessful. 

Hembree, H. F., Ashton. May 5; partially successful. 

Holland, D. W., Argonia. June 26; successful. 

Huston, Henry, Belle Plaine. July 7; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Jewell, Dudley, Belle Plaine. July 3; successful. Saved corn 900 bushels. 

Kirkpatrick, H. N., Dalton. July 22; unsuccessful. j 

Lawrence, J. H., Wellington. July 1; successful. 

Marsh, V. A., Whitman. June 30; successful. 

Mason, W. L., Belle Plaine. June 4; successful. 

Morrill, W. C., Oxford. June 29; doubtful. 

Miller, Geo., Mulvane. June 4; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels. 

McAllister, C. B., Belle Plaine. June 22; successful. Saved corn 1,600 bushels. 

McArdle, John, Riverdale. June 28 and July 24; successful. 

Nelson, Wm., Mulvane. July 1; successful. 

Owens, J. H., Oxford. June 4; successful. 

Peck, H. O., Wellington. May 29: successful. 

Russell, C. H., Mulvane. June 30; successful. 

Shuping, H. J., Ashton. July 1; doubtful. 

Smith, Abe, Mulvane. May 1; successful. Saved wheat 200 bushels, corn 4,000 

bushels. 

Snyder, Leander, Drury. May 16; doubtful. 

White, F. A., Wellington. May 2; doubtful. 

White, H. N., Portland. June 1; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels. 

White, M. E., Mulvane. July 3; successful. Sayed corn 350 bushels. i 

Whitman, J. W., Mulvane. Obtained infection of M. E. White; successful. Saved 

corn 100 bushels, cane $15. 

Tague, James, Banner. August 22; unsuccessful. 
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Wabaunsee County.—Successful, 9; doubtful, 1. 

Bunger, T. M., Chalk Mound. July 21; successful. 

~ Dill, G. D., Eskridge. May 29; doubtful. 

Fields, J. B., Alma. July 24; successful. Saved corn 250 bushels, wheat 90 bushels. 

Johnson, John A., Harveyville. July 20; successful. 

Rice, L. T., Aima. June 30; successful. 

Rinehart, Wm. M., Eskridge. July 7: successful. Saved corn, 200 bushels, millet 

10 acres. 

Rutledge, Robert, Keene. June 27; successful. Saved corn 6 acres, millet 10 acres. 

Taber, J. O., Harveyville. May 29; partially successful. 

Thoes, A. J., Alma. July 5; successful. s 

Walton, T. P., Harveyville. July 2; successful. 

Washington County.— Successful, 27; unsuccessful, 4; doubtful, 2. 

Adams, T. Q., Gaskill. May 29 and June 17; successful. Saved wheat 6 bushels per 

acre, corn 30 bushels per acre, oats 30 bushels per acre. 

Alidredge, A. M., Mahaska. June 4; successful. 

Andrie, Jos., Washington. June 29; unsuccessful. 

Beardsley, D., Greenleaf. July 5; successful. 

Bennett, Ira, Haddam. July 17; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, millet 30 

tons. 

Bosier, C. H., Washington. July 15; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Clarke, G. E., Clifton. June 1; doubtful. 

Comstock, A. L., Chepstow. May 29; successful. 

Crew, R. T., Haddam. July 14; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels. 

Cunningham, J.8., Parallel. July 8; successful. 

Buff, John, Morrow. July 3; successful. 

Eaton, E., Day. June 30; successful. Saved corn 800 bushels. 

Gehring, Conrad, Barnes. July 6; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Henry, Wm. F., Palmer. July 1; successful. 

Hickok, D. P., Linn. July 20; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, millet 2 fields. 

Jacobs, Wm., M.D.., Washington. July 11; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

‘Jones, T. M., Haddam. July 20; successful. 

Justus, H., Haddam. July 17; successful. Saved corn from injury 40 acres. 

Kramer, D. A., Washington. July 30; successful. 

Lanphere, W. P., Washington. May 29; successful. 

Miller, Wm., Brantford. June 24; successful. 

Otney, Joe, Barnes. June 15; successful. 

Pruden, J. R., Greenleaf. July 18; unsuccessful. 

Rector, D. A., Morrow Station. July 15; doubtful. 

Rodgers, Hon. Wm., Barnes. June 22; unsuccessful. 

Rosebaugh, D. L., Barnes. Successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, millet $20. 

Ross, Alexander, Clifton. July 6; successful. Saved corn several acres. 

Schroeder, F. G., Hanover. July 3; successful. 

Smith, M., Linn. June 1; successful. 

Spradling, J. K.. Haddam. July 8; successful. 

Stolt, M., Barnes.’ June 30; successful. 

Stumpf, A.W., Morrow. May 15; unsuccessful. 

Wilson, F. C., Linn. May 29; successful. 

Wichita County.— Doubtful, 1. 

Donnell, J. G., Carwood. July 9; doubtful. | - 
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Wilson County.—Successful, 10; unsuccessful, 3; doubtful, 1. 

Bentley, H. A., Middletown. May 29; unsuccessful. 

Buckbee, E., Fredonia. Obtained infection from C. H. Mastek successful. Saved 

wheat 200 bushels, corn 200 bushels. 

Carley, Ezra, Buffalo. June 1; successful. 

Carter, F. W., Fredonia. June 30; doubtful. 

Hall, I. C., La Fontaine. September 22; unsuccessful. 

Hamilton, L.A., Fredonia. April 30; successful. Saved rye 30 bushels, corn 300 bush- 

els for neighbors. 

Leatherbury, O. W., New Albany. August 24; unsuccessful. 

Longenecker, B. F., Altoona. May 29; successful. Saved wheat 50 bushels, corn 100 

bushels, other crops $25. 

Mariner, C.H., Fredonia. May 5; successful. Saved timothy $50, wheat 100 bushels. 

McLaren, John, Altoona. May 29; successful. 

Russell, J. J.. LaFontaine. May 29; successful. Saved wheat 100 bushels, corn 400 

bushels, other crops $30. 

Smith, Eugene, Fredonia. Obtained infection of L. A. Hamilton; successful. 

Saved crops $25. 

Thurman, Ira, Altoona. May 29; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

Young, Wilson, Buxton. May 5; successful. Saved wheat 70 bushels. 

Woodson County.— Successful, 11. 

Bayless, J. F., Yates Center. May 4 and June 11; successful. 

Dawson, Jacob, Toronto. May 9; successful. 

Harmon, O. P., Center Ridge. May 13; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels, wheat 

20 bushels. 

Hassenpflug, H. E., Yates Center. May 1 and July 5; successful. 

Lundin, A., Center Ridge. May 13; successful. 

Moerer, Geo., Piqua. June 1; successful, 

Morris, C. J., Toronto. June 1; successful. Saved corn 150 bushels, oats one-third 

of crop. 

McCormick, H. H., Piqua. May 29; successful. 

McCormick, J. W. G., Piqua. May 5 and 9, and June 2; successful. 

Rose, Amasa, Yates Center. June 4; successful. 

Smith, J. J.. Wortley. September 11; successful. 

State of Arkansas.— Successful, 1. 

WasHINGTON Counry. 

Morris, R. H., Spring Valley. July 3; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

State of Illinois.— Successful, 19; unsuccessful, 14; doubtful, 7. 

Bonp County. 

Dee, C. E., Mulberry Grove. May 29 and June 26; successful. 

Newby, C. W., Hookdale. June16; successful. 

Rosebrough, J. A., Reno. July 5; unsuccessful. 

Brown County. 

Jennings, G. T.. Mound Station. July 17 and August 1; successful. Saved corm 

2,275 bushels. 

CHRISTIAN CouNTY. 

Chapman, A. B., jr., Stonington. July 5; doubtful. 

Conel, A.. Mt. Auburn. July 13; successful. 

Gentry, Jacob, Stonington. July 12; unsuccessful. 
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Gibson, W. J., GroveCity. Obtained infection of F. Bielsmith; successful. Saved 

30 acres of corn from injury. 

Gossman, E., Rosewood. July 8; successful. 

~ Harrison, 8. B., Morrisonville. July 15: successful. 

Reeves, J. H., Taylorsville. July 6; successful. 

Sheldon, 8. M., Sharpsburg, July 8; doubtful. 

Walcher, L. W., Millersville. June 11; unsuccessful. 

Dr Kaus Country. 

_Hogeboom, W. E., New Lebanon. June 13: successful. Saved barley 200 bushels. 

Henry Country. 

Heath, J. R., Annawan. June 13: unsuccessful. 

Macon Counry. . 

Bielsmith, Frank, Blue Mound. June 15: successful. Saved corn 2.000 bushels. 

Jostes, Henry, Blue Mound. July 20; unsuccessful. 

Lorton, Oliver C., Blue Mound. Obtained infection of F. Bielsmith: successful.. 

Saved one-third of corn crop on 77 acres. 

Macouri1n Counry. 

Hopkins & Chamberlin, Virden. May 2; successful. 

Loud, 8. W., Virden. Obtained infection of a neighbor; successful. 

Wagner, D. T., Girard. July 7; successful. 

Mapison County. 

Ayers, J. Reed, New Douglas. July 23 and August 12; unsuccessful. 

Kissick, C. W., New Douglas. June 26; doubtful. 

_MonteGomEry Counry. 

Brokaw, A., Litchfield. May 8; doubtful. 

Brown, James, Hillsboro. June 29 and August 24; successful. Saved corn 200 

bushels. 

Charles, W. A., Butler. July 1: unsuccessful. 

Hamilton, J.S., Hillsboro. July 14: unsuccessful. 

Kerr, J. D., Raymond. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Walker, D., Irving. June 30; unsuccessful. 

Morean County. 

Bergschneider, H. B.. Pisgah. June 30 and July 6: unsuccessful. 

O’Neal, J.C., Arnold. June 30; successful. 

Scott, E. D., Franklin. July 8 and August 8; successful. 

Turner, F. C., Jacksonville. July 3: unsuccessful. 

Watson, Isaac, Jacksonville. July 8: doubtful. 

OGLE Counry. 

Zeigler, J. Y.. Payne’s Point. August 1; doubtful. 

Pratt Country. 

Suffern, J. C., Voorhies. June 30; successful. Saved corn 10 acres. 

PixE Country. 

Preble, John, New Salem. July 3; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

SANGAMON COUNTY. 

Brown, Wm. G., Breckenridge. July 5; unsuccessful. 

Scorr Counry. 

Rugh, James, Winchester. July 7; unsuccessful. 

WASHINGTON CouNTY. 

Troutt, J. J., Nashville. June 26: doubtful. 
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Indian Territory. —Successful, 2. 

CuHIcKASAW NATION. 

Quigg & Beringer, Purcell. June 23; successful. Saved corn 50 acres. 

Swinney, W. A., Purcell. June 30; successful. 

State of Indiana. — Successful, 1. 

Fountain Country. 

Marshall, Miles, Veedersburg. July 8; successful. 

State of Ilowa.—Successful, 9; unsuccessful, 5; doubtful, 1. 

ALAMAKEE Country. 

Hager, H.G., Waukon. June 16; unsuccessful. 

Nichols, L. J.. Waukon. July 1; unsuccessful. 

Ronan, D.D., Waukon. July 14; successful. Saved large amount of corn and oats. 

Butier County. 

Catchpool, G. W., New Hartford. June 13; successful. Saved entire crop of wheat 

and 37 acres of corn. 

Cuayton County. 

Maha, F. E., North McGregor. August 8; unsuccessful. 

Morrison, R., Beulah. July 3; successful. 

DuBuQuUE County. 

Binning, C. W., Dyersville. July 6; unsuccessful. 

GrRuNDY COUNTY. 

Rickert, Carl, Reinbeck. June 4; successful. 

Howarp County. 

Barnes, A. B., Cresco. July 29; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

Lukes, Ferd., Protivin. July 16; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, oats 100 

bushels. 

Scorr County. 

Glynn, J. W., Gambril. July 27 doubtful. 

Jochunsen, C., Donahue. July 20; successful. 

WINNESHIEK COUNTY. 

Kinkor, Mathias, Spillville. July 18; successful. 

Sberal, John, Spillville. June 23; successful. Saved barley 225 bushels, corn 500 

bushels, oats 200 bushels, rye 50 bushels. 

Willson, W. H., Conover. June 22; unsuccessful. 

State of Minnesota.—Successful, 4; unsuccessful, 2; doubtful, 2. 

Buur Earra Counry. 

Hanson, Hans, Mankato. July 17; doubtful. 

FinumMorE Country. 

Bolles, J. L., Fountain. June 4; successful. 

Ellergadt, U. P., Lanesboro. June11; successful. 

MeArthur, W., Lanesboro. June 29 and July 10; doubtfui. 

GooDHUE CounrTy. 

Rasmussen, C. A., Red Wing. August 10; partially successful. 

OxumstTEAD Country. 

Cole, John A., Rochester. July 15 and 29; successful. 

Ricz County. 

Lippert, C. J., Faribault. June 26; unsuccessful. 

Waseca County. 

Murphy, J. H., Janesville. June 13; unsuccessful. 
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State of Mississippi.— Successful, 1. 

OKTIBBEHA CouNTY. 

Weed, Howard Evarts, Entomologist Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Starkville. May 12 and June 6; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

State of Missouri.— Successful 13; unsuccessful, 3. 

AUDRIAN Counry. 

Brainard, L. H., Laddonia. May 16; successful. 

Mundy, John E., Mexico. July 1; successful. 

BoonE County. 

Waters, Prof. H. J., Agricultural Experiment Station, Columbia. May 11; suc- 

cessful. 

Co~noway County. 

Davidson, C. O., Carrington. July 7; successful. 

Deardorf, John R., Bachelor. July 3; successful. 

_Dapr Counry. 

Nieman, H. A., Lockwood. June 4 and September 5; successful. Saved wheat 

50 bushels, corn 280 bushels. 

Dunxkuin Country. 

Hopper, W. E., Campbell. June 29; unsuccessful. 

JASPER COUNTY. 

Bass, Clinton, Maple Grove. July 3; successful. 

Lewis County. 

Ammerman, Welsley, Lewiston. June 22; unsuccessful. 

Lincotn County. 

Higginbotham, H. H., Louisville. July 14; successful. 

Stone, G. T., Louisville. June 17; successful. Saved corn not estimated, sor- 

ghum $6. 

Monrok County. 

Hill, Jos. H., Paris. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Key, Geo. A., Granville. May 29; successful. 

Pixe Counry. 

Witten, John A., Cyrene. Obtained infection of H. H. Higginbotham; successful. 

Saved corn 500 bushels. 

RanpoupeH County. 

Cubbage, Henry B., Higbee. July 10; successful. 

Daggs, James, Yates. Obtained infection of H. B. Cubbage; successful. 

State of Nebraska.— Successful, 6. 

Furnas County. 

Hurlbut, E., Spring Green. July 8; successful. 

HARLAN Country. 

Bartels, John F., Alma. June 4; successful. 

Nuckouzts Counry. ; 

Bailey, F. W., Bostwick. July 16; successful. Saved wheat 400 bushels, corn 500 

bushels. : 

Fox, Henry, jr., Nelson. June 22; successful. 

WEBSTER COUNTY. 

Cox, J.8., Red Cloud. July 20; successful. 

McPartland, James, Red Cloud. June 30; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels. 

bh 
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Oklahoma Territory.— Successful, 22; unsuccessful, 2. 

BuRLINGTON. 

White, Chas. A. June 16; unsuccessful. 

CIMARRON CITy. 

Orner, F.C. June 23; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

CLARKSON. 

Johnson, J.C. July 1; successful. 

EpMonp. 

Anderson, Geo. May 8, July 11 and 23; successful. Saved corn 60 bushels, cane 
$10. 

GUTHRIE. 

Berry, Robert C. June 20; successful. 

Macy, H.C. June 4; successful. 

HERRON. : 

Herron, F.C. September 2; successful. 

LEONARD. 

Hart, M.C. June 24; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels, other crops, $150. 

LEXINGTON. 

Wynne, D. B. June 29; successful. 

MATHEWSON. 

Byrd, A. L. September 4; successful. 

Taylor, J. H. September 14; successful. 

MILuER. 

Miiler,S. H. June 27; successful. Saved corn 5 bushels per acre. 

MvutLHatu. 

Finnell, John. Obtained infection from field of J. K. Hastings; successful. 

Fishback, M.S. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Hastings, James K. June 27; successful. Saved corn 300 bushels for self and 

100 bushels for a neighbor. 

Scott, W. L. May 1 and June 2; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

West, E. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Wood, A. B. June 29 and July 7; successful. , 

Oxuanoma CIty. 

Greene, W. K. July 1; successful, Saved corn $200. 

Rockwood, Mrs. Lizzie A. July 14; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Wand, John. July 2 and 23 sent in quantity for distribution; generally suc- 
cessful. ; 

STILLWATER. 

Lamb, H. J., June 22; successful. Saved fodder $4. 

Patchin, Wm. H., May 29; successful. Saved corn 10 bushels per acre. 

Shreves, Jesse, May 29; successful. 

THURSTON. 

Connor, Harry. September 7; successful. Saved corn 35 bushels. 

State of Texas.— Suctessful, 13; unsuccessful, 5; doubtful, 7. 

Cooks County. 

Garvey, V. P., Gainesville. June 17; successful. 

Dawuas County. 

Nickens, J. M., Housley. June 20; doubtful. 

Pemberton, A., Dallas. June 16; successful. 

Sewell, J. C., Seagoville. April 30 and June 2; unsuccessful. 
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Fannin County. 

Jenkins, J. J., Savoy. July 7 and 25, and August 10; successful. 

Zinnecker, W. C., Honey Grove. May 4 and June 2; unsuccessful. 

Hiuit County. 

Orenbaun, Thos. R., Hillsboro. October 6; unsuccessful. 

Hunt Country. 

Carter, P.G., Kingston. June 23; successful. Saved corn 500 bushels. 

Reeves, W. A., Lone Oak. August 15; successful. 

KauFrman County. !: 

- Elder, J. W., Lawrence. July 1; doubtful. 

Garrard, F. W., Kaufman. July 19 and August 10; unsuccessful. 

Lynch, j. R., Kaufman; June 26; doubtful. 

Palmer, T. M., Peede. May 29; successful. 

Lamar County. 

Parr, 8. F., Paris. June 24; successful. 

Limestone County. 

Bell, C. M., Tehuacana. July 5; successful. Saved corn 400 bushels. 

McKinnon, J. G., Prairie Grove. May 13 and June 2, and July 14; doubtful. 
? 

Navarro County. 

Grayson, W.S., Winkler. June 19; successful. 

McClure, W. J., Re. June 19; successful. - 

Peacock, W. J., Angus. June 26; successful. Saved corn 10 bushels per acre, 

sorghum $10. 

Pillans, J. C., Winkler. June 22; doubtful. 

Strother, C. W., Corsicana. June 22; unsuccessful. 

Wilson, Robert, Rural Shade. April 30; doubtful. 

Ratns County. 

Humphrey, J. W., Point. July 3; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

RosBeRTSON County. 

Anderson, W. D., Nesbitt. June 15; successful. 

Van Zanpt Country. 

Sewell, N. A., Stone Point. August 15; doubtful. 

State of Wisconsin.— Successful, 15; unsuccessful, 12; doubtful, 2. 

CotumBtia County. 

Russell, E. Fred., M.D., Poynette. July 3; unsuccessful. 

Dane Country. 

Gyte, John, Cross Plains. July 16 and 25; successful. 

Henry, W. A., Madison. July 6; unsuccessful. 

Radke, W. J., jr., Marshall. July 6; unsuccessful. 

Slatter, John, Sun Prairie. June 23; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, barley 

200 bushels, other crops $200. 

DopceE County. : 

Daniel, Rev. J. R., Fox Lake. July 27; successful. Saved corn 1,000 bushels, mil- 

let $40. 

Fonp pu Lac Country. 

Darrow, A. H., Brandon. August 12; unsuccessful. 

Hill, Chas. L., Rosendale. June 15, July 30, and August 3; successful. 

Johnson, M. B., Waupum. August 3; successful. Saved corn 100 bushels. 

Leith, Wm., Kirkwood. July 20; successful. Saved wheat 250 bushels. 
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Grant County. 

Ketner, A: T., Bloomington. July 14; successful. 

Peat, Andrew, Montfort. July 27; unsuccessful. 

Seipp, John, Bloomington. July 4; unsuccessful. 

GREEN Lake County. 

Hall, Wm. W., Markesan. July 27; unsuccessful. 

JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

Bartel, A., Lake Mills. July 11; unsuccessful. 

Clark, J. A.. Waterloo. June 27; successful. 

Crosby, Hyatt, Waterloo. June 22; unsuccessful. 

Humphrey, A. J., Waterloo. June 24 and July 8; successful. 

Smith, H. B., Harvey. July 27; successful. 

Stokes, H.B., Waterloo. April 29, June 2 and 27; successful. Saved corn 50 bushels. 

KanrE Country. 

Nutting, Chas., Deansville. June 26; successful. Saved corn 200 bushels, barley 

250 bushels, other crops $125. 

Rocx County. 

Johnson, C.§., Clinton. July 6; doubtful. 

Kemp, E. W., Janesville. July 10; unsuccessful. 

Lathers, Wm. J. Shopiere; July 7; unsuccessful. 

Wells, F. J., Milton. July 16; successful. 

Zuill, Wm., Johnstown. July 11; unsuccessful. 

WatwortH County. 

Taylor, J. C., La Grange. June 10; doubtful. 

WauKkesHa Country. 

Maney, Geo., Stone Bank. June 5; successful. Saved barley 110 bushels. 

West, J. C., North Prairie. July 27; successful. 

VI.—SUMMARY OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS. 
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Suc- Unsuc- Doubt- 
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Of all experiments in 1891, 76.5 per cent. were successful. 

13.0 per cent. were unsuccessful. 

10.5 per cent. were doubtful. 

Of those in Kansas....... 78.4 per cent. were successful. 

11.2 per cent. were unsuccessful. 

10.4 per cent. were doubtful. 

Of those in other States... 63.0 per cent. were successful. 

26.0 per cent. were unsuccessful. 

11.0 per cent. were doubtful. 
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VII.—SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES OF CROPS SAVED. 

In making their reports as to the benefit received from the use of the infec- 

tion, 482 of the 1,071 successful experimenters gave their own estimates of the 
number of bushels of grain saved by the experiment. The sum of these esti- 

mates amounts in cash value to $87,244.10, or an average of $181 for each 

farmer. It is.fair to presume that this average may be fairly applied to the 
remainder of the 1,068 successful experiments. This would give an aggre- 

gate saving of $193,308. This amount saved by the farmers means additional 

profit for the railroads and the millers, so that $200,000 is a very conservative 

estimate of the actual value of the experiments in 1891. 
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Average saving for each farmer (in Kansas), $183.64. 
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ESTIMATES OF CROPS SAVED IN OTHER STATES THAN KANSAS. 
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Corn 10250 Mpushelerab SOC aie tecie be ecieie tis vs eee aa tare $3,225 00 

153 acres (estimated saving of 15 bushels per acre), 2.295 

DUshels ats GO Given sweetest a coke, Smee store chote eee ee OL, 688 50 

Coin Toddensaseceoes sy: TI oe Se ee es 4 00 

Oats — 300 bushels, at 30c........ 

Barley——135 wushelswat SOC. «Aye .6 tars .s. keyewiem «loca eee 2 hee $367 50 

Ndditionall-—Gashrestimatey.ijscim cet cis sche lee oc ee om eaee 25 00 

Rye=—S50 bushels atiSOos here’ tis hearers ee seleieiy seth dete sete cee at SRO ee ee 

Millet-— ecashiestimate... vec ok 5 26 oe sees on maclere 

SORT RUT — CASDVESUUNM ALE. «° 5. 02:4 5" shsys:s are’ s\s::0) dyed ee) aah 2 ol RMT aaa elma ORI 

Ce 

Cropsimot: named— Cash Value’. 25. Aside. cieraia nn oe ore rel sb alee eine ee ne 

Total saved in other States than Kansas by 38 farmers............ 

Average for each farmer (not in Kansas), $150.16. 

Total saving by 482 farmers, in all the States, $87,244.10. 

Average for each of the 482 farmers, $181.00. 

$525 00 

3,917 50 - 

392 50 
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METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND THE CHINCH-BUG. 

It has long been held by entomologists and farmers that an increase in 

humidity insures a decrease in chinch-bugs, and similarly, that a dry season 

means a season of bugs. B. D. Walsh, the first Hlinois State Entomologist, 

in 1861 published a paper on the chinch-bug, in which he said that dry 

weather is favorable to the bug and wet weather unfavorable to it. In 1869, 
Messrs. Walsh and Riley, in a conjointly written article on the chinch-bug, 

published in the American Entomologist for May and June, say that a single 
heavy rain immediately checks the propagation of the bugs, and that a long- 

continued wet season barely leaves enough for seed another year. They claim 

that the insect can never be ruinously destructive except in sections where 

there is continued hot, dry weather. Wm. Le Baron, following Mr. Walsh 

as Illinois State Entomologist, in an article in the Prairie Farmer for Sep- 

tember 2, 1871, speaks of the June rains as an important check upon preva- 
lence of chinch-bugs, and believes that it (the chinch-bug), “ has never 

been known to prevail in any year when the month of June of the preced- 

ing year has been attended by heavy rains.” Cyrus Thomas, following Le 

Baron as State Entomologist of [llinois, in an article entitled, “ Chinch-bug,” 

in the seventh report of the State Entomologist of Illinois, says that rain is 

the chief natural agency which works against the chinch-bug, destroying 

_eggs, young, and adults. 
An important contribution to the discussion of the influence on the chinch- 

bug of meteorological conditions was made by Cyrus Thomas, in an article 

in the American Entomologist for October, 1880. The paper is entitled, 
“Temperature and Rainfall as Affecting the Chinch-bug.” Elaborate data 

both of weather conditions and chinch-bug prevalence are given. He finds 

that the series of years seem to be divided into cycles of seven as to rainfall, 
the rainfall of each seventh year (counting back from 1876 to 1840) being 
above the average. Each septenary period also seems to be divided into two 

periods of four and three years respectively, the ternary period ranking first 

_as to rainfall and the quaternary second. Considering the relation of the 
rainfall to the appearance of chinch-bugs, and “regarding it as generally ad- 

mitted that two successive dry years are necessary to the development of these 

insects in injurious numbers,” he finds the chronological history of the species 

to be apparently fairly comformable to his theory of rainfall periodicity. In 

closing he says: ‘‘The high temperature of 1854, 1871, and 1874, together 

with the diminished rainfall, furnish the key to the cause of the great devel- 

opment of the chinch-bug during these years.” 
In a closely following article-entitled the “Relation of Meteorological 

Conditions to Insect Development,” published in the Transactions of the 

(173) 
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Illinois State Horticultural Society for 1880, Dr. Thomas accounts for the 
oscillations of injurious insects by reference to meteorological conditions, 
considering that years of greatest drouth are generally marked by unusual 

development of insect life. He believes that as a rule two consecutive dry 
seasons are necessary to great development of most injurious species. 

Dr. C. V. Riley, writing on the chinch-bug, in the American Agriculturist 

for November and December, 1881, says that heavy rains, wet seasons, and 

warm, moist or open winters are very prejudicial to the pest. 
In 1882, Prof. S. A. Forbes, State Entomologist of Illinois, struck the first 

note of doubt concerning the supposed efficacy of wet weather in holding the 
chinch-bug in check. In an article, “The Chinch-bug in 1882, Field Notes,” 

sent as part of the Illinois crop reports to the United States Department of 
Agriculture, August 1, 1882, and printed in Circular No. 92 of the depart- 

ment, Professor Forbes declares that careful experiments seem to show that 

too much is hoped from the simple influence of wet weather upon these in- 

sects. Bugs in corn drenched 10 successive days were not affected appreci- 
ably. Prof. E. A. Popenoe, of the Kansas State Agricultural College, in an 

article in the Prairie Farmer for November 25, 1882, thinks it possible that 

simple excess of moisture drowns young bugs on the ground, but doubts if 
others are so affected. Mr. J. I. Johnson, in the Transactions of the Illinois 

State Horticultural Society for 1881 (published in 1882), records that he 
has held chinch-bugs in water for more than an hour without injuring them. 

Dr. J. A. Lintner, State Entomologist of New York, in an article in Science 

for October 13, 1883, reports a serious chinch-bug attack in New York, and 

says that the attack continues to increase notwithstanding wet weather of last 

year (1882), and this (1883). Doctor Riley, writing to Science soon after, 
attributed the apparent lack of susceptibility of the New York chinch-bugs 
to wet weather to the excessive multiplication of the insect during the very 
dry seasons of 1880 and 1881, and the ability of the bugs, already deter- 
mined in the West, to brave unfavorable weather for a time. He thinks that 

the wet weather will tell, however, on the hibernating bugs. In the Twelfth 

Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois (1882), Professor Forbes, in dis- 

cussing the history of the chinch-bug in Illinois for the year, says ( page 39): 

That the almost complete destruction or suppression of the spring brood was 

due to the prolonged and violent rains, there can be no reasonable doubt. The ex- 

act method in which rainy weather affects the bugs is, however, as yet undecided. 

That it cannot be simple submergence that destroys them, is shown by a fact re- 

ported to me by Hon. Wm. McAdams. In his vicinity, in Jersey county, they were 

extremely abundant in the grain in the spring, but were all apparently swept out 

of the country by a long and violent storm. Some days afterwards, when the water 

had subsided, he noticed in pulling over the drift-wood in the river bottoms im- 

meuse numbers of chinch-bugs among the rubbish, most of them still alive and 

crawling about. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that simple exposure to 

moisture has the effect attributed to rain. An experiment made at the laboratory 

bears upon this question and will be worth reporting, although circumstances pre- 

vented its satisfactory completion. A number of hills infested by the bugs were 
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successfully transplanted to boxes and variously treated with water for 10 days. 

Some selected examples were thoroughly drenched every day, both ground and 

stalks. In other boxes only the ground was watered. In still others, the corn was 

sprinkled every day, but the ground protected, and the remainder were left with 

only sufficient attention to keep the corn alive. During the time for which these 

experiments were continued, no appreciable effect whatever was produced upon the 

bugs infesting the stalks. Those where the corn was watered were washed down 

upon the ground each time, but soon dried off and climbed up the stalk. At the 

end of this time the bugs under observation all commenced to disappear indiscrim- 

inately, without reference to the mode in which the corn had been treated, and the 

experiment was thus abruptly closed. Enough was learned, however, to show that 

a succession of heavy daily showers for more than a week would have no apprecia- 

ble effect upon these insects in that stage. The weather was warm and pleasant, 

and the conditions under which the experiments were carried on made it impossible 

to saturate the air. Further light will be thrown on this question by the facts de- 

tailed under the succeeding section. 

In a circular from the office of the State Entomologist of Illinois, entitled 

“The Chinch-bug in Illinois,” issued September 10, 1886, Professor Forbes 

says that the ocurrence of heavy rains (especially of cool ) at the time of 

hatching may kill vast numbers of the young, but that “rains take no se- 

rious direct effect on the full-grown bugs.” A wet season, however, may pro- 

mote one of their contagious diseases. 

In the Farmers’ Review for October 19, 1887, Mr.G. W. Waters notes some 

interesting observations touching the influence of moisture on the chinch- 

bug. He says that chinch-bugs seek winter quarters uniformly in some damp 

place, not in dry fodder, etc. He believes that wet weather in winter or an 

open winter does not hurt them. The winter of 1881-82 was excessively 

wet in Illinois, and the bugs came forth in the spring “by the bushel.” 

Bugs immersed for a week or more on ears of corn in fodder which had fallen 

into water and was frozen over with ice were lively when warmed by the sun. 

One lot lived in a jar of wet earth for a month without food. 

Mr. Lawrence Bruner, in his “Report on the Season’s Observations in Ne- 

braska,” in the Report of the United States Commissioner of Agriculture for 

1887, says that the only effectual remedy after the bugs have become a pest 

is wet weather, which induces disease and dissolution. 

In 1887 was issued Bulletin No. 17 of the Division of Entomology, United 

States Department of Agriculture, entitled “The Chinch-bug: a General 

Summary of its History, Habits, Enemies, and of the Remedies and Preven- 

tatives to be used against it.” The bulletin was prepared by Mr. L. O. How- 

ard, assistant entomologist of the division, and is a complete review of the 

information acquired up to date of publication concerning the pest. The in- 

fluence of wet weather on the chinch-bug is considered at length, the great 

preponderance of opinion being, it is said, that it is unfavorable, though in 

just what way is a disputed point. 

The evidence so far presented tends strongly to establish the oft-repeated 

assertion that wet weather periods are highly inimical to the chinch-bug. 

Professor Forbes, of Ilinois, is almost the only entomologist who has believed 

. 
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that his observations throw any discredit on the heretofore highly-reputed 
efficacy of excess of moisture as an effective natural check to chinch-bug at- 
tacks. I have taken some pains to gather Kansas testimony on this question, 

for in the light of Professor Forbes’s observations and conclusions I believe 

the matter still open to discussion. I therefore present the following notes in 

the matter. I am able to offer definite data concerning the presence of the 
chinch-bug in the State only since 1883. 

In a paper printed in the Fourth Biennial Report of the Kansas State 

Board of Agriculture (1883-84), p. 604, I say, referring to insect injury in 
the State in 1884: 

Happily the chinch-bug, until now the foremost foe of the small grain producer, 

has not injured the wheat to any considerable degree, only two counties SopOsaIne 

its presence in numbers worthy of notice. 

In 1885 little or no damage was done by the chinch-bug in Kansas. In 

a paper published by me in the Report of the State Board of Agriculture for 

June, 1885, pp. 5-18, I present brief reports from 82 counties of the State, 
and the chinch-bug is referred to as being present in but six counties of the 

82. In a paper entitled, “Injurious Insects from July to September, 1885,” 

published in the Report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture for the’ 

quarter ending December 31, 1885, pp. 152-157, I make no mention what- 
ever of the chinch-bug. In beginning the paper, it is specially stated that 
“in the present article attention is called to those insects which have been 

especially active in destructive work during the second half of the year 

1885.” 
In 1886 the chinch-bug was present in force. Ina paper on “ The Chinch- 

bug,” in the Fifth Biennial Report of the State Board of Agriculture 
(1885-86 ), pp. 1538-157, I say: 

During the year 1886 no less than 107 out of our 180 correspondents report the 

presence of chinch-bugs in damaging numbers. From almost every county in the 

State come complaints of the nefarious work of this ill-odored insect. 

In 1887 the chinch-bug was abundant in the early part of the year and 
not rare at any time. I quote from the Kansas Crop and Weather Bulletin 

for the months of April and May, 1887, published by the Kansas State 
Board of Agriculture, p. 3, as follows: ; 

The weather during the months of April and May was unfavorable for the growth 

of the plant [wheat] (too dry), and the chinch-bug has well-nigh destroyed the crop 

in certain localities, and seriously damaged it in others, reducing the general condi- 

tion to 40 per cent. 

In the bulletin for June, p. 6, it is said: 

Oats were destroyed by chinch-bugs, and have been harvested only for fodder in 

most cases. 

In the July bulletin, p. 5, it is said: 

Early in the season the chinch-bug had full sway, and now the dry weather has 

completed his work. 
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And also, referring to the corn crop, p. 3: 

This crop was reported in our last month’s bulletin as in fine condition, and the 

outlook for the largest crop ever known in Kansas was very promising; but the 

damage from the chinch-bugs and the lack of sufficient rains at the right time have 

continued to lessen the bright prospect day by day, since that report was issued. 

In many localities the crop is a total failure, when for the same sections a month 

ago the condition was reported at 150 per cent. as compared with last year. 

In 1888 the chinch-bug reappeared in force early in the year. Inthe May, 

1888, Crop and Weather Bulletin of the State Board of Agriculture, p. 4, it 
is said: 

In all of these counties reporting light rainfall, crops have been damaged more 

or less by chinch-bugs, but from some unknown cause, probably unseasonably cold 

weather, in many counties bugs are reported disappearing, and unless the weather 

should turn hot and continue dry, no serious damage is apprehended. 

In the June bulletin, p. 4, it is said: 

Chinch-bugs are reported in nearly every county in the State, but 50 counties re- 

port, ‘No bugs to hurt.” Others report “ Very numerous,” ‘“ Lots of them,” ‘ Mill- 

ions of them.” Damage done by them is confined chiefly to the oats crop. 

The July bulletin, p. 4, says: 

Chinch-bugs during all this dry weather are reported as having done but little 

damage, and in many instances they seem to be disappearing entirely. 

In the Sixth Biennial Report of the State Board of Agriculture (1887-’88), 
pp. 205-208, a paper of mine on “The Chinch-bug” contains the following: 

But it was observed all through the eastern counties that from some unknown 

cause there was a sudden and almost complete disappearance of the hordes of 

chinch bugs while the dry weather of April and May (1888) was still at its height. 

Fields of wheat and oats were so disastrously attacked that their owners were al- 

ready beginning to plow them under, when there was an apparently mysterious 

annihilation of the ravaging hosts, the grain began to revive, and the farmers were 

abie to reap bountiful crops where their anticipations had foreboded an almost total 
loss. 

The years 1889, 1890 and 1891, come within the range of my notes in 

this report. During 1889 and 1890, the State was comparatively free from 
chinch-bug attack. In 1891 there were many chinch-bugs, though they did 

not occur in the overwhelming numbers necessary to mark the year as one of 

crop disaster. 
Summing up, we have, then, the chinch-bugs not present in 1854, 1885; 

present in 1886, 1887, 1888; not present in 1889, 1890; present in 1891. 

To show the meteorological conditions obtaining during these years, I pre- 

sent the tables which follow, compiled from the published reports of the sta- 

tions named. I have selected the stations from considerations of location 

and of completeness of record. 
The stations are not distributed as well as might be desirable, but the incom- 

pleteness of record, or at least of published record, has constrained me to make 
use of the ones chosen. It will be noted that I have grouped the stations in 

two lots, depending upon location. Dividing the State by south and north 
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lines into three parts, using the meridians of 96° 40’ west and 99° west 
as dividing lines, it will be observed (see map of Kansas, p. 172) that the 
“chinch-bug region” of the State is included in the eastern and central divi- 

sions. ‘In each of these divisions I have selected five meteorological stations. 
These stations are located so as to represent with some degree of equality the 

east and west extent of this chinch-bug region, and less equally the south 
and north extent of it. I think that the tables compiled from the reports of 

these stations may be considered as pretty fairly representing the meteoro- 
logical conditions of the chinch-bug-infested region of the State for the years 

referred to. In order to present testimony touching Doctor Thomas’s asser- 
tion that “two successive dry years are necessary to the development of these 

insects [chinch-bugs] in injurious numbers,” I include 1882 and 1885 in the ta- 
bles, my first definite data concerning the chinch-bugs being for the year 1884. 

To exhibit the influence of winter temperature and precipitation, (see p. 174, 

Doctor Riley’s statement that moist or open winters are prejudicial,) tem- 

perature and precipitation records for the winter months are given. The tem- 

perature of the four months, April, May, June, and July (grouped ), which 

include the period of egg-laying and growth from larva to adult, and the total 

annual rainfall, and the total rainfall for April, May, June and July are also 

given. The immediate influence of rain at the time of the chinch-bugs’ 
growth, as well as the general influence of wet and dry years, can thus be de- 

termined. Asa matter of interest, I present also a table showing ‘the distri- 

bution of rain through the months of the year at Lawrence, made up from 

my own observations for 24 years. 
, 

ec. TABLE I. 1882. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for Total for Meanof | Mean of 
Total. April, May,| Dec. 1881, | April, May, Dec. 1381, 

| Juneand Jan.and Juneand Jan. and 
| July. Feb.’82. July. Feb. 82. 
|. E . 

Central Division : 
CUA MIN eh Sake wdc eee ease: wile Hua oi lta ateyeteyatce are ete bilge evens ereve rotor siob| hate arselenlatey deaveletllpereieee een aceon ete eae 
GOMCORGIA: arty ore WA Seat raie RUS tere eae Soh SAAS neTS EPR BOs soa a etereres ate a ib heal ater ake eee avn 
Sema es Beha eee ee ies phates Mick cere te een rieva a ease nie elas ereneuel [pee erator Rep 66.62 36.83 
Wellington... esd. | 36.10 ror 64.88 36.66 
HMOTUHLIGWs..0 asic | 21.44 ily fay Tee etaicl afereigheeremaee 

Eastern Division : | 
Mawthathamen ye an). cepcieeaysaye so sicits statue cree} 28.35 yal 1.37 65.27 36.80 
EXO OEE Che Yasin poops so oosopAwoUO Dee aece Jol 25.22 15,92 1.59 64.72 36.70 
2 2 Uae tae eds 34.00 15.25 3.44 68.22 41.30 
UAW S coh Gaccken rte MOC, walvioed kaea tated 27.60 15.48 2.26 65.82 38.14 
Bea voniw Ortho aes ato eee ome eal 25.97 15.18 3.18 65.15 38.20 

Means for the State, as shown by the rec- | | | = 
ords of these stations.....5...... ee 28.38 16.86 2,22 65.81 37.80 
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TABLE II. 18838. 
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oa 

RAINFALL’(inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for Total for Mean of Mean of 
Total. April, May,| Dec. 1882, | April, May,| Dec. 1882, 

June and Jan. and June and | Jan. and 
July. Feb. °83. July. Feb. 83. 

Central Division : 
China TANS ee: tats -siciis.- oie aisha cls win « Caus cctovae teeta ace Ta seca celine a ipiteieisns' ste’ | Tay e'otehe =) steers | hea Ree Ween 
AOAC OTE Carseat stapes «15. oe ovals aite s afsaic ave, Sadat Revere oa ea ney Nene ere erence oP tae lictahe nest actin [larbnarch hate erie eG I eke eee 
POIs pare ai stalate tie eves Seago erate es sieelelcve tie 30.20 16.40 1.67 69.65 25.70 
\NYCGH G YE] 20) hea Ot eS 40.49 20.57 4.77 65.26 28.42 
PROT EMEULLONRN es -ale ors oie Ses orate eh Folk cictow aed 22.02 18.58 86 ue scat uteeretat 

Eastern Division : : 
IMISVSIEE Sia ada Soe wa Dame See eee oe 36.79 20.92 2.44 hae Al eae 
BEQHO Kane ea eet sets os eee Soarbctastacnodte tavohee 44.43 21.69 4.40 66.37 24.37 
NGS WOMGESNCEOS cic 3) «5 cieiaeitinys © sols) = Byes Sete 34.27 15.57 5.34 67.22 31.03 
MANNE TCO ea rhalbitacs SYSeore ex dakeraree cia, weve eieictis 46.65 24.71 4.28 66.69 26.27 
Leavenworth . 41.04 22.72 4.80 a ent ene reece 

Means for the State, as shown by ‘the rec- 
ords of these stations. Sedo aS Cocrine 37.00 20.14 3.57 67.04 27.16 

TABLE III. 1884. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) | TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for Total for | Meanof | Mean of 
Total. April, May,| Dec. 1888, | April, May,| Dec. 1883, 

| June and Jan. and Juneand | Jan. and 
July. ® Feb, 84. | July. | Feb. °84. 

| 

Central Division: 
eer AT cistcycka e's) cusiciclateeicheycloym 5 .stare 25.37 15.23 QED Sie wlcciaionrayaletebsctersi| fees ieee sels 
(QOVAASTA SH, wa clas Yad Coenen aol s Baty seo eG ol lO apcrastnete Teal lOkoe accoreom el homes tcrcekaccs [hs evsyatelacs SPO ovell oP ens ONO 
Saimin s wees cnaesievarsieis cd wo saves Mt eis, sicko ne tee 26.60 16.40 G0) (>) 66.80 81.40 
Wem eTOM dar Giatcst Ueecee gps acts stoic seystsiers, chasers 29.21 16.56 2.57 65.20 28.27 
Fort Riley........ 22.56 9.72 Peat mtacais Wasxminanidessrsel lie Bheiee 

Eastern Division: 
Manhattan.. 33.62 LTD | Lekoaat GOST4S ly aie cians 
Topeka. . yee ice ie Steen ne ates oe tag 42.62 18.44 | 5.36 65.47 QLT 
Independence . 44.00 14.41 | 4.57 66.92 30.20 
PSANMTOTICOs cr ales sinntn es oie couse delle clin oe s\kere 43.70 18.18 =| 3.18 65.16 27.58 
Leavenworth... . 44,72 22.29 | 3.04 pegaareb: |[>daosseb de 

Means for the State, as shown by the rec-_ | aia 
ords of these stations. Reiser eet ct 34.71 16549) | 2.66 65.88 28.92 

TABLE IV. 1885. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

| 
STATIONS. Total for | Total for Mean of Mean of 

Total. April, May,| Dec. 1884, | April, May, Dec. 1884, 
Juneand | Jan. and Juneand | Jan. and 

July. Feb. °85. July. Feb. 85. 

| 

Central Division: 
Ginpriiphinrevint see be Na db aas $6.16 17.17 1.47 71.17 27.60 
(Cayaceonibiy dns 4 kde Goomomantatp ObDeee Gaur FER bbHugeeDs MONGDie all taarSic: crokeissee: ailerons yee se stil ts ees 
SS alaIRE yee tee Grae Gielclevclon slain ciavclay votre doles 30.60 21.80 3.10 69.80 22.00 
Wellin bontan cnet se tte tilos ode tdwns 35.28 20.57 4.91 67.49 22.22 
PROT PERAV OW eys, slerc tic cheisnacesciitte ree salel vials eben ceieie's 23.83 17.41 FSB) a foctpeateta ey oretal here eae tenetetete 

Eastern Division: 
MPAA SULA ertsise lee ceicto cis iedsiesiars ore ehetevs stvel|| ajay 120.09 14.99 1.96 G6 4a Os Sse 
Noy s(elid: i BRS Sa ne ee Te Tene Reet 30.35 15.20 3.53 67.52 20.17 
NMASPOHACNCOF ar oladesicwetthess wise svielieice ne 44.30 21.03 6.68 67.70 26.86 
GEE CU COc aerreraietsiin: cfainfaicbctanare! nin!=/siej/o.0/<\)o/e'o1 36.97 18.21 5.34 66.57 21.03 

pan bee \rGiah ast NS Aen Onde apa EA DOAG de Bacar 43.70 21.08 3.82 68.87 21.60 
Means for the State, as shown pu the rec- 5 

ords of these stations. Rist ssi viewers aistiate 32.92 17.81 3.52 = 4368219 23.07 
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TABLE V. 1886. 
ue a 

RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for | Total for | Meanof | Meanof 
Total April, May, Dec. 1885, | April, May,| Dec. 1885, 

June and Jan. and Juneand | Jan, and 
July. Feb. 86. July. Feb. 86. 

Central Division : 
Cunninghame eonmeicet ce cinek cee 29.53 17.81 4.93 70.67 24.76 
WONCONGTA ria ieciesissarertiaaestae iaisse eieceraai : 28.24 14.73 1.93 - 65.90 24.86 
SAN ace yes weprcrceiediae minteereisiss s,s 6 a ste 26.10 13.00 2.80 70.30 30.66 
Wellin stone sansa eee cers ers kame 28.89 17.49 4.19 67.80 28.18 
Ort HUG ae mabe serarcisies sie'toicre oan ctelprs Save 18.01 11.20 .88 aha iiete: of] cere simran renee 

Eastern Division : © 
Mantha thane vcce pa sicieicais sisi’ e\siip seid eisiepers 27.25 16.90 Pt eel VR fac, oe Brat) 
MQpOK Ais sek setae ett ce <ase.s e's) soccer tee 23.23 10.07 3.22 69.55 28.33 
ana Sar erevetsvawpsala, ate areca oy avarorone tole tee 29.55 11.92 4.01 70.32 29.30 
UA WEOIGCE’s yess toe stele oe 6 o.ciacsie.e «ooh etetccereine 24.25 10.38 4.09 66.23 26.16 
Leavenworth . 22.45 11.66 3.18 68.02 25.80 

Means for the State, ‘as ‘shown by ‘the Tec- 
_ords of these Statlons2).'5< esteee estes 25.75 13.52 3.20 68.60 27.26 

TABLE NA ee 

RAINFALL (inches, ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for Total for Mean of Mean of 
Total. April, May,| Dec. 1886, | April, May,| Dec. 1886, 

a June and Jan, and Juneand | Jan. and 
July. Feb. 87. July. Feb. 87. 

Central Division : " 
(Giehayahba¥deCchoi Waar TOMAR me Ane mooeeaera 20.29 10.32 -98 70.45 27.73 
COMCOTOITAR. Seeictetsd os ie cieie os aie sates eee cae 25.26 13.52 fo een eet acho lama: aclee 
MaUUMAg ees eae cals a etl eao hceeneeelakele ee 27.30 12.90 3.50 72.20 28.63 
AYA SUI AY = 10 ye Tegel 28 aie CRIA is Wire ieney EN ae 28.84 12.32 1.74 pile bef 29).97 
PN OMUMERLL OY Ae Secrest raise ace aiaret ei crehetgren sai neree 24.32 10.95 net Eee Haar A RA | AGREES, 

Eastern Division : e 
Wi aiminaii tals san Lisa trhctes eaten eee menses peas eee visibeb dees (04330) 2.26 cusbaseballeeeeteeee 
PR OPOK aie mc stew sslepaeWleris: ca sloved varchar se sre 34.02 15.19 2.80 69.32 28.67 
a kana ae eR aaa rat ae ae 31.71 14.30 2.99 71.42 30.02 
Lawrence. . 33,84. | 10.36 3.64 69.80 23.98 
Leavenworth . 37.05 | 11.85 3.86 69.20 24.40 

Means for the State, as shown by ‘the Tech |S ——= 
ords of these stations. .......... 29.18 | 12.25 2.48 70.51 PMT! 

TABLE ‘Vil. 1888. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS, Total for Total for Mean of Mean of 
Total. | April, May,| Dec. 1887, April, May,| Dec. 1887, 

June and Jan. and June and | Jan. and 
July. Feb. 88. July. Feb. 88. 

Central Division: : 
Cumin ey see ocleis)ne otis os ousioccis eta 25.77 11.59 3.09 68.70 26.76 
CONCOR AIAG mere ewes terre An wares be ete nists 23 24 10.70 1.60 66.75 25.00 
UL ees are. <tetaheretevedeley eens hee ate oe om olen eae 20.80 10.70 2.20 70.95 29.36 
Wellin SGOT To sobre iste ie vn letatee: a1 eraeete sme 33.68 18.26 2.60 69.83 28.46 
OIG ING eaters veteit <ierer ciel ote steve vetalecele isle muse bootie! esr cnb bocc AE 1.48 dieieia an «2 th 

Eastern Division: 
Whar dita casein te seats atch cone 29:90 13.27 BLOQs "=| Les ok, comical ee petqebin ee 
OMOEA scion as eahtip aie lakes sets Oeigerels crete 33.96 14.37 3.04 66.32 26.33 
Ee ale sae a ta cates BRR oR ae 40.79 18.40 5.37 68.92 30.50 
Lawrence . 44.17 17.14 4,28 68.06 26.19 
Leavenworth. 47.12 25.99 4.72 67.20 24.60 

Means for the State, as ‘shown ‘by. the rec- 
ords of these stations. ................ , 33.49 15.60 3.17 68.34 27 Lb: 
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TABLE VIII. 1889. 
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RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for Total for Mean of | Mean of 
Total. April, May,) Dec. 1888, | April, May,| Dec. 1888, 

June and Jan. and Juneand | Jan. and 
July. Feb.°89. July. Feb. 89. 

Central Division: 

CUMBIA NAM achieve. cfain e, hasdes avoeis ccs 31.65 19.49 1.94 67.50 31.03 
OEE Petey, alatetala)’oys. cela cloleneins. 8 eielad eee eetrla 34.46 19.87 2.23 66.05 29.26 
MOALUINEABNIE te ee aretha) Oc nts scare lblteles oscinv cnere 31.95 20.02 2.10 69.67 33.30 
ION OM cas iete eens siteielsielate ele dleataelcman 38.16 21.64 2.83 67.90 36.05 
HO TUMEVILGVicire co hucre covets oa en csuenssiot meta 30.47 16.92 1.74 BTGO Native recess 

Eastern Division: ‘ 

Wieser a tii Tiisr ein taney feyerovn ate Sure <aictelessisroreroers 33.66 19.59 2.53 67.26 28.10 
RODE eeatotate trots waters eileen onc oaleiaien 38.96 20.16 3.60 65.50 26.90 
INGepSBNnGences . sis oh sate eapieassalolorten 44.53 24.73 8.02 68.20 34.26 
WHAWRENCE eee a aici tsi c eee a ioe ara 43.99 21.17 4.77 66.96 30.88 
MOAVemWOTblye ress scsisaatece te Lon, settee 40.93 18.73 5.19 66.65 30.13 

Means for the State, as shown pa the rec- 
ords of these stations. bigs atmpere setae 36.88 20.23 3.49 67.29 1.10 

TABLE IX. 1890. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS, Total for Total for Mean of Mean of 
Total. April, May,| Dec. 1889, | April, May,) Dec. 1889, 

June and Jan. and Juneand | Jan. and 
July. Feb. °90. July. Feb. °90. 

Central Division: 
RS AT eo a Eee leveiinislefsivelsaeseiorsiele 21.29 14.24 2.99 69.77 34.20 
Concordia . BOE EG. Heid GENO OF AUEEIOE 17.61 8.34 1.64 69.25 30.76 
Salina. aeatehe ee che, stsvetaays:sahislal orca al aleve sie cul ls-wrevenaveletcera 8.21 2.12 7222 33.50 
WwW ellington. . 23.91 8.36 2.85 71.47 37.40 

, Fort Riley.. eerie 7.47 2.33 69.80 31.90 

Bistorn auistons, 
Manhattan.. Ne arerclatey Gotearcialstetere’sis ise 24.99 8.29 2.57 69.60 31.60 
Topeka. . micbaterer si sist'e pire leisisteleauacLecieise 27.97 9.29 3.03 68.80 32.60 
Independence .. Anido on guns Joss Foor 30.77 12.46 4.65 70.32 40.46 
UA WILOTICO wiarsicts ict eicte cneiciers'eselcceie a) ereicuerstate ev 36.32 11.73 3.33 69.35 34.92 
Leavenworth . 28.49 9.87 1.89 69.35 35.30 

Means for the State, as ‘shown by ‘the rec- 
ords of these stations. Bae ein icine teters 26.42 9.83 2.73 66.99 34.26 

TABLE X. 1891. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

STATIONS. Total for | Total for Mean of Mean of 
Total April, May, Dec. 1890, |April, May, | Dee. 1890, 

Juneand | Jan. and June and | Jan. and 
July. Feb. °91. July. Feb. 991. 

Central Division: 
(Civpahaimyed ny hb oon eAaee ORO tap aedeade 26.32 12.02 3.45 GT ODEN || earsereretsterete 
WONCONGIA sterner etre neice ete cale late eletets 34.19 17.26 2.80 66.16 31.80 
Sem La cane seerreee erate cte ave cleat ovale mralielelicievoraters eo cr|verersiacetcNetevcisipvall eiecoisy sie\lelescle rele! | |sjw{ejct ors fels)ofesalelf | steieteielsi-asatelnte(nill bv efalarereletehel 
We LOT ee siecsietere cl cb leieicle siete site cre eres 38.87 20.74 4.79 69.95 36.56 
HOM UML OVA eat iieicialcseisiajerevetsisiele/eliaisin’s «'ele Re rN ecrete lol tere tenictevelavatetolas ||o\everaliaia: Goorefelfaies| rere¥elotarel eVateolet niall imeraVspetesets & 

Eastern Division: - 
Manhattan.......... Teh oes he wee eae eels 28.64 17.69 2.65 66.12 30.06 
Topeka.. Roadie SeO cad ME Re NOE oe aG 39.24 25.09 5.40 66.50 32.40 
TNASPENAEN Cees cree usiisiaie eisies viele jesse: elaine 31.77 21.48 5.44 70.04 36.53 
MUA WOIAC Ors arts opeta ciel -petsinioteiatenn-ieieieners tare icine 43.32 28.89 4.41 65.82 32.58 
Leavenworth . eres anuors 4.45 oie 35.00 

Means for the State, as shown by ‘the yee- 
ords:of these stations 22.3... 00. 2. eee 34.62 20.45 3.34 67.30 33.46 

NZ 
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TABLE XI. PRECIPITATION AVERAGES. 

n~ 

= S AS 
5 ass Se 8 
= ees 28 

eee wel § Extent of | : Sry Extent of | § pany Extent of 
3 record, Sr record, as record, 
S oh Sy 
S AS ass 
, 2s oF FS 
: eee ae 

Central Division: 
Cunninhamreureeay eich vecle esate: 25.73 1884-1890 15.13 1884-1890 2.68 1884-1891 
Concordia. Loni. ici stistelss sie aisles, v «ce sy esp VOTO 1886-1890 12.97 1885-1890 2.01 1886-1891 
SLUM ey eottars rete tate ee sect Ne yeersia siarele 26.93 1883-1888 14.92 1883-1890 2.38 1883-1890 
Wella eCOM rae dateee ts steictate-cievers eieres oie MOR OD 1879-1888 16.35 1879-1890 3.41 1882-1891 
MOLtIRUMeyiae ercsiehec ce scisisiis cereale eels 1854-1887 12.79 1854-1890 212 1882-1890 

Eastern Divison: ; 
Damar See tere sities fers! dlcieyers! ou ces wets 30.89 1858-1887 15.81 1858-1890 2.30 1882-1891 
PODOK A) ce ccydtestetccios eave casi ccieicmce eel OaeeS 1879-1888 15.48 1879-1890 3.59 1882-1891 
PNASPEMASN CO! ers sis-cpaletaye'eceresele, ava, sishelar ete 44.25 1873-1888 17.87 1873-1890 5.05 1882-1891 
LAWRENCE ic): seats Milica cts, oalslersalsaeta Secale Oe OO 1868-1891 16.94 1868-1891 3.95 1882-1891 
WIGRVORIWOUTIGscayetooiay sic, eaves vo /ers/elcretere eretete 38.24 1872-1888 18.59 1872-1890 3.81 1882-1891 

Means for the State, as shown ae the —_—__—— SS 
records of these stations.. 31.63 15.68 Oi. OS |-ervteraien ete tele 

TABLE XII. TEMPERATURE AVERAGES. 

Mean for 
STATIONS. April, May, Extent of ra gik Extent of 

June and record. Spaeh Tata record, 
July. 

Central Division: 
Cunmihi phan sy serena ekrsa sieve wieeieis oreiscotete tarcionetatae 69.95 1885-1890 28.68 1885-1890 
CONCONG aactetee ates iciatc ccele cle elaifowpeaicte outers Gate ie 66.99 1886-1890 28.33 1886-1891 
Srilit@ poe opm qaon Gene CoOROMOCOICA RAG SO aoIno-ponG 70.17 1883-1890 29.62 1883-1890: 
WON LITA COM Ife sie) s:8- =, 5ieiees bye overs: etbioneaiciateouels, weldlevels 68.47 1879-1890 31.19 1879-1891 
HOT GAR Meyer cori casclatseaiclsisiereicte oie civ sate epereinn orl ts 68.70 1889-1890 31.09, 1890 

Eastern Division : 5 
: 1882, 1884— ‘ 1882, Manhattan: 48acswcseh Waste 66.86 5 185, 989-90 ‘ 81.84 |} 1999-4801 

ID ODOR Al a}-t as eiste a ape eymcracices te felcisierciepaietein saaisaar eet 67.06 1882-1890 28.36 1882-1891 
Independence son .ciusraciciciesetts acetic arene 66, 26 1872-1890 33.53 1872-1891 
MGA WIEONCOoy ich vejcislsialitelaceieeisidicinine carters cherssrarrante 71 1868-1891 29.26 1868-1891 
TiGaVen WOLU entices lec talatie ee esas cele ater 67.78 1882-1890 29.38 1882-1891 

Average for the State, as shown by the records ; 
Of these Stations atic. (Geieciee «cis suse ovate soe Scie STROSS taal eer atickeratetereietsi eects 30.12 

The following table shows the means by years for the State, as shown by 
the records of the 10 stations, (Cunningham, Concordia, Salina, Wellington, 

Fort Riley, Manhattan, Topeka, Independence, Lawrence, Leavenworth, ) com- 

pared with the general means gained from tables XI and XII (see p.—): 

TABLE XIII. COMPARISON. 

RAINFALL (inches. ) 

Mean for |Meanfor Dec.| Mean for 
Mean April, May, ( previous April, May, 
total June and year), Jan. June and 

July. and Feb. July. 

31.63 15.68 3.03 67.99 
28.38 16.86 2.22 65.81 
37.00 20.14 3.57 67.04 
37.41 16.49 2.66 65.88 
32.92 17.81 3.52 68.19 
25.75 13.52 3.20 68.60 
29.18 12.25 2.48 70.51 
33.49 15.60 3.17 68.34 
36.88 20.23 3.49 67.29 
26.42 9.83 2.73 2769599 
34.62 20.45 — 3.34 67.30 

TEMPERATURE (deg. ) 

Mean for Dec.. 
( previous 
year), Jan. 
and Feb. 

39 

A study of the following table will disclose certain features of the rainfall 
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of eastern Kansas, in which section Lawrence may be fairly considered as a 

representative station. 
One feature consists in the fact that only about one-ninth of the annual 

precipitation occurs in the winter months. In the Eastern States the amount. 

of rain, including melted snow, is nearly as large in winter as in each of the 

other seasons. In Kansas, which has less rain in winter than any States in the 

Union except Minnesota and Nebraska, the apparent deficiency is abundantly 
made good by a more copious supply of rain in spring, summer and autumn 

than is received by many of the other States. 

The distribution of rain through the months of the year is highly conducive 

to agricultural prosperity. Beginning with January, in which the average 
precipitation is reduced to its minimum, there is a constant increase in the 
average for each month until June, when the rainfall reaches its maximum 

and begins to decline, each succeeding month showing a decrease in the ay- 
erage amount until the minimum is again reached, in January. It is rarely 

the case that the monthly rainfall during the growing season departs from the 
normal to such an extent as to seriously injure the staple crops. 

During these 24 years of observation, there have been only two drouths ex-: 
tending over the entire State of Kansas. These were in 1874 and 1890. 

This table also indicates the existence of a rainfall cycle of about seven 

years in duration, each septennial period including two or more consecutive 

years of precipitation above the average, and a similar series of years of pre- 
cipitation below the average. Thus the years 1868-1869, 1876-1878, 1883— 

1885, and 1888-1891 exhibit an excess of rain, while the intervening periods 

exhibit a deficiency. It will be observed, however, that the drouth of June 

and July, 1890, occurred in a year when total rainfall was above the average. 

The failure of the corn crop of 1890 was caused by a rain deficiency in mid- 
summer. 

TABLE XIV. Rainfall for 24 years at Lawrence, Kas. 

Sess) elelhteie pepe be hes lates 
eS 24h PIN Sk ai) ak SIT ar VS any el ae Atel =p AH ESS es 

Year.) § = Sods lle: it: Ps sis |s 3 eS ie Se ae re 
Hees = : SF Soy lies Sahl Se BH SS Sileesl: ie Se 
meats hs L S108 pes ee ES 

| | | 

1868...| .36| .19|3.46| 2.95 | 2.81| 3.80 | 4.05 | 8.32 4.29 1.58 3.54|2.13| 9.22|16.17| 9.41 | 2.68| 37.48 
1869. ..| 2.90 | 1.44 | 1.15 | 2.43 | 3.64| 7.57|5.05|6.46|4.45| .69|1.86| .87| 7.22) 19.08| 7.00/5.21| 38.51 
1870...) .67| .03|1.86|1.08|2.46| 1.88/5.58| 6.69 | 2.82/6.96| .57| .72| 5.40| 14.15 | 10.35 | 1.42| 31.32 
1871. ..| 1.11 | 2.43 | 1.73 | 2:38| 2.79 | 4.06 | 7.30 | 2.76 | 1.49 | 3.58/ 2.48) 1.12| 6.90 14.12| 7.55 | 4.66 | 33.23 
1872...) .17| .82|2.92| 4.74|5.72| 1.30 | 6.50) 4.71 | 2.55 |1.95| .01|1.24| 13.38 12.51) 4.51/2.23| 32.63 
1873...|2.66| .86|1.34| 4:42|7.12| 2.96|2.38| .90/3.75| .92/1.24/4.39/12.88! 6.24! 5.91|7.91| 32.94 
1874. ..| 2.35! .95| 2/30! 2.86|1.41| 3.58/|1.19| 1.00| 6.45 | 1.92! 3.69|1.17| 6.57| 5.77| 12.06 | 4.47 | 28.87 
1875...| .12| .80| 2.61 | 2.54|3.39! 3.45 | 6.60| 2.90|1.39|1.16| .36|3.55| 8.54|12.95| 2.91| 4.47! 28.87 
1876. ..| .57| .36| 4.51 | 3.38 | 6.75 | 12.11 | 3.51! 4.45 | 3.58 | 1.93 2.60| .43 | 14.64 | 20.07| 8.11|1.36) 44.18 
1877. ..|1.17| .80|3.40| 3.13 | 6.45| 7.20| 5.76 | 2.30! 1.35 | 5.85 | 1.47 | 2.21 | 12.98 | 15.26| 8.67| 4.18} 41.09 
1878. ..| 3.05 | 2.86 | 2.67 5.48/5.66| 5.67| 4.30 | 2.22| 2.51) .44/ 1.55 | 1.98 | 13,81 | 12.19| 4.50 | 7.89 | 38.39 
1879. ..| .87| .41! :37/ 4.18 | 1.60| 7.14 | 3.66 | 1.03 | 3.57 | 2.81| 5.15 | 2.39) 6.15 11.83 | 11.53 | 3.17) 32.68 
1880. ..|1.80| .73| 2.03|1.75|4.11| 4.10 | 2.34| 7.93 | 2.46 | 2.73|2.24| .43/ 7.89|14.37| 7.43 | 2.96| 32.65 
1881...| .34| 4.60 | 1.66 | 1.27|3.51| 4.52| 2.98 | 1.57|5.72!4.35|2.55| 90) 6.44| 8.37| 12.62 |5.84| 33.27 
1882...) .70| 1.66 | 1.62 3.20/3.53| 4.72] 4.03) .09| 1.65 | 3.08 | 2.08/ 1.24) 8.35| 8.84/ 6.81 3.60| 27.60 
1883. .|| .73| 2.31 | 1.28 | 2.12| 7.63| 7.78 | 7.23 | 2.12| 1.95|6.75| .73) .77 | 11.03 | 17.08| 8.73 | 3.81| 40.65: 
1884. __| 1.28 | 1.13 | 2.48 | 5.62 | 3.57| 3.81| 5.18 | 5.49 | 9.15 | 2.38| .80 | 2.56 | 11.67 | 14.48 | 12.33 | 4.97 | 43.45 
1885. ..|1.66|1.12| .87|5.72| 4.07| 2.39 | 6.03 | 3.70 | 5.41 | 3.32 | 1.43 | 1.25 10.66 | 12.12 | 10.16 | 4.03 | 36.97 
1886. ..|2.28| .56|1.63|1.38|5.72| 3.71| .11|2.49|2.34|1.59|1.61! .83 8.73/ 6.31| 5.54) 3.67) 24.95 
1887. ..| 1.23 | 1.58 | 2.75 | 3.33 | 1.12| 3.77| 2.14 | 4.88 | 5.73 | 3.83 | 1.40 | 2.08) 7.20 10.79 | 10.96 | 4.89 | 33.84 
1888...) .93|1.27| 5.47 | 2.58 | 1.97| 8.31| 4.28 9.07) .23| 8.74 | 4.54 | 1.78 10.02 | 21.66) 8.51/ 3.98 | 44.17 
1889...) .79 | 2.20 | 2.30 | 2.52 8.27| 4.04 | 6.34 | 8.38 /5.02| 2.09| 1.96.08 13.09 13.76 9.07 | 3.07 | 43,99 
1890...) 2.50) .75 | 1.02 | 2.51 5.14) 212/156 6.19 5.62|5.35/ 2.56 1.00) 8.67 9.87 13.53 4.25 | 36.32 
1891. |_| 1.43 | 1.98 | 3.04 | 5.79 | 6.55 | 10.15 | 6.40 | 1.18 | 2.93] 1.35| .81 | 2.41 | 15.38) 17.73 | 4.39 | 5.82| 43.32 
Mean, | 1.30! 1.33 | 2.27/ 3.22 | 4.38] 5.00| 4.33 | 4.03 | 3.54 2.93|1.97/1.56 9.87 13.36| 8.44/4.19| 35.86 
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APPLICATION OF THE PRECEDING WEATHER TABLES. 

From the foregoing tables data are available bearing on Dr. Thomas’s state- 

ment, that two successive dry, hot years are necessary for a serious chinch-bug 
outbreak; and on Dr. Riley’s statement, that heavy rains, wet seasons and 

moist, open winters are prejudicial to the bugs; and on the generally-accepted 
notion, that wet weather is immediately destructive to the bugs, and that hot, 

dry weather is necessary for their successful development. These data may 

be conveniently presented as follows: 

1884.— No bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, an average year and a wet year; temperature 

for April, May, June, and July (grouped), two average years (slightly cool). 

Preceding winter, a little cold and a little dry. 

Moisture for whole year, wet. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), a little wet. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped), a little cool. 

1885.— No bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, two wet years; temperature for April, May, June, 

and July (grouped ), two average years (slightly cool). 

Preceding winter, cold and wet. 

Moisture for whole year, a little wet. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), wet. 

_ Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped), average. 

1886. — Bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, a wet year and a slightly wet year; temperature 

for April, May, June, and July (grouped), a slightly cool year and an aver- 

age year. 

Preceding winter, cold and slightly wet., 

Moisture for whole year, dry. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), dry. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped), average. 

1887.— Bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, a slightly wet year and a dry year; temperature 

for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), two average years. 

Preceding winter, cold and dry. 

Moisture for whole year, slightly dry. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), dry. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), warm. 

1888.— Bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, a dry year and aslightly dry year; temperature 

for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), an average year and a warm year. 

Preceding winter, cold and slightly wet. 

Moisture for whole year, slightly wet. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), average. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), average. 

1889. — No bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, a slightly dry year and aslightly wet year; tem- 

perature for April, May, June, and July (grouped), a warm year and an ay- 

erage year. 

Preceding winter, wet and slightly warm. 
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Moisture for whole year, wet. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), very wet. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), slightly cool. 

1890.— No bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, a slightly wet year and a wet year; temperature 

for April, May, June, and July (grouped), an average year and a slightly 
cool year. 

Preceding winter, warm and dry. 

Moisture for whole year, dry. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), very dry. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped), slightly warm. 

1891.— Bugs. 

Two preceding years: Moisture, a wet year and a dry year; temperature for April, 

May, June, and July (grouped), a slightly cool year anda slightly warm year. 

Preceding winter, warm and slightly wet. 

Moisture for whole year, wet. 

Moisture for April, May, June, and July (grouped), very wet. 

Temperature for April, May, June, and July (grouped ), average. 

From inspection of these data we find, that of the two years preceding the 

first year on my record when bugs appeared (1886), one was, as to moisture, a 

wet year, and the other was a little wetter than the average; as to temperature 

during the months (April, May, June, and July) when the chinch-bug brood 

of the year is developed, one year had a slightly lower mean than the average, 

and the other was an average year. Of the two years preceding 1887, a year 

of bugs, one was slightly wet and of average temperature, and the other was 

dry and of average temperature. Of the two years preceding 1888, another 

year of bugs, one was dry and of average temperature, and the other was 

slightly dry and warm. Of the two years preceding 1891, a chinch-bug year, 
one was wet and slightly cooler than the average, and the other was dry and 

slightly warmer than the average. 

It is apparent, then, that Dr. Thomas’s “two-successive-hot-and-dry-years ” 
condition for the occurrence of a chinch-bug year is not borne out by the 

Kansas record. Only one year (1888) of the four chinch-bug years would 

come under Dr. Thomas’s rule, and in this case the condition is not conspicu- 

ous. Furthermore, 1889, which was a year of no bugs, had two preceding 

years fully as favorable as, if not more favorable (according to Dr. Thomas) 
than, the two years preceding 1887, a year of bugs. It should be noted that 

1885 and 1890, years of no bugs, were preceded each by two wet, and, if not 

‘cold, at least not warm years. The remaining year of our record (1884—no 
bugs) was preceded by a year of average wetness and average temperature, and 

one decidedly wet but of average temperature. There is, therefore, apparently 

no uniformity in the meteorological conditions of the two-year periods preced- 

ing Kansas chinch-bug years. 
Considering now the effect of the “jpreceding winter” on chinch-bug occur- 

rences, we find, that the bug seasons of 1885, a year of no bugs, and of 1886 

and 1888, years of bugs, were preceded by cold and wet or slightly wet win- 

ters; that the bug seasons of 1884 (no bugs) and 1887 (bugs) were preceded 
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by cold and dry winters; that the bug seasons of 1889 (no bugs) and 1891 

(bugs) were preceded by wet and slightly warm or “moist and open” winters. 
Dr. Riley has stated his belief that a moist and open winter prevents a chinch- 

bug outbreak during the following season. The bug season of 1890, a year 

of no bugs, was preceded by a warm and dry winter. 

Considering, finally, the influence of the moisture and temperature of the 
immediate season on the chinch-bug, we find, that in 1884, 1885, and 1889, 

years of no bugs, the moisture of each year, and of April, May, June and July 

(grouped ) of each year, was above the average, and the temperature of April, 

May, June and July (grouped ) of each year was below, or at least not above, 

the average; but, similarly, 1891, a year of many bugs, was exceptionally wet, 

both as to whole year and as to April, May, June, and July (grouped ), and 
the temperature of these months was not above the average. And in 1888, a 

year of bugs, the moisture for the whole year was slightly above the average, 
although the moisture for April, May, June and July (grouped ) was only 

average. The temperature of these months was average. 

In 1886, 1887, and 1890, the moisture for both the whole year and for April, 

May, June and July (grouped ) was below the average, and the temperature 

for April, May, June and July (grouped ) was above the average, or at least 

not below it; but 1886 and 1887 were chinch-bug years, while 1890, in which 

April, May, June and July (grouped ) were “very dry,” was a year of no bugs. 

There seems to be, in fact, no uniformity in the influence (if such there really 
is in any considerable degree) which meteorological conditions have exerted on 

the chinch-bug in Kansas. I have been unable to combine, in any way, the 
various wet-and-dry-weather and low-and-high-temperature conditions which 

have obtained in Kansas during the past10 years so as to afford a basis for 

prediction of chinch-bug injury or freedom from it. 

With regard to the immediate and local influence of wet weather on the 

chinch-bug, I have carefully noted all pertinent weather references by my 

farmer correspondents. For convenience sake I shall refer to each report 
from which extract is taken or to which reference is made by a number given 

it as one of a regular series. (See pp. 36 to 131.) Thus each weather reference, 
while presented in the present discussion by itself, may easily be real in con- 

nection with the remaining context of the report from which it is taken, if it 
is thought any light may be thrown on it by the collateral matter of the re- 

port. I note the following references: 

Report No. 18.—Correspondent writing May 3 says: “Bugs are very thick, and’ 

unless something is done they will take the wheat and oats.” Writing June 23, cor- 

respondent says: “The rain has not affected them.” 

Report No. 28.— Correspondent writing May 28 says: “The young crop [of bugs] 

is coming on thick.” Writing November 2, correspondent says: “I turned the in- 

fected bugs into my wheat field, the weather being unfavorable, raining all the time. 

In from four to six days the bugs began to die. Their appearance was exactly like 

the ones you sent me—mouldy.” 

Report No. 29.—Correspondent writing June 27 says: “Chinch-bugs are coming 
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into my oats and corn from adjacent fields. They are multiplying very rapidly in 

spite of the wet weather.” 

Report No. 34.— Correspondent writing June 26 says: “In spite of the wet weather 

the bugs have gone from the wheat to the corn, and are taking it clean the entire 

length of the field.” 

Report No. 39.— Correspondent writing October 14 says: “The weather had been 

dry and the chinch-bugs thick and active up to this time; but at the time of putting 

out the bugs the weather had become wet, yet the bugs were just as thick though 

less active. The bugs continued to be as thick as ever until after harvest and the 

bugs were old enough to have wings and fly away.” 

Report No. 42.— Correspondent writing June 12 says: “It has been raining a great 

deal. I could not find many dead bugs while it was raining, but they are dying fast 

now. The red ones are dying.” 

Report No. 47.— Correspondent writing December 18 says: “I received the bugs 

June 1, and did not put them in the field until July 2 on account of hard rains and 

floods of water. On bank land, where the land was black, gummy, and cold, there 

were no dead bugs to be found. The corn was badly damaged by chinch-bugs.” 

Report No. 52.— Correspondent writing November 20 says: “The wet weather 

started in about the time I received the dead bugs, and I labored under extreme diffi- 

culty; but I stuck to it, and was satisfied with the result. I had four fields infested by 

the chinch-bug; one of oats, 10 acres, was destroyed by the bugs before I received the 

infection. I used the diseased bugs on a 20-acre corn field, and gathered about 20 

bushels of corn per acre. On a five-acre field, where I did not use the diseased bugs 

because the weather was so wet, I gathered about 10 bushels per acre. The bugs con- 

tinued to work on it all summer.” 

Report No. 60.—Correspondent writing May 16 says: “Bugs are getting numer- 

ous.” Writing October 18, correspondent says: “I received no benefit from the in- 

fected bugs. I gave some of the infected bugs to my neighbor, who also had no 

success. The weather was cold and rainy.” 

Report No. 96.—Correspondent writing June 2 says: ‘My wheat is done for if I 

do not get help soon.” Writing October 26, correspondent says: “I followed di- 

rections, but could not get any satisfactory results, but know not why, unless the 

rains interfered.” » 

Report No. 105.— Correspondent writing May 14 says: “Bugs are at work very 

lively in my wheat, and if they are not arrested they will undoubtedly hatch enough 

young to destroy the entire field.” Writing October 19, correspondent reports at 

length concerning his experiments: ‘During May there was considerable rain, but 

the bugs did not die. During June there was considerable rain and the bugs did 

die.” Infected bugs were sent from my laboratory to this correspondent and put in 

the field on May 16 and again about the middle of June. The May rains were 

“heavy.” 

Report No. 110.— Correspondent writing April 30 says: “They are swarming in 

our corn fields.” Writing October 26, correspondent says: “Infected bugs sent me 

were received. I followed instructions, but the result was not satisfactory. No 

bugs died nor seemed in the least affected by the disease. However, a rain storm 

occurred on the 21st, which possibly interfered with the experiment.” 

Report No. 118.— Correspondent writing June 13 says: “There are lots of young 

bugs in my wheat and they are getting upon the corn. I supposed they would all 

be killed by the rains, but they were not.” Writing October 18, correspondent says: 

“In two weeks after putting out the bugs I could find lots of dead bugs, as much 
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as two tablespoonfuls at the roots of one bunch of crab-grass. I tried it again 

when it was wet and did not find the same result. I think it will work better in dry 

weather than in wet.” 

Report No. 121.—Correspondent writing September 8 says: “On the 22d of Au- 

gust I put out the infection in my field where the bugs were thick and bunched on 

the ground. It had rained all night of the 21st, but there were no dead bugs then. 

I shook the corn, to scatter the bugs; they were thick, and killing the corn, which 

was in ear. On Sunday, the 30th, two of my neighbors went with me to the field, 

and found lots of dead bugs on the ground, also on the corn. At date of writing 

bugs are not all dead yet. No young bugs can be found in my field since using your 

remedy; in other fields they are numerous.” ) 

Report No. 128.— Correspondent writing October 13 says: “After putting out the 

first batch of bugs very heavy rains came, and it continued wet more or less for two 

weeks. I continued putting out bugs as fast as I could get them infected. The 

young bugs were hatching out very rapidly, and all seemed perfectly healthy. In 

about two weeks the old bugs died off of their own accord, so that I could not get 

any to infect, and I thought it was going to be a failure; but about the 25thI noticed 

that a few of the young bugs were dying in spots where I put the infected ones.” 

Report No. 135.— Correspondent writing May 15 says: “The country around here 

overrun with bugs.” Writing June 14, correspondent says: “I put the infected bugs 

in the wheat June 2. It rained for eight days. I found dead bugs on the twelfth 

day all over the fieid. I found no dead bugs in neighbors’ fields.” 

Report No. 149.— Correspondent reporting to field agent June 22 says that the 

experiment was probably obscured by rain. For several days after infected bugs 

were turned into the field it rained at times very hard. The hard rains did not seem 

to affect either old or young bugs. 

Report No. 146.— Correspondent writing June 6 reported that hard rains came, 

but did not thin out the young bugs in the corn. 

Report No. 159.— Correspondent writing Oct6ber 25 says: “I cannot say for a 

certainty whether the experiment was a success or not. There came a hard rain 

after I put them [ infected bugs] out. I looked several times at the bugs among 

which I put the supposed diseased bugs, but they seemed lively and healthy.” 

Report No. 169.— Correspondent writing July 13 says: “‘Chinch-bugs blacken the 

stalks of my corn for a foot from the ground and an inch deep in places. I 

waited 10 or 12 days [after putting out infected bugs], and not seeing any dead 

bugs, I gave it up. The weather in the meantime was warm and dry. On the 11th 

of August I was cutting some corn which was dried up, when I discovered that all 

the bugs in the field, or at least 90 per cent. or 95 per cent. of them, were dead. In 

one corner of the field I put no infection on account of the corn being light, and 

there were live bugs there. I think the rains were the cause of the slow infection, 

for as soon as the dry weather came they died.” 

Report No. 187.— Correspondent writing April 28 says: ‘“Chinch-bugs are mak- 

ing their presence heard.” Writing August 8, correspondent says: “I have put out 

bugs infected with both diseases in my corn which adjoined the wheat. The corn 

was black with them and they have downed a lot of it. The wheat was almost a 

failure, as the extremely wet weather had interfered with the experiment.” 

Report No. 212.— Correspondent writing June 28 reports that no trial of the first 

lot of infected bugs was made owing to heavy rains, and says: “Bugs leaving 

wheat and attacking corn.” 

Report No. 223.—Correspondent writing December 28 says: ‘“ The first | infected 
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bugs] I got did not work as well as they should, for the weather was cold and wet. 

Think it was too cold for the bugs to fly around.” 

Report No. 228.— Correspondent writing July 15 says: ‘“Chinch-bugs are playing 

havoc with the corn near the wheat.” Writing July 26, correspondent says: “I tried 

the infected bugs, but the next day after it rained, and we had rain for four days in 

succession; consequently I lost my infected bugs. Iam satisfied if applied properly, 

and the weather is dry for a few days, that we could destroy them entirely.” 

Report No. 254.— Correspondent writing July 17 says: “ We had a heavy rain Fri- 

day night, June 17, making the field very wet, and when I released the first lot of bugs 

on Saturday morning those in the field did not seem very lively. When I turned out 

the second lot of bugs, on Monday morning, I noticed a lot of dead bugs in jar, and 

on Thursday, when I turned out the third lot, I found a number of white spots in 

the field around the stalks of corn, which looked like mould. On close examination 

they proved to be young bugs completely covered with the white fungus. I have 

been distributing the infected bugs every few days since, and the disease seems to 

have spread all over the field; and I find mouldy bugs almost every day, but they do 

not die very readily, as there are a great many of them left, though not as plentiful 

as a week ago.” 

Report No. 255.—Correspondent writing July 2 says: “Send as many infected 

bugs as you can spare. I have 15 acres of wheat, and the bugs are in it by the 

million. They are about half grown. This explodes the theory that wet weather 

kills the young bugs, as the eggs have been laid and the young hatched in the wet- 

test season Kansas ever saw.” 

Report No. 312.— Correspondent writing October 25 says: “The bugs were put 

out as per printed directions; but in a few hours after the bugs were put out a heavy 

and driving rain fell, and it continued to rain most of the time for the week follow- 

ing. There was no visible effect upon the healthy bugs in the field.” 

Report No. 388.— Correspondent writing May 14 says: “Chinch-bugs are doing 

great damage in this section.” Writing June 5, correspondent says: “I handled the 

infection as directed, without any apparent favorable results. However, it may not 

have been a fair test, for it commenced to rain the day after I distributed the in- 

fected bugs, and has kept it up with but short cessations ever since.” Infected bugs 

were again sent to this correspondent on June 15. Reporting November 13, corre™ 

spondent says: “The second lot gave no better results than the first; but heavy rains 

fell within 24 hours after putting out infection, and it continued wet for several days, 

so that these experiments also could not be considered a fair test. No dead bugs 

could be found, and no apparent decrease in numbers.” 

Report No. 898.— Correspondent writing October 10 says: “We had 80 acres of 

wheat that was threatened by bugs. We used the infection as directed, with success. 

When we cut the grain there were no bugs in it. They did not get into our corn. 

Cannot say how much wheat they saved us, but think the infected bugs saved at least 

three bushels per acre. The weather was very wet at that time. In some of our 

neighbors’ fields the bugs were thick at harvest time.” 

Report No. 400.—Correspondent writing October 29 says: “The experiment did 

not prove favorable at first, but think it was on account of rain, as it rained several 

times when putting bugs out; but in from three to four weeks the bugs all disap- 

peared.” Remark: Samples of dead bugs killed by Empusa accompanied this report, 

the disappearance of the bugs evidently being caused by the presence of this disease, 

Report No. 460.— Correspondent writing October 24 reports the experiment with 

infected bugs as successful. He says: ‘Ten days after the first planting of bugs we 
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had a rain shower, and after that the bugs were gone. Our man gave the shower the 

credit for doing the work, but as we had cold rains all spring and they did not stop 

the bugs, we hardly think a warm shower would kill them.” 

Report No. 473.— Correspondent writing October 10 says: “The next day after I 

put bugs out a very hard rain fell. I watched closely, but could not see any results. 

About three weeks after, I found a few dead bugs near where I put the infection. The 

bugs in field multiplied greatly, and when corn and other crops were too dry they went 

to crab-grass and purslane. I think the test was not a fair one, on account of a dash- 

ing rain after I put out the bugs.” 

Report No. 479.— Correspondent writing June 22 says: “My farm is alive with 

bugs.” Writing September 3, correspondent says: ‘““When I put out the first bugs 

that had been inoculated a rain came up in less than six hours, and I feared that the 

bugs would be destroyed or washed away before I could get any good out of them, 

but in a few days the bugs were dead and lying in piles. We followed it up for a few 

days, but it was difficult to get live bugs to inoculate.” 

The testimony of the quotations and data derived from the reports of the 

farmers is certainly opposed to the admission of any immediate and local 

seriously destructive effect of excess of moisture. Even young bugs appear 

to be able to cope with water and low temperature with an unfortunately 
large degree of success. I take it that it is unnecessary to call attention 

specifically to the statements in the foregoing extracted quotations. Many 

of the correspondents seem to have had plainly in mind the popular notion 

concerning the inimical effect of wet weather, and their testimony is probably 

the more valuable for that reason. In the case of others, the data are ob- 

tained more by implication perhaps than by definite references to this ques- 

tion. For example, in reports 60 and 96 the fact as stated that the infection 

experiments were unsuccessful implies that the bugs remained in force. In 

both these cases, however, wet weather prevailed. Presumably, therefore, the 

wet weather did not destroy the bugs. The writer of letter No. 255 ( Mr. D. 

G. Smith, of Allen, Lyon county) seems to have had plainly before him the 
significance of his observations when hesays: “This explodes the theory that 
wet weather kills the young bugs, as the eggs have been laid and the young 

hatched in the wettest season Kansas ever saw.” 
My field agent, Mr. Hickey, was instructed to pay especial attention to the 

wet weather question, and his opportunities for observation give his opinions 
in the matter a considerable value. I quote as follows from his report to 
me (see p. 30): 

Another fact that has been firmly established in my mind is, that long-continued 

rains do not ordinarily kill the chinch-bug. No attempt, however, do I make to deny 

that hard rains hinder the pests’ work of destruction, nor do I deny that a severe rain 

or rains, together with a low temperature, may destroy the very young brood. While 

the test with Sporotrichum was being made in the wheat field of E. F. Hudson, Pied- 

mont, Greenwood county, so great was the rainfall that the field was entered with 

much difficulty. The bugs were almost completely exterminated in this field, where 

they had been present in alarming numbers. But let it be noted that after the wet 

season cleared away, in uninfected fields in the immediate neighborhood, chinch-bugs 

‘were found in damaging and increasing numbers. 
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To sum up wy conclusions from the data herewith presented concerning 
the influence of meteorological conditions on the chinch-bug, viewing the 

data in the light of my observations on the occurrence of epidemic diseases 
among the bugs, I am led to say that I see little ground for any confidence 

in the effectiveness of wet weather, or the so-called “unfavorable meteorolog- 

ical conditions,” as a direct natural check on or a preventive of chinch-bug 

injury. I believe that much of the destruction of chinch-bugs assigned by 

observers to the direct effect of wet weather has been due in reality to the 

rayages of one or more of the deadly contagious diseases of the chinch-bug, 

which are doubtless continuously sporadically present in the extensive chinch- 

bug region of North America, and only need strongly favoring conditions, 
such as an abnormal massing of bugs, or auspicious meteorological conditions, 

or an artificial assistance in dissemination, or all of these or some of them 

combined, to become epidemic and thus widely destructive. There is no 

spontaneous generation of mysterious germs of disease by wet weather; seeds 

of Sporotrichum and Empusa are produced only by the growth and matur- 
ing of individuals of these fungus species, and while such growth is aided by 

favoring meteorological conditions, the seeds or spores must be on hand, that 

the disease may begin its beneficent destruction. 
I readily admit, of course, that the Kansas record of meteorological con- 

ditions in their influence on the chinch-bug is a short one. It is possible 

that the observation of future years may lead me to discard the conclusions 
based upon this short period of record. I am inclined to believe, however, 

that the observations of a longer period will only strengthen these conclu- 

sions. 



HISTORY OF MICROPHYTOUS DISEASES OF THE CHINCH- 
BUG IN THE UNITED STATES. 

From considerations of time and space, I shall present no discussion of 
recorded observations or experiments in epidemic diseases among insects in 

general caused by microphytes, either fungi or bacteria. However, it is 

necessary to pay some attention to the recorded observations on the exist- 
ence and etiology of certain epidemic diseases among chinch-bugs in North 

America. 
The chinch-bug has been known as an insect pest of corn and wheat in 

North America since the time of the Revolutionary War. It is recorded 

that fields of wheat in North Carolina were destroyed by the chinch-bug in 
1781. In 1831, Thomas Say, the father of American entomology, scientific- 

ally described and named the pest from a single specimen taken in Virginia. 
The first recorded appearance of the chinch-bug in the Mississippi valley was 

in 1823.%* 
Reports of the damage to wheat, corn and oats by the chinch-bug are con- 

tinuous since 1840. Remedial measures, such as burning field refuse, plowing 

ditches, etc., were early taken up. In 1850, William Le Baron, State Ento- 

mologist of Llinois, writing to the Prairie Farmer, treats somewhat of the 

insect’s life-history, and in closing says: “It is scarcely probable that any 

preventive or remedy for their devastations will ever be discovered.” He 

hopes, however, that nature may have provided some parasitic insect for this 

species ‘whose origin and progress seem to be so wholly removed from the 

reach of human control.” 
The first recognition of the now well-known phenomena of epidemic dis- 

ease among chinch-bugs was by Dr. Henry Shimer, who published, in 1867, in 

the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. xrx, 

pp. 75-80, his “Notes on Micropus (Lygeus) leucopterus Say [ ‘The Chinch- 
bug’ ], with an Account of the Great Epidemic Disease of 1865 among In- 

sects.” He presents a detailed account of his observations in 1864 and 1865, 

during the well-remembered chinch-bug “uprising” of those years. Dr. 

Shimer noticed the first larvee of the season of 1865 on June 10th (at Mt- 

Carroll, Tll.), and on June 17th noted “millions of young bugs,” the parent 

bugs being mostly dead at this time. Quoting from his article (pp. 78-80): 

July 16. . . . Find many [chinch-bugs] dying on the low creek-bottom land 

from the effects of some disease, while they are yet in the larva state—a remarkable 

and rare phenomenon for insects thus in such a wholesale manner to be dying without 

* Forbes, S. A., in Insect Life, Vol. I, No, 8, p. 249. 

( 192 ) 
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attaining their maturity, and no insect enemy or other efficient cause to be observed 

capable of producing this important result. 

July 22. On the low grounds the young chinch-bugs are all dead from the dis: 

ease above alluded to, and the same disease is spreading rapidly on the hills and high 

prairies. 

July 28. . . . Great numbers, in all stages of their development, are dying of 

the prevailing disease. . 

August 8. The majority of the chinch-bugs yet alive are in the imago state, but 

they are being rapidly destroyed by the prevailing epidemic disease, more fatal to 

them than the plague of Asiatic cholera ever was to man. Scarcely one in a thousand 

of the vast hosts of young bugs observed at the middle of June yet remain alive, but 

plenty of dead ones may be seen everywhere lying on the ground, covered ‘with the 

common mould of decomposing animal matter, and nothing else, even when exam- 

ined by the microscope. Even of those that migrated to corn fields a few weeks ago, 

in such numbers as to cover the lower half of the corn stalks, very few are to be found 

remaining alive; but the ground around the base of the corn hills is almost literally 

covered with their mouldering, decomposing dead bodies. This is a matter so com- 

mon as to be observed and often spoken of by farmers. They are dead everywhere, 

not lying on the ground alone, but sticking to the blades and stalks of corn in great 

numbers, in all stages of their development —larva, pupa, and imago. 

September 13. After a whole day’s searching in the corn fields, I have just been 

able to find two larve and a few imago chinch-bugs, against the great number al- 

luded to in the corn about this time last year. This disease among the chinch-bugs 

was associated with the long-continued wet, cloudy, cool weather that prevailed 

during a greater portion of the period of their development. The disease was at 

its maximum during the moist, warm weather that followed the cold rains of June 

and the first part of July. During the summer of 1866 the chinch-bugs were very 

searce in all the early spring, and up to near harvest I was not able, with the most 

diligent search, to find one. At harvest, I did succeed in finding a few in some lo- 

calities. 

Later, in the same article, Doctor Shimer says: “I am convinced that the 

efficient cause of their destruction exists in the continuance of the epidemic 
among them,” and finally, considers it proven “that epidemic diseases are in- 

comparably the most important agents in all nature in destroying noxious 

insects.” 
In regard to the observations and conclusions of Doctor Shimer, Dr. Cyrus 

Thomas, one time State Entomologist of Illinois, says in the chinch-bug 
bulletin issued by the United States Department of the Interior in 1879: 

Although the plague among the bugs in this instance appears to have been some- 

what extraordinary, yet it is in accordance with facts ascertained in reference to 

other insects; and as Doctor Shimer is both a competent and reliable authority, we 

accept his statement as correct, and believe with him that it was owing, as the orig- 

inating cause, to the damp season. But we are inclined to believe that the moisture 

gave rise to a minute fungus as the direct cause of the death of the chinches. TI rec- 

ollect very distinctly of a similar wholesale destruction of house flies in southwestern 

Virginia and east Tennessee in 1849 by an epidemic. So rapidly was the disease 

propagated, and so great the destruction among the flies, that the utmost caution 

in cooking and drinking water was necessary. Every moist spot was covered with 

the dead and dying. This I am satisfied was caused by a fungus. I observed a 

somewhat similar epidemic prevailing among the grasshoppers in western Minne- 
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sota, Dakota, and northern Iowa, in 1872. All over the plains the dead were seen 

clasping the stems of grass and weeds, and, before I was aware of this fact, more than 

once I approached cautiously to capture a desired specimen, only to find it dead and 

rigid. In 1877 the rainy season evidently caused an immense destruction of the 

larvee of Caloptenus spretus [the Rocky Mountain locust ]. 

In the light of subsequent observations, including my own during the last 

three years, I am convinced that the bugs of 1865 were carried off as the re- 

sult of the effective parasitism of either Sporotrichum or Empusa, the two 
fungi which are continually associated with chinch-bug epidemic diseases. 

The wet weather, rather than being the “originating cause,” as Doctor 
Thomas unfortunately terms it, was only a condition favorable to the strong- 

est and most rapid development of the parasitic fungus; a fact plainly shown, 

to my mind, by the data presented in this report. 

Messrs. Riley and Walsh, however, were pleased to attribute this wholesale 

destruction of chinches to the direct effect of the moisture.* 
Doctor Riley, in his Second Annual Report of the State Entomologist of 

Missouri (1870), ridicules Doctor Shimer’s theory of disease, as follows (pp. 

24,25): 
Doctor Shimer, however, is not satisfied with this simple theory [of the destruc- 

tion of chinch-bugs by the direct action of wet weather]. He has gotten up and 

expounded to the world a new and recondite theory of his own, namely, that in the 

terrible wet season of 1865, when the Chinch-bug, although in early spring it had 

appeared in very great numbers, was almost annihilated in the course of the sum- 

mer, it perished, not as others had foolishly supposed, from the direct operation of 

the rain, but indirectly, through a mysterious epidemic disease analogous to the 

Cholera or Yellow Fever among human beings. He fully allows that the mortality 

among the Chinch-bugs was contemporaneous with the wet weather; but he will 

have it that it was not the wet weather that killed the Bug, as we common folk have 

always hitherto believed, but that it was his newly-discovered Epidemic Disease. 

This matter of the effect of meteorological conditions upon the chinch-bug 

I have treated of in some detail elsewhere in this report, and need not dis- 

cuss here. 
In 1869, Doctor Shimer, in the Transactions Illinois State Historical So- 

ciety, Vol. 111, pp. 275-281, referred again to the chinch-bug epidemic of 1865, 
and discussed at some length the inherent probability of epidemic diseases 

among the lower forms of life. He declared that the causes of disease among 

insects are laudable and proper objects for the study of the practical ento- 
mologist. 

In 1879 the chinch-bug bulletin issued by the United States Department 
of the Interior contained the comments of Doctor Thomas (previously 

quoted ) on Doctor Shimer’s observations. | 

Previous to this Doctors Riley and Le Baron had each foynd occasion 
to express the belief that little hope from natural enemies of the chinch-bug 

could be entertained. 
In 1882, Prof. S. A. Forbes, State Entomologist of Illinois, began his ob- 

* Walsh, B. D., American Entomologist, Vol. I, p. 175 (1869). 
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servations upon the fluids of the bodies of chinch-bugs, which resulted in his | 

discovery of a bacterial form, undoubtedly the causal agency in the produc- 
tion of one of the epidemic diseases of the chinch-bug. From this date more 

or less attention has been constantly given to the investigation of these dis- 
eases. The account of Professor Forbes’s observations and experiments lead- 
ing to the discovery of the deadly Micrococcus would make a most interesting 

chapter of this report, if space permitted its insertion. The observations 

were made with characteristic care and accuracy. They were presented in 
the twelfth report (1882) of the State Entomologist on the noxious and ben- 
eficial insects of the State of Iinois, the report not being printed until 1885. 

Professor Forbes says: 

My own observations upon this interesting subject [epidemic disease among 

chinch-bugs] began on the 3d of August, 1882, at which time I commenced an ex- 

amination of the fluids of the bodies of specimens [of chinch-bugs | of various ages 

and from various situations, with a view to familiarizing myself with their appear- 

ance in the normal condition of the insect, in order that I might be able afterwards 

readily to detect any departure from that condition which circumstances ‘should de- 

velop. On the 5th of August, on crushing some chinch-bugs under a coyer upon a 

microscope slide, and diluting the fluids with freshly distilled water, I found them 

often swarming with minute rod-like bodies, which I took to be bacteria, sometimes 

forming small adherent masses. Careful examination under a power of 1,000 di- 

ameters showed that these rods were usually formed of two and sometimes four 

oval particles, joined end to end. Hundreds would often cross the field of view in 

a minute. In order to determine whether these bacteria occurred in the circulating 

fluid or in some other part of the body, I cut off the legs and head of a specimen in 

a small quantity of distilled water upon a slide, allowing the blood to escape. The 

quantity of the fluid was, however, highly diluted, and I could find but two bacteria. 

Crushing the remainder of the body of this specimen as usual, bacteria were pres- 

ent but not abundant. On the 7th of August, I repeated this observation several 

times, with results identical, in every particular, with those just detailed, except that 

the bacteria were much more abundant in some of the insects than in others. Ap- 

preciating the possibility of the infection of the fluids examined from outside 

‘sources, I used every precaution to disinfect all tools and materials with which 

I worked. The water with which the fluids of the chinch-bug were diluted had 

been freshly distilled and re-distilled, and the forceps, knives, needles, slides and 

cover-glasses were all passed through the flame of an alcohol lamp just before being 

used. In order to assure myself that the bacteria observed came actually from the 

interior of the bugs, I carefully washed several examples with a camel’s hair brush 

in a drop of water upon the slide, but could find no bacteria in the fluid used. By 

crushing the same specimens and treating them as before, the bacteria appeared in the 

usual numbers. It then occurred to me that it was possible that the corn itself, upon 

which these bugs were feeding, was in a diseased condition, and that the bacteria were 

derived from its juices. I consequently took portions of the pith of several stalks, 

crushed them upon the slide, and examined the sap with high powers of the micro- 

scope. I found, of course, a multitude of minute particles of various kinds and va- 

riously aggregated. Most of them were agitated by the Brownian movement, but 

none of them were recognizable as bacteria. These observations were several times 

repeated, and I finally stained and mounted some of the solid particles from the sap, 

for more careful study under high powers. On the 9th of August, I made a visit to 
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Champaign, and went over the subject with Prof. T. J. Burrill, of the Industrial 

University there, well known as an authority on everything relating to bacteria 

An abundance of the organisms already mentioned were found in the fluids of 

chinch-bugs examined, but nothing new was discovered. We also determined posi- 

tively the absence of any similar organisms in the juices of the corn. 

A series of observations were made which disclosed the fact that the micro- 

organisms were entirely independent of the food ingested, “a fact,” declares 
Professor Forbes, “which placed them definitely in the category of parasites.” 

Observations were also made determining the comparative absence of bacteria 

from the fluids of bugs taken from fields in which no epidemic was in prog- 

ress, and the constant appearance of the micro-organism in great numbers in 

the fluids of bugs taken from fields in which the insects were rapidly dying. 
“Believing that I had now obtained,” continues Professor Forbes, “a defi- 

nite proof as was possible by this method that the bacteria observed were the 

cause of the remarkable diminution of the bugs in one of these fields, I next 

attempted the artificial cultivation of the microphytes, with a view to getting 

them free from mixture with other substances, for more careful and conven- 

ient study.” Professor Forbes was able to get probably pure cultures in beef 

infusions, and from a slide of mounted and stained organisms from one of 

these cultures Prof. T. J. Burrill, botanist and bacteriologist, of the Univer- 

sity of [linois, described and named this bacterial parasite of the chinch-bug. 
Professor Burrill’s description is as follows: “Cells obtusely oval, isolated or 

in pairs, rarely in chains of several articles; .000022 inch wide, and .000027 
to .00004 inch long, usually about .000032 inch long; movements oscillatory 
only; forming zodgloea (?) in the digestive organs of chinch-bugs (Blissus 

leucopterus).” The name given is Micrococcus insectorum. 

Before Professor Forbes could attempt his proposed infection experiments, 

“the general disappearance of the chinch-bug,” as he said, “and the conse- 
quent difficulty of obtaining specimens for experiment, put a period to the 
investigation, and the solution of the questions still remaining was necessarily 

postponed to another year.” 
At the same time (August, 1882), Professor Forbes first made acquaintance 

with the entomophthorous parasite, which is one of three diseases now main- 

tained in my laboratory and distributed therefrom. I quote from the twelfth 

report (see p. 53), as follows: 

Besides this bacterium, another parasitic fungus, certainly destructive in character, 

was found to infest the chinch-bug; and this seems to me more likely than the other 

to have been concerned in the wholesale disappearance of the bugs described by Dr. 

Shimer. I have already mentioned the occurrence of many dead specimens in a field 

at Jacksonville, attached to the stalks and leaves of the corn and buried in the silk. 

These were all imbedded in a dense mat of white fungus threads, which sometimes 

almost hid the body. The general resemblance of this growth to the fungus which 

commonly attacks flies in autumn, often fastening them to the window-pane and 

bursting from their bodies in the form of white efflorescence, led me to suppose that 

this chinch-bug fungus was one of the same character, and not a simple mould, form- 

ing after death. The bugs affected were both pup and adults. Subsequent study 
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with the microscope demonstrated the correctness of the above surmise, as the fungus 

in question proved to belong to the same genus (Hntomophthora) as that infesting 

flies; a fact of which I was assured by Professor Burrill, to whom some specimens 

were submitted. It was not possible to determine the species of the fungus in the 

stage represented by my collections, but it was apparently different from that of the 

house fly. Recent studies of these fungi by European biologists have confirmed the 

prevailing opinion that they are true destructive parasites, the causes and not the 

consequences of disease and death. It seems not impossible that the white mould, 

of which Dr. Shimer speaks in the paragraph I have cited, was really this parasitic 

fungus; and, if so, it was probably the cause of the epidemic disease which he de- 

scribes. This fungus often runs its course to a fatal result without making any ex- 

ternal appearance, bursting forth only after death. It is proper to say, however, that 

I also found three or four dead bugs at Normal, seemingly in the same condition as 

those above described, but which were really simply buried in a harmless mould, as 

was easily seen with the microscope. The parasitic forms are distinguished from the 

moulds at a glance, by the fact that in the former the threads are not divided off into 

cells by cross partitions, as they are in the latter, 

Professor Forbes then quotes at length from an article by Metschnikoff, 

Zoologischer Anzeiger, 1880, pp. 44-47, in which this eminent biologist bears 
witness to the destructive capability of parasitic fungi, which he found in- 

festing various beetles. Metschnikoff attempted to spread one of the fungus 

diseases artificially, and he tells of his success in inducing the growth of the 
fungus in artificial media. In concluding his remarks on the subject of con- 

tagious diseases among chinch-bugs, Professor Forbes says: 

By Doctor Shimer, the enormous destruction of chinch-bugs in 1866 [ 1865 ] was as- 

cribed to the direct effect of the wet and cool weather. By Mr. Walsh, who discredited 

the idea of an epidemic or contagious disease, it was accounted for as the direct effect 

of moisture. The phenomena connected with the action of parasites, which I have 

above described, were apparently independent of any appreciable general cause, as 

they were most manifest at a time when the weather had been warm, dry, and alto- 

gether unexceptionable for from one to two months. It is not unlikely, however, 

that wet weather may have the effect to stimulate the development of this parasite, 

either directly or indirectly—a hypothesis which will reconcile all the facts now 

known, as well as the conflicting explanations of them which have hitherto been 

put forth. . . . Evidence is adduced of the possibility of artificially cultivating 

this parasite also, and applying it to the destruction of insects. 

In the American Naturalist, also, October, 1882, Vol. xv1, p. 224, Profes- 

sor Forbes gave some account of these observations. 
The first observations which seem to indicate the presence of epidemic 

chinch-bug diseases in Kansas are recorded in an article by Prof. E. A. Pope- 

noe, printed in the Prairie Farmer, November 25, 1882. In this article Pro- 

fessor Popenoe notes the great abundance of the chinch-bug in Kansas in the 
early spring months. The season on the whole, however, proved to be unusu- 

ally free from damage. There was an abundance of rain. 
Professor Popenoe thinks it possible that simple excess of moisture may 

have drowned the young bugs on the ground, but doubts if older ones are so 
affected. He gives several instances illustrating the well-known tenacity of 

life in chinch-bugs. He recalls Doctor Shimer’s theory of epidemic disease, 

—13 
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and cites Thomas’s opinions in support of it. He quotes experiments made 

by Professor Forbes in which chinch-bugs were artificially drenched with 
water for many successive days without effect. He refers to Forbes’s obser- 

vations on the bacterial parasite of the chinch-bug. He reports finding places 
in southeastern Kansas where chinch-bugs died in great numbers in corn fields, 

“each dead bug being covered with a strong growth of white mould.” Con- 

necting these occurrences with the statements of Shimer and Professor Forbes, 

he seems to imply his belief in the contagious-disease theory. 

Professor Forbes, in an article in the same periodical (Prairie Farmer) 
December 9, 1882, refers to Professor Popenoe’s article, and surmises that the 

white mould is identical with the fungus found destroying the chinch-bugs 
in the Jacksonville corn fields in September. (See p.196.) Professor Forbes 

adds to his observations on the phenomena connected with this fungus disease, 

that the bugs are imbedded in the mould, and are fastened by the mould to 

leaves and stalks of corn. 
Doctor Riley again referred briefly to the matter of chinch-bug diseases by 

calling attention, in the Rural New Yorker, February 17, 1883, to “the bac- 

terial and fungus enemies of the chinch-bug found by Professor Forbes and 

Professor Popenoe.” In 1883, also, Professor Forbes recalled attention to 

his observations of the year previous, in articles and abstracts in St. Paul 
and Minneapolis Pioneer-Press, Minnesota Tribune, Canadian Entomologist, 
(Sept.), and American Naturalist, Vol. xvi1, p. 1170 ( Nov.) 

In Bulletin No. 17, Division of Entomology, U.S. Department of Agricult- 

ure (1887), Mr. L. O. Howard quotes in part Dr. Shimer’s notes; gives a 
short summary of Professor Forbes’s observations, as presented in the twelfth 

report of the Illinois State Entomologist; refers to Dr. Riley’s doubt of the 

practicability of artificially producing these diseases to any successful extent ; 
and quotes Professor Forbes’s statement that this proposed remedy is still a 

theoretical one only. 
In the Report of the U.S. Commissioner of Agriculture for 1887, Mr. Law- 

rence Bruner (p. 165) speaks of “wet weather, which induces disease and dis- 

solution,” as an effectual remedy. 
Mr. C. P. Gillette, in the Prairie Farmer, August 11, 1888, says that a 

fungus disease is destroying millions of chinch-bugs on the grounds of the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. The fungus belongs to the genus 

Entomophthora. 
Mr. I. A. Patrick, writing from Iola, Clay county, Illinois, to the Prairie 

Farmer, August 25, 1888, Vol. Lx, p. 545, says, that about July 8 or 10 he 
observed among the chinch-bugs the same disease recently reported (see 

above) by C. P. Gillette. 
Professor Forbes, in an address delivered before a meeting of farmers at 

Belleville, Illinois, September 11, 1888, on “The Chinch-bug,” said: “Their 

[the chinch-bugs] bird and insect enemies are insignificant, but they are sub- 
ject to two fatal contagious diseases, one of them now apparent in Clinton and 
adjacent counties.” 
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In a paper in Psyche, September—October, 1888, Vol. v, p-. 110, Professor 
Forbes announces the discovery of a new fungus disease due to a Botrytis 
[Sporotrichum], which disease has “not hitherto been recognized.” He re- 
ports the chinch-bugs in southern Illinois being rapidly destroyed by this 
new disease. “Both the Botrytis [Sporotrichum] and Entomophthora finally 
imbed the insect in a white fungus. The former has been much the more 
abundant and destructive in Illinois, though apparently less so at present 
than the bacterial form. It seems likely that the disease will soon suppress 

an outbreak which, in view of its certainty and destructiveness, probably has 

no parallel in the history of this insect.’ In notes in Prairie Farmer, Octo- 
ber 6, 1888, Vol. Lx, p. 650, Professor Forbes states that chinch-bugs are 

being rapidly carried away, in every place lately visited in southern Illinois, 
by one or two diseases, the same as those which heralded the disappearance 
of the chinch-bug in central Hlinois in 1882. One imbeds the body of the 
insect in a white fungus, the number of these “mouldy” chinch-bugs being 
so great in some fields that the ground is whitened as if by a flurry of snow. 
The other disease is recognizable only by experts, but more general and de- 

structive, characterized by bacteria in alimentary canal, and has produced a 

very great diminution in numbers of chinch-bugs where it prevails. 
In the same year (1888), in the Farmers’ Review, October 31, Vol. xrx, 

p- 692, in reply to a letter of inquiry from the editor, Professor Forbes repeated 
subtantially his remarks printed in Psyche, and added that the Botrytis and 

Entomophthora diseases are said to propagate by means of minute dust-like 
spores (growing on the bodies of the dead insects), which are communicated 

to healthy bugs through their air tubes or by falling on their bodies. He 
said: 

Nothing very positive can be said as to the usefulness of these diseases; but in 

1865, in northern Illinois, a chinch-bug army disappeared with a disorder that may 

have been identical with one of the fungus diseases lately observed, and in 1882 the 

bacterial affection noticed this year prevailed generally in the vicinity of Blooming- 

ton and Champaign (Il.), the chinch-bugs the following year being reduced to insig- 

nificance in those regions. No traces of disease were found in the extreme southern 

part of the State, and no reports of their appearance have come from northern 

Illinois. Entomological observers report the diseases in Minnesota, Iowa, and Ohio. 

An important contribution to the history of chinch-bug diseases is the brief 

account given in Bulletin No. 4 of the University of Minnesota Agricultural 

Experiment Station, October, 1888, of the observations and experiments of 

Dr. Otto Lugger. The fields of the experiment station were badly infested 

with chinch-bugs. To quote from Dr. Lugger’s paper: 

Oats, rye, wheat and some grass were utterly destroyed by them, and the young and 

promising corn formed now a standing invitation to the hungry hordes. To prevent 

their inroads, all the infested fields and experimental plots were surrounded by a low 

board fence six inches high, and snugly fitted to the ground, so as to prevent the in- 

sects from crossing under this fence. The upper edges of the boards were painted 

from time to time with tar, which prevented the bugs fromcrossing. The insects were 

at this time of all sizes and ages; adults of the first brood, eggs, young hatched bugs, 
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and pupz of the second brood, were all mixed together, and all were decidedly hun- 

gry, as their intense activity and the swarming armies of famishing bugs plainly 

indicated. To gather in this crop of bugs, round holes about six inches in diameter 

were drilled in the ground close to the fence; and as one hole became filled with in- 

sects it was closed, and another one was opened close by for the reception of more 

victims. So matters worked to our satisfaction, when an unexpected assistant came 

to help us, making the structure of more fences unnecessary. The above-mentioned 

holes were quite deep, and consequently were always wet, a condition of things not 

at all suitable to starving chinch-bugs, and they soon became unhealthy and weak, 

thus presenting the best conditions for any disease to claim them as its victims. 

And such a disease, produced by a fungus, was not slow in making its appearance, 

as could be seen by the numerous dead bugs. The margins of all the holes, but chiefly 

those more densely crowded with captives, soon became whitened with dead bugs en- 

shrouded in white mycelial threads and dust-like spores—in fact, in a few days the 

upper rims of these holes looked as if recently whitewashed. Nor did the disease 

stop there! On the contrary, it spread very rapidly to adjoining fields of timothy, 

Hungarian grass, millet, etc. Even the course followed by it from the holes could 

be readily recognized for some time by the more or less numerous white spots left 

in its wake. 

The fields invaded by the disease afforded, upon closer examination, a truly edify- 

ing spectacle to those not interested in the welfare of the chinch-bugs. They looked 

quite panic-stricken, and moved about in a slow and dazed way, figuratively speak- 

ing, as if badly scared. And well they might be! The victims of the disease could 

be seen everywhere by the thousands; they had been slaughtered in all kinds of po- 

sitions, but they were usually fastened to the blades and stems of the grass, or to 

the leaves of young clover. All showed plainly that their last and strong determi- 

nation in life had been to hold on as long as possible; their legs were firmly planted 

upon the substance where the bug happened to be; others had only their beaks in- 

serted, and were dangling by it free in the air. But all showed the characteristic 

white mycelium threads and spores of the disease. Although almost exclusively at- 

tacking chinch-bugs, the disease was not slow in slaughtering such small flies as 

found the society of such malodorous companions to their taste. A story with a 

moral! Not having had access to Prof. 8. A. Forbes’s articles on the disease of the 

chinch-bug, I am unable to say whether Micrococcus insectorum Burrill has anything 

in common with the friendly fungus causing all this slaughter, but I hardly think 

so, as the disease observed here has no similarity to the flaccidity of caterpillars, 

but appears to belong to a true species of Entomophthora, — : 

As many parts of the southern part of this State were overrun with chinch-bugs, 

I thought that a good opportunity and an inviting field was presented to purposely 

spread a disease —an act not usually considered a kind one to engage in, and one not 

to be recommended to physicians. This was exceedingly simple, as all that was nec- 

essary was to gather a number of the diseased bugs, put them into tight-fitting tin 

boxes, and mail them to regions infested by chinch-bugs. Arrived at their destina- 

tion, the contents of the boxes could simply be thrown in any field known to be in- 

fested with such bugs. This was done with specimens of the diseased bugs collected at 

the Experiment Station, and 18 different places in southern Minnesota were thus made 

centers of distribution for this disease; and, as it seems, with remarkably good re- 

sults, as the disease has killed off the bugs to such an extent that carefui search in a 

majority of places failed to produce a single living specimen, whilst the traces of the 

disease were found everywhere. The disease spread so rapidly that even corn, grow- 

ing near wheat fields crowded with chinch-bugs, was entirely protected, and no bugs 

had entered it in all the places visited by myself. But I am by no means satisfied 
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that the disease was really introduced in this manner. Is it not possible that the disease 

was there already, unknown to any one, and that I simply re-introduced its germs ? 

The reason for this belief is based upon the fact that too large an area was infested 

by the disease —-too' large to be readily accounted for by the short time in which the 

atmospheric conditions were (apparently) in its favor. But this may be as it is; one 

thing is certain, viz., the disease has been there, and consequently the spores of the 

fungus producing it are there also, and remain there, to act whenever the conditions 

are favorable; and I firmly believe that our farmers need “not entertain any fears of 

chinch-bugs for the near future. 

In this year, 1888, to which I have now come in the discussion of the history 

of chinch-bug diseases, my own observations began. In continuing this dis- 

cussion up to date, however, I shall make only incidental mention of my ob- 
servations and published articles, referring the reader to another portion of 
this report (see pp. 7-172) for the history of my work. In this year I noted 

the presence of the chinch-bug disease or diseases in Kansas, and in 1889 be- 
gan experimenting with diseased and healthy bugs in the laboratory. I was 
soon convinced of the reasonableness of attempting field experiments, my 
plan being to convey the disease from diseased to healthy bugs by association, 

rather than by infection with artificial cultures. Such cultures, however, 

were begun at once, with results noted in my report of the work in the labo- 
ratory. Sending, on his request, a small number of bugs killed by contagion 
in my laboratory to Prof. F. M. Webster, of La Fayette, Ind., Professor Web- 

ster used them to begin a series of interesting experiments. Professor Web- 

ster’s observations are presented in his annual report as special agent of the 
Division of Entomology, United States Department of Agriculture, in bulle- 
tin No. 22 of the division, entitled “Reports of Observations and Experi- 

ments in the Practical Work of the Division made under the Direction of the 
Entomologist” (1890). I quote from Professor Webster’s report, pp. 60-63, 

as follows: 

That dry weather during spring and early summer is almost invariably associated 

with an increase, and wet weather during the same period with a decrease of chinch- 

bugs, is usually true; but why this is so has never been definitely explained. 

The fungoid disease known as Entomophthora has, since it was studied by Doc- 

tor Shimer, been known to be much more fatal in wet than in dry weather. How 

far this would prove true, and to what extent the farmer could rely upon this fungus 

to keep the chinch-bug in check, gave the incentive for carrying out the following 

ex periments. . 

Early in July, 1889, a large number of chinch-bugs, principally pup nearing the 

last molt, were placed in a close glass vessel and kept in a very damp atmosphere» 

and under high temperature. Although kept for two weeks under these conditions’ 

we failed to produce the Entomophthora among them. This was accepted as evidence 

that the fungus did not exist in any stage of development here at La Fayette, Ind. | 

although it was reported from an adjoining State. 

On July 20th of the present year [1889], we received some dead chinch- tame from 

Prof. F. H. Snow, of Lawrence, Kas., which were said to be affected by Entomophthora. 

These diseased bugs were placed under glass with living ones from the fields, the lat- 

ter being provided with food, and kept thus confined for 53 hours, when the major 

portion of them were placed on several hills of corn seriously infested by bugs, the 
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remainder, with the dried remains received from Professor Snow, being scattered 

about over a small area of young wheat sown for experiment, and also swarming with 

young chinch-bugs. The hills of corn on which the bugs had been placed were iso- 

lated from others, equally badly infested, by narrow frames of boards placed on the 

ground, and the upper edges covered with tar. This last precavtion was taken in 

order to prevent communication with other hills, intended as checks on those used 

directly in the experiment, The area of young wheat over which infected bugs had 

been placed was not inclosed, but its limits carefully marked. Five days after, July 

27th, a single bug was found on one of the isolated hills of corn, which had very evi- 

dently died from -the effects of Entomophthora, and by the 30th enough others were 

found to show that the fungus had fully established itself, and the barriers about the 

isolated hills were removed. 

On August 2d, dead bugs covered with Entomophthora were found in considerable 

numbers about hills of corn 25 feet from where the original colonies had been placed, 

and also throughout and even 55 feet beyond the area of young wheat over which 

dead and affected bugs had been distributed. Daily observations were now made, 

but the progress of the disease seemed to come to a stand-still. From the 5th of 

August up to the 9th, it was almost impossible to get sufficient material, outside, to 

enable me to carry on laboratory experiments. August 13th the spread of Ento- 

mophthora appeared to have taken on new life, and diseased bugs were becoming 

much more numerous. August 15th found diseased bugs 172 feet from any place 

where they had been previously observed. August 20th diseased bugs were very 

abundant over all of the area where disease had been distributed, and two days later 

examples were found a quarter of a mile from the starting-point of the disease. Im- 

mediately after this, however, came another halt, both in the intensity of attack and 

rapidity with which it spread, due either to the dry weather or to the fact that the 

bugs had now reached the adult stage and had become diffused over the country, no 

longer congregating together. From either one or the other, or both of these causes, 

I lost track of Entomophthora, and was not able to again find it in the fields. It seems 

proper to state here that chinch-bugs were not at any time excessively abundant. 

The greatest numbers were in the exact localities where the disease was first distrib- 

uted, the congregating at these places being brought about by the close proximity 

to a large number of small experimental plats of wheat; and when this was harvested 

the bugs collected en masse on the corn and young wheat. In connection with these 

facts, it is also interesting to note that from July 15 to August 31 there were 10 

days on which rain fell. The dates of these rains and the amount of precipitation 

are given below: 

| 

Precip- | Precip- 
Date. itation || Date. itation 

(inches). i (inches). 

|| 
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With a view of learning whether or not there was any difference as regards sus- 

ceptibility to the attack of Entomophthora between bugs in different stages of de- 

velopment, a series of experiments was begun, as follows: 

Young plants of Setaria glauca were transplanted to a box, and upon each plant 

was placed a dead bug covered with the fungus, and also healthy larve; larve just 

on the point of pupation; pupz just prior to reaching the adult stage; and fully- 

developed adults, each stage being placed on separate plants, and each covered with 

a small inverted glass vial numbered by lettering. As checks, another series was 
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prepared like the first in every particular. The soil in the box was kept well moist- 

ened, and the plants remained fresh. This experiment was made on August 2, about 

the time when the attack outside began to diminish in intensity. The following are 

the results of examinations on the dates indicated, the original experiments being 

numbered by capitals, and the checks by small letters, thus A, a, adult; B, 6b, young 

larvee; OC, c, older larve; D, d, pupe: 

Date. A, a. ‘Be db. | Cc. c. Dz. Bysort 
i} 

SS aro | 
August5..| Healthy. | Healthy. | Healthy. | Healthy. | 1 dead. Healthy. | 1 dead. | 1 dead, 
August6..| 1 dead. 1 dead. Healthy. | Healthy. | 1 dead. Healthy. | 3dead. | 1 dead. 
August 7..| All dead. | 3 dead. 3 dead. 1 dead. 3 dead. 1 dead. Wawel. eae | SOLOeads 
August 16,| All dead. | All dead. | All dead. | All dead. | All dead. | All dead. | All dead. | All dead. 

On the same day this experiment was begun a second was also commenced, like 

the first in every particular except that the healthy bugs used in experimentation 

were exposed to fungus individuals for only five hours, and then placed under their 

respective glasses. Asaresult, on August 15, 13 days thereafter, none had died, thus 

strongly indicating that the Entomophthora did not exist generally in the fields, and 

that it could not be communicated during a period of five hours’ exposure. 

On August 7 a large number of healthy bugs were placed under glass with a 

number which had recently died from Entomophthora, the moisture in the vessel 

being absorbed by calcium chloride. A check experiment was also commenced, 

where the material and the conditions were the same, except the humidity of the 

atmosphere, care being taken to have the latter as nearly saturated with moisture as 

possible. August 10 the original experiment was divided, and a portion of the 

healthy bugs removed and placed in a damp environment, the remainder being kept 

under the original dry conditions. The results on August 22 were as follows: In 

the original experiment, where the healthy bugs had been continually in dry quar- 

ters, not a single bug had died from Entomophthora. Not only this, but none of 

those which had been removed after three days and placed in dry quarters had died, 

showing that the disease was not contracted and did not develop in healthy bugs, 

though kept exposed in a dry atmosphere for 15 days; nor could it be originated by 

placing in a damp atmosphere for 12 days bugs which had been exposed to conta- 

gion for three days in dry quarters. The results with the check experiment were 

quite different. Within five days after being confined with the Hntomophthora the 

healthy bugs began to die from the effects of the disease, and in three days more 

every one had died from the same cause, their bodies being covered with spores. 

Still another experiment was tried, which consisted in confining a large number 

of healthy bugs with others diseased in a damp environment, and when the fungus 

had destroyed a portion, the remainder were divided and a part removed to dry 

quarters. The result was, that while those left in damp confinement continued to 

die, none of those inclosed in dry environment were destroyed. As the fungus had 

by this time become distributed over the experiment farm, so that I could tell with 

certainty whether material from fields was in a perfectly healthy condition or not, no 

further experiments were made in this direction. 

From the foregoing, it will be observed that the essential element in all of these 

experiments was an abundance of moisture, without which the Hntomophthora could 

neither become established nor flourish after it had gained a footing. Again, the 

extent to which the disease will prove contagious will depend upon the number of 

bugs. Without great numbers massed together comparatively few would contract 

the disease. To sum up the matter, there is little hope for relief to the farmer from 

the influence of Entomophthora, except when the chinch-bugs are abundant and 

massed together in great numbers, and during a period of wet weather. I have suc- 
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ceeded in getting the fungus established at two widely-located points in Indiana, 

and do not consider it at all difficult to introduce in localities where chinch-bugs are 

abundant, provided the weather is favorable. But if it is ever utilized by the farmer, 

which seems to me to be at present a matter of considerable doubt, it will be only 

after the pest has become very abundant, during the time between the first larval and 

adult stages, and in a wet time. After the Entomophthora has been introduced into 

a certain field, it will become diffused only in proportion as the bugs travel about 

and healthy bugs come in contact with spores from those which have died from the 

disease. This will not be very great until the pupal stage is reached. 

The larve of chinch-bugs seem to in some way understand that while moulting 

they will be well-nigh helpless, and hence hide themselves away in vast numbers in 

secluded places. Under such conditions, the spores thrown from diseased bugs would 

reach a larger number of their fellows. I have found adults but recently moulted 

affected by the Entomophthora. After the bugs acquire wings and scatter themselves 

over the country, the liability to contagion will be again reduced, unless in case of 

very severe invasions, where, from force of numbers, congregating on or about food 

plants becomes a necessity. Hence, the introduction of the fungus among larve will 

at first proceed but slowly, and only in extreme cases and under favorable conditions 

can it be expected to proceed much more raipdly among adult bugs. In short, the 

only way that this fungoid disease seems capable of being employed in agriculture 

is, by the establishment of some central propagating station to which farmers can | 

apply and receive an abundant supply of infected bugs on short notice. By this 

means, they could take advantage of a rainy period of a week or 10 days, and, if they 

can contrive by sowing plats of millet and Hungarian to mass the bugs in certain 

localities about their fields, they might accomplish something towards warding off 

an invasion. But the possibility of overcoming an invasion after it is fully under 

way, (as is almost sure to be the case during a dry season,) it must be confessed 

is not very encouraging. My failure, after repeated experiments, to produce this 

Entomophthora in the vicinity of La Fayette without the importation of germs is de- 

cidedly against the theory that might be advanced, that the northeastern portion of 

the State was kept free of destructive invasions by reason of this disease brought 

about by wet weather. There is as yet no reason to believe that the disease has ever 

existed in that section of the State. 

Before leaving the subject it will be proper to state that in my experiments a 

larva of Crysopa was introduced by accident and passed through the larval stage, 

feeding continually on bugs dying from the effects of the fungus. 

In the November, 1889, issue of Insect Life, edited by Dr. C. V. Riley and 

his assistants, editorial mention of my own and Doctor Lugger’s experiments 
is made. Professor Webster’s report had not at this time appeared. The in- 

formation concerning my work was obtained from an article in the Lawrence 
Daily Journal of October 2, 1889, the article being in no way an attempt at 

a detailed account of my work, being written by a reporter of the paper. 
The notice in Insect Life presumably reflects Doctor Riley’s views upon the 

matter. From it I quote as follows: 

Ever since Prof. O. Lugger published his apparently favorable results in the same 

direction, something more than a year ago, we have watched the accounts of subse- 

quent attempts, and endeavored to ascertain whether any thoroughly scientific evi- 

dence of the spread of the disease has been established. The matter is of sufficient 

importance to require the most careful weighing of the evidence, as the apparent 

evidence is so easily misconstrued, and the danger of unjustified statement and as- 
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sertion is so great. In this particular article [the one in the Lawrence Journal | we 

notice that no dates are given to the letters, and that the correspondents in no way 

show that the supposed healthy bugs were examined critically, the evidence of life 

being assumed to mean healthfulness. The chief difficulty is, that at the time when 

the disease is prevalent in one locality, the same climate and zymotic conditions are 

liable to—and in fact usually do—prevail through a wide extent of country, and 

that the disease may be about to appear over the whole area. This at once estab- 

lishes the necessity of the most careful observations by means of check experiments. 

If the diseased bugs are simply placed among apparently healthy bugs and the lat- 

ter subsequently become diseased, the proof of direct transmittal by contagion is 

but negative. If, however, healthy bugs are isolated from the imported diseased 

bugs and remain healthy, then a probability is established in favor of the contagion 

by contamination. The disease is always most prevalent in cool, wet weather, from 

midsummer on, when large numbers of the older bugs are naturally dying from 

other causes, and are probably more iiable to fall victims to any scourge of this 

kind. 

The subject is of extreme interest, and while there are reasons which would 

make us doubtful of any tangible and practical results following the attempted ar- 

tificial spread and propagation of the disease, and which make us accept with cau- 

tion the more sanguine views of men like Professors Lugger and Snow, yet there is 

sufficient promise of such results to justify the fullest and most careful experimen- 

tation. This will doubtless be had in the next year or so by the codperation of the 

entomologists connected with the different experiment stations. The full life-his- 

tory of the particular Entomophthora is of extreme importance in this connection. 

In 1890, the sixteenth report of the Illinois State Entomologist ( Professor 
Forbes’s fifth report ) for the years 1887 and 1888 was issued. The report 
records no observations made after 1888. The contagious diseases of the 

chinch-bug are discussed on pp. 45-49. After referring briefly to his earlier 
observations, Professor Forbes presents his observations during 1887 and 
1888, stating that it is not a full account, as follows: 

The first clearly recognizable cases of fungous disease among these chinch-bugs 

were found by me in a corn field near Shattuc, Clinton county, July 7, 1887; but as 

the fungus affecting these insects was not an Empusa, but belonged to a genus 

(Botrytis) [Sporotrichum] but very rarely parasitic, no especial attention was paid 

to it at the time. The same fungous affection was next noticed August 7, 1888, at 

Flora, Il. September 13 the Empusa of 1882 was collected in Marion county; and — 

September 14 the bacterial form discovered in 1882 was observed in immense num- 

bers in the intestines of chinch-bugs obtained at Odin. 

With this inspiring evidence that at least three kinds of diseases were at work on 

the chinch-bugs of southern Illinois, active measures were taken at once for the 

fullest possible study of them from every point of view, entomological, bacterial, 

and economic. 

Without attempting at this time a full account of our work (still in progress), I 

give a few items bearing especially on the distribution and activity of these dis- 

eases in the State. 

The field at Odin, where the bacterial disease was first detected, contained only a 

very moderate number of chinch-bugs for the time and circumstances, and these 

very unequally distributed. The number of adults, especially, was relatively very 

small. The bugs had also a feeble vitality, as shown by the rapidity with which 

they died in transit, although put up with special care. Many pup were very slug- 
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gish, moving slowly along, as if stiff and feeble, the abdomens noticeably distended 

and unusually greenish beneath. 

Crushing both dead and living examples, and slightly diluting the fluids with dis- 

tilled water, immense numbers of bacteria were apparent, moving without flagellar 

action, unmistakably the same as those studied in 1882. Collected in a film ona 

cover glass, dried, flamed, stained with aniline and mounted in balsam, these bacte- 

ria had the appearance of a short-jointed bacillus, with a pale center which did not 

take the stain. If the fluids were not much pressed or agitated, there were usually 

visible many globular masses of these bacilli, looking like free nuclei, but readily 

broken up by repeated pressure, the separate individuals swarming everywhere. 

Sometimes careful crushing in water would enable one to trace the streams of escap- 

ing bacteria to a portion of the alimentary canal protruding through a break in the 

crust. 

On the 18th of September, I killed carefully and at once dissected a pupa from 

Odin, presenting the symptoms of disease. First crushing on the slide portions of 

the fatty bodies, I recognized a small number of the usual bacilli, but when I isolated 

portions of the gastric coeca transferred to a clean slide, and crushed carefully in 

place, I found the fluid swarming with immense numbers of bacilli; saw others rap- 

idly escaping in streams from the torn tubes or dancing about with them, and 

found the nuclei of the epithelial cells seemingly closely packed with the same bac- 

teria. Curiously, on carefully isolating and crushing on still another slide the an- 

terior part of the alimentary canal, that preceding the coeca, I could not find a 

single microbe. The posterior part contained, however, a moderate number demon- 

strated in the same manner. Another specimen, studied by the same methods, 

contained vast numbers of the characteristic bacillus in the coeca, but none that I 

could clearly recognize in the other parts of the alimentary canal. They were want- 

ing in the Malpighian tubules. 

Examples collected September 19, in corn fields at Albion, in Edwards county, 

contained sometimes more and sometimes fewer of these bacteria, and occasionally 

none; others from Ashley, obtained at the same time, were moderately infested; and 

examples from Edgewood, received September 22, contained them, if at all, in 

numbers so small that I could not satisfy myself of their presence. Specimens from 

Mascoutah, sent September 22, contained a variable number, vast quantities oc- 

curring in some and relatively few in others. Their apparently greater number in 

pup than in imagos was possibly due to the greater ease and thoroughness with 

which the relatively soft bodies of the former could be crushed on the slide. 

Bugs received from Bond county October 3 were similarly examined, and found 

in similar condition. Of three pupe crushed, the first contained an extraordinary 

number, the second a scarcely inferior abundance, and the third only a moderate 

quantity. Cultures made from the first of the above were completely successful, and 

gave conclusive evidence as to the character and life-history of this bacillus. 

On the other hand, and finally, three adults collected at Golconda, on the Ohio 

river, October 4, contained no bacteria that I could recognize. If present at all, 

the number was certainly very small. 

From the foregoing it is apparent that this bacillus was unequally but abundantly 

distributed throughout the region where the chinch-bug had reached its culminating 

point last year, but, on the other hand, its absence in specimens from Pope county, 

where the insect was more destructive this year than last, is of special interest and 

significance. 

The numerous bacterial cultures made from these insects, completely successful 

in both fluid and solid media, may best be reported elsewhere. It is sufficient to say 

that they showed this chinch-bug microbe to bea bacillus, flagellate in fluid cultures, 
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and when grown on the surface of solid media, varying greatly in size and form 

according to place and stage of development, tending to adhere in long, serpentine 

strings of 20 to 30 or more when actively dividing in liquids, and becoming short 

and broad, with pale center, when forming spores—this center being simply the 

single unstained spore developed in each segment of cell. 

The first examples of the entomophthorous infection certainly seen in Illinois 

since 1882 were obtained by us from the corn fields of Clinton county September 

13, 1888, and the next, September 18, at Albion, where this fungous disease was, how- 

ever, less prevalent than that due to Botrytis. Its possible occurrence in the Edge 

wood region was indicated by an accidental observation made September 22. When 

examining a pupa, obtained there on the 8th of August, I found its fluids filled with 

fragments of the entomophthorous mycelium. 

Letters and specimens from Minnesota and Iowa show the extraordinary preva- 

lence of this affection there, where it is evidently the dominant chinch-bug disease, 

—a condition in peculiar contrast with that of the southern part of this State, where 

the Entomophthora is relatively infrequent, and the Botrytis and bacterial diseases 

are the prevailing maladies. 

Our first positive observation of the Botrytis disease of the chinch-bug was made, 

as has been said already, near Shattuc,-Clinton county, July 7,1887. The specimens 

obtained were not critically studied at the time, and the fungus was first positively 

recognized as parasitic on the chinch-bug August 7, 1888, on specimens obtained at 

Flora, in Clay county. 

The occurrence of this disease on a scale sufficient to affect notably the numbers 

of the chinch-bug was first observed September 18, by one of my assistants, Mr. 

John Marten, at Albion, Edwards county. The insects were at this time much less 

numerous there than three or four weeks before; in some neighborhoods, not more 

than one-tenth as common. The apparent cause of this decrease was a fungous dis- 

ease, the mould-covered victims of which were so freely sprinkled beneath the corn as 

to suggest a recent flurry of snow. On one measured area, for example, of only two 

square inches, 26 bugs were counted, covered with the fungous growth — mostly that 

of Botrytis. Mr. William Over, a local correspondent of the office, reported that this 

affection of the chinch-bug was observed there at oats harvest. 

The same Botrytis was detected in chinch-bugs at Ashley and Nashville, in Wash- 

ington county, September 18. It occurred freely in our breeding cages, where living 

chinch-bugs were kept under conditions as favorable as possible to their maintenance. 

The rapid post mortem development of the fungus here was quite inexplicable on any 

other theory than that of its pathogenic character. One specimen, for example, alive 

in the afternoon, but dead upon the bell glass at noon of the following day, was al- 

ready completely whitened by a profuse external growth of this Botrytis, already fruit- 

ing abundantly. 

Another example, but just dead, (taken from a lot of chinch-bugs among which 

this Botrytis affection prevailed,) upon whose surface no external growth had yet 

appeared, was seen to be filled and penetrated everywhere with a rudimentary and 

rapidly-growing mycelium certainly not entomophthorous, but ang in charac- 

ter with the Botrytis as this appears within the insect. 

As to the distribution of this fungus outside the State, I have no enews be- 

yond the fact that it appeared in a small collection of chinch-bugs received from 

Dr. Otto Lugger, of Minnesota, October 25, 1888, within a fortnight of their arrival 

here, a fact which may be explained either as due to its occurrence in Minnesota or 

as a result of accidental infection at the office after the bugs arrived. 

An observation of especial interest was made November 1 by Mr. Marten, at 
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Champaign, a large beetle (Parandra brunnea) found dead under a log being 

thickly covered with a profuse growth of this same Botrytis. 

At present it appears that all, except perhaps the bacterial disease, are closely 

dependent for their activity on the weather, although their generally rapid develop- 

ment over so large a territory indicates their presence at all times to a greater or 

less extent. That the bacterial disease is less dependent upon wet weather for its 

activity, was shown by occurrences detailed in my entomological report for 1882, 

borne out as these are by our office experiments this year. While in order to obtain 

the free and rapid development of the Hntomophthora or Botrytis it was necessary 

to enclose the chinch-bugs under glass over moist earth, the bacterial disease ap- 

peared or continued equally well in specimens kept perfectly dry, and even where 

they were evidently perishing from simple drouth. However, the appearance of 

even this disease only after a season of considerable rain, and our failure to detect 

it in the field in extremely dry weather, make it probable that this also remains in 

abeyance under conditions recognized as especially favorable to chinch-bug in- 

crease. 

That it is chiefly to the joint action of these various disease-producing fungi, 

favored as they are by moist weather, that we owe the disappearance of chinch-bug 

outbreaks, is rendered almost certain by the facts now on record. ~ 

In the November, 1890, issue of Insect Life, (Vol. m1, No. 4, p. 141,) is 

printed a paper “On the Use of Contagious Diseases in Contending with In- 
jurious Insects,” by Prof. Herbert Osborn. The paper was read before the 

Entomological Club of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science, at Indianapolis, August 22, 1890. This interesting paper closes with 

the statement that the author believes we are justified in the following infer- 
ences : 

First. That there are diseases amply sufficient as a basis for economic work, the 

bacterial forms giving the most promise for all cases where early results are desired, 

while those due to fungi, so far as present knowledge goes, propagating slowly, can 

only be used as slow but efficient checks to injurious forms, the most we can do with 

them being to introduce them in localities where not already found. 

Second. That the diseases can be controlled to the extent of preserving the germs 

for a season and transporting them from place to place, to use for inoculation; but 

that its spread in nature will be affected by conditions beyond our control, while only 

such insects as occur gregariously, or live in mingled hosts, can be attacked to ad- 

vantage. 

Third. That the cost of application would prevent its adoption except in certain 

forms. 

Finally, we must consider this method of contending with insects at best as but 

one of a number of profitable methods, to be used in certain cases, where other 

methods are insufficient, and to supplement other methods where it can be done to 

advantage. With this end in view, the diseases of insects are worthy of the most 

careful study, and will not, I think, disappoint us in their final results. 

In the Manhattan Nationalist of February 12, 1891, appeared an article 
by Prof. E. A. Popenoe, entitled “The Chinch-Bug Disease Again.” In this 

article Professor Popenoe refers to various phases of my experiments, and 

closes by saying: 

The inferences from all the observations here quoted is, that unless the climatic 

conditions are favorable to the growth of the Hmpusa parasite, the bugs will thrive 
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even though the germs be present; while, if the weather be favorable to the growth 
of the Hmpusa, the bugs are likely to be swept off by an epidemic of the disease, 
whether introduced artificially or not, as the germs are apparently widely distrib- 
uted, and only await favorable conditions to bring them into action. 

In the seventeenth report of the Illinois State Entomologist (Professor 
Forbes’s sixth report ) for 1889 and 1890, published in 1891 (received by me 
in February, 1892), Professor Forbes presents an article entitled “Notes on the 

Diseases of the Chinch-bug,” pp. 74-87. In a foot-note it is said that “this 
article has been revised in passing through the press to include results arrived 

at here since it was written, and it is now substantially complete to June 
15, 1891. The opening paragraphs of the “Notes” are as follows: 

The fact that the almost total disappearance in 1889 of a great outbreak of the 

chinch-bug which had cost Illinois and adjacent States many millions of dollars was 

apparently due chiefly, if not altogether, to parasitism by fungi, or, in other words, 

to contagious insect disease, has given to these diseases of insects a very special in- 

terest and importance at the present time; and possibly successful attempts made 

in Minnesota, Kansas and Indiana for the transfer of one of them to previously 

healthy bugs, and even for its dissemination in some instances to fields previously 

free from them, gives to researches bearing on this subject a great and permanent 

practical value. 

We have at present positive knowledge of two diseases of the chinch-bug, and 

highly probable evidence of a third, the first two associated with the occurrence of 

spore-bearing fungi (Entomophthora and Sporotrichum), and the third with a bacte- 

rial species described in 1883 as Micrococcus insectorum. In the first and last cases we 

lack the absolute certainty given by experimental transfer of the disease by means 

of its characteristic fungi to insects shown to be previously free from it; but with 

respect to the first of these affections, that connected with the Entomophthora, this 

deficiency has little meaning. The species of this genus are so generally parasitic 

on insects, and the nature of their effect upon the chinch-bug is so unmistakable, 

that experimental evidence is really quite unessential. The subject of the bacterial 

disease is, however, a much more difficult and intricate one, and positive assumption 

of the pathogenic character of any given microbe is always unwarranted unless 

brought to the test of precise transfer experiments. 

Professor Forbes states that the evidence in favor of a bacterial disease of 

the chinch-bug is essentially as follows: 

First, the very general occurrence of vast numbers of a single species of Micro- 

coccus in the coeca of the alimentary canal of chinch-bugs evidently suffering from 

disease, accompanied by the complete destruction of the epithelium of such coeca, 

at a time when an enormous mortality was apparent among them; second, the ab- 

sence of such bacterial affection during periods of normal prosperity; third, a vari- 

ation, generally speaking, in the number of these Micrococci, roughly corresponding 

to the evident prevalence and intensity of fatal disease; and, fourth, the death by 

disease, with an abundance of the above Micrococcus in the alimentary canal, of 

chinch-bugs previously confined as an experiment with selected lots known to be 

perishing in like manner, checks composed of specimens not so exposed remaining, 

in the meantime, unaffected. 

As to the Sporotrichum disease, Professor Forbes sums up as follows: 

That the fungus here called a Sporotrichum (S. globuliferum Spegazzini, accord- 

ing to Peck) is likewise a cause of spontaneous disease among chinch-bugs, is in- 
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ferred from the vast abundance of this species on chinch-bugs in the field very 

recently dead, where they were perishing rapidly and in enormous numbers, the 

suddenness with which it bursts out of the body after death in the form of a spore- 

bearing growth, (scarcely to be accounted for except on the supposition that it had 

infested the body of the insect while the latter was still alive,) and the absence in 

these cases of any other apparent cause of death. Strong corroboration is afforded 

by the fact that this fungus has been found an open-air parasite upon a variety of 

other insect species, and that it has been lately conveyed to a great variety of per- 

fectly healthy insects by exposure, both to chinch-bugs and to other insect species 

on which it had matured its spores, and by treatment with this fungus cbtained in 

quantity by artificial cultivation. 

Professor Forbes then proceeds, in his “ Notes,” to give in detail an account 

of his culture experiments with the Micrococcus and Sporotrichum. The first 

attempts at the artificial culture of the Micrococcus in his laboratory were 
made by an assistant, September 1-3, 1886. The bugs used were apparently 
free from the bacterial disease, so that no cultures were obtained. The next 

attempt was on September 25, 1888, “with a tube of solid gelatine infected 
from the fluids of a young chinch-bug in the third stage of its growth.” 

He says further: 

This insect was taken from a corn field at Odin, Ill., where chinch-bugs 

were noticeably very much less numerous than they had been observed to be 

some weeks before, and where, also, adults were present in noticeably small propor- 

tion. The fluids were swarming with the usual Micrococci. . . . On the 29th of 

September a profuse growth had made its appearance in this tube, the gelatine be- 

ing considerably liquefied and the liquid portion slightly milky, but the bacterial 

growth having mostly settled in an irregular, flocculent mass. A slide made at this 

time shows an apparently pure culture of the original Micrococcus insectorum, so far 

as may be determined by critical microscopical examination. It is quite certain, 

however, that the growth was mixed, and the liquefaction of the gelatine was prob- 

ably due to another form than the chinch-bug microbe, especially as examinations 

of the bacteria when fresh showed some flagellate movements —a feature never seen 

in those directly from the insect. 

A fairly satisfactory attempt at the culture of the chinch-bug Micrococcus was 

made by Professor Burrill in the bacterial laboratory of the university in October, 

1888, from a still living specimen obtained at Mt. Carmel, Ill., September 30. The 

chinch-bug was thoroughly washed before crushing in corrosive sublimate solution 

to disinfect the surface, and was then crushed in freshly distilled water. From the 

fluids thus obtained a solid culture was begun in an agar tube and placed in the in- 

cubator. October 3, this had formed two very small colonies of rather poor and 

irregular growth, but seemingly pure Micrococcus insectorum. The bacteria were 

usually in couples, but occasional examples were of irregular form, swollen at one 

end or abnormally slender, peculiarities traceable perhaps to the effect of the cor- 

rosive sublimate. 

Several other attempts with agar and gelatine and with fluid media were neither 

more or less successful than the foregoing, all leaving a margin of doubt whether 

the original form reappeared in the culture, a doubt which could only be removed 

by infection of healthy insects from these cultures and the reappearance under such 

circumstances, in the alimentary canal, of the form originally occurring there. Un- 

fortunately for the conclusiveness of this work, it was impossible to find at any 

time when these cultures were in progress any lot of chinch-bugs which would not 
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show this Micrococcus spontaneously if kept for a little time in confinement, and 

the investigation consequently remains in an unfinished state. The fact is worthy 

of special remark that lots of chinch-bugs kept for several days in the dry air of 

the laboratory, imprisoned under a large bell jar on a varnished table, continued to 

die in numbers with this bacterial disease, and finally all perished. Other fungus 

attacks were invariably arrested by such conditions, the air being probably too dry 

to permit the Hntomophthora or the Sporotrichum to flourish. 

With regard to the Sporotrichum, Professor Forbes begins by saying: 

The unquestionably parasitic character of this fungus, the terrific destruction of 

chinch-bugs to which it certainly contributed in 1888 and 1889 in Illinois, the ease 

with which it may be cultivated artificially in quantities, and the great variety of 

insects which we have found it to attack, make it one of the more important fungus 

parasites of insects from an economic point of view, and will doubtless justify the 

fullest treatment possible at the present time. 

Professor Forbes then reviews his observations on the presence of this dis- 
ease among chinch-bugs in Illinois. (See pp. 207, 208 of this report.) After 
describing the fungus, he discusses in detail his “culture and infection ex- 

periments,” which discussion I quote in full, as follows: 

Several attempts made in the fall of 1888 to cultivate the Sporotrichum in beef 

broth by dropping infected chinch-bugs into the tube resulted only in the growth of 

a mixed mycelium, (partly Mucor,) in which nothing resembling the fruiting bodies 

of Sporotrichum appeared. These experiments, therefore, must be considered as 

failures. 

My attention was next called to the artificial culture of this fungus by the receipt, 

May 15, 1891, from Mr. Roland Thaxter, of a tube of agar containing an abundant 

growth of it, derived originally from larve of Copipanolis vernalis, which he was rear- 

ing in a breeding cage. From this culture, which was fruiting abundantly when re- 

ceived, agar cultures were repeatedly grown here; and from these were also begun 

various successful cultures in other media. These were all made in test tubes by 

the usual processes of sterile bacterial cultures, the nutrient material being beef 

broth, prepared as for the culture of bacteria and used to saturate corn meal, mid- 

dlings, bran, and sawdust. In all these experiments, each two or three times repeated, 

the Sporotrichum spores germinated freely and promptly, the visible growth begin- 

ning in about 36 hours and increasing rapidly at the ordinary temperature. It was, 

however, much more profuse in the corn meal mixture than in any of the others, next 

in the middlings, and slowest in the saturated sawdust. The heads of spores began 

to appear within two or three days, and the stage of ripening — indicated by the ready 

detachment of the spores on jarring or shaking —was reached in from 9 to 12 days 

from the beginning of the experiment. The growth was upon the surface of all these 

masses, and nowhere penetrated the interior, except where the medium was loosely 

compacted, so that air spaces occurred within it. As examples of the process of de- 

velopment, the notes of the two following cultures may be given: 

June 9, prepared beef broth by the usual method for pure bacterial culture, ster- 

ilized it, and heated corn meal almost to a scorching. Mixed the two to a thick 

batter, and put into a test tube, inclined to give a sloping surface. Plugged with 

cotton and sterilized at temperature of 100° centigrade for half an hour. Sporotri- 

chum spores from an agar culture sown on this mixture June 11, 8 o’clock a.m. June 

18, 8 o’clock a.m., growth of the fungus has begun. June 14, growing freely. June 

15, spreading very rapidly. June 16, growth spreading freely and entering little 

crevices at the margins of the mass. Heads of spores beginning to form. June 17, 
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fungus covering all the exposed surface. June 19, surface slightly tinged with yel- 

low, indicating ripening of spores. June 22, masses of spores may be detached by 

vigorous shaking. June 24, spores readily detached; surface decidedly brownish. 

June 12, materials prepared as above. From a lot of chinch-bugs obtained in 

the field June 2, in which the Sporotrichum had appeared spontaneously, a dead 

specimen was taken June 12, 3 p.m., and dropped into the tube on the surface of the 

meal. June 14, growth beginning. June 15, fungus growing freely all along the 

track touched by the chinch-bug. June 17, surface of the meal well covered with 

the growth; blue mould appearing at the bottom of the tube. June 18, Sporotri- 

chum as before; blue mould spreading. June 20, spore clusters of Sporotrichum 

showing quite distinctly. June 22, spores quite yellowish and loosened by jarring. 

June 27, a peculiar pink color apparent along the margins of the mould, pene- 

trating deeply into the meal. On examination, this color proved to be due to a 

bacterial species which was transferred to an agar tube for separate cultivation. 

Numerous attempts were made, beginning June 15, for the artificial culture of 

the Sporotrichum in the open air, without resort to the sterilization methods of the 

experiments given above, but all were unsuccessful. The materials used were corn 

meal saturated with beef broth; the same acidulated with acetic or tartaric acid, for 

the purpose of retarding the development of bacteria; corn meal soaked with a 

modified form of Cohn’s solution, acidulated as before; corn meal mixed with water; 

corn meal soaked with an extract of the excrement of horses, variously acidulated 

with tartaric acid; the solid excrement itself; the thick scum from beef broth; and 

raw beef alone. 

Infection experiments were made with chinch-bugs, Cecropia moths, the grain 

aphis and other plant lice, and with saw-fly larve (from grass). 

The first chinch-bug experiment was begun May 11, 1891, with only about 50 speci- 

mens placed under a bell glass with fresh wheat, and exposed to infection from several 

dead beeties (Disonycha pennsylvanica) covered with fungus spores from a iot of 

that species which had largely perished with this fungus attack. Three days later 

one chinch-bug was dead, and in five days another also. May 19 two more, covered 

with Sporotrichum, were taken from the glass. May 20, at 8 a.m., another, which 

had certainly been alive at 2 p.m. of the preceding day, was removed, whitened with 

the mycelium of the fungus. On the 22d of May two more had died from the fungus 

attack, and on the 23d another. By the 29th of the month, 18 days after the experi- 

ment began, all but one of the chinch-bugs were dead and covered with the Sporo- 

trichum, and this one died shortly after. Other specimens of the same lot, kept in 

similar conditions as a check, had in the meantime continued without loss. 

Next, May 29, 30 insects were placed, with a wheat plant for food, in a breed- 

ing cage, and two dead specimens whitened with the fungus growth were placed 

among them. Twenty-four hours later these dead insects were removed. On the 

3d day of June, five days from the beginning of the experiment, one insect was 

dead with the fungus affection, and on the seventh two more. Three days later 

two additional specimens were removed from the cage whitened with an abundant 

growth of Sporotrichum, and the remainder of the chinch-bugs in this lot were then 

converted to another use. None had died in the meantime’ in the check lot. 

June 1 a similar experiment was begun with 30 chinch-bugs, among which four 

infected ones were introduced and left two days. By June 10, three had died with 

the fungus attack, and the remainder were then otherwise used, the check lot having 

in the meantime remained without loss. 

June 5, 30 chinch-bugs were dusted with spores from an agar culture of Sporo- 

richum, and two days later two of these were dead. June 9 two others had died, 

and by the 1ith nine of the 30 had perished, with a rapid subsequent development 
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of Sporotrichum from their bodies. Unfortunately, however, for the significance 

of these results, six specimens from the check of 30 originally separated had per- 

ished in the same manner, thus giving evidence either that the original lot, obtained 

from Litchfield, Montgomery county, had been diseased when taken, or else that 

the check had become infected from the neighboring experimental lots. 

Similar experiments on other insects were tried with similar results. Saw-fly 

larve (Tenthredinide), obtained by sweeping from grass May 22d, were dusted with 

spores from the Thaxter culture and placed under a bell glass on growing blue-grass 

and clover. On the 26th two larve were dead and covered with the fungus, together 

with a small fly (Dolichopodide) accidentally enclosed with them. May 28 more 

larvee were affected, and by the 30th all were dead. In the same lot were larve of 

Apatura and several plant lice, all of which died in the same manner. Saw-fly larvee 

enclosed without treatment had all survived. 

Plant lice, obtained by sweeping fields of clover, were similarly treated May 25, 

and enclosed on clover plants within a glass cylinder open at the top. June 1 

some of the plant lice seemed weak and wandered from their food, and two days later 

all were dead and covered with the fungus. In the check lot, meantime, a few had 

died, but none developed the fungus either then or thereafter. Most, however, were 

alive. 

Ten larve of saw-flies and of Lepidoptera, taken in sweeping, were placed, May 

22, under a bell glass with grass and clover, and well dusted with spores from the 

Thaxter culture tube. On the 25th of May, the Sporotrichum had begun to show on 

two of the larve. May 27 several more were dead, with the development of spores, 

and by June 4 all had similarly perished. 

June 1 eight Cecropia moths were dusted with Sporotrichum spores and placed 

in a breeding cage over damp earth. Two days later two of the moths were dead, 

and June 8 all had died; but it was not until the 12th that the spores appeared ex- 

ternally. 

It seems clear, from the foregoing, that Sporotrichum glob uliferum is an entomogen- 

ous fungus capable of attacking healthy insects in great variety, young and old; that 

it may take first effect in about two days, but that mature spores will be 9 or 10 days 

in forming. Experiments not here reported have satisfied me that, although the 

fungus may be successfully transferred to culture media in any stage, the complete 

maturity of the spores is probably necessary to the infection of living insects. It 

may be readily grown by the methods of sterile culture, on agar or on almost any 

substance soaked with sterilized beef broth, and cultures so produced may be used 

to infect insects. On the other hand, this seems not to be a very virulent insect para- 

site, and I am not as yet at all certain that it will be found especially useful to the 

economic entomologist, except where both meteorological and entomological condi- 

tions unite to favor its growth and rapid spread. 5 

In the North American Practitioner for September, 1891, Professor Forbes 

published a paper, “On a Bacterial Insect Disease.” He presents a careful 

anatomical description of the alimentary canal of the chinch-bug, calling es- 

pecial attention to a whorl of eight coeca, or stomachic appendages: 

The coeca, radically arranged, are about .12 mm. in diameter, and average 1.5mm. 

in length. They are straight or slightly contorted, with smoothly-rounded ends, and 

are nearly filled, when in normal condition, with large pole loosely attached; sub- 

spherical cells, similar to those of the gastric epithelium, but containing more fatty 

granules. These cells are variable in size, and individual_ones become greatly swol- 

len, and probably break down in secretion. The lumen of the tube is an irregular 

linear space, not readily distinguishable in the midst of the cells. . . . Curiously 

—14 
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enough, the disease in question is strictly confined to the whorl of coeca above de- 

scribed, and in them has finally the effect to completely destroy the secreting epi- 

thelium, the cells of which break down and disappear, leaving the delicate tubules 

filled with a vast mass of microbes, with some small intermixture of droplets of fat 

and a little nondescript debris, the result of cellular decomposition. The bacterial 

mass is always a perfectly pure culture of Micrococcus insectorum Burrill, described 

in 1883 from the alimentary canal of the chinch-bug, and not since encountered else- 

where. 

In slightly-affected bugs it is found within the cells of the coeca, the nuclei of 

which may become crammed with it; but even after the complete degeneration of 

this epithelium the other cells of the alimentary tract are almost absolutely free | 

from it, a fact which can only be explained on the supposition that it is select in 

its conditions of growth. In bad cases it may be found free in the fluids of the 

posterior part of the canal, but not in number to compare with those in the coeca. 

In the first and second stomachs I have rarely seen it at all. In the third stomach 

it may occasionally appear, but there it never attacks the epithelium. In the fluids 

of the body cavity, in the fatty bodies, in the Malpighian tubules, in the muscles, 

and in the nervous masses, it is totally wanting, even in the specimens worst dis- 

eased. Perfect slides of this bacterial species may be made by smearing diseased 

coeca on a cover glass, and staining and mounting by the usual methods. 

The effect on the insect is not remarkable, beyond a slowly-increasing lethargy, 

clumsiness, and weakness, usually but not always accompanied by a swelling of the 

abdomen and a greenish hue of the under side of the body, due to the tint of the 

fatty bodies within. In the latter stages, chinch-bugs placed upon their backs can- 

not right themselves, but can only feebly move their legs. Death by this disease is 

not followed by decay or by any post mortem development of fungus growths. The 

attack is most likely to appear in the growing insect, and in the stage next preced- 

ing the adult, just previous to the last moult—a period of extraordinary suscepti- 

tibility in insects generally; but adults are often seriously and even fatally affected. 

Although the disease is to all appearance contagious, and occasionally destroys vast 

numbers of these insects together, strict proof of its transmission is yet wanting. 

Attempts at cultures made previous to the last few weeks have been only doubtfully 

successful, owing to the evident sensitiveness of this Micrococcus to culture condi- 

tions, and to the difficulty experienced of getting a pure infection material. By 

isolating the alimentary canal of chinch-bugs by dissection, and separating the 

coeca and transferring them entire to culture tubes of agar, beef broth, and the like, 

I have lately succeeded, in conjunction with Professor Burrill, in making perfectly 

pure cultures in considerable number in both animal and vegetable media, in both 

fluid and solid states. As a result of the infection by this method,of 16 culture tubes 

containing respectively beef broth and infusions of corn stalks and potato, each 

medium being represented by perfectly neutral, by acid, and by alkaline tubes, we 

have obtained successful cultures in all the neutral and alkaline fluids and in none 

of the acid ones, and from these fluid cultures have made transfer cultures on solid 

agar with entire success. 

The sensitiveness of this Micrococcus to acid in its culture fluid is probably the 

cause of its strict limitation to the coeea of the insect intestine, since these coeca do 

not contain any portion of the food, but serve only as a secreting gland. The se- 

cretion must be neutral or alkaline, while the partly digested food is probably acid. 

As the excretion of the Malpighian tubules is acid, the immunity of these structures 

has a similar explanation. Itis a point of special entomological interest, that we 

have in this microbe a possible test of the chemical character and physiological 

action of the fluid secretions of the coeca of insects —a matter yet in controversy. 
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Concerning the utilization of artificial cultures of Micrococcus for a propagation 

of this disease among insects not affected, I am at present able to say but little, as 

I have not yet succeeded, in either season when it was common, in finding lots of 

chinch-bugs sufficiently free from it to make them suitable subjects for experimen- 

tal attempts at its transfer. It will be readily understood by anyone that it is use- 

less to test the utility of artificial cultures of the disease germs by applying them to 

insects which are already affected by the disease in question. The first step of any 

really scientific investigation of the economics of this matter is, to determine posi- 

tively the absence of the disease in the lots of insects to be used in the experiments. 

Every lot of chinch-bugs thus far obtained by me from central, south central and 

northern Illinois during the months of July and August of this year gave evidence, 

under critical study, of the presence of this microbe in the coeca of a larger or 

smaller percentage of pupz and imagos. My previous observations — less carefully 

made, however, than my recent ones — have been to the general effect that hibernat- 

ing chinch-bugs and young, preceding the so-called pupa state, are little liable to 

the spontaneous occurrence of the intestinal trouble, and I consequently do not de- 

spair of finding, before the present season is over, opportunity for experiments 

which will determine beyond question the economic value of this chinch-bug 

“cholera.” 

In a yet later paper, entitled “ Bacteria Normal to Digestive Organs of 

Hemiptera,” published as article 1, Vol. rv, 1892, Bulletin of the Illinois 
State Laboratory of Natural History, Professor Forbes records the finding of 

bacteria in organs homologous with the chinch-bug coeca in many of the 

higher hemiptera. There appear to be distinct bacterial forms differing 

in the various hemipteral species examined. These bacteria are found only 

in the coeca. Professsor Forbes says: ‘‘ In every case where they have oc- 

curred in our dissections, we have made exhaustive search for bacteria in 
other parts of the alimentary canal also, and in the salivary glands, the fatty 

bodies, ete., and in all these hemiptera with only negative results.” In con- 

cluding the paper, Professor Forbes says: 

I have no present desire to speculate concerning the meaning of the bacterial 

contents of these glands, but limit myself to this preliminary account, and await 

the completion of the several investigations in which we are now engaged, upon 

the distribution of the coeca, their variations, and their relations to the habits of 

the.species possessing them, and upon the kinds and nature of the bacteria con- 

stantly harbored by these interesting appendages of the alimentary canal. 

Concerning their relations to insect disease, I will only add that, in chinch-bugs 

perishing gradually but rapidly, we find them varying considerably in number in the 

coecal appendages, and that where they are most abundant the epithelium of these 

structures is completely disorganized, only the basement membrane remaining in 

the form ot coecal tubes filled with a pure culture of Micrococcus insectorum and a 

little granular debris, the latter apparently the product of the decomposition of the 

epithelium. 
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APPENDIX]? Bey 

DIRECTIONS FOR OBTAINING AND APPLYING THE CHINCH-BUG 

INFECTION. 

In order to keep up our supply of infected bugs, we must require that each 

person sending for infection send us live bugs from the field. These should 

be put into a tin box (a baking powder box is excellent for this purpose), 

without soil, and with a supply of green wheat or corn. The box should 

have a tight-fitting cover, and no holes need to be made. We have found 

that the bugs reach us in the best condition when sent us in this way. 

Upon receipt of infected bugs from the Station, a shallow box about 24x36 

x6 inches, with tight joints, should be provided. Sprinkle the whole inside of 

the box with water and put in enough green wheat or corn to cover the bot- 

tom. Scatter the infected bugs over the bottom and put in a large quantity of 

live bugs from the field; a quart would not be too many for a box of the size 

above suggested. A smaller box may be used for a smaller quantity of bugs. 

After the bugs have remained in the box two days, remove half of them, alive 

and dead, and scatter them over that part of the field where the bugs are 

thickest; at the same time replenish the infection box with more bugs from 

the field. Continue to scatter bugs from the infection box over the field at 

intervals of two days, until it is seen that the bugs are dying rapidly all over 

the field. Keep the box moist by repeated sprinkling and change the green 

food as often as it loses its freshness. 

Careful attention to these directions will often insure success where care- 

less use of the infection would fail. Make daily notes on the appearance of 

the bugs in the infection box and in the field, and of the weather while the 

field infection is in progress. Note carefully the chinch-bug conditions in 

neighboring fields. Keep a list of farmers who get infected bugs from your 

farm. 

Save a quantity of fungus-covered and non-fungus-covered dead bugs in a 
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DIRECTIONS FOR OBTAINING THE INFECTION. 2r 

tin box for use the following year. Put the infection box away for future: 

use. 

Should the first lot of infected bugs from the Station seem to fail in their 

purpose, send without delay for a new supply. 

Do not fail to send a full report of the ecperiment to the Director of the: 

Station. 



EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Plate I. 

Fig. 1. Adult chinch-bug, Blissus leucopterus Say. 

Fig. 2. Chinch-bug enveloped with fruiting Sporotrichum globuliferum. 

Fig. 38. Micrococcus insectorum Burrill, from abdominal contents of sick chinch- 

bug, < 4,000. 

Fig. 4. A mass of chinch-bugs in the infection cage enveloped with growth of 

Sporotrichum. 

Plate II.— SpororrRicHUM GLOBULIFERUM. 

Fig. 1. Conidial spores of Sporotrichum globuliferum, < 470. 

Fig. 2. Germinating spore, < 470. 

Figs. 3 to 7, inclusive. Conidial spore of Sporotrichum in various stages of 

budding, < 470. 

Fig. 8. Sprouting conidial spore of Sporotrichum after 36 hours, X 470. 

Fig. 9. Growth of Sporotrichum over surface of gelatine plate, showing anasto- 

mosis of the mycelium enlarged. 

Fig. 10. Spore-bearing branch of Sporotrichum greatly enlarged. 

Figs. 11 and 12. Hyphal bodies in body of gelatine on culture plate, < 470. 

Fig. 13. Resting spore of Sporotrichum on culture plate. 

Plate I1I.— Empusa ApuHIpis. 

Fig. 1. Section across body of chinch-bug dead of Empusa aphidis highly mag- 

nified. 

Fig. 2. Conidiophore-bearing terminal conidium, > 470. 

Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive. Hyphal bodies of Hmpusa from body of dead chinch- 

bug, X 470. 

Fig. 7. A vesting spore from body of chinch-bug dead of Hmpusa aphidis, 

probably of an accidental fungus, >< 470. 
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PLATE I. 

Fie. 1. Fie. 2. 

Adult chinch-bug (Blissus leucop- Chinch-bug enveloped with the white 
terus Say). fungus (Sporotrichum globuliferum 

Spegazinni). 

Fie. 3. Fic. 4. 

Chinch-bug Micrococcus (M. insectorum Portion of amass of dead chinch-bugs 
Burrill), from body of sick chinch-bug covered with the white fungus (Sporo- 
(from a photo-micrograph). trichum globuliferum.) 
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PLATE Il. 

W. C. Stevens, del. 
THE CHINCH-BUG WHITE FUNGUS. 

(Sporotrichum globuliferum Spegazinni. ) 





PLATE III. 

W. C. Stevens, del. 

THE CHINCH-BUG GRAY FUNGUS. 

(Bnpusa aphidis Hoffman. ) 
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